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Foreword
A Contemplative Life

It is for me an honor and a pleasant duty to preface this remarkable
study. An intellectual biography is neither a mere historical account
of the events of one particular person, more or less interesting as they
might be, nor is it merely one more chapter in the history of ideas
describing the more or less logical connection of one person’s thought
to ideas prevalent at a particular time and place. It is more demanding
than that, and also more important. To be sure, the intellect expresses
itself in ideas, and biography is concerned with the facts of a person’s
life. But an intellectual biography seeks to approach ideas as living
entities incarnated in a living person. The connections are not only
logical but also vital. A philosopher not only has ideas and writes about
them; he lives. An authentic philosopher always maintains a measure
of reserve about his ideas, conscious of their limitations much in the
same way that he is conscious of his own physical limitations. A true
philosopher is not a professor of philosophy (as Kant would have it),
not a Lesemeister, a teacher of doctrines, but a Lebensmeister, a guide for
life (as Eckhart puts it). To attempt an intellectual biography of this
sort involves penetrating the very life of the intellect as incarnated by
one of those few, as Fichte ironically phrases it, “condemned by God
to be philosophers.”

I say that it is an honor for me to introduce the work of Professor
Michiko Yusa, because it represents the successful completion of a task
as demanding as it is fascinating. At the same time, it is not without a
certain sense of duty that I accept the honor, having guided the author
through her master’s and doctoral work, and even more so for having
first drawn the attention of Professor Yusa to the importance of
Nishida Kitarö. She is altogether too generous in naming me “the pri-
mogenitor of this work,” but I gladly accept the duty of the teacher to
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serve one’s students and welcome the chance to underline the signif-
icance of the work she has completed.

Readers of this book will be quick to recognize the devotion to
detail that occupied the attentions of the author throughout the decade
of its composition. I am tempted to call her book an outstanding work.
Without being an expert in Japanese thought, I had a fair knowledge
of Nishida’s philosophy, but I must confess that this book has led me
to love the man—and without love knowledge is truncated, to say the
least. Professor Yusa’s work blends with exquisite tact the “objective”
realm of ideas with the subjective field of the personal life of the
thinker. In so doing, she herself exemplifies one of the contributions
of Nishida to philosophy: the overcoming of the epistemological
dichotomy between objectivity and subjectivity.

Nishida is for me a living example of the struggle to rise above the
split between theöreia and praxis. It is not that he drew theoretical con-
clusions from his concrete actions. He was no Marxist. But neither is
it the case that his theories moved him directly to action. He was no
idealist either. Rather his nondualistic experience, as I would put it,
made him realize the falsity of the dichotomy between the two. When
Cicero’s Roman spirit translated the Greek theöreia into the Latin con-
templatio, he did not mean to reduce the notion to a mere spinning of
ideas. The advaitic attitude, a fundamental feature of the Oriental spirit
(if I may be permitted a simplification), was nurtured in Nishida’s life
through the discipline of Zen. His was indeed a contemplative life. How
else could he have kept a balance between the revolution begun by the
Meiji Restoration and its unexpected escalation, led by the patriotic
militarism that followed it? He embraced the Meiji spirit in opening
himself fully to the philosophical influence of Western philosophy in
its modern form. But he did not forfeit his Oriental wisdom so as to
become a mere Japanese expert in European thought. This may be
part of the reason that some of his interpretations of German idealism
strike us as not quite hermeneutically accurate by Western standards.
Or is this perhaps a felix culpa? 

Of the many considerations that come to mind, I single out one.
It is quite literally a “con-sideration,” since what it attempts is to “put
together the stars” of East and West by highlighting the paramount
importance of experience in life, and hence also in philosophical activ-
ity. For Nishida, as it had been for the West before its so-called
enlightenment, philosophy was an indispensable companion to a con-
scious human existence. Experience is a meeting ground for the
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encounter between East and West, however widely their interpreta-
tions may differ. 

I see in Nishida a living example of the mutual fecundation that
alone, in my opinion, can save our dominant civilization from a lethal
globalization that is in effect the opposite of what Nishida meant by
“unifying power.” In this consideration I do not lay claim to any spe-
cial authority with regard to Nishida’s philosophy. Professor Yusa’s
text offers ample and documented detail. I wish only to elaborate
briefly in my own words by way of preface to those ideas.

By and large, simplifications may be helpful but they are also dan-
gerous. Nevertheless, the dominant culture of the West takes experi-
ence to mean an individual and subjective perception, or, at best, an
intuition that cannot provide an objective basis for a lasting civilization.
In the shadow of this assumption, we are told that all of us, East and
West, should respect private feelings and even religious beliefs but
recognize that they have little to do with the objectivity of the “real
world” represented by politics, technoscience, and economics. On the
contrary, for everything the East has done to cultivate happiness, its
people remain economically poor and victimized by social injustice.
Japan learned to swallow this assumption the hard way and paid for it
with a kind of cultural schizophrenia. India offers a counterexample:
schizophrenia on the one hand, chaos on the other.

Put in more academic language, the split between objectivity and
subjectivity is the pit into which official philosophy has fallen, begin-
ning with the divorce of religion from philosophy and of epistemology
from ontology. Anyone who would argue that the intentions one has
in constructing some technical gadget or other, say a car, influence the
nature of the car is likely to be met with the polite smile we reserve for
those trapped in magical, primitive, or superstitious modes of thought.
And indeed, without the necessary distinctions and without reversing
the mythos within which the modern mind understands things, the
reaction is understandable.

“What has Athens to do with Jerusalem?” goes the well-known
dictum of a familiar brand of Christian exclusivism. “What has Zen to
do with philosophy?” is simply another form of it. Or in a milder and
yet deeper way: “What has philosophy to do with religion? Or subjec-
tive experience with objective reality?” May I not be a good philoso-
pher and a bad man? I wonder.

De nobis ipsis silemus : De re autem quae agitur . . . “Concerning our-
selves we keep silent; concerning the thing itself, we ask people to

ix
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think about it,” wrote Francis Bacon of Verulam in the seventeenth
century in the preface to his Instauratio Magna. A century and a half
later, Immanuel Kant chose this sentence as a motto for the second
edition of his Critik der reinen Vernunft, emphasizing yet again the pri-
macy of objectivity, at least in the philosophical enterprise. Kant had
nothing to hide regarding his life as a citizen; this was not the case with
the political life of the Lord Chancellor Baron of Verulam. Roughly
another century and a half later, Nishida Kitarö, well versed in mod-
ern Western philosophy, showed the same reluctance to include his
personal life as part of his strenuous philosophical activity. We have
Professor Yusa to thank, more than half a century later, for breaking
this silence and bringing together in this Intellectual Biography the life
and work of the most prominent philosopher of the now well-estab-
lished Kyoto school of philosophy. In the process she unveils a funda-
mental difference between East and West much more important than
the nationalist obsession with Japanese identity that plagued Japan’s
empire during the later years of Nishida’s life. Where Bacon had
defended objectivity and Kant had believed in the supremacy of the
thing-in-itself, Nishida was concerned with overcoming the subject-
object split in a different way than German idealism had done. 

I may now return to qualify the bald statement that the “subjec-
tive” intention with which one performs an “objective” action influ-
ences both the doer and the “thing” that is done. I would not go as far
as to approve the injunction of the great rabbi Akiba ben Joseph that a
parchment of the Torah copied by a goy, a gentile, is unfit to be read in
the synagogue, because I do not share his conviction of the impurity of
the nonbeliever. But I do think that it expresses forcefully what is at
stake. Hardly a generation earlier, Jesus of Nazareth had stressed con-
tinually that what matters most are the intentions of one’s heart. Not
to stray into exegetical nuances, I would only stress that overcoming
the dichotomy between theory and practice is more than a theoretical
subtlety. “There is no other way to carry out one’s work than to think
deeply on one’s own,” Nishida wrote to his former student Tanabe
Hajime, who, in the spirit of his teacher, defined the task of philoso-
phy as the self-realization of salvation through the transforming medi-
ation of zange (repentance)—a Buddhist word that he translated as
metanoia and understood as a leap, through grace, from self-suffi-
ciency ( jiriki) to transcendence (tariki). I conclude this consideration
by simply saying that there is neither pure objectivity nor pure subjec-
tivity. The knower and the known, the subject and the object are not
only relative notions; they are two inseparable although distinguish-
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able aspects of reality. Dualism is as lethal as monism—and advaita
looms again on the horizon. But I should not overstep my pleasant
duty as a prologist.

Professor Yusa’s biography is, thus, not only a fascinating narra-
tion of a great philosopher’s life but a hermeneutical key for under-
standing his philosophy (not always an easy read), and for situating
the “place” ( χω′ ρα) of the encounter between cultures and philoso-
phies. The pythagorean aithër and the platonic chöra (and also, inci-
dentally, like the Indic äkäśa), seem more suited to translate Nishida’s
basho than is the Aristotelian topos. Here we have a blatant example of
the impoverishment of the modern philosophical tradition. Because
the medieval idea of “aether” as a material fluid has long since been
discarded by science, most dictionaries of philosophy shy away from
even mentioning that fifth element of many pre-Socratics along with
earth, water, air, and fire. The meeting of East and West cannot be
reduced to an encounter between recent Western modernity and clas-
sical ancient Oriental thought. I am confident that the philosophical
tradition of the Kyoto School that Nishida initiated will continue to
flourish, though to say more at this point would take us beyond the
reaches of the present book, since our authority does not overstep the
assignment she has undertaken.

Professor Yusa’s intellectual biography of Nishida seeks to inter-
twine the story of his family, his academic career, and his political life.
Commenting on Nishida’s theory of knowledge, for example, in which
he insists that to know something is to love it, and that truly to love
something is to know it, she notes that, at the time Nishida was writ-
ing on the subject, he had just lost one of his own daughters and was
seeking to offer consolation to a friend who had suffered a similar sit-
uation a year before. The text, she tells us, demonstrates his experience
of tariki as the act of reliance on grace and his awareness of the insuf-
ficiency of jiriki as mere trust in oneself. Fichte’s remark that the phi-
losophy one writes has much to do with what kind of person one is,
finds rich resonance in Nishida’s life. By the time one has finished
reading this book, it is clear that without taking into account the expe-
rience of Zen and the historical setting of the early years of the Meiji
period, there is hardly a way adequately to appreciate Nishida’s con-
tribution to philosophy.

I have already intimated the importance of this book as a case study
of the mutual fecundation of cultures. The encounter of Nishida in
particular, and the Kyoto school in general, with Western culture was,
and still is, a starting point for a mutual fecundation. The West is
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much more than Enlightenment and post-Enlightenment philosophy,
just as the East is much more than the Japan of the Meiji and post-
Meiji era. Still, these in-depth encounters offer our times an encour-
aging sign of hope. It is perhaps time we took a serious look at our
world’s current predicament. And for this, there is much to be learned
from Nishida and his biography.

R. Panikkar 
Tavertet, Epiphany 2001
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Introduction

Nishida Kitarö (1870–1945) defined for the Japanese what it means to
philosophize. His thought was crowned with his name and came to be
known as Nishida tetsugaku, or “Nishidan philosophy,” and enjoyed
high regard among his peers for its rigor and originality. His endeav-
ors helped shape a major stream of philosophical discourse, known as
the Kyoto school, which sought to go beyond merely adapting West-
ern philosophy. His conviction of the universal validity, inherent
rationality, and beauty of Japanese culture compelled him to give it a
philosophical expression. Even during his lifetime, he was hailed as
the representative thinker of Japan and became a cultural icon as well
as a source of national pride.

Colleagues of Nishida’s who were studying abroad in the 1920s
and 1930s brought his thought to the attention of leading European
thinkers such as Edmund Husserl and Heinrich Rickert. Nishida cor-
responded with the two German philosophers as well. In the late
1930s several of Nishida’s essays were translated into German, but
before fruitful exchanges could be undertaken, World War II erupted,
and whatever discourse had been built up was buried.

More than half a century after his death, a healthy interest in
Nishidan philosophy and the Kyoto school of philosophy exists among
the contemporary generation of thinkers and scholars worldwide. A
good number of Nishida’s philosophical essays have been translated
into English, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Chinese, and Korean
—and the list continues to grow. Where does this “Nishidan mys-
tique” originate?

Given the interest that Nishidan philosophy has enjoyed in Japan
and elsewhere, it is curious to observe that in the late 1930s his thought
was considered pro-Western and counter to the “Japanese spirit”; his
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physical safety was even threatened by ultranationalists. Following
World War II, however, Nishidan philosophy came to be regarded as
the expression of prewar “old” Japan, and thus as outmoded. Marxist
and progressive thinkers even condemned it as imperialistic and
nationalistic by employing the tactic of guilt by association. It was
widely felt in the wake of Japan’s defeat that the country had to enter
a new period and that any ties with the past had to be severed.1 In this
hasty and somewhat forced cultural paradigm shift, leading Japanese
intellectuals threw out the baby with the bath water.2

Worldwide intellectual movements after World War II attempted
to deny the legacies of pre-1945 totalitarianism and ultranationalism.
Martin Heidegger, for example, was targeted, and the trend did not
spare Nishida from the list of the “suspicious.” Nishida was branded
a kind of fascist or ultranationalist, “blind” to the “demonic aspect of
nationalism and imperialism.” He became a convenient scapegoat for
those who were inclined to look for immediate answers rather than
carry out the detailed historical analyses of the times leading up to
1945 and beyond.

From the 1950s through the 1970s, it was fashionable—not just in
Japan but worldwide—to embrace Marxist views if one wanted to be
seen as socially engaged and intellectually conscientious. Even earlier,
during the 1930s in Japan, it was held that to be an intellectual, one
must be a Marxist. Although Nishida was open to such aspects of
Marxism as the importance of society and action, he kept to his own
path.

I offer in these pages an intellectual biography that describes
Nishida’s philosophical odyssey in the context of his life and that vis-
its him in his time. This biography depicts the social-cultural-political
environment in which he lived, for no thinker thinks in a vacuum.
Although I hope to dispel various misconceptions about Nishida, my
ultimate purpose is to make Nishida’s thought more accessible to the
reader by tracing its development in the concrete context of his life.

MEIJI: A UNIQUE HISTORICAL JUNCTURE

Nishida, born in 1870 (the third year of the Meiji period), grew up
during a time when Western (i.e., European and North American)
ideas, natural sciences, and technology were changing the traditional
Japanese way of life. This dynamic historical period in which East and
West came face-to-face, and sometimes collided, on an unprecedented
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scale stimulated creative minds. The Meiji era was a period of great
intellectual activity in Japan. Internationally, Japan awoke to the expan-
sionism of European and North American powers. Domestically, the
country was undergoing changes in the political, educational, eco-
nomic, technological, scientific, cultural, and religious spheres as it
faced, adopted, and adapted Western models. Apart from promoting
heavy industry and building up military force, the government also
attempted to implement a nationalist faith by manipulating the sym-
bols of Shinto.3 Nishida and his friends remained critical of many
changes brought about by the government’s decisions.

In his youth, Nishida, like other well-educated young men of his
time, was thoroughly trained in classical Chinese. This training added
depth to his intellectual world, just as Westerners who are trained in
Latin and Greek bring depth to their worlds. Nishida, like many of his
generation, was an idealistic humanist and pushed the horizon of his
world beyond the tiny archipelago of Japan. Together with his friends,
he was walking an uncharted terrain, his eyes bright with curiosity.

Nishida took up philosophy because he wanted to understand the
workings of the universe. A few generations earlier, Japanese intellec-
tuals advocated “adopting the Western sciences and technology while
preserving the Japanese spirit,” an eclectic strategy commonly known
as “Japanese in spirit, Western in technology” (wakon yösai).4 By the
time Nishida came on the stage, Japanese intellectuals were sophisti-
cated enough to see Western tradition as a whole; they saw not only
technology but also art, philosophy, and the discoveries of the natural
sciences as the integral self-expression of Western civilization. To
young Nishida the discipline of philosophy seemed to offer unknown
promises and challenges. The clash of two fundamentally different cul-
tures, East and West, was for him an occasion to reflect on such ques-
tions as the relationship between cognition and volition, between tra-
dition and globalization, and the nature of history and science. He
carried out his venture on his own terms and created his own system
of thought. For Nishida the tension between East and West turned out
to be a creative one.

ZEN AND PHILOSOPHY

The coming together of Zen Buddhism and philosophy, or Oriental
prajñä and Western sophia, may constitute for some the essence of the
“Nishidan mystique.” Beginning in his midtwenties, Nishida under-
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went a formal Zen practice, which was by no means a smooth path for
him. Unlike those who are mentally ready to break through the “Zen
barrier,” Nishida had to struggle because of his strong intellectuality
and deep-rooted ego. Once liberated from things that hampered his
spiritual growth, he discovered a new vantage point, both as a scholar
and a man. The curious thing about Nishida’s Zen practice is that even
after he quit regular zazen (practice of sitting meditation) and sanzen
(private interviews with a Zen master, geared toward fostering spiri-
tual awakening), the “Zen seed” that was securely planted in him con-
tinued to grow and bring about sudden surprises at unexpected times.
Because of this ongoing fermentation, Nishida became convinced that
the fundamental mission of his philosophical activities was to bridge
the gap between natural sciences and Zen teaching; this he confided
to Mutai Risaku two years before his death.5

Zen opened up Nishida’s mind to the vital question of his own
spirituality. The practice of köan—a kind of “Zen homework”
designed to release the mind from the conventional opposition
between subject and object—shattered his arid intellectual desire for
secular fame and success and opened up a new intellectual horizon
that drew its authenticity from life itself. Zen rendered his thinking
flexible. He came to appreciate the import of everyday life, which he
realized was the very source of his scholarly pursuits; indeed, life took
precedence over his scholarly success. In his search to fulfill his spiri-
tual destiny, he drew on a wide range of spiritual traditions, avidly
reading not only Eastern thinkers but also Christian thinkers, theolo-
gians, and mystics, such as Augustine, Nicholas of Cusa, and Meister
Eckhart.

Although Nishida was by nature a man of independent mind, Zen
practice further fortified that spirit in him. He had many students who
wished to study with him and to establish close teacher-disciple (deshi)
relationships with him. “Not to refuse those who come to him and not
to chase after those who leave him” (kurumono wa kobamazu, sarumono
wa owazu) was Nishida’s usual response. Nishitani Keiji, one of his
“disciples,” recalls that Nishida “aimed to inspire an independent
spirit in his students so that they might go their own ways and not be
fettered to their teacher’s ideas. One hears frequently of Nishida’s
broad-mindedness in allowing his disciples to pursue their own courses
of study.”6 Nishida, though considered a key figure in the establish-
ment of the Kyoto school of philosophy, contributed to it primarily by
granting his students intellectual freedom. A case in point is Tanabe
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Hajime, whose declaration of independence from Nishida became the
driving force behind the formation of the Kyoto school. This fact
underscores that Nishida not only allowed his students to proceed in
their own directions but also actually preferred that they do so. He
welcomed constructive criticism of this thought from his peers and
students. 

Zen clearly made its mark on the content, system, and style of
Nishida’s thought. Nishitani Keiji, himself a profoundly enlightened
Zen practitioner, observed that, through Zen, Nishida’s otherwise
untamed life force became his finely honed will, and through this will
he purified himself. This process culminated in a union between his
self and the law of the universe7 that shaped his philosophical stance.
Nishida’s approach was essentially empirical. He turned his attention
to the naked reality of experience itself. This empirical approach is in
line with Zen teaching, which pays close attention to the here and
now, to the living experience itself, before it hardens into concepts
and bifurcates into subject (experiencer) and object (the experienced).
Nishida acquired this knowledge of the unity of subject and object
through his zazen meditation, which is a body-mind engagement. He
came to maintain that “the separation and independence of subject
and object is but an arbitrary dogma ingrained in our habit of think-
ing.” 8 This subject-object unity was self-evident to Nishida and
remained for him the fundamental epistemological conviction.

Nishida’s vantage point—of the self “free of ego” (muga), or self-
lessness, which, by definitiion is free of attachment to a certain dog-
matic viewpoint—enabled him to evolve his philosophical vision from
that of “pure experience,” to “self-consciousness,” to “the topos (or
field),” to “the absolutely contradictorily self-identical dialectical
world of the one and the many.” The mental-spiritual freedom of the
“original self ” allowed his philosophical reflections to deepen. In this
sense he was an open-ended thinker.

PHILOSOPHY BEYOND ZEN

Zen was for Nishida the fountainhead and unifying force of his philo-
sophical vision. But he realized early on in his career that it was best
not to mention his Zen background, for this public knowledge had
given rise to a school of interpretation that reduced his thought into
a philosophy of “satori” that only a few select enlightened people could
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hope to understand. Many years later Nishida explained this interest
to Nishitani Keiji:

You are absolutely right to say that something of Zen is in the back-
ground of my thought. I am not an expert on Zen, but I do believe 
that people generally misunderstand what Zen is all about. I think the
life of Zen consists in “getting at reality.” It has been my dearest wish
since my thirties to unite Zen and philosophy, even though that is
impossible. Certainly, it is fine if you say [that Zen elements are pres-
ent in my thought], but if ordinary uninformed people call my thought
“Zen,” I would strongly object, because they do not understand either
Zen or my thought. They simply bundle together X and Y as the same
thing, which is to misunderstand both my thought and Zen.9

Indeed, what distinguishes Nishida’s achievement from that of his
contemporaries is not his Zen practice but the serious engagement
with Western thinkers, both contemporary and past, that honed his
thinking. Several years of philosophical apprenticeship began about
1910. During this time he assiduously read and studied the works and
methods of Western thinkers, from Plato and Aristotle to Bergson, the
neo-Kantian thinkers, and Husserl. This apprenticeship gave Nishi-
da’s thought strength and toned his philosophical muscles. Agreeing
with Daisetz T. Suzuki that some knowledge of Zen might be neces-
sary to understand Nishida, Thomas Merton has pointed out that
“some knowledge of existential phenomenology may serve as a prepa-
ration” as well.10 Merton interpreted Nishida in the light of his own
thorough training in Western philosophical and theological traditions.
Merton’s comment would have come as a personal compliment to
Nishida, whose attempt was to engage in a philosophical discourse
proper and not to create some eclectic blend of ideas. Nishida vigor-
ously carried out his philosophical inquiries, which extended to the
fields of modern mathematics, theoretical physics, and biology.

BIOGRAPHY AND PHILOSOPHERS

Nishida contended that a philosopher’s thought should stand on its
own, and that therefore a philosopher’s private life had little to do with
his or her thought.11 This remark may reveal his dislike of an overtly
personal display of emotions and circumstances. Nevertheless, Nishida
enjoyed reading autobiographies and biographies of all sorts of men
and women, philosophers, mathematicians, scientists, and educators,
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not only famous heroic figures but also little-known private individu-
als. In his teens Nishida immersed himself in the biographies of math-
ematicians, such as Laplace and Lagrange,12 and he was inspired by
the autobiography of Niijima Jö, the founder of Döshisha in Kyoto.
He especially devoured biographies when he was a dormitory master
for a year (1901–1902) at the Fourth Higher School. He took notes on
what touched him and spoke to the students at their weekly evening
meetings about what he had just read. His notes contain such figures
as Thomas Carlyle, Mary Lyon (a teacher at Mt. Holyoke Seminary),
George Peabody (a philanthropist), John Bunyan, General Charles
“Chinese” Gordon, and Yamaoka Tesshü.13 It was in fact the autobi-
ography of Herbert Spencer that gave Nishida the encouragement he
needed to proceed in philosophy.14 He must have read biographies of
Descartes, Spinoza, and Kant, because he later recommended them to
his younger colleague Tanabe Hajime.15

In 1922, upon receiving a copy of the autobiography of Bernard
Bolzano from Miki Kiyoshi in Germany, Nishida enthusiastically
introduced it to Japanese students of philosophy.16 Years later still,
Nishida enjoyed a biography of N. H. Abel, a Swedish mathemati-
cian,17 and in the middle of World War II he was enthralled by Zsolt
de Harsanyi’s life of Galileo Galilei, The Star-Gazer.18

Suzuki Daisetz, his lifelong friend, makes a case for a biographi-
cal work on Nishida: 

It can be argued that one can grasp Nishida’s thought simply by read-
ing his philosophical essays. But there is much that was not expressed
in words. . . . His writings are not the whole of Nishida. Unless one
meets the person and spends some time with that person, one cannot
grasp the “human” behind that person’s thought. I believe that without
knowing Nishida the person, we cannot fully grasp his thought.19

Suzuki depicts Nishida as someone who would initially give the
people the impression of aloofness but who was actually a man of deep
emotions that he concealed well. Suzuki contended that however much
Nishida might have willed to engage in philosophy, no great thought
would have emerged if not for these emotions.20 We recall Fichte’s
adage that there is an organic unity between the kind of philosophy a
person chooses and the kind of person she or he is, because “a philo-
sophical system is not a piece of dead furniture one can acquire and
discard at will; it is animated with the spirit of the person who pos-
sesses it.”21
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PRIVACY OR HISTORICAL PROPERTY?

After Nishida’s death, his disciples and colleagues decided to compile
his collected works. Under the leadership of Shimomura Toratarö, an
editorial team was formed, comprised of Mutai Risaku, Kösaka Masa-
aki, Yamanouchi Tokuryü, Watsuji Tetsurö, Amano Teiyü, and Abe
Yoshishige. The team was assisted by Nagai Hiroshi, a junior colleague
of Shimomura, and began publishing Nishida Kitarö Zenshü [Collected
works of Nishida Kitarö]. One of the issues the editorial team con-
fronted was whether to include Nishida’s diary, which spanned almost
half a century, from 1897 to 1945, and about 4,000 letters collected by
the editors.22 They had to reckon with Nishida’s opinion that a phi-
losopher’s work has little or no connection with his private life. After
deliberation, however, they reached a consensus: they would publish
both his diary and the main bulk of his letters. There were ample
Western precedents for this—and Nishida had become a historical fig-
ure. The team also felt that if his letters were to be published, they
should be in charge of such a project, for they had known the profes-
sor personally and could read his handwriting.23 Scholars of Nishidan
philosophy today are greatly indebted to the team’s decision. Nishi-
da’s diary and letters are indispensable sources for tracing his devel-
opment as a thinker and a person.

A PERSONAL NOTE

I first encountered Nishida through his essay “Basho” in the spring of
1975, when I was a graduate student at the University of California at
Santa Barbara. I was assigned to make a presentation on his thought
in a seminar led by Professor R. Panikkar, and I have been under the
spell of the “Nishidan mystique” ever since.

In the early summer of 1991, when I was doing research in Kyoto,
I visited Nishida’s grave at Reiun’in, a temple in the Myöshinji com-
pound. With no introduction in hand, I rang a bell and waited for
someone to respond. A young monk opened the gate and ushered me
into the foyer of the main building. Soon, someone who appeared to
be the head priest of the temple came out and received me. I intro-
duced myself and said, “May I see Nishida’s grave?” Thereupon the
priest became irate and shouted at me: “What do you mean by ‘see’?
A grave is not an item on display. Did you bring flowers and incense
to offer to him?” At that very moment, I realized that my attitude
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toward Nishida had been one of a researcher and not of a sensitive,
thoughtful human being. Meanwhile, the priest disappeared without
another word. 

Left alone, and by then with a few tears welling up, I was about to
leave the temple. As I walked out of the entrance hall, I saw the novice
who had opened the gate running across the garden with a pail of
water and two stalks of white lilies. Then the head priest emerged and
said, “Why hurry?” He showed me into the corner of the garden
where Nishida’s gravestone lies, arranged the flowers in the flower
stands on both sides of the gravestone, offered some incense, and
began to chant the Heart Sutra. After he had finished this formal offer-
ing, he urged me to pray at the grave. Needless to say, I was over-
whelmed by his kindness. 

Afterward, he invited me into the temple and served me a bowl of
green tea. Our conversation became lively. He told me that Nishida’s
gravesite was chosen right below the bell tower so that his spirit could
hear the sound of the bell at five o’clock every evening. The priest was
clearly devoted to Nishida and took great care of the grave. This small
incident became a poignant reminder for me. Just as Nishida discov-
ered the place of scholarship within the larger context of life, so must
scholars be mindful not to divorce scholarship from the heart or from
a humble respect for life. I cannot help but feel that because Nishida’s
life reminds us of this, he continues to live on and teaches those who
approach him.
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Conventions and Abbreviations

1. Japanese names are given in the Japanese order, family names first, fol-
lowed by the given names.

2. Nishida’s writings compiled in the nineteen volumes of Nishida Kitarö
Zenshü [Collected works of Nishida Kitarö] are cited in the notes as
NKZ, followed by the volume number and page number(s). Other
abbreviations are as follows:

JP Tetsugaku Zasshi [The Journal of Philosophy]

JPS Tetsugaku Kenkyü [The Journal of Philosophical Studies]

MKZ Miki Kiyoshi Zenshü [Collected works of Miki Kiyoshi ]

SDMS Suzuki Daisetz mikökai shokan [Unpublished letters of Suzuki
Daisetz]

SDZ Suzuki Daisetz Zenshü [Collected works of Suzuki Daisetz]

TDH Tökyö Daigaku hyakunenshi [A history of one hundred years of
Tokyo University]

THZ Tanabe Hajime Zenshü [Collected works of Tanabe Hajime]

3. The Japanese system of counting the year according to the period name
is translated into the Gregorian calendar year. It is still customary for the
majority of Japanese to refer to the year by the traditional nengö: the Meiji
period (1868–1912), the Taisho period (1912–1926), the Showa period
(1926–1989). The current Heisei period began in 1989; thus, Heisei 13
corresponds to the year 2001.

4. Until recently the Japanese used to count one’s age according to kazoe-
doshi, a system in which a baby is one year old at birth; on the next New
Year’s Day, she or he becomes two. A baby born on New Year’s Eve
would already be two years old the next day. Unless otherwise noted, 
the text follows the contemporary Japanese custom, which is the same 
as the American and European practice for determining age.



Conven t i on s  and  Abb r ev i a t i on s

5. Nishida’s letters are cited with the number assigned in NKZ. About one
hundred of Nishida’s letters compiled in NKZ are misdated. The correct
dates are supplied in the notes.

6. Japanese given names can have many pronunciation variants. Although
utmost care has been taken to present the correct rendering, uncertain
cases have required an intelligent guess.
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Prologue

The winter of 1944–1945 was unusually cold. On December 14,
Nishida wrote a letter to Suzuki Daisetz, his friend of sixty years:

It snowed yesterday morning. Snow in Kamakura in December is rare,
don’t you think? You must take care of yourself, as you said you have a
cold. It can easily develop into pneumonia, and for old folks like us
that can be deadly. As for the wood for cooking and heating, we
decided to cut the trees in the garden.

You must live five, nay, ten more years, and write for posterity. A
new age is dawning; I would imagine the new era will create all kinds
of people, but I suspect that the kinds of people we have seen in our
times will never be seen again.1

A week later he wrote a postcard to Suzuki, again, asking about his
health: “How is your cold? Are you over it by now?” Nishida himself
was to take the journey to eternal rest within six months of writing
these letters.

By the winter of 1944, the war fought over the Pacific entered its
last phase, and American planes showered bombs on major industrial
centers and large cities throughout Japan. Both Nishida and Suzuki,
having predicted that Japan would lose the war, had their minds fixed
already on postwar recovery and reconstruction. They felt that the
postwar period would bring radical changes to their country.

Nishida died on June 7, 1945, around four o’clock in the morning.
He had fallen sick a few days earlier, and the doctor, sent by Iwanami
Shigeo, had made a house call to find that there were no alarming
symptoms. Nishida’s condition suddenly deteriorated, however.
Because of the air raids on the Tokyo-Yokohama area, few trains were
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running and the doctor was unable to rush from Tokyo to the Nishi-
das in Ubagayatsu in time.

Suzuki wrote about his departed friend for the Tokyo Shinbun:

Just recently, during a leisurely conversation I said, “After the war is
over, why don’t we visit the United States and Europe, the two of us
together?” He didn’t say a word but wore a faint smile on his face. I
find myself planning it even now!

The fact is that the East does not know the West, and the West
does not know the East. This is why various conflicts occur between
them.

I wanted Nishida to live for four or five years longer, not merely
for my sake, but for our country’s, for the entire East, and ultimately
for the world. But his life, which was cut short, still has enough power
to cause some stir in the future. I do not believe that we will see a man
like him again for a long time.2

Suzuki, who had lived in the United States in his twenties for about
a decade and had subsequently traveled widely around the world,
described Nishida as someone whose abundant imagination and crit-
ical eye had enabled him to be knowledgeable about other countries,
despite his never having stepped out of Japan. Nishida, according to
Suzuki, was well informed about the movements of the times and accu-
rate in assessing global political and military situations.3

Nishida and Suzuki, both born in the third year of Meiji (1870),
were to witness unprecedented transformations. Internationally, Japan
faced the global world for the first time after following a policy of iso-
lation from all but the Dutch and the Chinese for more than two hun-
dred years. The Japanese were abruptly made aware that their coun-
try had to become an active member of the nineteenth-century world,
which was then dominated by the European powers. On the individ-
ual level, Nishida and Suzuki grew up in times when training in Chi-
nese literature, the honor code of bushi (samurai warriors), cultivation
of an independent mind, and friendship based on honesty, were the
air they breathed. As the Japanese exerted themselves to “modernize”
their country, however, governmental bureaucracies were centralized;
cultural, economic, and educational systems were standardized; party-
based politics were created and then quickly degenerated. They expe-
rienced the rise of militarism, totalitarianism, and finally Japan’s entry
into the world war. This transition from the “feudalistic” Edo period
to the modern “state” decisively and permanently changed Japan. The

2
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natural, cultural, and educational environment in which Nishida grew
up had already become a relic of the past, or was about to. The dev-
astating destruction brought by air raids and atomic bombs during the
last phase of the war buried a huge part of Japan’s legacy under the
rubble. When we take these events into consideration, the significance
of Nishida’s words to Suzuki, “the kinds of people we have seen in our
era will not be seen again,” may strike us with unexpected force.

According to Nishida, “with a new age, a new kind of humanity is
created.” This can only be said by one who truly understands the nature
of history. Nishida looked back on the past and fixed his gaze on the
future, aware of the singularity and uniqueness of each historical epoch.
History is not something that simply progresses from the past to the
future; it is the expression of the spiritual and material activities of the
people of a given period. Nishida would say that what is created—the
human being—becomes in turn that which creates, thus contributing
positively or negatively to the formation of the historical world. Herein
lies the significance of the individual and the uniqueness of each cul-
ture. Education was central for Nishida because education “makes
human beings,” 4 and each individual participates in the making of the
world—of history.

Nishida fully grasped that Japan had become a member of the
international community when it opened its ports in the late Edo
period, and that Japan had responsibilities to bear and missions to
carry out on the global stage. Because of his global awareness, when
the Japanese government began to be run by the military in the 1930s,
he became deeply worried about the future of his country. The only
way he felt he could exert an influence was to engage in philosophical
inquiry and articulate the essence of Japanese culture.5 He was never
an armchair philosopher, oblivious of the actual world. On the con-
trary, his philosophical reflections deepened as the political and social
situation worsened. His respect for the historical nature of human exis-
tence convinced him that history is something “living and essential” to
humanity, and for that reason, “freedom of scholarship should never
be suppressed.”6 As the Ministry of Education progressively adopted
measures of thought control, it only strengthened his conviction that,
to preserve Japan’s freedom of scholarship and thought, he needed to
delve ever deeper into philosophical inquiry. The driving force of
Nishida’s philosophical commitment in the last years of his life came
from his deep-seated concern for the preservation of national integ-
rity and for the spiritual-cultural heritage of the Japanese people.

3
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How did Nishida and his friends fare as Japan was swept into the
vortex of world history? How was Nishida’s thought shaped by and
through his life experience? Following Suzuki’s conviction that to
know Nishida the man and to sense his underlying passion can only
increase our appreciation of his thought, let us embark on the journey
of tracing Nishida’s life and thought.

4



C h a p t e r  1

Childhood
“White Sand, Green Pine Needles” 

(1870–1886)

Nishida always remembered his childhood in association with “white
sandy beaches surrounded by green needles of pine trees.” His place
of birth, Mori, was a small village, facing the Japan Sea, about twenty
kilometers northwest of the city of Kanazawa. He was born on May
19, 1870, as the oldest son of Nishida Yasunori (1834–1898) and Tosa
(1842–1918), into a family that held the hereditary office of village
mayor, tomura (literally, “ten villages”). The tomura, an administrative
position unique to Kaga Province, oversaw the affairs of several neigh-
boring villages.1 This office entitled the Nishidas to bear a family
name, when peasants and ordinary folks did not have family names, and
to wear a set of swords, when only the samurais were allowed to bear
arms (the long sword was for self-defense, and the short dagger for
committing the honorable suicide). The privilege of having the family
name and bearing swords meant that the Nishidas in fact enjoyed an
elevated social status, close to that of samurai. Although technically
members of a farmer class, the Nishidas flourished as landowners,
employing a large number of peasants and workers from the village to
cultivate their lands. Kitarö’s grandfather, the tenth tomura, Nishida
Aranori (d. ca. 1850), was an able administrator and a highly accom-
plished man of letters, especially conversant with Chinese classics.
Yasunori, Kitarö’s father, was also an able calligrapher and a keen edu-
cator. Under his tomura name, Nishida Töemon, Yasunori ran a tera-
koya (a small private school) from 1865 to 1869 and taught calligraphy
and reading to village children—twenty-five boys and six girls. Edu-
cation and learning were a family tradition for the Nishidas.

Yasunori was quick-tempered, outgoing, and a man of entrepre-
neur mentality. He also tended to boast and philander. He had an ille-
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gitimate son from a relationship before he married Tosa. It is said that
Yasunori’s parents chose the strong-willed Tosa, a woman of few
words, as his wife, to put an end to Yasunori’s wanton lifestyle. Tosa’s
family, the Hayashis, also held the office of tomura of a rank higher
than the Nishidas.2 Tosa was introspective, often engaged in contem-
plation, and enjoyed reading. She was a woman of iron will, a devout
Pure Land Buddhist, with a heart of gold. She never missed her daily
devotion, and out of her boundless compassion she took care of home-
less people who came to the village and sought her help.3 The young
Kitarö grew up imbibing his mother’s generosity and her religious
devotion through her milk (which he did not give up until age three
or four). Kitarö was very much a mother’s child and insisted that she
must always be in sight. Tosa loved him unconditionally, but without
ever indulging him.4 Nishida’s lifelong appreciation of Shinran, for
instance, goes back to his early years, to his mother’s religious devo-
tion.

Nishida inherited from his father intensity and restlessness, and
from his mother introspection and tenacity—conflicting qualities,
indeed. His restlessness was manifested in his incessant visits to friends
and his habit of brisk walks. Introspection and tenacity, however, char-
acterized his philosophical style, and this quality came to his rescue at
times of personal misfortune, giving him resilience. In terms of sexu-
ality, he was aware of his father’s blood in him and fastidiously kept
away from involvement with women outside his marriage. The frank
awareness of his sexuality gave him a no-nonsense understanding of
human weaknesses and follies.

Kitarö was born in the village of Mori in a large spacious house.
It had over ten large rooms, some of which were used as the tomura’s
bureau. The house was lost in a fire, however, when Kitarö was two or
three years old. The family moved to Unoke, an adjacent village, where
their house stood on spacious grounds. The young boy liked the huge
old tree in the yard that had a large cave inside where a family of badg-
ers resided.5

Nishida’s love of books was apparent from an early age. Chinese
books that his grandfather read were boxed away in the second floor of
the storage building (dozö) right next to the main house. Little Kitarö
would go into the storage building, “although it was lonely and scary,”
up the stairs, and thumb through these books. In his childish mind he
felt those “large austere characters” seemed to contain something
important.” 6

6
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Kitarö behaved the same way whenever he visited his grandparents
on his mother’s side, the Hayashi family.7 The preschool boy often
went there on foot, “along a brook that flowed through a field of rape
flowers.” These flowers were probably as tall as he was. No sooner
would he get to the house than he would begin going through their
collection of books, which included Kujiki, Ogyü Sorai’s political dis-
course, and some volumes of Azumakagami.8

Kitarö had two older sisters, Masa (1859–1939) and Nao (1866–
1883), a younger sister Sumi (1871–1955), and a younger brother,
Hyöjirö (1873–1904). Kitarö got along especially well with Sumi. With
a pail in his hand, he would take her to a nearby river to catch mud-
fish. Hyöjirö was a strong, rambunctious boy who possessed his
father’s outgoing character. Kitarö loved him and the two boys played
together “not only as brothers but as friends, for there weren’t many
boys in the neighborhood.” They played amid the white sand and
green pine trees and enjoyed their childhood in unspoiled nature.9

Indeed, when Nishida was growing up, most of Japan’s rural areas
were still untouched by heavy industry and pollution. Kitarö’s favorite
place was the beach about a kilometer away from their home, open to
the Japan Sea. His love of the sea—captured in the image “white sand,
green pine [needles]” (four Chinese characters, haku sa sei shö)—goes
back to his early childhood.

Kitarö, born in the third year of Meiji, saw village men still wear-
ing their hair in a topknot.10 “Modernization” (or bunmei kaika) was
slow to reach villages like Unoke. The first wave of modernization hit
the countryside in Meiji 5 (1872), when an elementary school was
established. Kitarö was two years old. Father Yasunori volunteered to
be a school teacher in a nearby village of Kizu and taught calligraphy
there. When Kitarö was about five years old, Yasunori set up an ele-
mentary school in Mori, which Kitarö attended.11 The subjects taught
at these schools were not so different from the days of terakoya: the
three Rs, ethics, history, and physical education. In the following year,
1876, Yasunori closed down Mori Elementary School, moved it to
Unoke, and renamed it Unoke New Elementary School. About half
the village children attended the school.12 In 1879, after the Meiji gov-
ernment issued a new school ordinance, Yasunori renamed this school
Shinka Elementary School (shinka means “making anew”). As a meas-
ure to encourage learning among children, the local government of
Kahoku County held an annual scholastic competition among school
children, in which Kitarö participated. He scored high, got an “A”

7
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grade, and won prizes two years in a row, 1880 and 1881.13 He was
among the youngest of those who competed, and his scholastic ability
proved to be far superior to that of his peers. This brought pride and
honor to Yasunori. Kitarö graduated from Shinka Elementary School
in March 1882, at the age of eleven. At that time, his older sister Nao
helped Kitarö advance to the next step of his education.

Nao was an academically gifted young woman, then attending the
Ishikawa Prefecture Girls’ Normal School in Kanazawa.14 Given the
emphasis on education within the Nishida family, it was not surprising
that a daughter was pursuing learning in a city away from home. Kitarö
shared Nao’s inborn desire for knowledge. Nao pleaded with Yasunori
to let Kitarö go to Kanazawa to further his education. Yasunori was
reluctant, fearing that a city-educated youth would not return to the
village to become head of the family. Nao persuaded him that if Kitarö
became an elementary school teacher, he would definitely come back
to the village.

Nao prevailed over her father and took Kitarö with her to Kana-
zawa. At that time Hyöjirö also moved to Kanazawa to attend Seiren
Elementary School.15 The city of Kanazawa, the former capital of the
Maeda family, opened Kitarö’s eyes to a wider and larger world. Sit-
uated near the coast of the Japan Sea, about a hundred kilometers
northeast of Kyoto, Kanazawa was, and still is, known as the “small
Kyoto” because of its architectural and cultural elegance. The castle
towers, the majestic wide cobblestone streets surrounding the castle,
the beautiful garden of the Kenrokuen Park16 —the sight of all these
things must have been truly enchanting to the curious boy of twelve.
The city had many hustling and bustling commercial districts. There
were several famous book antiquarians, who in those days also printed
and published books. Two rivers, Asano and Sai, framed the city to the
north and south, offering scenic spots for walks.

Yasunori found a house for Kitarö, Nao, and Hyöjirö in Nagado-
hei, a neighborhood of impressive samurai residences. Reminiscing of
those olden days, Nishida wrote in 1940:

In Kanazawa today, if you go to such sections of town as Nagamachi 
or Nagadohei, you will still see adobe walls and the former residences
of samurai. The city air retains to this day the scent of feudal times.

When I was a child, there were artisans proudly committed to
their work as artists, which is by now a legacy of the past. For instance,
there was a master lacquerware painter who would spend three years
working on one box.17

8
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The Kanazawa that the boy Kitarö saw was still basking in glori-
ous memories of the rule of the Maeda family, very powerful feudal
lords (daimyö) during the Edo period. The territory, or han (a domain
ruled by a warlord), that came under the family’s rule was “Kaga Prov-
ince, whose revenue has one million koku of rice” (Kaga hyakuman-
goku).18 The first lord, Maeda Toshiie (1538–1599), was a perspica-
cious leader who knew too well that it was better to spend money to
enhance cultural activities than to build up military machinery that
would inevitably attract the suspicion of the Shogunate government,
and which would lead the Maeda family to its possible demise. Toshi-
ie’s tactic to pour money into cultural activities became the policy
embraced by the successive heads of the Maeda family. Unlike today’s
Japan, where cultural events and institutions tend to be concentrated
in major cities, during the Edo period there were “cultural pockets”
throughout the country, because the feudal lords were free to carry
out their own cultural programs within their domains, and Kanazawa
was one of those rich cultural centers.

Among the lords of the Maedas, especially noteworthy were the
achievements of the fifth lord, Tsunanori (1643–1724), or Lord Shöun.
He was a renaissance man, interested in the arts, letters, and good
food; he even experimented and developed his own recipe for making
exquisite tofu!19 Lord Shöun ordered several shiploads of books from
China by way of Nagasaki,20 thus building up an immense collection
of Chinese books. Arai Hakuseki (1655–1725), a prominent Confu-
cian scholar, who served the Shogunate government in Edo, was envi-
ous of the Maedas’ huge collection of important books and said: “The
Province of Kaga is the library of Japan” (Kashü wa tenka no shufu
nari).21 Under the Maeda family, learning was an important part of the
upbringing of the samurai class, and Confucian learning flourished.

This emphasis on learning was still alive when Kitarö moved to
Kanazawa. He first took private lessons from tutors to prepare himself
for entering the Normal School. He went to Nagao Gan, principal of
the Normal School, for instruction in Japanese;22 he took Chinese
from Fujita Koremasa and mathematics from Ishida Kanehisa.23 Fujita
and Ishida were also teachers at the Normal School. In those days, the
professors of the Normal School were paid only a small salary, mak-
ing it necessary for them to teach outside school to supplement their
income.24 The institution of private tutorials was a well-established
tradition in Kanazawa.25

Once Yasunori consented to letting Kitarö study in Kanazawa, he
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felt he had to give his son the very best education possible. He sought
the former han scholar, the distinguished Inokuchi Sei (his pennames,
or gö, were Saikawa and Mötoku), to tutor Kitarö in Chinese classics.
Mötoku was an unusual man. He had retired from his promising career
as a Confucian scholar in Edo and returned to Kanazawa to take care
of his aging mother. When not teaching, he would shut himself up in
his workshop, where he would become absorbed in assembling a clock
according to the specifications given in the ancient Chinese text, the
Book of Rites. When Yasunori approached Mötoku, the scholar was
already in his seventies and was no longer taking students. But he con-
sented to accepting Kitarö on the condition that Kitarö teach Möto-
ku’s grandson the book of Mencius. Apparently, Kitarö’s classical Chi-
nese was good enough to do that at the age of thirteen. Mötoku’s
tutoring turned out to be scientific and philological. He lectured
Kitarö on The Book of Odes (Shikyö in Japanese; Shijing in Chinese) and
on the Zuo Commentary (Sashiden in Japanese; Zuo chuan in Chinese)
of the Spring and Autumn Annals (Shunjü in Japanese; Chunqiu in Chi-
nese). He also assigned Kitarö a linguistic work called Erya ( Jiga in
Japanese), one of the thirteen classics of the Zhou period.26 The train-
ing Kitarö received in classical Chinese was apparently quite extraor-
dinary. Years later, when Nishida told his university colleague, Kano
Naoki (a specialist in Chinese literature), about the instruction he
received from Mötoku, Kano was amazed by the progressive insight
of the old teacher in adopting the Erya as a textbook.27 Mötoku died
on May 15, 1884, at the age of seventy-three, a year or so after he took
on Kitarö.

Mötoku had been a student of Yasui Sokken, a highly accom-
plished Confucian scholar of the late Edo period. This made Nishida
a grand-disciple of Sokken, which amused Nishida years later. On one
hot summer day, Amano Teiyü, a junior colleague of Nishida’s at
Kyoto Imperial University, called on Nishida and their conversation
touched on Mori Ögai’s novel, Yasui fujin [Mrs. Yasui] (1914), a story
about Yasui Sokken and his wife. On that day, Amano brought with
him a copy of Yasui Kotarö’s Nihon jugakushi [A history of Confucian
learning in Japan]. Yasui Kotarö, grandson of Yasui Sokken, was pro-
fessor of classical Chinese at the First Higher School in Tokyo. In fact,
when Amano was a student at First Higher School, he took a class
from Yasui. Nishida, after examining the book for a while, said, “It
looks like a good book.” Then he surprised Amano with the question:
“Is Yasui Kotarö an ugly man?” Amano responded: “Not particularly.”
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Nishida asked: “Have you read Ögai’s Yasui fujin?” “No,” replied
Amano. 

Thereupon Nishida told Amano to read the novel “by all means,
because it is very interesting,” and began to tell the gist of the story,
quoting many lines verbatim:28 Yasui Sokken was a short, ugly man; to
aggravate his appearance, he lost the sight of his right eye to smallpox.
Villagers mocked him, calling him “monkey.” Sokken, undeterred,
diligently studied Chinese classics, entered Shöheikö, the highest aca-
demic institution during the Edo period run by the Shogunate, and
emerged as a greatly renowned scholar. When the question of his mar-
riage arose, Sokken’s father, knowing very well how hard it would be
to arrange a marriage for his handicapped son, decided to find a girl
from among the relatives who knew him. He employed a go-between,
who approached Toyo, Sokken’s cousin, only to be coldly rejected.
Toyo’s younger sister, Sayo, a sixteen-year-old of exquisite beauty,
heard about the proposal, went to her mother, and asked whether she
could marry him. Once married, Sayo, now Mrs. Yasui, never even
gave thought to beautiful kimono or makeup and simply devoted her-
self to taking care of her husband and raising their children. A guest
who visited the Yasuis one day remarked to the master of the house:
“Your wife is much brighter than you.” “Why do you say that?” asked
Sokken, rather amused. The guest said: “Judging from the fact that
she is so beautiful and yet married you!” 

Yasui Sokken belonged to the lineage of Shushigaku (Zhu Xi learn-
ing) that went back to Hayashi Razan. The other tradition of Shushi-
gaku in Japan originated with Fujiwara Seika. Arai Hakuseki, men-
tioned earlier, belonged to the Seika school. These two lineages, the
Razan school and the Seika school, flourished during the Edo period.
By lineage, Nishida would have belonged to the Razan-Sokken-
Mötoku line. Had he lived in the Edo period, our philosopher might
have been a Confucian scholar of the Razan lineage!

In July 1883 Nishida was accepted into the preparatory division of
the Ishikawa Prefecture Normal School. At that time Yasunori forged
Kitarö’s record of birth, giving him an August 10, 1868, birthdate, to
make him old enough to be admitted into the school. Forging birth
records was quite a common practice in those days. The authority of
the central government was yet to seep into the daily lives of the peo-
ple. In the summer of 1883, Nao graduated from the Girls’ Normal
School. That fall both Nao and Kitarö contracted typhoid. Tosa
moved to Kanazawa to take care of her sick children. Kitarö recovered
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from typhoid, but Nao succumbed to it and died on November 28.29

The sadness Nishida felt at his sister’s death was deeply chiseled in his
heart:

I first experienced the death of one of my closest family members when
my older sister died of illness; I was thirteen or fourteen then. At that
time I learned for the first time how sad the death of a human being is;
I hid myself in a place where nobody could see me and shed tears alone.
Even within my childish heart, I wished from the bottom of my heart
that if my death could bring her back to life, I would die in her place.30

Having recovered from his illness, Nishida returned to the Nor-
mal School. Despite his having missed many days of classes because of
his illness, he was awarded a copy of Kika shogaku reidai [Elementary
geometry problem book]31 on February 27, 1884, for his excellent
achievement. While bedridden during his illness, Nishida had begun
to reflect on the future course of his life. In August 1884 he completed
the required course work of the main division of the Normal School
and was certified to teach at the elementary school level,32 but in Octo-
ber he withdrew from the Normal School to pursue higher learning
elsewhere. At this time Kitarö encountered no resistance from his
father, which suggests that the position of the Nishida family in the vil-
lage had changed, and that there was no longer any compelling reason
for Kitarö to return to Unoke. Besides, Tosa had moved out to Kana-
zawa, and the father and mother began to lead separate lives. Their
marriage was virtually over.

Nishida now set his mind on entering the Ishikawa Prefecture Sen-
mon Gakkö, a school that trained specialists in law, humanities, and
natural sciences. Senmon Gakkö was the preparatory school for Tokyo
University. Sons of the former samurai class, for whom learning was
an integral part of life, gathered there, making it truly an elite school.
To prepare himself for entering the Senmon Gakkö, Nishida went
back to private tutors. This time he studied English under Sakuma
Gisaburö, and mathematics under Kamiyama Kosaburö (1846–1921),
an instructor at the Normal School, and Nishida came to know him
there. While studying under Kamiyama’s tutelage, Nishida got to
know Kimura Hisashi,33 a student at Senmon Gakkö. Kimura, a child
prodigy, was to become an internationally known astronomer. In any
case, Nishida secretly compared his scholastic aptitude with Kimura’s
and concluded that he was by no means inferior to Kimura, except in
English.34 Thereupon he applied himself even more to the study of
English.
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Nishida could not have done better than choosing Kamiyama,
who was a direct disciple of Sekiguchi Hiraku (1842–1884),35 a master
mathematician, who originally trained in Japanese mathematics. At
the young age of twenty-four, Sekiguchi passed the examinations and
became a licensed teacher. With the arrival of Western learning, he
turned to Western mathematics and became a pioneer in the field. In
1869 he was appointed teacher of Western mathematics at the han-
operated school; later he taught at Tatsumi Middle School, Normal
School, Keimei Gakkö, and Middle Normal School (which became
Senmon Gakkö). In 1877 he opened Enshösha, a training school for
the teachers of mathematics. Some twenty students attended it, includ-
ing Kamiyama Kosaburö, Ishida Kanehisa, and Tanaka Onokichi, all of
whom became leading mathematics teachers in Kanazawa. Sekiguchi
dedicated his life to the training of mathematicians and was the jewel
of the town. Unfortunately, his life was cut short by typhoid; he died
on April 12, 1884, at the age of forty-three. The city mourned his
death and erected a memorial tower at Oyama Shrine. Kitarö heard
much about this local hero. He proudly recalled the heritage of math-
ematics in Kanazawa:

When we were children, there was an accomplished professor of
mathematics, Sekiguchi Hiraku. He was originally a specialist in 
Japanese mathematics, but in the beginning of Meiji, he turned to
Western mathematics and taught himself the subject. His understand-
ing was so accurate that he was able to solve Todhunter’s 36 differential
and integral calculus. Our teacher [i.e., Kamiyama] was the direct
disciple of Professor Sekiguchi. I hear that even before the tenth year
of Meiji, Sekiguchi translated sections of Todhunter’s differential and
integral calculus into Japanese. This translation still exists in a draft
form, which was donated to the Imperial Academy a few decades after
his death. . . . The knowledge of English possessed by the Japanese at
that time was quite rudimentary, and Sekiguchi could not read even
mathematical English with ease. Sometimes, he had to deduce the
meaning of the word from algebraic expressions. For instance, the
word “set” was listed only as “to place” in an English-Japanese dic-
tionary, and as such, it made no sense. He got the idea of “set” as a
“collection” or “group of things” from the algebraic expressions
themselves.37

Nishida’s adolescence unfolded in close connection with his pur-
suit of mathematics. A decisive encounter in his life came on March 16,
1886, when he was introduced to Höjö Tokiyuki, who had graduated
from Tokyo University with a B.S. in mathematics in 1885 and had just
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returned to Kanazawa to teach at Senmon Gakkö. Nishida remem-
bered the first encounter:

Professor Höjö came out to greet us in the entrance hall of his house.
He said he was busy and instead handed me a mimeographed set of
math problems to work on. At that time, the professor was in his early
thirties, but already bold, and his conspicuously protruding Adam’s
apple left a lasting impression on me. Having solved the problems, I
returned to his house a few days later, at which time he allowed me to
come inside the house and we talked.38

Höjö was also trained under Sekiguchi Hiraku. Nishida made a
favorable first impression on Höjö, who wrote in his diary on March
16, 1886: “I loved the earnestness of this boy’s attitude toward learn-
ing and gave him permission to attend the monthly seminar on math-
ematics held on the first Wednesday.”39 Höjö’s monthly seminar was
for the teachers of mathematics.40 When Nishida attended his first
meeting, the day’s topic was “differential and integral calculus and
determinants.” It was naturally far over his head, but he was struck by
the ingenuity of “determinants” because the device made it easy to
solve algebraic equations.41

Yasunori was so proud that his son was now tutored by the “holder
of a university degree” (gakushi) 42 that he threw a special picnic ban-
quet in Höjö’s honor on a day when the peach blossoms were in full
bloom.43 Höjö was to play a key role in Nishida’s life, first as a teacher
of mathematics, later as a guardian figure, and much more. The two
were separated in age only by eleven years, but Höjö, with his many
important connections in government and in the worlds of education
and business, was able to help Nishida. Höjö remained the true “pro-
fessor” for Nishida, who was deeply indebted to his “onshi” (a teacher
who has had such a formative effect that one remains forever grateful,
feeling that all personal success derives in part from his teachings).

Under Höjö’s influence, Nishida began to read books in mathe-
matics that opened his eyes to the wonder of logic. He explains:

By chance, I got hold of a copy of Conic Sections by Todhunter trans-
lated into Japanese. . . . I learned for the first time that various geomet-
ric figures could be put into algebraic equations, and that rather com-
plicated geometric problems could be easily solved by using equations.
Varying curved lines, for instance, can be equated with the lines of the
quadratic equation defining particular cases of an ellipse. I found it
very fascinating. I came to discover how interesting logic is. I think I
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was sixteen or seventeen then; I can still vividly recall where I read the
book and how I read it. 44

Nishida’s early training in classical Chinese (kanbun) and mathe-
matics bore witness to the sophisticated standard of scholarship that
flourished in Kanazawa in the 1880s. While his training in classical
Chinese familiarized him with the Confucian and Daoist literatures
and developed his skill in writing compositions and poetry in Chinese,
his training in mathematics cultivated his analytic and synthesizing
ability. He discovered the elegant simplicity of logical principles
underlying any body of data.
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C h a p t e r  2

Mathematics or Philosophy?
(1886–1891)

In September 1886 Nishida, now sixteen, was admitted into the prepa-
ratory division of Ishikawa Prefecture Senmon Gakkö, when a place
fell vacant. Höjö’s recommendation must have been instrumental in
his acceptance. Senmon Gakkö, or Higher School of Specialized
Training, was the preparatory elite school for Tokyo University in and
around Ishikawa Prefecture. It was a seven-year institution, of which
the first four years were devoted to the preparatory curriculum; in the
last three years students specialized in their chosen field—humanities,
natural sciences, or law.1 These subjects were mainly taught in Eng-
lish.2 Nishida had no problem following the preparatory courses
taught at Senmon Gakkö, thanks to the private lessons he had
received. Because the professors themselves were all graduates of Sen-
mon Gakkö, the school enjoyed a congenial, family-like atmosphere;
besides, the number of students enrolled in each class was small.
Nishida thrived in this environment and successfully completed his
first semester of study. For his academic excellence, he was awarded a
prize, Goldsmith’s Vicar of Wakefield and Lamb’s Tales from Shake-
speare. He graduated from the preparatory division with flying colors
in July 1887. During his first year in the preparatory division, Nishida
made friends with Mukö Kikutarö, a kind, lively, frank young man,
whose “sunflower-like” disposition he adored. The two traveled
together to Tokyo in the summer of 1888, when Mukö took the
entrance examination for naval school. Nishida probably visited the
First Higher School and the Imperial University to see what they
were like.3

Nishida’s “honeymoon days” with the Senmon Gakkö came to an
end too soon, however. The government issued a series of school reg-
ulations, Gakkörei, in March and April of 1886, launching a sweeping
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standardization of the educational system, which was identified as one
of the three pillars of modernization (along with the promotion of
industry and the building up of modern military forces). Before the
announcement of the school reform measures, the government
adopted the cabinet system in December 1885, with Itö Hirobumi4 as
the first prime minister. Itö appointed his old friend, Mori Arinori,5 to
the post of minister of education. Mori, a native of Satsuma Province
(today’s Kagoshima Prefecture), was, like Itö, a member of the polit-
ical clique known as the hanbatsu (Meiji oligarchy), composed of lead-
ing figures from the former feudal provinces (han) that had sided with
the 1868 “Restoration.”

As part of the new national educational system, Mori divided Japan
into five higher school blocks; in each of these blocks a higher middle
school was to be opened.6 These higher middle schools were consid-
ered the preparatory institution to the only university then in exis-
tence, the Imperial University. Ishikawa Prefecture lobbied hard to
secure Kanazawa as the site of the Fourth Higher Middle School.
Since Kanazawa already had the elite Senmon Gakkö and an excellent
medical school, it seemed a natural choice.7 The Fourth Higher Mid-
dle School was opened on April 18, 1887. Mori appointed the speaker
of the Kagoshima Prefecture Assembly, Kashiwada Morifumi, a politi-
cian and not an educator, as the first principal of the school. From
Kagoshima Kashiwada brought former police officers and similar types
to fill the positions of dormitory master and other administrative posi-
tions.8 Their intention was to “inject the Satsuma-hayato” 9 spirit into
the Kanazawaites. Behind this harsh measure was Mori’s thought that
the strong lingering anti-hanbatsu (oligarchy) sentiment among the
Ishikawaites had to be curtailed. The antioligarchy sentiment had
erupted in the person of Shimada Ichirö, who, together with other like-
minded young men, carried out the assassination of Ökubo Toshimichi
in Tokyo on May 24, 1878.10 The general sentiment of the people of
former Kaga Province was still very pro-Maeda, and they looked back
upon the days of the Maedas’ rule with profound nostalgia. To the
leaders of the Meiji government, Ishikawa Prefecture had to be
brought under firm state control. The semimilitaristic administration
placed in the Fourth Higher Middle School reflected that resolution.

Senmon Gakkö officially closed in September 1887, and in Octo-
ber the entrance examination of the Fourth Higher Middle School was
held, drawing students from Ishikawa, Toyama, Fukui, Niigata, and
other neighboring prefectures. Out of one hundred forty-two appli-
cants, eighty-eight were admitted into the school. Nishida was among
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those who successfully passed the examination and became a student
in the preparatory division, which had fifteen other students.

On October 26 the formal opening ceremony of the Fourth
Higher Middle School was held at the main hall of former Senmon
Gakkö. Mori Arinori was then touring the Hokuriku region, and much
to the dismay of those who harbored antioligarchy sentiments, Mori
made a personal appearance at the opening ceremony. It was a rainy
day.11 Mori and his entourage arrived at the school at 10 a.m. and
were greeted by students, each wearing a school cap (a symbolic begin-
ning of coerced uniformity and conformity). State control of educa-
tion was beginning as part of Japan’s full-scale march to remake itself
as a modern nation; no one was to be spared this collectivized fate.
The ceremony began solemnly at 11 a.m., and Mori delivered the fol-
lowing congratulatory remarks:

It is my greatest pleasure to be here today at the opening ceremony of
the Fourth Higher Middle School. Your school benefits the nation as 
a whole as well as the students who reside in this school district.

Marquis Maeda [Toshitsugu]12 and numerous other benefactors
donated a huge sum of money to this school in order to purchase land
and build new school buildings. The Ministry of Education promises
to do anything necessary to expedite that process and bring the wish 
of those benefactors into reality as soon as possible.

Among the five higher middle schools that were created under the
ordinance, the First and Third already existed as government schools,
but the others are all new. The Fourth, that is, your school, is opening
before the Second and Fifth; I am especially pleased to hear that sev-
eral students have been admitted into the main division, and nearly a
hundred into the preparatory division.

Regarding the medical division students, they are from the former
Prefecture Medical School, and I need not say how excellent they are.13

Following these words, Mori gave a longer formal speech, in which he
emphasized the important role of higher middle schools in improving
the status of Japan as a member of the international community.14

The handling of the school property that had belonged to the Sen-
mon Gakkö was debated at the November Ishikawa Prefecture Assem-
bly, and it was decided that its landholdings, buildings, books, and
other equipment were all be transferred to the Fourth Higher Middle
School.15 Externally, the transition went smoothly. But such was not
the case with the students and professors. Nishida felt that “the fam-
ily-like atmosphere of the Senmon Gakkö disappeared almost over-
night when it became the nation’s Fourth Higher School,” and that
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“the school, which enjoyed an intimate warmth between teachers and
students, was turned into a strictly militaristic school governed by
rules.”16 This transition, from a local to a national institution, directly
affected the quality of the learning experience for Nishida and his
friends. As the October entrance examination brought a few formerly
discrete classes together: Yamamoto (then Kaneda) Ryökichi, Fujioka
Sakutarö, Suzuki Teitarö (D. T. Suzuki), and Fukushima Junkichi
became Nishida’s classmates. They instantly made friends and
remained friends for life. Nishida found peers who were of compatible
intelligence and ambitions. He thrived in their company, spread his
wings as wide as possible, and flew as high as he wanted. His creative
energy was unleashed. Yamamoto, Fujioka, and Suzuki were the sons
of members of the former samurai class, classified as shizoku, as
opposed to heimin (common people), to which class Nishida belonged.
The prestige associated with the shizoku class was not substantial
enough to affect Nishida’s making friends with his classmates; in fact
Nishida was the best-off among them. In his first year, Nishida,
highly motivated, worked hard on his academic subjects; there was an
air of healthy competition among the boys, and the presence of Höjö
on the teaching staff was inspiring. Starting this year, a second foreign
language was required, and Nishida chose German. Other required
courses were Japanese, classical Chinese, English, mathematics,
physics, chemistry, drawing, and physical education.

Among his classmates, Nishida was especially impressed by Yama-
moto Ryökichi, a born leader, an organizer, and a young man of
action. Although a year junior to Nishida, he had already developed a
clear sense of who he was, and this won Nishida’s instant admiration.
Yamamoto was a gifted writer and was asked from time to time to pen
an editorial column by the editor of the local Hokuriku Shinbun (Hoku-
riku Newspaper). He would compose an editorial so fast that the page-
boy from the newspaper, who came to give him the assignment, used
to just wait there for him to finish it.17

Fujioka Sakutarö, blessed with native intelligence, was always the
top student without particularly studying. Unfortunately, however,
from childhood he suffered chronic asthma, which arrested his phys-
ical development, and he remained a frail, small-framed man. By the
time Nishida got to know him, Fujioka’s father was dead, and the
family fortune was quite reduced. Fujioka was fond of reading novels,
especially of the Edo period, and was gifted in writing stories and
drawing; he used to draw figures during the class period, especially
heads of men and women, and sometimes his drawing would spill into
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Nishida’s notebook because they were sitting right next to each
other.18 Nishida found Fujioka to be sensitive and gentle, and an excel-
lent confidant, but not without sarcastic wit. Nishida described him as
“the personification of frailty itself” and “every inch an artist.”19

Suzuki Teitarö, better known in the West as D. T. Suzuki, was a
son of the medical doctor retained by the Honda family (the Hondas
worked closely with the Maeda family). When Teitarö was scarcely five
years old, his father died, and the family fortunes dwindled rapidly. In
fact, Suzuki was so poor that he was no longer able to pay the tuition
and had to drop out of the Fourth Higher Middle School by the end
of June 1888.20 Although he had to leave school, he stayed in close con-
tact with his friends, especially with Yamamoto. Reminiscing about his
boyhood, Suzuki wrote: “One of us once said that Yamamoto was like
a fleet steed and Nishida like a dumb ox. Yamamoto was indeed a
prodigy and a man of letters. I do not know if Nishida was a dumb ox,
but he was certainly like an ox in his single-minded plodding toward
his goal—just the kind of will power and intellectual tenacity he
had.”21

20

Nishida, Yamamoto (Kaneda) Ryö-
kichi, and Fujioka Sakutarö, with
Orlando N. Benton, a teacher of
English, early summer, 1888, when
they were students at the prepara-
tory division of Ishikawa Prefecture
Senmon Gakkö. From Ueda
Hisashi, Sofu Nishida Kitarö.
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Nishida recognized in Suzuki an unusual quality that transcended
the affairs of the mundane world. He composed two poems for Suzuki:

Having shed the desire 
for worldly fame and profit
alone you seek a quiet place
to open up your heart.

Seated near the window, you read 
volumes of Daoist classics. The bright moon 
shines in, and a refreshing wind blows away
the dust of this mundane world.22

Höjö married Kondö Masaki, a woman of cultivation and intelli-
gence, on November 14, 1886, after a half year’s engagement. Now
that his home front was in order, he invited Nishida to come and live
in his house as a shosei (student). It was quite common in those days for
professors to have shosei living in their houses. The idea was that stu-
dents would learn not only academic subjects but “how to live” from
the professors. In the fall of 1887 Nishida moved in with the Höjös.23

He studied mathematics every evening with Mrs. Höjö. She would sit
at her desk on one side of Professor Höjö, while Nishida sat at his desk
on the other side of the professor. Höjö himself was seated at his own
desk. Even in those days Nishida suffered from occasional insomnia,
and he would toss in his futon unable to sleep; then past midnight koto
music played by Mrs. Höjö would sound in the clear night air. Nishida
would soon fall asleep to the melody of the koto.24 The world of clas-
sical elegance was still a part of the Höjö household.

The school boasted unique teachers, Höjö Tokiyuki topping the
list. As Nishida recalled, “anyone who was taught by him was greatly
inspired by him.”25 Years later, he wrote:

In those days the level of education and scholarship in Japan was still
rudimentary. Textbooks were pretty much standardized. Upon finish-
ing the English reader, we moved on to Macaulay’s essays. The mathe-
matics textbook was by Todhunter, physics by Stewart, chemistry by
Roscoe, world history by Swinton, and so it went. The times were such
that anyone who had read a few books by Mill and Spencer was consid-
ered a “philosopher.” Holders of the university degree were few in
Kanazawa, and we took great pride in being taught by them. The
professor we most respected was Höjö Tokiyuki; he taught us mathe-
matics. Even to this day, I can still hear him saying in his lecture on
solid geometry, “one and only one plane can be drawn between . . . .”
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[Washington] Irving’s Sketch Book was introduced to Japan around that
time, and if I remember correctly, it was Professor Höjö who taught it
to us.26 You see, in those days learning was not yet compartmentalized.
For instance, a professor of chemistry [Imai] taught Chambera’s world
history to the class one grade above us.27

Besides Höjö, Nishida very much respected Miyake Shötarö ( gö,
Shinken),28 a professor of classical Chinese. Miyake’s field was the
rigorous historical critical research, a discipline developed during the
Qing dynasty in China, known in Japanese as köshögaku (investigations
based on evidence, or “Han learning”). Although a distinguished dis-
ciple of Inokuchi Mötoku, Miyake developed his own scholarly style.
His knowledge of Chinese literature was immense. He had gone
through the entire fourteen hundred volumes of Kösei keikai,29 for
instance, and did research on every reference to the Analects, so that he
was prepared to answer any question on the Analects! 30 Nishida always
regretted that this extremely erudite professor left no written work
and that his knowledge disappeared with his death.

Sometime in 1887, a rather scary accident happened. Höjö was an
avid fan of “bësu böru” (baseball), and he introduced the game to the
students. He usually played catcher. One day, a student, M——, hit
Höjö on the head with a bat. Höjö fell unconscious and was rushed to
a hospital. The doctor told Mrs. Höjö and Nishida that if he suffered
from a fever that evening, that would be the end of him. They stayed
up all night long, worried. To everyone’s relief, he came through fine.
When Nishida visited him in the hospital the following day, Höjö,
unable to talk, whispered to Nishida to tell M—— not to worry about
what had happened.31 The incident left Höjö with a slight speech
impediment.32

Nishida, under the care and guidance of Höjö, did excellently in
his first year of study. But this ideal setup had to come to an end. In
1888 Höjö was accepted into the graduate school at the Imperial Uni-
versity and was also offered a teaching position at the First Higher
School. The Höjös left for Tokyo in September 1888. In the fall
Nishida advanced to the first year program of the main division.33

Höjö’s departure at this particular juncture in Nishida’s life was crit-
ical. He was required to declare his major before he enrolled in the
main division. This presented him with a dilemma. Höjö had advised
him to go into mathematics, but Nishida was attracted to philoso-
phy.34 Now that Höjö was no longer around to give him close advice,
Nishida decided to follow his heart’s desire. He explains this choice:
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The time came when I had to decide on my major. Like many young
men, I, too, wondered about this question. It was very hard for me to
choose between mathematics and philosophy. A certain professor,
whom I respected greatly, recommended that I should go into mathe-
matics. His reasoning was that “in philosophy, not only logical ability
but a poetic imagination is necessary,” and he was not sure whether 
I had it. It was certainly reasonable advice, and I didn’t have enough
confidence in myself to challenge it. Yet I didn’t feel like spending the
rest of my life studying cut-and-dried mathematics. Although I did
have some misgivings, I decided on philosophy.35

The required subjects for this year were Japanese, classical Chi-
nese, English, German, history (of Britain, France, and Germany),
mathematics, geology, physics, and physical education.36 Having
decided on his major, Nishida spent much of his time in the school
library. There was a copy of Hegel’s Logic, translated into English by
William Wallace,37 and a copy of Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, trans-
lated into English by Max Mu̇̇ller.38 Nishida tried to read them, only
to find them far over his head.39

Nishida took “philosophy” to mean “to inquire into the true real-
ity of the universe.” 40 He and Yamamoto exchanged their views con-
cerning the existence of God, the immortality of the soul, and other
philosophical problems.41 Nishida briefly entertained positivist views,
agreeing with Nakae Chömin,42 but he admitted to Yamamoto that
“the universe is like a giant monster that defies our understanding.”
Yamamoto believed in the immortality of the soul and the existence of
a compassionate God. Nishida demanded a logical proof from Yama-
moto. Nishida was a skeptic who considered religion an outcome of
human fear of death and general discontentment with life. The young
Nishida was critical of theism and conventional views of religion, but
something in him prevented him from becoming an outright atheist.43

Höjö’s departure from school left a large vacuum in the students’
lives at school, and they began to complain about the declining qual-
ity of instruction. They were especially unhappy with a professor of
English, “whose scholastic ability was not sufficient even in the eyes
of the students,” 44 and students often protested about this professor
and the school policies in general. Nishida intensely disliked the mil-
itary-style gymnastic exercises (heishiki taisö) and did everything he
could to interrupt the class.45 In this way, Nishida and his friends were
getting into trouble with the school authorities. In this atmosphere of
discontent, Yamamoto quit the school at the end of December 1888.46

He got a job teaching at the Ordinary Middle School, just established
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in October in Kanazawa. Yamamoto’s decisive action made Nishida
think about transferring to the First Higher School in Tokyo, where
Höjö was teaching. He turned to Höjö for advice. Höjö most likely
told Nishida to exercise his patience.

On February 11, 1889, the Meiji Constitution was promulgated.
To commemorate this historical moment, Nishida and his classmates
went to a photography shop and posed in front of a camera.47 (On this
day also came the news of an ultranationalist’s attempt to assassinate
the education minister, Mori Arinori.)

For the photograph Yamamoto had draped over his arm a long
sheet of calligraphy, on which he had written: “We Free Men Stand-
ing at the Top of Heaven” (chöten ricchi jiyüjin). Fukushima Junkichi
stood holding up a banner that read “Destroy! Destroy [the old
order]!” The friends’ high hopes for the new phase of Japan and their
youthful defiant spirits were at their peak. These idealistic youths were
steeped in patriotic zeal, wondering what they could do for their coun-
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On the day of the promul-
gation of the Meiji Consti-
tution, February 11, 1889.
Front row, from left to
right: Fujioka Sakutarö,
Uchida Yütarö, Yamamoto
(Kaneda) Ryökichi; back
row, from left to right:
Fukushima Junkichi,
Matsumoto Bunzaburö,
Nishida, and Matsui Kisa-
burö. From Kawasaki
Akira, Chösui sensei ikö
zokuhen, frontispiece.
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try. They did not doubt, even for a moment, their own ability to make
a contribution to building a new constitutional nation.

Prompted by their idealism, Nishida and his friends organized a
literary circle, Gasonkai (Respect the Individual Society) in May to
develop their skills in writing and to hone their thinking through
mutual criticism. Members of this group were Nishida, Yamamoto,
Fujioka, Matsumoto Bunzaburö, Kawagoe Munetaka, Hasegawa Tei-
ichirö, Oka Shinzö (or Sanjiro), and Yokoyama Shösei. They produced
essays and poems. Fujioka even wrote novels. They would get
together once a week to criticize one another’s writings. Each adopted
a gö according to his fancy. Nishida first chose Chöse-sanjin (Moun-
tain dweller who laughs at the lowly world) but soon called himself
Uyokusei (literally, “winged being,” or Pegasus). The image of the
winged horse embodied for Nishida the spirit of freedom.48 Yamamoto
used Chösui (Morning water), which had a reference to the River
Asano (“asa” here means “morning”; it is also pronounced “chö” ),
while Fujioka called himself Töho (Eastern peapod). 

Although Nishida shared his friends’ jubilant spirits in the days fol-
lowing the promulgation of the constitution, reality was not so kind to
him. In July 1889 he received the report that he had failed his first year
of the main division because of his poor attendance and bad classroom
conduct, although academically he did fine. This news disheartened
him because his family was then facing a period of uncertainty. In April
a new local administrative regulation was put into effect that stripped
Yasunori of his mayoral privileges. He left Unoke and moved to
Kanazawa. Yasunori at first tried to live with his family at Nagadohei
but soon moved into the house of his mistress. Nishida disapproved of
his father’s way of life and steadfastly sided with his mother.

Höjö, aware that Nishida was in trouble at school, wrote him a
long letter on July 17. Admonishing him for his myopic vision, he gave
Nishida twelve points to keep in mind.49 Nishida informed Höjö of his
academic failure in late July and asked him to help him transfer to the
First Higher School. Höjö rejected Nishida’s request as “banal, cheap,
and cowardly” and told him to change his mind, study for two more
years at the Fourth Higher School, and enter the Imperial Univer-
sity.50

In the fall of 1889, Nishida was given a second chance to pursue
his studies at school. He was placed in the science track to repeat his
first year. That he was placed with the class that had been one year
behind him was hard on his pride. Besides, he could not stand the
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smell of the hydrogen sulfide used in chemistry experiments, nor did
he care for dragging heavy equipment to conduct terrain measure-
ments.51 Thinking that he “could learn on his own without going to
school,”52 he recklessly dropped out of school on March 31, 1890, after
the end of the second term.53 He did not have the courage, however,
to tell Höjö. Höjö, unaware of what had happened, wrote to Nishida
on May 18 and encouraged him to stay in school and respect the school
rules.54

Partly to forget his unhappiness, Nishida poured much energy into
the activities of Gasonkai. He wrote over fifty pieces, including poems
and essays (in Japanese and Chinese); commentaries on books and
public figures; social and political criticism; character descriptions of
members of Gasonkai; and a Japanese translation of “The Last Min-
strel” by Walter Scott.55 These works reveal clearly Nishida the young
man. In his essay “To My Dearest Friends!”56 he supports the view
that the pen is mightier than the sword in the civilized world and
quotes from such diverse sources as the Old Testament, and essays by
T. B. Macaulay 57 and Washington Irving,58 while making references to
Confucius, the Duke of Zhou, and ancient Chinese historical inci-
dents. In his “To the Members of the Group,”59 he proposes the prac-
tice of public speaking, an idea promoted by Fukuzawa Yukichi.60 In
his “On the Abolition of Prostitution,”61 he laments the failure of the
movement to make prostitution illegal. In his essay on Rousseau,62 he
defends the French philosopher from the charge of having precipi-
tated the French Revolution. He comments that “to criticize a person,
we must understand his or her time,”63 revealing a fine hermeneutical
awareness. He quotes a line from Emerson that perfectly captures the
essence of Rousseau’s courage: “It is easy in the world to live after the
world’s opinion; it is easy in solitude to live after our own; but the great
man is he who in the midst of the crowd keeps with perfect sweetness
the independence of solitude.”64

In his poem entitled “India,”65 Nishida calls out for the Indian
people to rise up from colonial rule. In his “A Note on Yö Hikkan,”66

he sharply criticizes the diplomatic efforts of Japanese leaders Inoue
Kaoru and Ökuma Shigenobu, who were not able to win the equal
trade treaties. He attributes their inability to the government’s lack of
fundamental principles, such as the cultivation of personal integrity
and learning, a view Nishida continued to hold throughout his life.
Nishida lamented the death of Niijima Jö67 on January 23, 1890, and
wrote his tribute to him.
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The essay entitled “A Walk,”68 particularly reveals the Nishida of
those years. It is a kind of monologue, recounting thoughts that came
to him while taking a long walk one afternoon in Kanazawa. No
sooner does he begin to reflect on the economic situation of the city
than he moves on to the criticism of a cheap imitation of the popular
journal Kokumin no tomo [Friends of the nation].69 As he walks through
the elegant Japanese garden of Kenrokuen, he is overcome by thoughts
of the glorious past; as he passes by the residence of the prefecture
governor, satirical comments rise in his mind on the corruption of the
local officials. The twenty-year-old Nishida observed the social
changes and issues of the day with a critical eye. This essay is of spe-
cial interest, because during one of those walks Nishida was overcome
by a revelatory experience: Reality is none other than what one expe-
riences. This inspired him to develop the idea of “pure experience.” 70

Brisk walks apparently invigorated his mind and heightened his aware-
ness.

Soon after dropping out of school, Nishida fell ill and was forced
to stay at home for a few weeks. He was getting better by June when
the members of Gasonkai posed for a group photograph to memori-
alize its existence.71 Fujioka, Matsumoto, Oka, Hasegawa, and Yoko-
yama were all graduating in July. Nishida wrote on the reverse side of
this photo:

Gasonkai is a literary group established by our own initiative. It was
formed last year in May. Since then, more than a year has passed. Our
writings have exceeded twenty volumes, and the number of pieces we
have produced is several hundred. . . . In the near future some of us will
leave [Kanazawa], and we won’t be together as a group any more.72

Gasonkai dissolved in July 1890. Fujioka was accepted by the
Imperial University but decided to take a year off to rest to strengthen
his body. In September 1890, Yamamoto, Nishida, Fujioka, and Kawa-
goe formed another literary circle and called it Fuseimonkai (Incom-
plete Writing Society).73 Upon Yamamoto’s suggestion they celebrated
a traditional festival day (sekku) of chrysanthemums on October 22.74

This was an act of protest against the dissolution of the old and beau-
tiful customs that were quickly disappearing under the invasive cen-
tral government, which instituted new holidays with nationalistic over-
tones, such as the day of the founding of the nation (kigensetsu).75

In the fall, Nishida, faithfully abiding by his commitment to learn
on his own, began reading ferociously, only to injure his eyes. He was
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admitted to a hospital, and the doctor forbade him to read for a year.
In one of his waka (traditional Japanese poems) he wrote:

Books by Hartmann
and Hegel are piled
at my pillowside
will I ever get
to read them? 76

By February 1891, however, Nishida’s eyes were repairing themselves
thanks to the excellent treatment his doctor had provided. Yamamoto
regularly visited Nishida in the hospital to keep him company.77

Meanwhile, the literary group lacked its former vigor and dissolved
itself in May 1891.

Nishida reminisced years later that he and his friends “yearned
after lofty ideas of scholarship and fine arts” and “held progressive
views.” 78 They were thoroughly steeped in the humanistic spirit of
the early Meiji, which was expressed in the political realm as the “free
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to right: Hasegawa Teiichirö,
Yamamoto (Kaneda) Ryöki-
chi, Oka Shinzö, and Nishida.
From Nishida Kitarö Zenshü,
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civil rights movement” ( jiyü minken undö). Nishida’s dropping out of
the Fourth Higher Middle School coincided with the issuance on
October 30, 1890, of the Imperial rescript on education (Kyöiku chokugo).
The rescript aimed at imbuing a nationalistic spirit among school
children and students, and the ritualized bowing in front of a copy of
the education rescript would in time become a “sacred” school cere-
mony. Nishida, Fujioka, Suzuki, and Yamamoto all had left the school
by then, marking them as a generation that was free from the govern-
ment-imposed indoctrination program that was to develop into State
Shinto. 

It is well known that Uchimura Kanzö, then teaching at the First
Higher School, got into trouble by choosing, because of his Christian
faith, not to bow in front of the rescript at the school ceremony cele-
brating the beginning of the new year in January 1891. What is not so
well known is that Höjö Tokiyuki, Okada Ryöhei, and one other per-
son at the First Higher School were behind this outright attack on
Uchimura, which eventually led to the teacher’s dismissal.79 While
the “Uchimura incident” was the center of heated controversy,
Nishida was in a dark room in the hospital in Kanazawa, recovering
from his eye injury.
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C h a p t e r  3

The Imperial University
(1891–1894)

When Nishida recovered from his eye trouble, he realized that his plan
to study on his own was unrealistic. There was only one choice left for
him—to take the entrance exam of the Imperial University as a “lim-
ited status” (senka) student. He was lucky that this option existed at all.
It had been created on September 25, 1878, at the request of Katö
Hiroyuki, the first president of the university, to accommodate stu-
dents of diverse backgrounds.1 While the graduates of higher schools
were automatically admitted to the university, students applying
through the venue of limited status had to take and pass an entrance
examination, which was administered by the university professors in
the fields the students had selected for study. The senka program was
possible only because students whose academic training was sufficient
enough to take the examination were relatively few.2 There were cer-
tain restrictions binding the senka students. For instance, they were
not allowed to concentrate on English, German, or French language
studies, Japanese or Chinese literature, or Japanese or Chinese law.3

Otherwise, they were free to pursue any subject or multiple subjects.
They were not entitled to a university degree, but in 1890 the univer-
sity began issuing a certificate to the senka students when they com-
pleted their studies.4

Tokyo University, established in April 1877, was then called the
Imperial University, or Teikoku Daigaku (the Japanese word “teikoku”
was Mori Arinori’s neologism, a translation of the English word
“imperial”).5 For Mori the state was the most central reality, and he
planned to make the university into an institution that served the
needs of the nation-state (kokka). Mori defined in 1886 the role of the
university as “to teach academic subjects and fine arts to serve the
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indispensable needs of the country and to carry out research in these
areas.” 6

On June 11, 1891, Nishida went to Tokyo to take the entrance
examination.7 Fujioka Sakutarö traveled with him because he needed
to make necessary arrangements with the university and find a board-
ing house.8 Fujioka returned to Kanazawa soon. Nishida wrote to
Yamamoto and Fujioka in Kanazawa on June 27: “The exam was so
easy that I feel as if I had misread the questions. But, most likely, I did
well. Strange that the entrance exam of the Imperial University is so
easy!”9 In the same letter he gave a detailed account of the previous
Sunday, when his former higher school classmates gathered at his inn
and had a great time. Suzuki Teitarö, then in Tokyo since May and
studying English at Tokyo Senmon Gakkö (today’s Waseda Univer-
sity), joined the party.10

Following the examination, Nishida called on Höjö Tokiyuki.11 At
that time the professor “scolded” him, saying that “the senka track was
for those who lagged behind in their studies” and that he should
“retake the entrance exam of the university as a regular student.”
Nishida was at a loss.12 Lack of a higher school diploma complicated
the matter. Nishida was soon to discover that the post-Restoration
social structure was already codified and that the academic system was
fixed in its hierarchy, with the Imperial University at its top. It was
clear that those who made it to the university were on the elite track,
and those who didn’t weren’t. University students sported a school cap
and a uniform studded with shining gold buttons—a symbol of the
new meritocracy.

Having passed the entrance examination, Nishida was admitted
into the Department of Philosophy in September 1891 as a senka stu-
dent. By then, the legendary professor Ernest Fenollosa13 had already
left the university, but Nishida knew of his reputation as someone who
“was able to read the works of the German philosophers in English
translation and had a good grasp of them.”14 Fenollosa was briefly
succeeded by G. W. Knox, an American, for the fall of 1886, before
Ludwig Busse came from Germany in January 1887.

In the early years of the Meiji, courses in philosophy were typically
taught by non-Japanese instructors, but starting around 1890 that sit-
uation began to change. Motora Yüjirö,15 Inoue Tetsujirö,16 and Naka-
jima Rikizö17 were promoted to the rank of professor one after
another. Under the leadership of Inoue Tetsujirö, German philosophy
began to overshadow British philosophy. Inoue recalled:
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At the university I primarily introduced German philosophy to the
students and trained them thoroughly in it. . . . I and my colleagues
were truly responsible for making German philosophy the main stream
of philosophy in the Japanese academy. Certainly, Busse, who arrived
in Japan in 1887, made some contribution in this respect.18

Nishida, despite his status as a senka student, decided to follow the
core curriculum required of regular majors. He also took language
courses that were elective. In his first year he took introduction to phi-
losophy, history of philosophy, ethics, study of history, classical Chi-
nese, English, Japanese literature, German, Latin, French, and biol-
ogy. In his second year he took history of philosophy, logic, theory of
knowledge, sociology, psychology, biology, ethics, German, Latin,
history, comparative religions and Oriental philosophy, German liter-
ature, Japanese literature, and English. In his third year he studied aes-
thetics and the history of art, theory of education, ethics, psychology,
comparative religions and Oriental philosophy, Indian philosophy,
seminar in philosophy, German, German literature, and English.19 His
professors included Ludwig Busse, Nakajima Rikizö, Motora Yüjirö,
Inoue Tetsujirö, Toyama Masakazu, Raphael von Koeber, Shimada
Jürei (or Chörei), Kanda Naibu, Mozume Takami, Émile Heck, Karl
Florenz, and Ludwig Riess.

To Nishida’s delight, in the College of Humanities there was an
active Philosophical Society (Tetsugakukai), established in 1884,
which published its monthly journal, Tetsugaku Zasshi ( Journal of Phi-
losophy). Nishida wished to join the society because Matsumoto
Bunzaburö and Fujioka Sakutarö were already members. Matsumoto
acted as Nishida’s sponsor, and his application for membership was
unanimously accepted at the general meeting on October 23, 1891.20

Another limited status student, Kimura Takatarö, was also accepted
at the same time.21 Nishida probably attended most of the society’s
monthly meetings. On those occasions, he must have seen and heard
the leading thinkers of the Meiji Japanese intellectual world, such as
Katö Hiroyuki, Önishi Hajime, Inoue Enryö, Miyake Yüjirö, Mura-
kami Senshö, Shimaji Mokurai, all of whom made presentations to the
society. Nishida was able to observe firsthand the landscape of the
Meiji philosophical world.

It did not take too long, however, for Nishida to realize that the
life of a limited status student was that of a second-class citizen. The
senka students had fewer privileges by far than regular students. What
troubled Nishida most was the library policy. Senka students were not
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permitted to read in the main hall of the library and had to use the
desks arranged in the corridor just outside the library. In their third
year regular students were permitted to browse the stacks, but senka
students were not able to do so. Nishida also sensed that professors
kept the senka students at arm’s length. All this seemed to him unnec-
essary: there were only five regular students majoring in philosophy
who entered the university when Nishida did. Despite his outwardly
nonchalant appearance, Nishida was sensitive. Discriminatory treat-
ment hurt him, bruised his pride, and made him feel like a “loser.”22

Professor Höjö was right to insist that Nishida swallow his sense of
shame and persevere for two years to graduate properly from the
higher school. Although a sense of regret and remorse set in too late,
Nishida was resilient. He learned to stand on his own, rise above the
external confinements, and find a certain inner freedom. He concen-
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Professors and the graduates of the College of Humanities, Imperial University, July
1891. Nishida took classes from many of these professors. Front row, from left to
right: Karl A. Florenz, Shimoda Chörei (or Jürei), Konakamura Kiyonori, Toyama
Masakazu, James M. Dixon, Ludwig Busse, Ludwig Riess, Mozume Takami; second
row, from left to right: Motora Yüjirö, Kotö Bunjirö, Sakaki Kiyoshi, Kanda Naibu,
Nakajima Rikizö, Nojiri Seiichi, Murakami Senshö; third row, consisting of gradu-
ating students, from left to right: Kanö Kökichi, Tachibana Masaki, Ötsuka Yasuji,
Fujishiro Teisuke, Fujii Senshö, Ogawa Ginjirö, Suga Torao, Makise Goichirö.
From Tokyo daigaku hyakunenshi—bukyokushi.
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trated on reading and thinking, gradually forming an independent
style of philosophical inquiry (see Nishida’s essay at the end of this
chapter). 

Nishida, in his antisocial mood, gave himself to introspection and
spent many hours in the library reading. Although he was surrounded
by brilliant minds, he did not actively seek out new friends. Among his
classmates were such unique figures as Öshima Yoshinaga, a notable
educator,23 and Iwamoto Tei, who became professor of philosophy at
the First Higher School. Nishida was in the same German literature
class as Natsume Kinnosuke ( gö, Söseki) and read Goethe’s Herrmann
und Dorothea under the guidance of Karl Florenz.24 Natsume was a
student of English literature, and a year ahead of Nishida. Nishida felt
that Natsume, who was always impeccably dressed in a three-piece
suit, was of a different breed, and the two never struck up a conversa-
tion.

In addition to feeling alienated from his fellow students, Nishida
was disappointed in his university courses and in the professors who
taught them. For instance, the course on classical Chinese, taught by
the respected Shimada Chörei, turned out to be a straight recitation
of Chinese texts without commentary. Bewildered, Nishida asked
those who were majoring in Chinese literature whether Shimada went
into detailed discussions in the advanced courses. The answer was no.
He could not help comparing Shimada with his former teacher,
Miyake Shinken. One day, Nishida called on Shimada and told him
that he was a student of Miyake. Shimada told Nishida that “Miyake
is truly impressive; he orders books from China that I don’t even know
exist.” Apparently, when a qualifying examination for middle school
teachers was administered some years previously, Miyake traveled to
Tokyo to take it. Shimada, his examiner, was totally stunned by
Miyake’s erudition, and invited him home and asked him how he
learned his Chinese.25

Another disappointment for Nishida was “Introduction to Philos-
ophy,” a course taught by Ludwig Busse. Busse had been a disciple of
Rudolf Hermann Lotze at the University of Berlin,26 and his course
seemed to Nishida nothing more than “an introduction to Lotze’s
philosophy.” It struck Nishida that Busse, barely thirty years old, was
too young to be a philosopher. His youthful and energetic lecture
style only worsened Nishida’s suspicions. Nishida was not ready to
appreciate the professor’s contributions: Busse adopted Kant’s Cri-
tique of Pure Reason as the textbook for the course and introduced the
method of historical study of philosophy to the Japanese students. It
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was not until two decades later, when Nishida discovered Lotze’s
thought, that he came to regret his failure to appreciate Busse:

Lotze was a great thinker of the nineteenth century, who was blessed
with penetrating contemplation, wide erudition, and subtle sensibility. 
. . . Through Busse, Lotze’s philosophy was introduced to the Japa-
nese philosophy classroom, and in a sense students of those days were
Lotze’s grand-disciples. To be frank, in those days I didn’t have enough
intellectual finesse to appreciate Lotze’s work. While listening to Pro-
fessor Busse, I could not help but feel dissatisfied with Lotze’s compro-
mising attitude. But later, when I read Lotze’s Logic, my opinion of him
radically changed. I came to believe that his Logic was a work that every-
one must read for a foundation in modern logic. Even then, I didn’t
take up his Metaphysics to read for a long time. It was only last summer
when I did so, and I was even more impressed by his greatness.27

Perhaps Nishida enjoyed the language courses more than the lec-
ture courses because the non-Japanese professors did not pay much
attention to the difference between the regular students and the senka
students. One such professor was a French Catholic priest, Émile
Heck, who arrived at the port of Yokohama in November 1891 and
began teaching French at the university a week later. He spoke no
Japanese and very little English. (Students inadvertently ended up
learning French through total immersion.) The majority found Heck
difficult to follow, which challenged Heck’s temper in turn. The class,
which started out with thirty students, shrank to seven or eight in the
winter quarter, but Nishida, one of the survivors, felt he learned his
French well because of Heck’s approach.28

For personal comfort, Nishida turned to his close friends, Fujioka
and Suzuki, and maintained his steady correspondence with Yama-
moto back in Kanazawa. Nishida and Fujioka often went out to places
of literary and historical interest in Tokyo. On November 8 they went
to a “speech meeting”—a popular pastime among young intellectuals
at the time.29 Nishida describes his impressions in detail in a letter to
Yamamoto:

The first speaker was the great talent of Meiji, Mr. Fukuchi Gen’ichirö.
He is a rough-looking man, lacking elegance; he looked almost like a
mountain worker. He is heavy-boned and not tall. But he clearly had
stage presence. While he collected himself, he surveyed the audience
with a piercing glance, with an extraordinary air. His poise showed that
he was very accustomed to public speaking. . . . his talk was a critique
of Japanese literature. It was well paced, lucid, and powerful. While he
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exhibited a tremendous breadth of knowledge, he mixed in humor,
bringing the audience to belly laughs. He was a master speaker, his
gestures eloquent. He spoke for about an hour, then left the stage
accompanied by an incredible ovation from the audience.

Next, a Frenchman came out and preached Christianity. The audi-
ence booed and hooted. Because the uproar would not subside, he had
to quit his talk in the middle and leave the stage. His name is Verbeck;
he is apparently sixty-two years old and has lived in Japan for the last
thirty years.

Then Mr. Öuchi Seiran came on the stage and spoke. His speech
was smooth and clear, like an undisturbed flow of water. The examples
and metaphors he gave were to the point, and he captivated the audi-
ence.30

Fukuchi Gen’ichirö,31 Guido Verbeck,32 and Öuchi Seiran33 were
all prominent figures of the time. It is easy to see why young intellec-
tuals, including Nishida, found such meetings exciting. Through Fuji-
oka, who had a wide circle of associations, Nishida got to meet Taoka
Reiun,34 for instance.

Suzuki was living nearby in a dormitory, Kuchökan, and Nishida
saw him quite frequently. Kuchökan was a dormitory that housed the
sons of the former retainers of the Maeda family and was operated by
a board of directors that included the senior Ishikawaits, such as Höjö
Tokiyuki and Hayakawa Senkichirö, a successful businessman. It so
happens that both Höjö and Hayakawa were practicing Zen under
Master Imakita Kösen,35 the abbot of Engakuji Temple in Kamakura.
Through Hayakawa, Suzuki was introduced to Master Kösen and
began his Zen practice. Because Suzuki had no money to take a train
or hire a jinrikisha, he would leave the dormitory in the evening on foot
for Kamakura, where he would arrive in time for the morning zazen
period. The long walk strengthened his legs and probably contributed
to his longevity. 

Suzuki soon dedicated his entire soul to Zen practice and often
stayed over at Engakuji. He invited Nishida to visit him at the temple
to experience Zen. Using the long Thanksgiving weekend, Nishida
went to Kamakura from November 23 to 25.36 During his stay, he got
to meet Master Kösen in person and received a köan.37 Although he felt
attracted to Zen practice, it did not occur to him to take it up in earnest
however. The time was not yet ripe for him. Even then, he felt envi-
ous of Suzuki, as his letter of December 18 to Yamamoto reveals:
“Toward the end of last month, I visited Kamakura. . . . Suzuki is cur-
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rently at Engakuji, doing zazen. I, who am embroiled in the secular
life, should not envy him and long for that kind of life, but I do!”38

In his first year at the university, Nishida wrote an examination
paper for Nakajima Rikizö—a sketch of Kant’s moral philosophy.
After surveying Kant’s three major works on ethics, Groundwork of the
Metaphysics of Morals (1785), Critique of Practical Reason (1788), and the
unfinished Metaphysics of Morals (1803), Nishida attached a summary
of the content of the three chapters of the Groundwork of the Meta-
physics of Morals.39 To illustrate the university education of the late
nineteenth century Nishida contributed this essay to Hiroki Tazö sen-
sei tsuioku-bunshü [A collection of essays in memory of Professor
Hiroki Tazö] in 1933.

Nishida encouraged Yamamoto and Suzuki to apply for the uni-
versity. In June 1892 they took the entrance examination and were
accepted—attesting to the high standard of education they had
received in Kanazawa. Suzuki was a senka student in the philosophy
department, and Yamamoto a senka student in the College of Law.
Suzuki soon lost interest in the university courses, however, and inten-
sified his Zen practice, this time under Master Kögaku (Shaku Söen).40

Yamamoto at first thought of going into politics but switched to
philosophy and concentrated on ethics, for he then knew that his call-
ing was education. Yamamoto was in dire financial straits. Nishida con-
sulted Matsui Kisaburö, his friend from higher school. Matsui agreed
to contribute two yen a month, while Nishida contributed one yen a
month toward Yamamoto’s living expenses.41 At that time Nishida’s
room and board cost 4.2 yen a month, and Suzuki was receiving six yen
a month from his brother in Kobe, so three yen was a substantial help
to Yamamoto. With his friends’ help, Yamamoto was able to complete
his university education. Fujioka offers a humorous description con-
trasting the Matsui and Nishida of those days: “While one worries
about the sparse growth of his moustache, the other worries about the
decline of his family fortune.”42

Indeed, during Nishida’s first year at the university, the Nishida
family lost practically its entire fortune because of Yasunori’s specula-
tion and subsequent financial losses in the rice market. The family had
to sell all their land in Unoke. During summer vacation in 1892,
Nishida was obliged to go back to Kanazawa to seal a financial trans-
action with a local moneylender. It appears that Yasunori was no
longer creditworthy, so Nishida had to represent the family. During
this time his mother, Tosa, asked her husband for five hundred yen for
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their children’s education and obtained the money through her deter-
mined efforts. On September 7, 1892, Tosa left for Tokyo, taking
Hyöjirö with her. Nishida left for Tokyo on the following day. The
three rented a small house in the Koishikawa area in Tokyo. Hyöjirö
attended Seijö, a higher school that trained military officers-to-be.43

Tosa moved to Tokyo without her servants, which meant she had to do
all the household work herself. The situation in which Tosa put her-
self in Tokyo told Yamamoto poignantly of the decline of the once-
wealthy Nishida family.44 Tosa did not complain a bit and briskly went
about her way. Nishida remained ever grateful to his mother for her
determination, dedication, and selfless support.

In the fall quarter of his second year of study, Nishida wrote a
paper in English, “Spinoza’s Conception of God,”45 most likely for
Busse, who was a specialist of Spinoza. In December 1892 Busse duly
fulfilled his term of employment and left for Germany.46 His position
was filled by Raphael von Koeber 47 who came from Germany in June
1893. Inoue Tetsujirö had been entrusted with the task of inviting a
professor from Germany, and at first he extended an invitation to
Adolf Lasson, a German Jew, who declined the offer, however, because
of his advanced age. Lasson then asked Eduard von Hartmann to name
a candidate. Hartmann recommended Koeber, who had introduced
Eduard Hartmann’s and Schopenhauer’s thought in his supplement to
Albert Schwegler’s Handbook of the History of Philosophy (1874), which
had ended with Hegel. This work made Koeber quite well known
among philosophy students in Germany.48

Because Inoue knew Hartmann personally and trusted his judg-
ment, he entered negotiations with Koeber by writing: “Would you
like to come to Japan, where cherry blossoms bloom?” 49 This appar-
ently touched a romantic chord in Koeber. The initial contract was
for three years, but Koeber ended up remaining at the university for
the next twenty-one years, teaching courses in philosophy and aes-
thetics. Koeber was a student of Euken and had also heard Kuno Fis-
cher lecture at the University of Heidelberg.

Koeber gave his first lecture in Japan to the Introduction to Phi-
losophy class on September 15, 1893.50 Nishida probably sat in on this
course. He liked Koeber much better than Busse, for he fit his image
of what a philosopher should be. Koeber was then in his midforties.
He lectured seated at a desk and spoke in soft low voice—a clear con-
trast to his predecessor. Koeber, originally trained as a classical pianist
at the Moscow Conservatory under Tchaikovsky, was a man of aes-
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thetic cultivation as well. He was of the opinion that Christian and
pre-Christian thinkers formed the background for contemporary
Western philosophy. He discussed not only the Greeks and contem-
porary Western thinkers but also patristic philosophy, scholastic phi-
losophy, and medieval Christian mystics.51 Although Nishida claimed
that his philosophical orientation had already been set by the time he
met Koeber,52 there is no denying that Nishida’s intellectual horizon
was significantly widened by Koeber’s interest in Meister Eckhart,
neo-Platonism, and the mystical tradition of the Christian West. Koe-
ber’s seminar on Schopenhauer’s Parerga und Paralipomena also ele-
vated Nishida’s interest in Schopenhauer.

Nishida always remembered Koeber with a sense of respect. Koe-
ber conveyed directly from his European upbringing and background
what it meant to philosophize. He also advised Nishida that to study
Western philosophy he should at least learn Latin. Nishida also
learned from Koeber not to pass hasty judgment on great thinkers:

At one time, when I was impudent enough to say critical things 
about Hegel’s philosophy, Professor Koeber challenged me by saying
“Warum? Warum?” [Why? Why?]. He repeated the expression, “non
multa sed multum” (not quantity but quality),53 and admonished me.
Although he said these words to me, I think these were the words that
he wanted to say to all the Japanese philosophy students of those
days.54

The Latin phrase, “non multa sed multum,” stuck in Nishida’s
mind as a reminder throughout his life.55 When Koeber died on June
14, 1923, in Yokohama, Nishida reminisced about this unique indi-
vidual:

The incomparable nobility of Professor Koeber’s spirit is best remem-
bered not by praising his scholarly achievement but by recalling the
influence that he exerted on the people around him. This influence
came from his profoundly cultivated, refined personality, which was
“cool and fragrant” as the waters flowing from the bamboo forest are
cool, and the winds blowing through the flowers are fragrant. . . .

I do not know how it was in the very beginning of the Meiji period,
but by the time I became aware of what was going on, the Japanese
philosophical world seemed to have been dominated by British philoso-
phers, such as Mill and Spencer. From the third decade of the Meiji,
German philosophy became a main stream, and it added depth to Japa-
nese academic philosophy. Be that as it may, it was Professor Koeber
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who single-handedly introduced classical philosophy to the Japanese
academy. Every scholar who possesses an impressive scholarly style and
contributes to today’s Japanese academia was trained under Koeber.56

Indeed, Koeber was a man of charisma who exerted a decisive
influence on a generation of young minds, including Fukada Yasu-
kazu,57 Hatano Seiichi,58 Watsuji Tetsurö,59 and Kuki Shüzö60 —all of
whom became Nishida’s colleagues at Kyoto University. To Nishida,
however, Koeber’s scholarship was too aesthetically oriented and
unsystematic.61 Kuwaki Gen’yoku noted that Koeber disliked empiri-
cism and the Anglo-Saxon philosophies of the nineteenth and twenti-
eth centuries, and that some students were frustrated by the professor’s
strong bias.62 Koeber was a bit of a hermit, an eccentric, and a posses-
sor of sharp sarcasm. Inoue Tetsujirö recounted that Koeber’s sarcasm
was described by his German colleagues as giftig (poisonous),63 and in
fact Lafcadio Hearn, who taught at the university for some time, was
frightened by Koeber’s pro-Catholic remarks.64 Anesaki noted that
Koeber was not interested in things Japanese at all and did not go on
any sightseeing trips during his entire stay in Japan with the exception
of a brief excursion to Kamakura. Apparently, Koeber was happy being
surrounded by Plato, Dante, Goethe’s Faust, and the Bible.65

In the fall term of 1893 Nishida took two courses from the much-
hailed professor Inoue Tetsujirö. In 1931, on the occasion of Inoue’s
seventy-seventh birthday, he recalled:

Professor Inoue lectured twice a week; one [lecture] was on Indian phi-
losophy, and the other on comparative philosophy. His lectures always
began at three in the afternoon. The figure of the professor, coming in
through the school gate, wearing a scarf and carrying a walking stick, 
is still in the back of my mind. I was self-willed, difficult to please, and
didn’t attend many lectures, but I did attend his course on Indian phi-
losophy. I may still have the notes I took in these lectures. I also
remember having called on him at his home several times.66

Although Nishida was not that impressed by Inoue’s scholarship,
he held him in due respect. Over the years, their relationship grew into
one of cordial professionalism. Nishida also maintained contact with
Nakajima Rikizö and Motora Yüjirö, even after graduation.

It was not part of the graduation requirements for senka students
to write a thesis, but Nishida wrote his on Hume’s theory of causa-
tion67 in three parts: “Hyümu izen no tetsugaku no hattatsu” [The
development of philosophy before Hume],68 “Hyümu no ingahö” [On
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Hume’s theory of causation],69 and “Hyümu no ingahö hihan” [Cri-
tique of Hume’s theory of causation].70 Nishida published his thesis in
the Hokushinkai Zasshi,71 a journal of the student association of the
Fourth Higher School, during his first year of teaching there, 1896 to
1897.

Nishida’s experience at the Imperial University may not have been
particularly happy, but it built his basic philosophical attitude and chal-
lenged his tenacity. There is no doubt that studying at the university
expanded his intellectual horizons and exposed him to the highest lev-
els of scholarship available in Japan. All in all, however, his university
days were a time of relative isolation and introspection. When his
graduation from the university was approaching in 1894, he looked for
a teaching position in the Tokyo area, but no jobs were available for a
graduate of the senka track.

The Limited Status Program at the 
College of Humanities at the 

Imperial University around 1891–1892*

When I first came from my hometown of Kanazawa to Tokyo, the area
extending from Suidöbashi to the Military Armory Factory was still
very quiet. Only a few small movable yakitori-stands stood there along
with jinrikisha men waiting for customers. Below the cliff on the side
of Hongö in the Kasugachö district were rice paddies, and you could
hear frogs croaking. Even in Hongö, if you walked a bit further into
the area of Komagome from the university, you went beyond the town
and you met carts on the dusty road carrying human manure for fer-
tilizing.

In those days there used to be a small wooden gate where the main
entrance gate of the university now stands. I guess the gate on the
Tatsuokachö side was the main one, instead of the present one. If you
walked in that wooden gate, you saw the building of the Colleges of
Law and Literature, which was totally demolished in the 1923 earth-
quake. I understand that the architect was a man called Conder,1 who
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designed the Aoyama Palace. The brick building that housed the Col-
leges of Law and Literature was not particularly large. Its second floor
was given over to the library and the college president’s office. We
used to see Mr. Toyama, who wore oversize trousers, going in and out
of his office, with his keys making a click-clank noise. Only the first
floor was needed for the College of Law and Literature classrooms in
those days.

We limited status students were really a miserable lot. Of course,
it made sense from the point of view of the university administration
[to treat us differently from the regular students], but we were treated
with blatant discrimination. As I said, the second floor of the building
was the library, and there was a large reading room in the middle of
it, where one could sit and read. However, the limited status students
were not allowed to read there; instead, we had to read outside the
library at desks lined up in the hall. The third-year students of the reg-
ular division were permitted to go through the stacks, but of course,
for us that was out of the question. Also, though it may be my biased
impression, even when we called on our professors, some of them
seemed to receive us perfunctorily.

I was suddenly being treated very differently from my fellow
higher school students, with whom I had been equals only a short
while before, and it hurt my feelings. I spent three years in a corner as
it were, unnoticed by people. On the other hand, since I was able to
study freely whatever I wanted to without being hindered by any [out-
side activities], there was a kind of inner joy to it. I savored my own
pride as I rose above [my wretched circumstances]. When we were
higher school students, we didn’t take much German at school; there-
fore for the first year at the university, I mainly read German litera-
ture, accompanied by an English translation or annotations.

Professor Inoue Tetsujirö had returned to Japan a year or two ear-
lier [from his study in Europe], and Professors Motora [Yüjirö] and
Nakajima [Rikizö] were both promoted to professor. Japanese profes-
sors occupied the main chairs, but it was Ludwig Busse who mainly
gave lectures on philosophy. He was only about thirty years old. In
Berlin he had attended the last lectures of the aging Lotze, and he was
a thorough-going Lotzean. In fact, his course “Introduction to Phi-
losophy” was nothing but “an introduction to Lotze’s philosophy.” In
those days, even a German professor gave lectures in English. Busse
was a lively lecturer, and whenever he got excited, his German accent
would intensify; instead of saying “generation after generation,” he
would say [using the hard G ] “Generation afta Generation.” 
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Ensconced among these foreign teachers was the renowned scholar
of classical Chinese, Shimada Chörei. He would come into the lecture
hall, walk slowly to the lecture podium, and often take a cigarette case
from his pocket, smoke a cigarette very leisurely, and only then start
his lecture.

When I was a third-year student, Professor Koeber came. He was
already in his forties at that time, and he even looked like a philoso-
pher, a clear contrast to his predecessor. I remember he first lectured
on Schopenhauer. He would lecture seated at his desk, unlike Busse
[who lectured standing], and he spoke in a low tone of voice. After he
came to Japan, Mr. Koeber seems to have formed the opinion that
Japanese students, who studied philosophy without knowledge of the
classical languages [i.e., Latin and Greek], were “superficial.” One day
when I visited him to inquire about the existence of a translation of
Augustine in any modern European language, he asked me why I
didn’t learn a classical language. I said it was difficult for Japanese to
learn classical languages; thereupon, he told me that my classmate Iwa-
moto read Greek. “You must read Latin at least,” he said. But, while
he was [stubborn on this subject], he offered me a cigarette. I said I
didn’t smoke. Then, he teased me and said,“Ein Philosoph muss rauchen”
[a philosopher must smoke].

In the class a year ahead of me, there were such brilliant students
as the two Matsumotos and Yoneyama Hosaburö. In the class two
years below me, the class of [Meiji] 29, there were geniuses such as
Kuwaki Gen’yoku, Anesaki [Masaharu], and Takayama Chogyü. The
famous Natsume Söseki was a year ahead of me, majoring in English
literature, but I think we were in the same class taught by Florenz, and
read [Goethe’s] Herrmann und Dorothea together.

In our class, Öshima Yoshinaga was the top student. But the one
who came to assume a very unique position was Iwamoto Tei, who
recently died. Iwamoto had already begun studying Greek, and in the
library reading room, he was reading the works of the pre-Socratics by
consulting a dictionary. He somewhat resembled Mr. Koeber. I never
had the opportunity to see Iwamoto again after I graduated in 1894. I
can only recall the image of Iwamoto clad in his student uniform, his
hips slightly bent. I wanted to see him when I began to spend some
time each year in Kamakura. In my laziness, I postponed seeing him,
thinking there is “next time.” In this way, I never got to see him. I can-
not help but feel regretful at the recent news of his death. According
to the newspaper, his funeral service was attended by several thousand
mourners. He was a man of elevated soul.
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In sharp contrast to my higher school days, when I did a lot of
things and had many happy memories, I didn’t form a close rapport
with professors, nor did I make friends during my university days.
Instead of socializing I went to the library every day, read books alone,
and thought on my own. I learned a lot at the university, but there was
no lecture that was truly informative or moving. In those days, such a
thing as difficulty in finding a job after graduation for the holders of a
university degree was unheard of. But with the limited status students,
the situation was otherwise. For that reason, as soon as I graduated, I
went back to my hometown to find a job and did not return to the
capital city for more than a decade.
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Existential Impasse and Zen Practice
(1894–1899)

In July 1894 Nishida returned to Kanazawa, where he was promised a
position as a teacher of English at the Ishikawa Prefecture Ordinary
Middle School. But in September he learned that someone in the pre-
fecture office had suggested another candidate. The official explana-
tion was that someone trained in English had become available.
Because he had just declined a job for which he had been recom-
mended by Höjö Tokiyuki, he was terribly disturbed by this unex-
pected course of events.1 Nishida found the conduct of the officials
and school administrators unconscionable and confided to Yamamoto:
“I sigh at the degree of corruption of the ‘real world,’ into which I
have stepped for the first time from holy academia.”2 He wrote to his
friends, Fujioka Sakutarö, Matsumoto Bunzaburö, and Ueda Seiji,3

asking them to keep their eyes open for a teaching position. The slight
chance that Nishida might take over the position vacated by Kiyozawa
Manshi in Kyoto just did not materialize.4

Nishida was obliged to spend the rest of 1894 unemployed.
Although he could still subsist on a bit of money left in his name by
way of inheritance,5 he needed an income to support himself and his
mother. The situation was not desperate, however. Besides, his friends
were engaged in projects that were not generating an income and that
did not interest them. Fujioka, after graduating from the Department
of Japanese Literature, did not even think of getting a job and was
working on his first book, Nihon füzokushi [A history of Japanese cus-
toms], together with Hiraide Köjirö.6 Suzuki was busy translating into
Japanese Paul Carus’s book, The Gospel of Buddha.7 Being encouraged
by the example of his friends, Nishida resolved to “be useful to soci-
ety” and decided to introduce Thomas Hill Green’s thought to the
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Japanese.8 Green’s Prolegomena to Ethics 9 was used as a textbook in
Nakajima Rikizö’s seminar (Yamamoto was sitting in on the seminar).
Nishida found the Prolegomena rather hard to follow, with many
ambiguous phrases.10 But he came to feel that “Green’s ideas, taken
from Kant and Hegel, were not that original or novel.”11 By Decem-
ber he had decided that Green’s argument was tedious.12 He originally
intended to write a summary of the whole book but lost interest mid-
way through and abandoned the project after the second chapter of
book 3. Thanks to Yamamoto, who was working as editor of a peri-
odical, Kyöiku Jiron [Education Times], Nishida published his sum-
mary, “Gurïnshi rinri tetsugaku no taii” [The gist of Mr. Green’s
moral philosophy]13 in three installments in May 1895.14

In 1895 Nishida was hired as head teacher of the newly founded
branch campus of the Ishikawa Prefecture Ordinary Middle School
and assumed his duties as of April 1, with a monthly salary of forty-
five yen, a standard sum for a starting teacher. He had five colleagues
assisting him. The branch campus was located in Nanao, a scenic port
town on the eastern coast of the Noto Peninsula, about sixty kilome-
ters northeast of Kanazawa. It was part of his job description to recruit
students to attend the school; therefore, he walked miles and miles
(the sole means of transportation in the countryside in those days was
one’s legs), visiting little towns and villages to arouse the interest of
prospective students. He was moderately successful in this effort. As
head teacher, he was also required to give lectures to local educators
whenever an occasion arose.

On April 29, 1895, however, the school building burned down in
a fire that razed the town of Nanao; the authorities moved the school
to a local Buddhist temple, and the dormitory and the administrative
office to another local temple, and the classes resumed on May 6. This
did not dampen Nishida’s spirits, for the people of Nanao showed
their sympathy and extended their utmost support to the school.

Nishida was young, motivated, and idealistic. He taught ethics,
English, and history. Teaching ethics to the teenagers especially pre-
sented him with the question “how to teach.” Nishida consulted Yama-
moto, who was finishing his studies in pedagogy at the university:

I find that it is useless to discuss ethical theories in the beginning. 
Do you happen to know of any good reference book? I wonder how
Shöin15 and Töko16 raised those able men. Don’t you think the biog-
raphy of Professor Niijima [ Jö]17 is a good book for the students to
read? For an effective education of boys that builds their characters, it
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might be better to look into the regulations of the private schools of
the past than to rely on the theories of the self-fashioned “educators”
of today, might it not? Is there any book of this kind?18

Nishida felt that the middle school boys, ages twelve to fifteen,
were too young for him to exert any significant influence on the for-
mation of their characters. Although intellectually underchallenged,
Nishida found teaching at a middle school fairly congenial. Now that
his prospects looked decent, he decided to get married. In May 1895
he married Tokuda Kotomi, his maternal cousin.19 Nishida was
twenty-five years old; Kotomi had just turned twenty. Nishida and
Kotomi had grown up knowing each other, and Kotomi, ever since she
became conscious of Nishida, harbored romantic feelings toward him,
an attraction strengthened by her great respect for him. When she
was a child, she used to chase Nishida and beg him to help her read
books like The Tale of Genji. In the summer of 1893 they had become
engaged, and Kotomi accompanied Tosa to Tokyo in September,
staying in the house for a few weeks to help Tosa. Kotomi’s father was
Tokuda Tagayasu, a painter, who was instrumental in introducing
young Nishida to Höjö Tokiyuki. Kotomi, daughter of an artist, had
a fine eye for things beautiful. She later took pleasure, for instance, in
selecting exquisite kimono materials for her daughters. The newlywed
couple lived in rented rooms of a small temple, Daijöji, located in the
outskirts of the town of Nanao, and lived a life of sweet intimacy.
Kotomi soon became pregnant.

In August Nishida got together with Yamamoto and Fujioka, both
of whom had returned to Kanazawa for the summer. Fujioka was mov-
ing to Osaka to teach at the Prefecture First Middle School. Yama-
moto, having graduated from the university, was moving to Kyoto to
teach at the Kyoto Prefecture Ordinary Middle School. Seeing his old
friends uplifted Nishida’s spirits, and he was inspired to write a book
on ethics.20 Such a book, he thought, would get him a decent teaching
position in Tokyo, where he could pursue further studies. He began
working on the history of ethics as soon as he returned to Nanao. He
reported to Yamamoto: “I want to finish the ‘History of Ethics’ by next
summer. I plan to include famous works of the Greek period, the Mid-
dle Ages, and German philosophers as well; I also intend to add my
criticism of Sidgwick.”21 Yamamoto was critical of Nishida for work-
ing on a book on the side, for it seemed to him that Nishida was
neglecting his school duties. Although Nishida welcomed Yamamoto’s
criticism, he pointed out the possibility of doing two things at the same
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time: “When I am at school, I exert myself for the school, and at home,
I exert myself in my studies.”22 In fact, Nishida gave much thought to
the philosophy of education; he was intent on nurturing and fostering
students’ independent thinking. Rather than distilling polite manners
into the boys, Nishida felt it more important to raise young men of
mettle and action. He subscribed to the motto: “Men must be pre-
pared to die heroically, avoiding a lazy life of dull mediocrity.” 23 This
was thinking that he inherited from Höjö and that was shared by
Nishida’s friends.

In November 1895 politicians who had a negative sentiment
toward Kashima County, where Nanao was, voted in the Ishikawa Pre-
fecture Assembly to close down the Nanao campus. This period of
uncertainty for the schools in the prefecture was aggravated by the
abrupt resignation of the principal of the Ishikawa Ordinary Middle
School, Tomita Teruzö,24 who then moved to Kyoto.25 Nishida felt
that the poor performance of students and the sorry state of the main
campus was a reflection of the attitude of those who held the top posi-
tions: “The principal lacking caliber, how can he choose appropriate
instructors? The main campus today is nothing but a boxful of rubbish,
not even worth three pennies. Education in Ishikawa Prefecture has
gone down the drain.”26 He felt that the only hope for improving edu-
cation in Ishikawa Prefecture was to “organize a sacred board of edu-
cation by gathering well-established senior Ishikawaites, . . . we, who
are committed to education, must actively negotiate with the central
government.” 27 By June 1896 Nishida found a new position as an
instructor of German at his alma mater, the Fourth Higher School,
thanks to Ueda Seiji’s intervention. Although German was a subject he
did not feel comfortable teaching, he had no other choice. 

A baby girl was born to Nishida and Kotomi on March 25, shortly
before Nishida was to move to Kanazawa. It was a rather difficult birth.
They named her Yayoi, a classical word for the month of March. The
arrival of a new life had jolted Nishida. He confessed to Yamamoto:

In your letter of the other day, you were wondering whether to remain
free like a cloud-piercing phoenix that flies millions of miles or to
choose a “peaceful life.” I am sorry that I have chosen “family life.” 
I sincerely hope that you won’t fall into this “devil’s den.” . . .

I became father to a baby girl on the 25th of this month and am
bound to a secular life. I fear my energy may dissipate. When I go to
Kanazawa, I’m thinking of going to Zen master Setsumon to listen to
his talks.28
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Nishida left for Kanazawa alone on April 3; about a month later
Kotomi moved with the baby to Kanazawa and joined him in a rented
house in Koshömachi.29

Nishida’s turn to Zen practice appears to be directly linked with
the birth of Yayoi. Besides, Suzuki Daisetz had been encouraging him
and Yamamoto to take up Zen practice. Suzuki wrote to Yamamoto:

Words and actions of those who have mastered Zen strike me as hav-
ing some unconventional quality, marked by freedom. . . . It is remark-
able that Zen teaching actually sheds light on philosophical problems
and that it profoundly influences my own actions. It might benefit
Nishida a bit, if he takes it up.30

Suzuki was making progress in his practice and attained the initial
awakening, kenshö, in the December 1895 sesshin (an intensive Zen
practice). Nishida was not totally unfamiliar with Zen because Höjö
practiced Zen31 and had organized a zazen group for students at Sen-
mon Gakkö inviting Zen masters to the school to talk to the group. He
also had Hakuin’s Orategama printed for those who were interested in
Zen.32 Nishida had a copy that Höjö had given him.33

Nishida had also learned a little about Master Setsumon. Setsu-
mon Genshö was an unusual Zen master. Although born as the oldest
son of a prosperous merchant family of Michizu in Wakayama, in his
teens he set his mind on becoming a Zen monk. In his early twenties,
he was trained by Master Dokuon34 of Shökokuji and had received the
inka (authentication of enlightenment) from him. In his early thirties,
he decided to go to Qing China for further training. Dokuon told him
to look into the current state of Chan (Zen) Buddhism in China,
because he shared with the Japanese Zen community the impression
that the Chan practice had pretty much died out after the Ming
dynasty. Setsumon stayed in China for three years, where, contrary to
Dokuon’s impression, he saw with his own eyes that the monastic
Chan was still very much alive. Chinese Chan practice was much freer
in its institutional form (there were no sects), practice (which com-
bined nienfo, recitation of the holy name of Amida Buddha, and med-
itation), and in the daily lives of the monks (who kept to the precepts
of celibacy; even eminent monks were simply clad and had an easy air
about them). He also saw the strong lay support for the monasteries.35

When Setsumon returned to Japan, Dokuon appointed him abbot
of Kokutaiji in Toyama, which, at that time, was in financial ruin. The
temple buildings and imperial mausoleums, entrusted to the care of
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the temple, were run down. It was here, however, that Setsumon put
his learnings of Chinese Chan into practice. He simplified his daily life
and stuck to austere monastic rules; he organized strong lay support
groups, “senshinkai” (pure mind group), in Toyama, Takaoka, Kana-
zawa, and Fushiki, and trained lay followers as well. Yamaoka Tesshü,36

an accomplished calligrapher, swordsman, statesman, and a Zen mas-
ter, was so impressed by Setsumon that he praised him as “the master
of monastic rules [vinaya].” Tesshü energetically contributed to
improving the temple’s financial situation by drawing calligraphy
pieces and donating them for sale. Setsumon’s fame spread through-
out the Hokuriku region, and wealthy donors revitalized the temple’s
economy.

In the early summer of 1893, on the occasion of the commemora-
tion of the founding of Kokutaiji, Setsumon organized a “Hekigane,”
a celebration of the Blue Cliff Record. He invited Dokuon to head the
ceremony and asked master teachers (shike) 37 from Shökokuji, Ten-
ryüji, Daitokuji, and Myöshinji to attend the ceremony. At the close
of the successful celebration, Setsumon abruptly announced his resig-
nation from the abbacy. He felt that he had done enough for the reha-
bilitation of the temple and that the time was ripe for him to “go
down the mountain.” Setsumon lived according to the Zen spirit of
“dwelling in no fixed abode”38—the embodiment of nonattachment.
On the day of his abdication, he left the temple and moved into Sen-
shin’an, a small meditation center he had developed at the foot of
Utatsu Hill in Kanazawa. He began his career as the teacher of lay
Zen followers, koji.

Nishida was fortunate to have Setsumon freely available in Kana-
zawa. Following his move to Kanazawa in April 1896, he began to visit
Senshin’an. Initially, he attended teishö (Zen master’s talks) and also
did some zazen (sitting meditation). By December 1896 he grew seri-
ous about his Zen practice. Wishing to participate in the winter sesshin,
he went in vain to Kyoto to see Master Tekisui at Tenryüji.39 Regard-
ing Nishida’s disappointment, Suzuki wrote to Yamamoto: “Nishida
left Kyoto after a brief stay. It is too bad that he could not realize his
wish this time. But he will certainly stick to his determination come
this summer.” 40

Nishida began keeping his diary in 1897 (Meiji 30), perhaps out of
practicing “mindfulness.” He wrote a letter to Master Tekisui on Feb-
ruary 1, 1897,41 asking some questions. Five days later, he received a
reply from Tekisui:
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Venerable Tokusan said: “I have no words to say and no teaching
to impart.”

Mu (Nothing)!
This old monk has nothing else to tell you but that. Henceforth, 

I beg no more communication with you by way of letters.

February 4, signed Tekisui. 42

Nishida treasured this letter; he later had it mounted and gave it to
Hisamatsu Shin’ichi, one of his earliest students at Kyoto Imperial
University.43

The year 1897 turned out to be eventful for Nishida and his
friends. On February 3 Fukushima Junkichi died of consumption. A
few days later, Daisetz left Japan for the United States to work for Paul
Carus in LaSalle, Illinois. In April Yamamoto moved from Kyoto to
Shizuoka as professor at the Prefecture Ordinary Middle School. Fuji-
oka was promoted to the professor at the Third Higher School in
Kyoto. While Nishida was occupied with school-related duties and
was gradually becoming serious about Zen practice, he also pursued
his philosophical studies and wrote a three-part essay on the existence
of a priori knowledge. It was published in the school journal, Hoku-
shinkai Zasshi.44 But soon, misfortunes were to befall him. On May 9
his wife Kotomi took Yayoi and ran away from home without leaving
any word.45 To cull from Nishida’s diary:

May 9 (Sunday) Kotomi left us for no reason; everyone kept vigil
through the night.

May 10 (Monday) No news of Kotomi and Yayoi; didn’t go to school.

May 11 ( Tuesday) A letter came from the Tokudas in Urushijima [in
Mattöchö]; Kotomi is at their place; went to school.

May 13 ( Thursday) Kotomi returned home; father grew irate over this
matter.

May 14 (Friday) Father expelled Kotomi from my house.

May 16 (Sunday) Tokuda [Tagayasu] came, spoke with father.

May 24 (Monday) Our marital separation.

It appears that Kotomi, barely twenty-two years old, was under
enormous pressure. For one thing, she did not know how to deal with
the strained relationship between Nishida and his father, Yasunori.
Besides, the money Nishida gave her to run the household expenses
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was barely sufficient because Nishida was in the habit of spending
money on books from Europe, or so it was rumored. Kotomi must
have felt helpless and threw herself upon the mercy of her parents.
Yasunori, unable to understand Kotomi’s psychological state, was out-
raged over her behavior and expelled her from his son’s house. This
incident ended in the young couple’s separation by parental decree.
Although such an incident is unthinkable nowadays, in those days the
head of the family (in this case, Yasunori) exercised absolute authority
in family matters. Nishida and Kotomi were separated despite their
mutual affection, and Kotomi had to go back to her parents.

Lightning struck twice. On May 31 Nishida was suddenly dis-
charged from his teaching position at the Fourth Higher School as
part of a “reorganization of the teaching staff.” The school had been
embroiled in a factional conflict for some time, with faculty members
siding with the principal or against him.46 A group of professors pub-
licly denounced the policies of the principal, and this conflict became
a national scandal and debated at the Diet ( Japanese parliament).47

First, the principal, Öshima Seiji, was let go in mid-March for having
taken no decisive action. In his place a high-ranking official from the
Ministry of Education, Kawakami Hikoji, was appointed.48

Much to their dismay, Nishida and Tokunö Bun were implicated
in this incident and summarily let go. Two professors of German, Ueda
Seiji and Tokunaga Tomi, who quarreled constantly, were also let go at
this time.49 Nishida did not know of his dismissal until the very day of
its announcement. In fact, the day before the official announcement,
he and Tokunö went to welcome Öshima Yoshinaga,50 his former
classmate from the Imperial University, who had been assigned a posi-
tion at the Fourth Higher School. When Nishida asked Öshima why
he had come to Kanazawa, his friend hesitated and said: “I just can’t
tell you right now.” Nishida many years later recalled: “It must have
been an awkward situation for Öshima, for I did not know that I was
one of those who were to be let go in a few days and that he had come
to fill one of the positions that we would be vacating.” 51

Within two weeks not only was he separated from his wife and
daughter but he had also lost his means of livelihood. The combined
shock was enough to make Nishida sick; he was flat in bed for a cou-
ple of days. This disaster, however, turned out to have a silver lining.
Tokunö Bun52 and Ueda Seiji53 obtained teaching positions in Tokyo,
and they were able to help Nishida land a position at Gakushüin in
1909. In any case, right after his dismissal Nishida wrote to Höjö,
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explaining what had happened. Höjö had been principal of the Yama-
guchi Prefecture Higher School since 1896.

Amid the uncertainty about his future employment, Nishida left
for Kyoto to attend the sesshin at Myöshinji, according to the resolu-
tion he had made the previous winter. For the first few days of his stay
in Kyoto he stayed with Fujioka Sakutarö. On June 26, two days after
his audience with Master Kokan,54 he moved into Taizöin, one of the
subtemples (tacchü) of Myöshinji. Master Kokan was known for his
fierce training of disciples, as his name, “tiger-barrier,” suggests.
Nishida took an immediate liking to him. The first sesshin took place
from July 1 to 7. He stayed on at Taizöin to attend another sesshin from
August 6 to 12. During the second sesshin he heard from Höjö, who
informed him that a one-year position teaching German had become
available. Ironically, this position had opened up as Kusaka Chöjirö
was moving from Yamaguchi to the Fourth Higher School to fill one
of the positions vacated by Nishida’s colleagues. Nishida took the one-
year position.

After completing his first full-scale intensive Zen practice, Nishida
returned to Kanazawa on August 20. What comforted him was that
Kotomi was allowed to return to his house on August 24; Yasunori’s
wrath had abated, but he had not lifted his decree of the separation of
his son and daughter-in-law. The two “unofficially” resumed life as
husband and wife, and during that short period of reunion she con-
ceived their second child. The job in Yamaguchi came through offi-
cially on August 28, and Nishida left Kanazawa on September 2.
Because his position was temporary, he decided to move to Yamaguchi
alone. He traveled up to Kyoto with Fujioka, who had been visiting
Kanazawa. After spending a few days in Kyoto, he took a train to Hiro-
shima, then a boat to Mitajiri (today’s Bösu), and from there traveled
on land by horse-drawn carriage to Yamaguchi. Upon arriving in
Yamaguchi on September 7, he immediately went to see Höjö 55 to
thank him for his unfailing support. The school term began on Sep-
tember 11.56

Yamaguchi is a town on the southwestern end of the main island
of Japan. Nishida, describing it to a relative in Kanazawa, wrote: “It is
small, comparable to Daishöji in size. It is surrounded by hills; a non-
descript place.”57 He was at first upset about having to come to what
felt like the end of the earth; besides, he missed his family terribly. It
took him some time before he could appreciate the physical beauty of
the place. The relative isolation prompted Nishida to turn inward and
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engage in self-questioning. The effect of the intensive Zen practice he
had undertaken in Kyoto was still fresh in his mind. Freed from imme-
diate family obligations and routines, he relived the carefree life of a
bachelor, devoting his entire self to what he wanted to do. The ques-
tion of his own spirituality and religion began to occupy him. His diary
of October 4 reads: “This evening visited the Höjös. We talked about
religion.”58 Self-examination and meditation were changing his out-
look on the world around and within him. A quiet self-transformation
was set in motion. He wrote to Yamamoto on November 11:

When I first came to Yamaguchi, whatever I saw disgusted me. But I
carefully practiced self-examination and reflected on the situation I was
in and attained some peace of mind. I realized that things I was dissat-
isfied with were actually reflections of my base mind and felt ashamed
of myself. I was deeply moved by the line in Matthew 6: “Which of you
by taking thought can add one cubit to his stature?” So long as I keep
this in mind, no complaint should arise. . . .

Just recently, I felt a little relieved when I heard that the God of
Matthew 6 nurtures even birds that neither sow, harvest, nor store.59

As you know, the Bible really consoles me. I cannot help thinking that
its teaching is one notch above that of the Analects. What’s your opin-
ion on this matter?60

Nishida was quick to respond to the lively presence of Christianity
in Yamaguchi, where the history of Christianity went back to the time
of Francis Xavier, the first Christian missionary to set foot on the Japa-
nese soil, in 1549.61 The warlord Öuchi Yoshitaka gave Xavier permis-
sion to proselytize in his domain and gave him a decrepit Buddhist
temple, Daidöji, to use as his church. In 1893, four years before Nishi-
da’s arrival in Yamaguchi, a French Catholic priest, Amatus Villion,
who had read about Daidöji, found its original site after he saw an old
map of the town;62 the excitement was still lingering in the air. (Nishi-
da’s rented house in Komeyachö was only a few blocks away from the
temporary chapel Villion had erected before leaving for his new
assigned post in Hagi.)

Just as Nishida found solace in passages from the Bible, his inter-
est in Zen became more focused. During the 1897–1898 winter break,
he traveled to Kyoto and took part in the New Year sesshin at Myö-
shinji. In the inner cover of his 1898 diary he copied several passages
of Zen sayings and anecdotes, one of them from Zenkan sakushin 63

[Negotiating Zen barriers], the episode of “Master Jimyö’s taking the
drill and piercing his thigh.” Jimyö (“Ciming” in Chinese), determined
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to overcome mediocrity, practiced hard, and whenever he became
sleepy during zazen, he pierced his thigh with a drill to stay awake.
Nishida was especially aroused by Jimyö’s words: “Although I was
born a human, I am wasting my life, and I will die an unknown death.
What is the worth of such an existence?”

In 1898 he began the new year with a private interview (dokusan)
with Master Kokan.64 Nishida was plagued with some deep-seated
doubt about whether he would attain any breakthrough in his Zen
practice. He thought about Suzuki, who attained his kenshö (initial
awakening or a Zen breakthrough) after five years of practice, and he
gained some encouragement from Suzuki’s example.

Nishida took a few extra days in Kyoto, thus missing the school
ceremony that marked the beginning of the new term. Höjö was dis-
pleased with this behavior and rebuked him severely.65 Nishida had to
learn to be ever mindful. Because he was living alone in his rented
house, he began to do zazen at home. Meanwhile, Höjö was appointed
principal of the Fourth Higher School on February 4, succeeding
Kawakami Hikoji.66 This news came as a disappointment to Nishida,
who was rebuilding his sense of “home” with Höjö around. He called
on Höjö on February 23, a few days before his former teacher’s depar-
ture, to speak about his future plan’s for which Höjö expressed his
support.67 It would appear that Nishida told him that he was inter-
ested in pursuing the path of scholarship. The Höjös left Yamaguchi
on Sunday, February 27.

In Yamaguchi Nishida attended an April sesshin, possibly at a local
Zen temple, together with his colleagues who practiced Zen. The
group included Inaba Masamaru,68 a close friend of Kiyozawa Manshi,
and Mitake Kingorö, who was practicing Zen under Master Tekisui
Giboki.69 Nishida especially trusted Inaba, whose appearance—a
“flawless warm gentleman”—belied his firm will. Around that time,
Yamamoto Annosuke,70 two years junior to Nishida in the philosophy
department at Imperial University, published in three installments an
essay entitled “Shükyö to risei” [Religion and reason] in the February,
March, and May issues of Mujintö, a journal published by the Ötani
sect of Shin Buddhism. Nishida wrote a critique of Yamamoto’s arti-
cle, “Yamamoto Annosuke-kun no ‘Shükyö to risei’ to iu ronbun o
yomite shokan o nobu” [My reaction to Mr. Yamamoto Annosuke’s
“Religion and reason” ],71 which appeared in the June issue of Mujintö.
Nishida felt that Yamamoto had left out the experiential content of
religion, which for him was essential.

It is striking that Nishida’s description of religion in this essay
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already delineated the view of God that he would unfold in 1945 in his
final essay, “The Logic of Topos and the Religious Worldview,” espe-
cially concerning the radical interrelationship between the finite (i.e.,
humanity) and the infinite (i.e., God). His essential understanding of
what religion is was already shaped by this time. We read:

There is no infinite separate from the finite; there is no absolute sepa-
rate from the relative; there is no transcendent God outside this uni-
verse. Nay, the infinite that rejects the finite is but a finite, the absolute
that takes its leave from the relative is contrariwise a relative, and the
transcendent God that exists outside the universe is not an omniscient
God. The real infinite is within the finite, the real absolute is in the
relative, and the real omniscient God is in this reality.72

In June 1898 a son, Ken, was born to Nishida and Kotomi. Later
in the summer Nishida went to Kyoto to take part in the summer
sesshin at Myöshinji. Then, in September, Yasunori fell critically ill,
and Nishida went back to Kanazawa for a fortnight.73 Yasunori died
of pneumonia on October 9 at the age of sixty-five. He and Yasunori
had come a long way, but not to the point of mutual reconciliation.
Yasunori died without lifting the marital separation he had imposed on
his son.

Nishida welcomed the New Year in 1899 by attending the sesshin
in Kyoto. In early February, the long-standing marital separation was
formally ended thanks to the effort of Tosa and the Tokudas. A heavy
psychological burden was lifted from his mind. Paradoxically, it was
during this period of separation from his wife and children that he was
growing into a family man, more mature and more understanding.
Around this time his self-examination became sharper, as well. His
diary of February 23 reads:

Rain. Got up early and did zazen. I was often disturbed by the thought
that I should be pursuing my study. I must admonish myself, remem-
bering the episode of Tokusan. By the evening, although my willpower
was weakened and I felt sluggish, I took a renewed look at myself and
sat . . . . I should not read books hurriedly. If I carry out my studies by
concentrating on what appears to be important to me, that should be
enough.74

The episode of Tokusan (Deshan in Chinese) to which Nishida
referred was a poignant reminder to him; it pointed out the discrep-
ancy between studying about the Buddhist doctrines and actually liv-
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ing and practicing them. The story goes that Deshan, a scholar-monk,
was well versed in the Diamond Sutra, on which he wrote a commen-
tary. He proudly carried his commentary and came to a mountain pass
where there was a tea hut. He dropped in to buy a snack. The propri-
etor was an old woman, who asked Deshan: “You say, ‘refreshment’
(dianxin). Now the Diamond Sutra says: ‘Past mind (xin) can’t be
grasped, present mind can’t be grasped, future mind can’t be grasped.’
Which mind does the learned monk desire to refresh?” Deshan was
taken aback, unable to find a word, so the old woman sent him to Zen
master Longtan (Ryötan in Japanese). Upon his interaction with the
master, Deshan realized that his learning was of no use, burnt his
commentary then and there, and henceforth applied himself to Zen
practice.75

Nishida not only dedicated himself to Zen practice but also culti-
vated his friendships in his own peculiar way. Living alone, he sought
the warmth of company. He liked many of his colleagues and saw them
after school on a daily basis. He often went on hiking and sight-seeing
trips with his colleagues to waterfalls and hills; they occasionally con-
vened at hot springs and took some other expeditions as well. These
colleagues included Tobari Shinichirö ( gö, Chikufü), a specialist in
Nietzsche’s thought,76 and Togawa Akizö ( gö, Shükotsu), a professor
of English literature who joined the faculty in the second year of
Nishida’s career in Yamaguchi. Togawa memorialized the Nishida of
those days in an essay:

Nishida would come to my house and call my name aloud from outside:
“Togawa, are you home?” I would answer yes, and no sooner would I
open the shöji screen door than Nishida would walk right in without any
greeting. He would sit facing me and sip tea, without uttering a word.
Ten, twenty minutes would pass in this way. Then he would say, “How
about a walk?” I would respond, “Yes, let’s,” and we would head for a
hill in the vicinity. Sometimes he would take a nap on the hilltop. Not
knowing what to do, I would just hang around. When he awakened, 
no word of apology came from his lips, just a simple “Let’s go back.”
Nishida, as usual, would not speak the whole way down the hill.77

Nishida was to some a quiet colleague, always thinking about some-
thing, wearing a half-tormented expression, so much so that one of his
colleagues, Alfred Charlton, an Englishman who taught English, nick-
named him “Are You Happy?”

On May 20, 1899, Nishida was promoted to professor at Yamagu-
chi Higher School. At that time he was given a court rank of seventh
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junior, the lowest entering rank.78 Such an entitlement insured pro-
fessors of higher education a certain minimum salary as those who ren-
dered significant service to the country. Höjö Tokiyuki, then the fifth
principal of the Fourth Higher School,79 called Nishida to return to
Kanazawa in June 1899. Now that his marriage had been restored,
there was no longer any reason to be away from Kanazawa. He whole-
heartedly accepted Höjö’s offer and left Yamaguchi on July 8. From
July 10 on, he was in Kyoto for the summer intensive Zen practice at
Myöshinji. He was finding it difficult to sever his attachment to his
studies and the prospect of fame. His diary of August 6 reads:

Every day my mind is in disarray, and I repent. Don’t seek gain. Don’t
seek fame. Don’t seek academic pursuits. Don’t seek to satisfy the
desires of the senses. Simply be diligent in the pursuit of the Way.80

He attended the sesshin that started on August 8, resolving that “my
determination will not retract; my faith will not crumble.”81 He stayed
on at the temple for a while even after the sesshin had ended. On
August 25 he left Kyoto and returned home to Kanazawa. It was good
to see Kotomi, Yayoi (now a girl of three), and Ken, his first son, born
the year before during his absence. Nishida found a house in Hyaku-
shömachi, and the family, united once again, moved in. After a two-
year sojourn in Yamaguchi, Nishida returned home transformed, emo-
tionally and spiritually.

In 1937, many years later, when a young theologian, Takizawa
Katsumi, got a job in Yamaguchi, Nishida wrote to him, recalling his
days in Yamaguchi:

The place lacks external stimuli, unfortunately, but it is an ideal place
for one to engage in quiet reading, thinking, and to cultivate one’s self.
I knew the Yamaguchi of forty years ago. I wonder how it is now. I
cannot help feeling nostalgic.82
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C h a p t e r  5

Toward Kenshō
An Inner Journey

(1899–1904)

The Fourth Higher School Nishida returned to was being radically
reformed under the leadership of Höjö Tokiyuki. Student conduct
had deteriorated since the founding days of the school when Nishida
had been a student. After Japan’s victory in its war with China (1894–
1895), the higher school students had “softened” their moral values;
many engaged in heavy drinking, and a few even commuted to school
from the demimonde.1 Höjö believed that students were the future of
Japan and that an educator’s mission was to guide them properly. In
1898, to prepare the ground for school reform, he first brought his
trusted colleagues, Hori Koretaka2 (a professor of Japanese) from a
middle school in Yamaguchi, and Mitake Kingorö from Yamaguchi
Higher School. In the following year, he discharged a few professors
who had set bad examples for the students. In their stead, he brought
in Sugimori Korema, professor of English; Toda Kaiichi, professor of
economics, geography, and law; Nakame Satoru, professor of German
and French; Ibaraki Seijirö, professor of English; Tanabe Ryüji, pro-
fessor of English and Nishida, professor of philosophy and German.
Once the teaching staff was strengthened, Höjö went about imple-
menting his reform measures. He discouraged the prevalent practice
of students’ cutting classes; he set up a “temperance society” (sesshu-
kai); 3 and he introduced a mentor system, in which each student was
assigned to a faculty member so that personal ties could be formed
between students and professors.4

At first, students reacted negatively to Höjö’s reform measures,
which seemed to them too intrusive. A group of students even turned
their feelings into action and assaulted Höjö on the day of a school
athletic meet.5 On the following day, Höjö called the culprits into his
office and spoke to them in a calm voice:



Toward  Kensh ō (1899–1904)

Up until today, I have been constantly irritated by students, because
everywhere I turned, I only saw gutless students worse than rotted
women. But today at this school I discovered you young men, who are
fearless and high spirited. I cannot help but feel greatly delighted. The
only thing I wish for you is that henceforth you channel your fearless-
ness and high spiritedness into your academic studies and achieve good
results. 6

End of speech. Students, dumbfounded, were most impressed by
Höjö’s magnanimity, and said to one another: “The new principal is
a cool guy!” Thereafter they applied themselves assiduously to their
studies and many became men of considerable achievements.7 This
incident probably took place a year before Nishida’s arrival, but every-
one knew about it.

When classes began on September 11, Nishida quickly became
immersed in school-related activities. He taught logic and German
that year. School duties, on top of his family responsibilities, kept him
busy. In his September 15 letter to Yamamoto, he describes the diffi-
culty of pursuing Zen practice amid so many responsibilities, but he
tried to stick to his routine of doing zazen both morning and evening.

I’m ashamed that I have made very little progress in my Zen practice.
Although I want to, it is really hard to practice Zen when I have a job
in the outside world and a wife and children at home. But from what I
understand, if one continues to practice even an hour or half an hour
daily with total concentration, and if one maintains this mental inten-
sity of concentration at all times, the process of practice gradually
“ripens.” I also understand that it is the worst thing to stop practicing
for even a day. . . . Fortunately, Master Setsumon is available at Utatsu
Hill. When things settle down a bit, I intend to muster my courage
and resume my practice with him. Lately, I keenly feel that nothing is
more important than the salvation of my soul (kokoro no sukui), so much
so that even if I were to give many years to the practice of Zen without
any concrete result, it is still the only thing I would like to pursue in
my life. . . . 

A man of old said that he who seeks the Way does not mind devot-
ing his entire body and life to that pursuit. When even I don’t know
my “true self,” how could my wife and children stand in the way of my
practice to find my true self ? I think there was a passage in the Bible in
which Christ said, I didn’t come to bring about peace but to break the
ties between parents and children.8 Certainly, this is something I can-
not possibly grasp, nor is it something I should mention lightly, but I
wonder whether this is the kind of resolution that those who practice
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the Way must possess. Whatever I do is with tears. Nothing seems to
go easily, and I now realize what kind of hardship Daisetz had to go
through.9

Nishida tried his best to focus on his Zen practice by reading books
such as the Orategama and by regularly attending zazen and teishö peri-
ods at Senshin’an. Setsumon’s only brother died, however, and the
headship of the Michizu family fell on Setsumon. He had to renounce
monkhood to tend to his family business in Wakayama and Tokyo.
Despite this change in circumstances, he kept Senshin’an open and
gave sanzen to his students whenever possible. Setsumon was more
than just a Zen master, which brought him closer to Nishida and his
colleagues, Ishikawa Ryüzö10 and Mitake Kingorö, who were also
practicing Zen under Setsumon.

From October 18 to 20, 1899, Prime Minister Itö Hirobumi, tour-
ing the Hokuriku region, was in Kanazawa. He came and gave a speech
at the Fourth Higher School on October 19. Before Itö’s arrival, Höjö
had sent him a personal letter, for Itö was famous for his lavish nightly
parties filled with geisha entertainment, sake, and fine food.11 Höjö
requested, firmly and yet in a roundabout way, that the prime minis-
ter refrain from his usual nightly entertainment, suggesting to Itö that
such behavior was a singularly bad example for the higher school stu-
dents. Itö, in awe of Höjö’s fierce commitment to education, “behaved
himself while in Kanazawa.”12

Such was the general atmosphere of the Fourth Higher School
under Höjö’s leadership. In addition to his duties as principal, Höjö
taught more than twenty-five hours a week to make up for the work of
instructors whose abilities were deemed substandard. Naturally, other
professors were mobilized and devoted a considerable amount of time
and energy to the school. In this kind of atmosphere, Nishida volun-
teered to give a talk on “philosophy and everyday life” and advised stu-
dents to “read Confucius and Mencius; read great works of such
thinkers as Carlyle, Emerson, and Goethe; ponder on the idea that
there is truth different from scientific truths; and cultivate your philo-
sophical and spiritual self-awareness.”13 As the school went into the
winter recess, he found some time to sit down and write to Yamamoto:

Concerning Zen [practice], I cannot say much to you. Please consult
Daisetz on this matter. What path are you going to follow to arrive at
what you call “unity of thought?” For me Zen is the shortest path. But
even with this shortest path, I still cannot attain that unity. However, it
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would be useless for me to turn elsewhere. So regardless of whether I
attain awakening or not, I intend to continue practicing Zen for the
rest of my life.14

The year 1900 turned out to be an eventful one for many of Nishi-
da’s closest friends: Yamamoto was offered the position of vice princi-
pal at the newly founded Kyoto Prefecture Second Middle School and
moved from Shizuoka to Kyoto in April. Fujioka was appointed as
assistant professor of Japanese at the Imperial University of Tokyo
and moved from Kyoto to Tokyo in September. Matsumoto Bunza-
burö was then at the University of Berlin, reading Vedic Sanskrit with
Albrecht Weber.15 On a wider horizon, Kiyozawa Manshi and his
disciples established their “commune,” Köködö, in Tokyo and were
launching their monthly journal, Seishinkai [Spiritual World]. The
year 1900 was also eventful in the philosophical world: Önishi
Hajime,16 Toyama Masakazu, Nietzsche, Max Mu̇̇ller, and Sidgwick
all died in that year.

For Nishida, however, it was quite an uneventful year. In March,
however, his essay “Bi no setsumei” [An explanation of the beautiful],17

was published in the school journal.18 In it he argued that what evoked
the sensation of the beautiful was no different from the sensation of
egolessness (muga)—clearly revealing the process and the content of
his Zen meditation. His short biographical sketch on Spinoza was car-
ried in the November issue of the same school journal.19 He was also
involved in founding Sansanjuku, a private dormitory for the students.
Although the atmosphere among students was still rebellious and com-
bative, by the fall of 1900 a group of concerned students had begun to
take part in the principal’s reform movement. At the beginning of the
fall term, a student in the medical division, Arima Shözaburö, and a
student of the law, Enoto Rikichi, approached Höjö and asked for
school assistance in setting up a juku, a privately run dormitory.

On October 5, Höjö invited Mitake, Nishida, and Hori to his
house for a dinner and brought up the students’ request. Their dis-
cussion extended late into the night. Mitake, who was already running
a private juku and had some experience, turned to Nishida and Hori
and suggested that the three of them should assist the students.
Nishida answered yes, and Hori agreed.20 On November 3, 1900, the
day of Tenchösetsu—the birthday of Emperor Meiji and a holiday—the
juku opened with Arima, Enoto, Fujita Toshihiko, and Moriya Hide-
aki as members. Nishida, Mitake, and Hori were present at the open-
ing of the juku.
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They first called the juku “Eijunji-juku” because they rented rooms
from a Buddhist temple called Eijunji in Kodatsuno. But a year later
they rented a house. Nishida mused on the significance of the thirty-
third year of Meiji’s corresponding to the year 1900 of the Gregorian
calendar; he somewhat whimsically took the felicitous doubling of the
number three, “san,” and named the juku “Sansan-juku” or “Three-
three dorm,” proclaiming to the world the year of its establishment.21

The guiding spirit of the dormitory was to nurture meaningful friend-
ships among the students. In Nishida’s words:

The reason I decided to be involved in setting up such a juku came
from my own personal experience. It was in and through interactions
with my friends when I was a higher school student that I gained a dis-
tinct sense of who I am, and the self-identity I gained then still forms
the fundamental part of me to this day. . . . Thinking to myself whether
I could be of any help to the students, I joined the project.22

Nishida, Mitake, Hori, and a few other professors, such as Sugi-
mori Korema, Tanabe Ryüji, and Ishikawa Ryüzö, who agreed with the
tenets of the juku, joined the students as their “older brothers.”23 Pro-
fessors and students held a monthly get-together, when they played
tennis, had dinner (the beef pot—sukiyaki—was the thing of the day!),
and discussed all kinds of topics, ranging from the meaning of life to
religion. On those days Nishida would typically return home past mid-
night. Students who chose to join Sansanjuku were serious and moti-
vated and came from various academic backgrounds—law, medicine,
natural sciences, and humanities. Although no professor spoke for one
religion against another, the environment of the juku was spiritually
supportive; some students became seriously interested in Christianity,
while others took up Zen practice. Höjö welcomed their interest in
religion.

For the school year 1900–1901 Nishida taught German, logic, and
a new subject, psychology. Teaching a new course meant he had to
read up in the field, preparation that constituted an essential part of his
own studies. For this reason, he eagerly sought to teach a variety of
courses, especially in philosophy. Amidst demanding school-related
duties, he also managed to concentrate on his Zen practice.

Nishida began 1901 at Senshin’an, where he paid homage to Mas-
ter Setsumon and Bodhidharma. In his diary of January 6 he recorded
Setsumon’s words: “Zen practice is not a means to something else but
an end in itself. The point of sanzen 24 consists in the very struggle of
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doing it. . . . The end of sanzen is the attainment of release from life
and death (shöji), and nothing else.”25

Around this time Nishida intensified his criticism of his “acquisi-
tive mind.” On January 15, he wrote in his diary:

a.m. school; p.m. reading and a walk; evening, reading and zazen.
When I read a book, I feel hurried and skim through it. My desire for
fame haunts me; my mind is not calm at all. I must take this fact seri-
ously and reflect on it. It is my sordid mind that seeks achievements.
How can I forget myself as Nishida and simply be devoid of false
pretenses and be at ease?26

Similar introspective remarks are scattered throughout his diary dur-
ing this period. He spent his days in constant self-scrutiny, sustained
by his Zen practice. He observed that if he felt hurried, it was because
his desire for fame ran ahead of him. He began to pay close attention
to the source of his disquietude, which in fact did not contribute to
solving any philosophical problem but exhausted his mind with unnec-
essary worries. It was painfully clear to him that his mind was “impure
and constantly agitated,” and that he must overcome this.27

A new faculty member, Moriuchi Masaaki,28 a graduate of the
Imperial University trained in philosophy, was to join the faculty in
April 1901. Nishida became concerned, fearing that his teaching
assignment in philosophy might be reduced. He spoke to Höjö about
his concerns, and it was decided that Nishida would team-teach ethics
with Moriuchi to compensate for his reduced teaching load in the
other areas. Having put this worry behind him, he focused on what
gave him peace of mind ( jikoanjin). He reasoned that if he discarded
“the petty mind that covets fame” and resorted to what gave him
peace, it would be beneficial in terms of his pursuit of philosophical
studies. He wrote a reminder to himself on February 6: “I should pur-
sue my thinking calmly, organize it, and bring it in tune with what
gives me peace.”29 On the following day, Fukuzawa Yukichi died.
Nishida’s diary indicates the respect he felt for Fukuzawa: “He was a
man of independent mind and independent action. As I thought about
these qualities of his, and how he achieved things without depending
on others, I was inspired. That’s the manly way!”30

On February 14, he heard from Suzuki Daisetz, who had been in
LaSalle, Illinois, since 1897.31 Suzuki told Nishida that his “bodhisat-
tva vow” to save all sentient beings constituted his peace of mind.
Nishida admired Suzuki’s lofty resolution and reminded himself that
he must relentlessly examine himself and be mindful; he should main-
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tain willpower to conquer his desires.32 His constant self-reflection
went hand in hand with his zazen practice. By this time he was single-
mindedly committed to Zen practice and no longer looked to other
religious paths, including Christianity.33 He took part in the sesshin
from February 24 to March 2 at Senshin’an. At this time Master Set-
sumon recognized the maturity of Nishida’s Zen practice, and on
March 17 he formally received him as his lay disciple (koji) and gave
him the koji name, “Sunshin” (literally, “inch mind”). To Zen adepts,
this name alludes to the Buddhist expression: “the entire universe is
contained in one mustard seed”; that is, a physically small organ such
as the heart (or mind) contains the vast universe. Setsumon knew well
the acuity of his disciple’s mind.

Zen practice was having a humanizing effect on Nishida, who had
once regretted having become a family man, and who possibly turned
to Zen out of his emotional confusion after the birth of his first child.
Nishida now appreciated the importance of everyday life, here and
now. The birth of his second son, Sotohiko, on February 4, had a
grounding effect on Nishida, bringing his focus to the immediate task
of boiling water and helping the midwife. Around this time, Nishida’s
younger brother, Hyöjirö became engaged and was soon to be mar-
ried. Hyöjirö, who took after his father, was a bit of a lady’s man and
often reckless in his behavior. He had just fathered a daughter, Toki,
out of wedlock. In addition, Hyöjirö had accumulated many debts, and
settling them before the marriage was a matter of honor. Nishida loved
his younger brother unconditionally and did everything to help clean
up his brother’s mess. He and Kotomi temporarily took custody of
the newborn baby on March 15.34 As far as he and Kotomi were con-
cerned, raising two babies was not that different from raising one.
Ishikawa Ryüzö helped Nishida clear up Hyöjirö’s debts, and through
this transaction Nishida and Ishikawa became good friends for life.
With two newborn babies, Nishida’s family had suddenly expanded.
On March 25 he wrote in his diary:

Under a dimly lit lamp, all the family members gathered and dined.
The scene was inexpressibly charming. The utmost human happiness
does not belong to “high places,” nor does it exist in “natural scenery,”
but in “ordinary, everyday life” (buji heijö). The moon was beautiful
and bright. Took a walk at night. 35

Nishida’s Zen practice was entering a new phase. During his spring
practice, he confessed to Setsumon his innermost shameful secrets and
threw himself to the practice.36 Despite his commitment, however, he
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felt he was making little progress. His diary for May 13 reads: “It has
been several years since I began Zen practice. For each step forward, I
make one step backward. I have gotten nowhere. I am terribly ashamed
of myself.”37 Despite his moments of doubt, his concentrated effort
began to bear fruit. He was starting to break away from his attach-
ment to fame. As the place of scholarship in a larger perspective of life
became clearer, he began to see that it was philosophy that he really
wanted to pursue for the rest of his life. He felt that his calling was to
become a thinker, not a man of religion. The question was how to
unite scholarship and Zen practice.

After school on May 28, he was invited to the Höjös’ home for din-
ner, and they talked about serious matters. Höjö asked Nishida what
he wanted to do with his life. He answered spontaneously: “I would
like to pursue my studies.”38 Through his practice of Zen, Nishida
was beginning to sense the possibility of carrying out a philosophical
inquiry in a wholly different manner, that is, from the vantage point
of the “real self.” He wrote to Yamamoto about his sense of a new
direction:

I am so utterly absorbed in the question of my own spirituality that I
do not have enough strength right now to break away from it and use
my energy on other matters. As I thought about it late last night, the
noise and clamor that university graduates and professors are making
seem somewhat childish and silly.39 There must be some spiritual real-
ity, totally separate from prosaic scholarship and morality, one which is
so solid that however much one beats it or pulls at it with whatever
kind of skepticism, it won’t budge.40

In 1901 Nishida did not go to Kyoto during the summer because
Master Kokan suffered a heart attack and the doctor forbade him to
give any more sanzen.41 For the summer sesshin he went to a temple in
Mikawa with his Zen friends, Mitake, Ishikawa, and a student from
Sansanjuku, Ösaka Motokichirö.42 After participating in the sesshin
from August 1 to 7, he sat at Senshin’an for the month of August.

Starting with the fall term, Nishida and Sugimori were assigned
by Höjö to the position of dormitory masters of Jishüryö. This school
dormitory, established in October 1893, had been the center of the
students’ moral life. The dormitory masters were entrusted with the
heavy responsibility of overseeing the lives of the students. As part of
this assignment, Nishida was required to stay overnight on Saturday
at the dormitory until Sunday noon. He did not like being cooped up
indoors and missed his walk. But students loved having him around.
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They often held “tea conversation gatherings,” where Nishida led a
discussion on books he had just read. It was during this time that he
avidly read autobiographies and biographies, which he quite enjoyed.43

Students adored Nishida, although not without a sense of awe, and
gave him a nickname: Denken-sensei, “Professor, the thinker.”44 Shi-
mizu, a student in those days, recalls:

Professor Nishida wore his hair closely cropped, put his hands between
his vest and trousers, and appeared to be always engaged in thinking.
He might have created the basis of his philosophy in this way. If a
student, asked to answer his question during the class, said “I don’t
remember,” Professor Nishida would say, “Keep on standing until you
recall the answer.” Yes, unreasonable. But in reality he was a very kind-
hearted man, and students often went to his home for a visit. A bowlful
of sweets would be served as an accompaniment to tea. It was estab-
lished knowledge among us students that if we behaved politely, the
professor would eat up all the sweets, so as soon as the sweets were
served, we must eat them! 45

With the addition of his new responsibility as a dormitory master,
Nishida spent an extremely busy September. For this year he was
assigned to teach ethics, logic, psychology, German, and English. His
university training must have come in handy in teaching so many var-
ied courses. Once things simmered down a bit, he resumed his medi-
tation. His single-minded commitment to Zen practice reached such
heights that his diary for October 16 reads: “Pray, pray, by discarding
everything—fame, profit and scholarship.” On November 1 he wrote
an essay, “Genkon no shükyö ni tsuite” [On today’s religions],46 in
which he noted the rising interest in religion in recent years in Japan
after a period of antireligious sentiment that prevailed with the impor-
tation of Western sciences and rationalism. In this essay, against
scholars who advocated the need for a new religion, he argued for the
rejuvenation of traditional religions. He was critical, however, of the
current state of Buddhism and Christianity. He felt that Buddhist
monks and Christian missionaries, learned though they might be, had
no power to move people because they had separated religious prac-
tice from their own lives. He had this to say to the Buddhist clerics:
“Instead of studying Sanskrit, philosophy, and so forth, examine your-
selves first and see whether you can give your lives to the practice and
the dissemination of the Buddha’s teaching”; and to the Christian
missionaries: “Instead of studying theology, first examine yourselves
to see whether your daily conduct and thoughts are in accordance with
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the true spirit of Jesus Christ.”47 In Nishida’s view, religion entailed
unity of faith and practice.

Nishida moved into Senshin’an on December 25, 1901, to welcome
the New Year by doing zazen. His Zen practice began to mature in
1902. He was sympathetic to the reform movement of the True Pure
Land Sect, led by Kiyozawa Manshi. In 1901 Kiyozawa and his fol-
lowers inaugurated a monthly journal, Seishinkai [A Spiritual World],
that drew much attention. Nishida was moved by Kiyozawa’s essay,
“Meimonsha no an’i” [Consolations for the lost],48 in which Kiyozawa
confessed that religion was necessary only for those who were lost,
because “religion” essentially consisted of finite human beings meeting
the infinite and thereby gaining a sense of wholeness. Nishida found
Kiyozawa’s relentless inner reflection consoling. Around this time, he
himself was gradually sorting out the place of scholarly pursuits within
life. On January 20 he wrote several reminders on the back cover of his
diary. One of them reads:

By sanzen I inquire into the Great Way,
By scholarship, I clarify the truth.
I take the Way as my body, and
Scholarship as my four limbs.49

His diary for February 24 reads: “In the end, scholarship is mean-
ingful only when carried out for the sake of life. Life is of the utmost
importance. Scholarship without recourse to life is useless. Don’t read
books with a hasty mind.”50 Nishida was reading many books at this
time, not only on philosophy. His colleagues organized various read-
ing groups, which read Goethe’s Faust, Suikoden [The men of the
marshes; Shuihuzhuan in Chinese], Carlyle’s works, Dante’s Divine
Comedy, and other works.

During the March spring break the position of dormitory master
took Nishida and Sugimori to Okayama, Kobe, Nara, and Nagoya.
They were entrusted by Höjö to visit various school dormitories and
to make a recommendation for the design of new dormitory buildings
that the school was planning to add.51 Höjö radically transformed the
school. The Ministry of Education decided that the school was on the
right track, and they appointed Höjö to a weightier position, found-
ing president of the Hiroshima Higher Normal School (a college of
education). Seizing the occasion of Höjö’s transfer, Nishida and Sug-
imori asked Höjö whether they could be dismissed from their respon-
sibility as dormitory masters. Höjö left the matter to the new princi-
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pal and left for Hiroshima on May 19. The new principal, Yoshimura
Toratarö, relieved Nishida of the position in July. Sugimori and Hori
Koretaka were summoned to Hiroshima by Höjö to assist him, and
they left Kanazawa in early summer.

Nishida traveled to Wakayama for his summer Zen practice with
Setsumon. Mitake was already waiting for Nishida in Wakayama.
Setsumon, delighted to see his students coming from afar, invited
them to a dinner at his house and took an evening walk with them. In
this friendly atmosphere, the sanzen schedule was relaxed. Some days
Nishida skipped his audience with Setsumon altogether, partly because
he was having a hard time with his köan “Mu” and had nothing to say
to the master. His analytical and conceptual mind stood in the way of
his köan practice. “What deludes me is the temptation to think,”52

wrote Nishida in his diary. Setsumon, having seen that Nishida was
stuck in his köan, switched it to the “Sound of One Hand” (sekishu).
On this day, Mitake passed his köan, which annoyed Nishida in no
small degree. Nishida’s diary for this day reads: “Mitake, saying some-
thing like he passed his köan, proudly went home.”53

Nishida had been working on the köan “Mu” since his first sesshin
at Myöshinji in 1897. This köan, given to the novices and known as
“Jöshü and the Dog,” is the first case of the Mumonkan (Wumenguan
in Chinese), a collection of köan. The case is something like this:
Someone asked Master Jöshü (Zhaozhu in Chinese) whether the dog
had a Buddha nature. To this, Jöshü replied, “Mu” (it has not). On
another occasion, to the same question Jöshü answered, “U” (it has).
The discursive question of whether the dog has a Buddha nature pre-
supposes a dichotomy between subject and object; thus, it does not
touch the vitally living reality, whether it is a dog’s or a person’s.
Actual vibrant living reality is before “it has” and “it has not.”

Regarding the köan the “Sound of One Hand,” Suzuki Daisetz has
the following recollection of his own:

I still remember Master Kösen’s lifting up his hand from the table and
saying, “Did you hear it? Did you hear the sound of one hand?” The
meaning behind this was, “When both hands clap, there is a sound;
what sound does one hand have? None.” But at that time, I did not
have an inkling. I was simply grateful to feel the living presence of 
the master.54

Nishida felt disconcerted by this switch of köan and did not make
much progress with the “Sound of One Hand.” As August was draw-
ing to a close, Nishida reflected and wrote in his diary:
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Eating, sleeping, procreating—even animals can do these things. Ah, 
a human being should not end his life in this insignificant way! I must
embody the beauty of the spiritual nature given to humanity, and live 
it out as best as I can. I must devote myself to Zen practice and schol-
arship by dedicating the time and energy I waste in fulfilling carnal
desires and making uncalled-for visits to friends.55

After the summer practice in Wakayama, Nishida experienced a
closer unity of Zen and scholarship and resumed his studies. He was
appointed professor in charge of ethics for 1902–1903. He maintained
the practice of mindfulness: “Engage in studies while taking life as the
basis” ( jinsei o moto to shite gakumon subeshi).56 This simple formula
became his fundamental self-injunction, as it clarified the once knotty
place of scholarship in the context of life. He wrote a long letter to
D. T. Suzuki on October 28, telling his friend about his current men-
tal and psychological state (see letter at end of this chapter).

Nishida found that it was all right to take a more relaxed approach
to his köan practice because the inner fermentation, the effect of köan
practice itself, was taking place. The direction of his scholarship was
also emerging clearly. His interest in scholarship, as he wrote to
Suzuki, was not in the objective scientific analysis of religion and ethics
but rather in depicting the “taste” of religious and moral experiences.
In December 1902 his second daughter was born. On Nishida’s
request, Mitake named the baby Yüko, meaning an “exquisitely beau-
tiful child.” 57

Once again, Nishida ushered in the new year at Senshin’an. His
diary of New Year’s day 1903 reads:

I sat and meditated the whole day. Even though I sit, I really cannot
put my mind to it. I desire such things as studying abroad or becoming
a university professor. My mind drifts away to things like that; besides,
my body bothers me, and I cannot concentrate. They say that one can-
not achieve anything of worth unless one considers oneself dead. Even
though I try hard to imagine that I died on December 31, 1902, it just
doesn’t work. Men of old said to let go of everything. Unless my ego-
self dies, how can I hope to attain purity and simplicity?58

Nishida’s main concern around this time was to study abroad on
a government-assisted program. (He inquired into the possibility in
April 1903 and again in April 1904,59 both times with a disappointing
outcome.) Driven by his desire to establish himself as an academic, he
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was not yet free from the mundane desire for fame. When Höjö vis-
ited Kanazawa on February 15, Nishida and Mitake called on him.
The three had an enjoyable evening, and Höjö and Mitake encouraged
Nishida in his Zen practice. Höjö told Nishida that all he had to do
was to die to himself. 60

On May 3 Murakami Senshö visited Kanazawa and gave a talk.
Around this time, Nishida was briefly tempted to take up an academic
study of Buddhism and Christianity. But he reminded himself: “It is
enough for me to grasp the Great Truth and explain it by way of
today’s scholarship. I shouldn’t entertain other unnecessary desires.
He who pursues too many ends fails to achieve even one.”61

From May 12 to 16 Nishida worked on an essay, “Jinshin no
giwaku” [On the doubt in our heart],62 in which he addressed the
problem of why we question the meaning and purpose of life. “For
what purpose do we live, work, and die?” is not an intellectual question
in his view but a profoundly existential one; the answer is given only
by such great spiritual figures as Gautama Buddha and Jesus Christ,
who still offered light to anyone in doubt.

For Nishida’s summer practice in 1903, Setsumon recommended
Master Köjü of Daitokuji; because Master Kokan of Myöshinji had
just died on March 16. Nishida went to Kyoto on July 15, and four
days later he settled in at Kohöan, a subtemple of Daitokuji, and paid
homage to Köjü Röshi. Nishida’s impression of the master was that he
was “a candid, innocent man,” and he resolved to “do it right this
time.”63 He began his private audience with the master the following
day. Still, philosophical questions disturbed his concentration. His
diary for July 23 reads:

It is wrong to practice Zen for the sake of scholarship. I must practice
for the sake of my soul [kokoro], for the sake of my life. I shall not think
about religion and philosophy until I attain kenshö [initial awakening].

Did I come this far to Kyoto only to be idle, and return home
empty handed? What merit is there in wasting my years like this?

The master switched the köan again; toil, toil, toil. 64

Nishida at first felt disconcerted about the change of köan,65 but
he quickly regained his concentration. On July 27 he wrote: “Ah, dev-
ils plaguing my mind! I can imagine what sort of battle Christ went
through in the wilderness. Today, I struggled with delusions.”66 On
the evening of August 3, he had a private audience with the master,
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who acknowledged that Nishida had passed his köan “Mu.” This meant
that Nishida had experienced kenshö, an initial breakthrough. But this
experience came as something of a disappointment to him. His diary
for this day reads:

7 a.m., listened to the talk. Evening, a private audience with the master.
I was cleared of the köan “Mu”. But I am not that happy. Sugimori is
going to study abroad. I have to rely on myself. It’s no use counting on
the others. The new köan: “Stop the Peal of the Bell.”67

Nishida’s desire to study abroad was so deeply rooted that it may have
become more important to him than passing his köan.

Somewhat disconcerted, Nishida returned to Kanazawa and imme-
diately wrote to Setsumon, expressing his skepticism regarding the
authenticity of his kenshö experience. For the analytically minded
Nishida, Master Kokan’s tigerlike, tough training might have been
more effective than Master Köjü’s gentler approach. Be that as it may,
Setsumon responded to his letter on August 24, advising him not to
doubt the validity of Zen teaching. He reminded him that the kenshö
experience was only the beginning of more advanced practice and told
him to forget what happened at Daitokuji and continue his Zen prac-
tice. Eventually, he promised Nishida, a greater illumination would
come as a result of assiduous practice.68 Nishida accepted Setsumon’s
words. The realization that he did break through the initial Zen bar-
rier set in gradually, and Nishida began to feel better about turning to
his philosophical inquiry. His letter to Yamamoto on November 29,
1903, tells us that he was back at his studies, reading Alexander’s
Ethics 69 and Önishi’s Ethics.70 Nishida was thinking about writing
something on ethics, just as Önishi had done, and acknowledged to
Yamamoto that he wished he could write like Önishi.71

Toward the end of 1903 and the beginning of 1904, Setsumon was
away from Kanazawa, which obliged Nishida to usher in the new year
at home with his family. His spiritual life was entering its nurturing
stage. Like a tender newborn baby, he needed careful nourishing, and
he found Augustine and other Christian writers gave him the needed
comfort. It was at this time that he borrowed a copy of William James’s
Varieties of Religious Experience from the school library and found it
gripping.72 James’s discussion of religious experience impressed
Nishida as a “deep and delightful” work on the psychological study of
religion.73

Years later, after Nishida’s death, Shimomura Toratarö, thinking
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it odd that Nishida’s experience of initial breakthrough was nothing
earthshaking, asked D. T. Suzuki about it. Suzuki responded: “There
are those cases, you know, especially with a man like Nishida, who has
a rational logical mind. But Nishida must have grasped something.
Otherwise, the kind of philosophy that he developed would never have
been possible.”74 Nishida was turning to philosophy with the solid
understanding of the worldview espoused by Zen Buddhism.

Nishida’s Letter to D. T. Suzuki 
concerning Zen Practice*

October 28, 1902

My Dear Daisetz,

I got your interesting letter after quite a long silence. It came to
me like “the sound of footsteps in a hollow valley.” From time to time,
I thought of writing to you, but since I didn’t feel that what I had to
say was anything special, I thought it foolish to regurgitate the same
thing. So I have not written to you until now.

The book you mentioned, Varieties of Religious Experience by Pro-
fessor [William] James, sounds very interesting, and I would certainly
like to read it.1 Would you please let me know the exact title, the pub-
lisher, and the price of the book? Last year, I read that acclaimed work
on the philosophy of religion by Otto Pfleiderer, but it contained
nothing more than coherent argumentation and abstract discussion; he
does not strike me as a man who understands the taste of “religious
life.” However precise and accurate his “logical syllogisms” may be,
his analysis gave me the impression that he was looking at an artificial
flower. I gained nothing from it.

I have been teaching ethics for the past year. It is hard enough to
save myself; yet here I am, teaching others the [moral] path. Please
don’t laugh at this picture of the blind leading the blind. I have no
choice in this matter since it is my duty as a teacher to teach. I do so,
swallowing my shame.

73

* Letter no. 42, NKZ 18:59–61.
1. Nishida was able to obtain a copy on 8 January 1904. Diary, NKZ 17:123.
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It seems to me that “ethics” in the West is purely an intellectual
pursuit. Its arguments are cogent, but no one pays attention to the
“soul experience”—experience deep in the human heart. People for-
get the ground on which they stand. There are those who analyze and
explain the constituents of bread and water, but none considers the
actual taste of either. The result is an artificial construct, which has no
impact on the human heart. I wish contemporary scholars of ethics
would leave their scholarly research and, instead, explain the spiritual
experience of the great figures of the past. That should be the factual
basis for the study of ethics.

When I read Lessing’s discussion on the beauty of ancient art, I
found it more interesting and informative than Hartmann’s aesthetics.
I prefer discussions of art that directly deal with “moral experience”
to ethics. But such books are rare. Lately, I have been reading Dante’s
Divine Comedy. He is one of those who had that experience. Likewise,
I think Schopenhauer’s theory of reine Anschauung [pure intuition]
(which takes the will at its foundation) more interesting and deeper
than Hegel’s theory, which has the Intellekt at its core. What do you
think?

You said you heard a talk on religious experience and found it
interesting. So do I, since I first put my mind to it years ago. But
because of the weakness of my determination, I have been embroiled
in secular affairs, and I have not been able to attain any awakening. On
top of all these duties, Professor Höjö appointed me to the position of
dormitory master last year, and I was busy with the responsibility of
guiding the daily life and moral conduct of the entire student body.
This year, however, on the occasion of Professor Höjö’s moving to
Hiroshima, I resigned from this position. These days, I don’t feel so
hurried, and I am concentrating on zazen and reading books. In the
beginning [of my Zen practice], I felt pressured and was irritable, but
these days I have grown more focused. I manage to concentrate and
work on my köan. I visit Setsumon Röshi from time to time for a pri-
vate interview. Up to this year, I was studying the köan “Mu”. But just
recently the Röshi changed the köan to the “Sound of One Hand.” So
I am now grappling with the “One Hand.”

Forgive me for discussing such personal matters, but I think it
useless at present to visit the Röshi and am now concentrating solely
on my köan. Perhaps if I focus enough every day, I shall reach some
awakening. What good is it if the Röshi considers that I have passed
a köan, and yet I myself am dissatisfied? There are Zen practitioners
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who pass one köan after another, thereby achieving seniority status. I
am impressed neither by their behavior nor by what they say. What do
you think on this matter? Your letter inspired my fighting spirit. Please
write to me now and then on religious matters. Immersed though I am
in secular life, if I do not attain awakening, I shall have no peace, even
in death. May you hear what I am trying to say.

Yours,
Kitarö
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C h a p t e r  6

The Birth of a Philosopher
(1904–1907)

The Russo-Japanese War broke out on February 9, 1904.1 By early
May it claimed the life of Nishida’s dear friend, Mukö Kikutarö, then
a lieutenant commander in the Japanese navy.2 Because Mukö’s wife
had died in December 1903, his death left their newborn baby an
orphan. Brooding over Mukö’s orphaned child, Nishida wrote a mem-
oir about Mukö.3

Nishida’s younger brother, Hyöjirö, a captain in the military who
had been stationed in Tokyo since 1902, was also called to active duty
as the war escalated. He returned to Kanazawa to entrust his wife,
Hatsue, and their baby daughter, Toshiko, to Nishida’s care and left
for Hiroshima on June 29. The troops left Hiroshima by boat for Port
Arthur. The Ninth Division—made up of soldiers recruited from the
Hokuriku region, of which Hyöjirö was a part—was placed under the
command of General Nogi Maresuke, who led the Third Army. For
some time Hyöjirö had little to do at the military camp and asked
Nishida to send him the book of Russian grammar he had left back
home so that he could continue to learn the language. Hyöjirö partic-
ipated in the first general assault that began on August 19. The battle
plan was reckless; the Third Army was to break through the Russian
forts on the northeastern hills that surrounded Port Arthur within
three days.4 The Russians were equipped with machine guns, while the
Japanese had only single-shot rifles. In the fierce and bloody battle,
Hyöjirö was killed in action near Mt. Banryü (Banlong) on August 24.5

The news of Hyöjirö’s death was delivered to Nishida when he was
visiting a beach at Kanaiwa in the company of Fujioka and Fujii Otoo.6

Intellectually, Nishida tried to justify the death of Hyöjirö as an
“honor” for the country, but emotionally it was extremely hard for him
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to accept it. A few months later in November he submitted to a news-
paper a memoir about his brother.7 His essay was filled with the silent
cries of the bereaved. He did not recover from the death of Hyöjirö for
a long time and passed the rest of the year depressed. His practical
side, however, took responsibility for his brother’s widow and child.
He saw to it that Hatsue was remarried, and he and Kotomi adopted
Toshiko and raised her as their own daughter. When Hyöjirö’s body
was recovered following the fall of Port Arthur, Nishida acquired a
plot of land at Nodayama Cemetery and erected an imposing grave-
stone, more than two meters high, with an inscription done by Miyake
Shinken.

For the consolation of his soul, Nishida turned to Zen practice. He
welcomed the new year at Senshin’an and stayed there until January 6.
Master Setsumon’s return to Senshin’an on New Year’s Eve greatly
comforted Nishida. The account of zazen, words of Zen masters, and
the news of the Russo-Japanese War that was constantly streaming in
filled his diary during the first days of 1905. The stormier the outside
world became, the deeper he turned inward, as if to heal the psycho-
logical wound inflicted on him by the death of Hyöjirö. On January 2,
the day when the news of the Third Army’s successful siege of Port
Arthur reached Japan, Nishida, still at Senshin’an, felt mixed emotions.
Although he could not help but feel good about Japan’s victory, he
was critical of the citywide celebration. Zen practice, in which he was
firmly established by then, afforded him the objectivity to see the folly
of such festivities. His diary for January 5 reads:

Zazen in the morning. Since last night I’ve been possessed by doubt. . . .
I have no choice but to proceed with full vigor in the direction I have
chosen. I’m too old now to change the course of my life.

Zazen in the afternoon. At noon there was a rally in the park to
celebrate the fall of Port Arthur. I could hear people shouting “Banzai!”
They are going to have a lantern procession this evening to celebrate
the victory. How fickle are the human hearts that give themselves to
such foolish festivities! People don’t think about the many lives that
were sacrificed and about the fact that the war still has a long way to 
go before it ends.8

On February 7, the day after the Third Army had arrived in Liao-
yang to begin the siege of Mukden, Nishida wrote: “The most coura-
geous act is to conquer oneself. There is no greater enterprise than
self-reform and self-improvement. It surpasses the control of Man-
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churia. Zen practice and scholarship—these are my enterprise.”9 In
March 1905 he was still grieving. In response to Yamamoto, he wrote
a lengthy letter:

The heart wound inflicted on me last year is not yet healed. Please
don’t laugh at me as a silly grumbler. The problem of life is deep and
tremendous. I don’t know how it would be with a strong-minded per-
son, but for me, who am sensitive and tender-minded, it is truly too
heavy a burden. I turn more and more inward and am tormented
although nobody knows it. Consequently, I feel reluctant about being
actively engaged in anything.

Partly because my teaching demands it, I’ve read almost all the
well-known books on ethics; but unless I start out with metaphysics, 
I don’t seem to get a satisfactory answer. Recently, I began my studies
of the history of philosophy and epistemology, not because they are
needed for a study of ethics, but because I cannot escape my metaphys-
ical doubt. In this way, I’m becoming more and more reclusive. . . .

The Russo-Japanese War is escalating, and no end is in sight. This
is indeed a grievous situation for the country. If, luckily, we win the
war, it goes without saying that the Japanese people will thrive. But
mere materialistic prosperity is worthless. We must attempt to develop 
the spiritual side of the people, limited though we are in our power.10

It is noteworthy that Nishida was already more concerned with the
spiritual well-being of the Japanese people than with their material
prosperity. 

Upon receiving this letter, Yamamoto immediately wrote to
Suzuki:

I am terribly sorry for Nishida, who told me that last year’s loss hangs
heavily over his mind and does not easily go away however hard he
tries. I really want to console him, but he is a much bigger man than I,
and I fear that our sympathies are mere trifling winds that blow help-
lessly against the trunk of a huge tree. I really don’t know what to do.
Have you heard from him lately?11

Sukuki, who had earlier received the news of Hyöjirö’s death,
composed a sonnet in English and sent it to Nishida to console him:

O human life, what a fragile thing thou art!
A drop of dew on a weather-beaten leaf,
By passers’ feet down-trodden; and how brief
Thy glitter! too soon fated to depart
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To a region, whence perhaps didst thou first start.
The mournful thought doth follow us like thief;
Heavily oppressed we are without relief;—
Eternal Void, would thou allay our heart!
And yet ours is to strive, to weep, to bear;
Human are we, with fire in our veins burning;
To Reason’s hollow talk let’s not concede.
Our tears run free, the heart its woes declare!
From every grief endured life’s lesson learning,
Into the depths of Mystery we read.12

In April 1905 Nishida took part in the April zazen practice at Sen-
shin’an. He was becoming a seasoned practitioner, successfully assim-
ilating the Zen teaching into his daily life. His diary for July 19 reads:

I am neither a psychologist nor a sociologist but an inquirer into life.13

Zen is music, Zen is art, Zen is physical exercise. There is nothing
else that I seek for the consolation of my spirit. Daily life is no different
from sekishu, the “sound of one hand.” If I can be pure and candid like a
child, there is no greater happiness on earth.

Non multa sed multum.14

For his summer practice, he decided to go to Kokutaiji to do sanzen
under Master Zuiun.15 He left for Kokutaiji on July 24, accompany-
ing his older sister Masa.16 Masa may have incurred some debt, for on
his way to the temple, Nishida stopped with her at a village to pay back
fifty yen to someone of questionable character. At that point Masa
returned home, while Nishida proceeded to the temple. A few days
later, the moneylender laid a charge against Nishida of fraud, saying
that Nishida still owed him ten yen as interest. News of this accusa-
tion reached him on his fourth day at Kokutaiji. He had to cut his
summer practice short, return home, and tend to the matter. The man
who accused Nishida fled the village by night, and the charge was
dropped. Nishida had long accepted that the sublime and the ridicu-
lous were both part of life. After things settled down, he went to Sen-
shin’an for intensive zazen from August 4 to 8. This was possibly the
last of his formal Zen practice. He was now channeling his energy
into his studies.

Actually he had resumed his philosophical studies soon after the
death of Hyöjirö, for he was able to forget the psychological pains,
however momentarily, while he concentrated on his work. In his
attempt to organize his thoughts, he decided to put together his lec-
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ture notes in an orderly fashion. By January 1905 he was fully engaged
in writing “Lectures on Psychology.”17 At this time, he also began
working on his lecture notes on “Ethics.”18 From August 12, 1905, to
March 1906, he worked on the second draft of “Ethics.”19 These lec-
ture notes became the building blocks of his book, Zen no kenkyü [An
inquiry into the good, published in 1911].

On the school front, Principal Yoshimura Toratarö discouraged
students from getting interested in religion. He suspected that Nishida
and Mitake were propagating Zen practice among students.20 To the
principal, an interest in religion was synonymous with pessimism and
leading to suicide. A sensational suicide, committed by a First Higher
School student, Fujimura Misao, who jumped into the Kegon Falls at
Nikko out of his philosophical despair, was still fresh in everyone’s
mind. Yoshimura was predisposed to equate religion with such drastic
actions.21 The principal was reluctant to grant permission for the San-
sanjuku to continue. In fact, in 1905 Yoshimura dismantled the auton-
omous student governance of the school dormitory, Jishüryö, and in its
place implemented school-centered regulations. This kind of heavy-
handed measure was eventually to backfire on Yoshimura; he was
ousted by the student strike in 1911.

Throughout 1905 Sansanjuku was at its lowest point. Very few stu-
dents were interested in its tenets, and Nishida found it difficult to
recruit anyone who was of suitable mental and spiritual disposition. He
wrote to Hori in Hiroshima and consulted him—and, indirectly, Höjö
—about whether he should continue the juku. In the end, he reached
the conclusion that he should, but only by stepping aside and asking
Tanabe and Ibaraki, who had the trust of the principal, to represent the
juku. In this way, Sansanjuku survived the trying period.22

Toward the end of September 1905, Matsumoto Bunzaburö visited
Kanazawa to attend a Buddhist memorial service for his father. He
called on Nishida on October 1, and the two instantly renewed their
friendship, although they had not seen each other for nearly a decade.
Matsumoto had returned from his three years of study in Germany
and was to assume the position of professor at Kyoto Imperial Univer-
sity the following summer. Nishida now gained one more strong ally
in the mainstream of academia, because Fujioka was by then assistant
professor at Tokyo Imperial University. A third daughter was born on
October 14 to Nishida and Kotomi. Hori Koretaka named the baby
Shizuko.

Nishida began 1906 as usual at Senshin’an, doing zazen. But his
Zen practice no longer had peer support; Setsumon was rarely in town
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and Nishida’s Zen companion, Ishikawa, had left Kanazawa the year
before to take up the position of steward with the Maeda family in
Tokyo. He thus stopped his formal practice.

In 1906 the Japanese academic world in the humanities experi-
enced a second wave of expansion when the College of Humanities at
Kyoto Imperial University opened its gates. Nishida felt that the time
was ripe for him to make a move.23 He considered two options: to
remain at the Fourth Higher School and hope for a chance to study
abroad, or to find a teaching position in Tokyo. Having learned from
Höjö that the chances of his studying abroad were slim, he decided to
leave Kanazawa when the opportunity presented itself. Matsumoto
Bunzaburö and Kuwaki Gen’yoku were moving to Kyoto in June, and
Nishida hoped that this reshuffling might create a position for him.24

For a while he also hoped that he might get the position at the First
Higher School vacated by Fukada Yasukazu, who was sent to study
abroad. Nishida wrote to Hori on March 6:

Even if it is said that one’s work begins at the age of forty, I think that
I had better start preparing myself now. If I were to spend my time just
reading books, it would not matter where I am because I can do that
anywhere. But to accomplish a work of some merit, I think it is a hand-
icap to be in the countryside. When I get a chance, I should like to
move to Tokyo.25

No job in Tokyo materialized that spring. With much disappoint-
ment, he wrote to Yamamoto on March 21: “When one cannot work
in the outside world, one cultivates one’s inner world. A time such as
this, when I cannot get an academic position that I would like, is
indeed the best time for me to enrich my thought, isn’t it? Therefore,
I am resolute and quietly waiting for the opportunity to arise.”26 On
March 25 he began working on sorting out lecture notes on “Reli-
gion.”27

In the summer of 1906 two of his daughters, Yüko and Shizuko,
came down with pneumonia.28 While taking care of them, Nishida
wrote an essay, “Jitsuzai ni tsuite” [That which is real, or On reality],
in which he summarized the essentials of his thought thus far. Fol-
lowing that, he revised the second draft of “Ethics.” In the essay “On
reality” (which became part 2 of Zen no kenkyü), he attempts to build
an ontology based on the phenomena of consciousness by starting out
with the empirical, that is, experiential facts. Whatever we perceive,
feel, or think is a phenomenon of consciousness, and we cannot get
away from it. Even nature, which we normally think exists “outside”
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the phenomena of consciousness, in fact exists to us as phenomena of
consciousness. Thus, there is no distinction between nature and the
spirit, the thing and I. By taking the unifying power of consciousness
as the fundamental feature of consciousness, Nishida points out that
discrete entities, such as yesterday’s I and today’s I, are unified. This
unifying power is also the power with which we concentrate our atten-
tion here and now. Nishida assumes a voluntarist perspective and
asserts that the will is the primary characteristic of consciousness. This
amounts to rephrasing the Buddhist insight that our actual world is
constituted by our feelings and desires rather than by abstract concepts
and theories. Moreover, these feelings and desires are not mere sub-
jective realities but something transindividual and universal because
they are mutually communicable.

Nishida goes on to assert that the phenomena of consciousness,
whether cognitive, volitional, or aesthetic, unfold themselves in one
and the same way—from the implicit to the actual. For instance, my
desire to quench thirst is completed by my concrete action of drinking
water. In the process of reality unfolding itself in this manner, there
arises an opposition or contradiction from within consciousness,29 and
consciousness attains a larger unity by unifying these contradictions.
The unifying power of consciousness thus necessarily contains oppo-
sition and contradiction. Reality develops itself through these dynamic
movements of self-differentiation and unification.

This unifying power of consciousness is the principle (ri, logos,
ratio) that establishes not only all the individual selves but this universe
itself. In fact, our self is a manifestation of this cosmic unifying princi-
ple. For instance, when I see a flower, my consciousness is one with
the flower; when I study the flower, I discard my subjective dogma-
tism, I am “selfless” and become one with the “thing,” in this case, the
flower. The more selfless, that is, objective, I become, the closer I am
to the object of my inquiry.

This principle of the unifying power of consciousness is most evi-
dent in the world of religion, in which the most selfless one is the
greatest, with the most power to move and transform others, as exem-
plified by such figures as Jesus Christ and Gautama Buddha. In the
world of religion, the source of infinitely unifying activities is God;
God is the fountainhead of all that is. Nishida maintains that if we
reflect on the reality of the unifying power operating in our conscious-
ness, we will find God’s image (imago dei) therein. Further, God, as the
ground of reality, is the unifying power that unites persons, you and
me. In this way, God is love, mutual sharing, happiness, and peace.30
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In his essay on “Ethics” (part 3 of the Zen no kenkyü), Nishida sum-
marizes his view of ethics built upon his voluntarist conviction. In his
view, the operation of the will is the most central reality and the clear-
est expression of the self. He rejects as inadequate ethical theories
based on intuitionism, authority, and the a priori knowledge of reason
(that is, “dianoetic” ethics), as well as hedonism. The only viable eth-
ical theory for him is “energetism,” the ethical view espoused by Plato,
and especially by Aristotle, which held that good complies with, and
consists in, the realization (energeia) of the self. We human beings ulti-
mately live for our ideals and not for our physical needs. Therefore, we
follow the voice of reason, which itself is a profoundly unifying power
of consciousness. A person ( jinkaku) is characterized by this voice of
reason. This person is the “real self ” that Zen Buddhism speaks of—
it is not an abstract universal entity stripped of individual differences
and characters. Rather, a person is the very operation of the unifying
power of consciousness that fully realizes itself in each of us. Viewed as
such, a person is a manifestation of the unifying power of the cosmos
itself. A good action is a personal action sustained by sincerity and love.
An authentic personal action is devoid of selfish calculations. We reach
so lofty a height only by eradicating our petty egoism. A good action
is compared to pure experience or pure activity itself, in which subject
and object both disappear—I forget myself, and only my action is.

The objective world is the reflection of myself inasmuch as I am a
reflection of the objective world. Nishida emphasizes the irreducibility
of each individual (contrary to the common view nowadays that the
Japanese society is group oriented and that Japanese individuals are
required to melt into the whole). The end of a good action lies in the
full realization of individuality (kojinsei), which is singular and unique
to each of us. “Individualism” of this kind must be sharply distin-
guished from selfish egoism, for each individual is a social being—
whether we are male or female, each of us stands for the whole of
humanity, as a member of a family, society, and state. But the state
(nation or country) is not yet the ultimate end of humanity. Solidarity
of humanity is. The present age (for Nishida, the post-Russo-Japa-
nese War period) is an age of “armed peace.” The role of each state is
to surrender itself to the interest of global well-being by embracing
the standpoint of world history, which would lead each nation to real-
ize human solidarity. In his global and humanistic conviction, Nishida
holds that each individual, as a person, must purify his or her motiva-
tions because when one’s motivation reaches the highest love of
humanity, then whatever one does is the most perfect action possi-
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ble—this is the end each of us should strive for. Hence, true good con-
sists in knowing one’s real self and obtaining the power of subject-
object unification. We can attain this power only if our selfish ego dies
and our real self is born out of it. Nishida sees this as the meaning of
kenshö experience (seeing one’s true nature) in Zen Buddhism and
“rebirth in Christ” in Christianity. 31

In the fall term of 1906 Nishida gave his lectures in ethics at school
based on what he had written during the summer. Students found it
difficult to follow him, and many just let his words go in one ear and
out the other.32 But some asked whether they might have his lecture
notes printed so that they would have a textbook. The result was a
booklet, Nishidashi jitsuzairon oyobi rinrigaku [A discourse on reality
and ethics according to Mr. Nishida]. 33

For Sansanjuku, the pendulum swung back, and in the fall of 1906
the juku was thriving again after Kawai Yoshinari, a born leader, and
Shinagawa Kazue, a man of considerable charisma, joined the juku. A
judo champion, Shöriki Matsutarö, was also closely associated with
the juku because of his friendship with Kawai and Shinagawa. Kawai’s
joining Sansanjuku single-handedly brought it to the attention of the
entire student body, spreading the perception that it was an elite juku
intended for a select group of students. Collegial support for the juku
remained strong as well, with Mitake, Tanabe, Ibaraki, Uehara Kiku-
nosuke (professor of English and history), and Nagai Shizuo (lecturer
in German) on the board of advisors.

Many students that Nishida came to know through his involve-
ment with Sansanjuku became notable figures—scholars, university
professors, leading Christians, entrepreneurs, statesmen, and so forth.
For instance, Kawai established the Komatsu Machinery Manufacture
Company and became an influential industrialist. Shinagawa became
president of the Yomiuri Entertainment Corporation in the post-
World War II period and later president of the Yomiuri Newspaper
Company. Shinagawa also did much to usher in the golden age of the
Yomiuri Giants, a professional baseball team, as he scouted Naga-
shima Shigeo and Ō Sadaharu. Shöriki was president of the Yomiuri
Newspaper Company and Nippon Television. Those who became
influential Christians included Ōsaka Motokichirö, Akizuki Itaru, and
Takakura Tokutarö.34 Many graduates of Sansanjuku formed lasting
friendships with Nishida, giving him contacts well beyond the ordi-
nary walls of academia.

In November 1906 Nishida published “Jikakushugi” [Philosophy
of self-awakening] in the school journal.35 In this article he discusses
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the “awakening to one’s self ” as a “certain notable trend” of modern
European thought, as evident in the works of such writers as Henrik
Ibsen, Nietzsche, and Gerhart Hauptmann. This trend—a prevailing
force for some time—struck Nishida as a force to be reckoned with.
He saw that these writers considered the “self ” as the most prized
reality, which they tried to liberate from the oppressive yoke of tradi-
tion and religious dogma. In this sense, their view is different from
“selfish individualism.” Certainly the emphasis on the self is nothing
new: Socrates was inspired by the Delphic oracle, “Know thyself,” and
Descartes arrived at his principle, cogito ergo sum. What was new with
these writers is the emphasis they placed on the importance of the
will. Nishida points out that these writers considered volition, rather
than the intellect, the real essence of the self. He considers Schopen-
hauer, who initiated this line of inquiry, the precursor of this trend.
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Nishida felt that the inquiry into volition could make two impor-
tant philosophical contributions. First, it introduces a more balanced
view of human beings that is not just theoretical and intellectual but
also emotive and volitional. Second, it locates the source of morality
within the individual and not in society, thus placing the individual
beyond religious creeds and national affiliations, which was unthink-
able during the feudalistic period. Against the horizon of Zen teaching,
however, he finds a trace of egoism in this trend and concludes that “a
cloud of nihilism hovers over it.” While he resonates with the theme
of “self-awakening” insofar as it liberates the individual from the yoke
of traditionalism, he maintains his critical attitude toward individual-
ism that remains on the level of “ego.” Several, years later, in 1909,
when he sent this article to Yamamoto, he explained his perspective:

I wrote this essay as I found myself sympathizing with the philosophi-
cal trend of “awakening to oneself,” but that does not mean I approve
of it. I think that an authentic awakening to oneself consists of getting
rid of one’s own petty ego. Our self is not individualistic but sustained
by the Great Self-awareness that is shared with God. I expanded on this
point a bit at the end of my work on “Ethics,”36 so please look at it.37

Nishida was experiencing a breakthrough in his philosophical writ-
ing. But on January 11, 1907, his second daughter, Yüko, died of bron-
chitis, which brought his attention back to home and family. Convey-
ing this sad news, he wrote to Hori:

She was just about five years old and at the most adorable period of her
life. I cannot forget her sweet countenance saying “welcome home” to
me, as she was in the habit of waiting for my return from school; her
gentle posture as she used to sit quietly right by my side while I read
books; her sweet voice with which she sang songs; and her suffering
and pain from the repeated illnesses that she had to endure while so
young—these images of her come back to me, each very vividly, and 
I cannot help but feel an excruciating pain in my abdomen. I think I
came to realize a little better this time the true meaning of life through
her death. Dense-headed as I am, it seems I cannot possibly understand
the truth of life unless I go through so extreme a misfortune as the loss
of my own beloved child.38

Yüko’s death shook Nishida profoundly and made him realize that
he had been preoccupied with his academic achievement and oblivi-
ous to the primary importance of life and his family. In the face of this
heart-wrenching experience, he turned for consolation to Fujioka,
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who had lost his daughter Mitsuko in August the year before.39 The
loss of their daughters strengthened the bond between the two men.
To ease his grief, Nishida wrote a memoir of Yüko,40 only later to learn
that Fujioka had done exactly the same thing when Mitsuko had died.41

That extreme grief evoked the same reaction in the two men further
amazed them.42

Yüko’s death deepened Nishida’s religious consciousness. After
much suffering and grieving, he was able to find solace only by accept-
ing the meaninglessness of trying to reason with himself about her
death. Tosa, Nishida’s mother, must have been able to console him
with her strength, sustained by her faith in the grace of Amida Buddha.
Nishida threw himself into the ocean of divine compassion. It was a
kind of tariki 43 experience, a discovery of the power of the grace of
God. A dimension of compassion, hitherto only intimated to Nishida,
opened up and became central to his religious awareness.44

Now a more mature man and more understanding of the human
condition, Nishida returned to his life of thinking and writing. He
sent a copy of his essay “Jitsuzai” to Tokunö Bun and Fujioka in Feb-
ruary. He knew that he had said something original in that essay. He
wrote to Fujioka:

What I sent you under separate cover is something I wrote last summer
while I was taking care of my sick children. I gave my lectures in philos-
ophy at school based on it. . . . I want to attempt to build a philosophi-
cal system with the ideas I developed therein. I would like Professors
Motora and Inoue to look at it. . . . Would it be possible for you to
explain these matters to them on my behalf ? 45

The essay was accepted and published in the March issue of Tetsu-
gaku Zasshi.46 It caught the attention of students of philosophy so much
that Kihira Tadayoshi,47 a graduate of the Fourth Higher School, who
went on to the philosophy department at the Imperial University, and
who was then assisting the editors of the journal, wrote a tribute to
Nishida’s work and an introduction about the author in the April issue
of Tetsugaku Zasshi:

In my view, Mr. Nishida’s “On reality” best harmonizes Hegel’s
thought and the theory of pure experience, which is much discussed
these days. In other words, it harmonizes intellectualism and volunta-
rism. . . . Mr. Nishida is widely read both in classics and contemporary
works of East and West. While he would order the most recent books
from abroad, he would also put books completely aside and apply him-
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self to zazen practice. He has concentrated on his philosophical reflec-
tion in this manner ever since he graduated from the university more
than ten years ago. . . . That kind of work cannot be achieved by anyone
but a serious scholar. . . . Many have asked me who Mr. Nishida is—he
is professor at the Fourth Higher School in Kanazawa.48

In March Nishida caught a bad cold that worsened into dry pleu-
risy. With the permission of the doctor, he traveled to Tokyo during
the spring break and called on Professors Inoue and Motora on April
2. One of the main purposes of his visit to Tokyo was to see the pres-
ident of Tokyo Imperial University, Hamao Arata.49 The meeting,
which took place on April 5, had been arranged by Höjö Tokiyuki,
who recommended Nishida for a university position.50 In his realistic
assessment of the situation, however, Nishida knew better than to
expect any positive outcome.

On May 4, 1907, twin girls, Tomoko and Aiko, were born to
Nishida and Kotomi. They were both premature, and Aiko died a
month later on June 3, while Tomoko survived. In the meantime,
Nishida’s recovery from dry pleurisy was slow, and his illness often
kept him away from teaching, especially on cold, rainy days. Nishida’s
repeated absences displeased Principal Yoshimura, which in turn dis-
mayed Nishida, especially because he felt he had dedicated the best
years of his life to the school. The emotional conflict began to put a
strain on Nishida and strengthened his conviction that he ought to
leave Kanazawa. His need for professional company was increasing as
well. He thus began to look for a position that would give him more
time to pursue his study and writing.51 His letter to Fujioka Sakutarö
of July 11, 1907, explains his situation:

The reason I want to move to Tokyo is not that I want to be known to
people; rather, I want to have an environment that is conducive to my
study. It is certainly true that one can pursue scholarship even in the
countryside, but I think it is clearly more advantageous to be in Tokyo.
I need people around me who can teach me and criticize me rather than
those whom I teach and who praise me. I need those who inspire me
rather than those whom I inspire.

Even if I publish anything here, because there are only a few who
can give me any critical feedback as to what makes sense and what
doesn’t, I must seek out the opinions of those who are beyond my
immediate environment. I think any author needs to have a company
of minds who can understand and criticize his or her work. Those who
live in the countryside know the shortcomings of life in the country,
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and those who live in cities know the shortcomings of city life. Either
way, there are trade-offs. I think that for cultivating one’s thought, life
in the countryside might be better, but for honing and developing it,
life in the city is more desirable. It may be otherwise for a truly excep-
tional person, but I do need external stimuli. Such was clearly the case
even with that prolific Natsume Söseki who could not produce anything
while he was in Kumamoto.52

Fujioka understood Nishida’s point, for he himself was in Tokyo
precisely because the necessary libraries for his research were all in
Tokyo. In July Nishida sent an offprint of “Jitsuzai” to Suzuki in
America and wrote:53

What I’ve sent you the other day is something totally “scientific.” I
intend to go on with my religious practice until the end of my life, but
I think that my calling is scholarship. What do you think? . . . If I can,
I would like to organize my thoughts into a book. I want to build my
philosophy on the reality of the mind (shinri) instead of on abstract
theory (ronri) on which most traditional philosophies have been based.
In this connection I find William James’s “pure experience” quite
interesting.54 He says he is going to write on metaphysics.55 Is the 
work finished yet?56

The summer vacation of 1907 was for Nishida filled with pleasant
encounters and reunions. Söya Heihachi, a graduating student of San-
sanjuku, invited Nishida to come and stay at his parents’ house at
Hashidate, a small lovely fishing village on the coast of the Japan Sea
about fifty kilometers southwest of Kanazawa. Fujioka took a room at
an inn at a nearby spa, and the two visited each other almost daily. Ake-
garasu Haya,57 a disciple of Kiyozawa Manshi, came to visit Nishida
and Fujioka for a few days. Söya’s friend and a member of Sansanjuku,
Ishiguro Bunkichi,58 also briefly joined this convivial group.

On August 3, in this idyllic setup, Nishida wrote a short essay,
“Chi to ai” [Knowledge and love],59 for Seishinkai.60 (This essay was
appended to part 4 of Zen no kenkyü.) In this essay it is apparent that
the tender memory of Yüko was making Nishida a more humanistic
thinker. He freely expresses his sympathy for personalism and empha-
sizes love as the ultimate knowledge, for love intuits the feelings of
others. He maintains that for us to know a thing is to love it; and thus
in loving a thing, we come to know it. One and the same thing can
become the object of knowledge and love. Whatever the thing is, as
an object of knowledge it is “impersonal”; as an object of love, it is
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“personal.” The religious posture of tariki (“reliance on the grace of
Amida Buddha”) is relevant to the discussion of knowledge, for to
know a thing is to love it, which is an act of discarding “self-centered
reliance on the self ” ( jiriki) and putting faith in the saving grace of
Amida. Viewed in this way, scholarship and morality are ultimately the
illumination of the compassionate Buddha.

In early September Tanabe Ryüji moved to Tokyo to teach in the
women’s division of Gakushüin, further shrinking Nishida’s circle of
close colleague-friends. And then in mid-September, Moriuchi Masa-
aki committed suicide. He had been suffering from severe depression
for some time. Nishida contacted Moriuchi’s former friends to raise
funds for Moriuchi’s immediate family members.61 Their effort raised
about three hundred yen.62 In November he wrote a preface for Fuji-
oka’s forthcoming book Kokubungakushi köwa [A narrative history of
Japanese literature], dedicated to the memory of his deceased daugh-
ter, Mitsuko. In it, Nishida memorialized his own deceased daughter,
Yüko (the text follows).63

In Memory of My Deceased Child*

My dear friend, Töho, when you visited Kanazawa in the summer of
1904 with your family, your daughter, Mitsu, accompanied you. She
was a vivacious, adorable girl. But two summers later, while you and
your family were vacationing in Odawara, she died.1 At that time, I
did my best to console you, as I remembered the painful memory of
the death of my younger brother in the battle of Port Arthur in 1904.
But alas! How things have their ways of turning out! In January of this
year, my second daughter, Yüko, who had just turned six years old,
died.2 It was then my turn to be consoled by you.

In the spring following Yüko’s death, business took me to Tokyo,
where I had not been for a decade.3 There I enjoyed your hospitality.
We have been very close friends since junior higher school. Our
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reunion at that time, after a long period of not having seen each other,
took place under unusual circumstances, each of us harboring a grief
of the same kind. When I saw you, it was much more than just seeing
a good old friend. We had consoled each other through letters, but
when we actually saw each other, we simply exchanged words of con-
dolences. I stayed with you for one week. We talked about many
things, but our conversation never touched upon the subject of our
deceased children.

In the morning of the day of my departure, you opened a box in
which you had carefully kept your manuscripts, took out a piece of
writing and handed it to me, saying that it was about the last days of
Mitsu. You then said you wanted to dedicate your forthcoming book
on the history of Japanese literature to her memory, and that you
wanted me to contribute a preface to it. Until that morning, we had
not talked about our deceased children, not because we wished to avoid
the painful subject, but because we shared a misery that defied words.
What words can express is, in the end, shallow and false. Absolute sin-
cerity prevails at the moment when we, facing each other, cannot put
our feelings into words. That was what happened to us. And yet, the
flow of deep sympathy, which could not even be expressed by tears, let
alone by words, was flowing from the bottom of your heart to mine,
and mine to yours.

When I lost Yüko, I could not contain my distress, because I knew
that the feeling of sadness would eventually dissipate. Unable to bear
the grief, I wrote a memoir about Yüko so that I could at least memo-
rialize her.4 As soon as I did so, I sent it to you, for you were the only
person who could understand how I felt then. How could I have
known that you, who had earlier suffered the same fate, had done
exactly the same thing, writing a memoir of your daughter?

I carefully placed your manuscript in my bag and returned home.
One evening when I could not sleep,5 I took it out and read each and
every word. I was awed by how similar the deep feelings of the human
heart are. Who says there is no constant law to the human heart? As
if a billiard ball, hit in the same direction, would take the same course,
my mind moved exactly as yours did.

As I look back on my life, I was about fourteen when I lost my
older sister to whom I was most attached. At that time, I learned how
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sad it was to lose a person I loved. It was impossible to contain my
emotions; besides, I could not stand to see my mother mourn. There-
fore, I hid myself in a place where no one would find me, and I cried
my heart out. I still remember wishing in my childish heart that I had
died instead of her. Recently, in the summer of 1904, in the brutal
battle of Port Arthur, my one and only brother was killed deep within
enemy lines; and his remains were not returned to us for some time.
I suffered tremendously because it brought back the memory of my
sister’s death. My pain had not yet healed when my beloved Yüko
died. One may say that one’s feeling for one’s family is always strong,
but the bond between parent and child is something very special.
When Yüko died, I underwent the most excruciating pain I had ever
experienced. As I went through your memoir of Mitsu, I resonated
with every twist and turn of your feelings because of my own experi-
ence. The child you lost was your first child, and the firstborn enjoys
its parents’ undivided attention. Small girls are especially adorable.
How you must have suffered when you lost Mitsu—I know what a ten-
der, loving father you are. Our children are infinitely dear to us, and
that is an indubitable fact.

At the time of Yüko’s death, some mourners told me and my wife
that it was too bad that we lost her after she had grown up to six years
old. But that has nothing to do with it. Others consoled us by saying it
was fortunate that it was not a boy but a girl who had died; still others
said that we were fortunate that we had other children. But how can
this kind of reasoning console us? When Dostoyevsky lost his child,
someone tried to comfort him by saying that he could have another.
Responding to this, he said: “How can I love another child? I only
want Sonia.”

The love of parents is absolute. There is no room for rationaliza-
tion. We are filled with the memories of the dead child and miss the
child desperately. We feel sorry for the child and wish the child to be
somehow restored to life. Young or old, it is true that death is the law
of life. If we could rationalize by thinking that the dead are countless
and that the death of our own child is but one more death among mil-
lions, there should be no logical reason for us to grieve. But even
though death is the eternal law of humankind, what is sorrowful is
sorrowful. Even though hunger and thirst are natural conditions of
human existence, hunger and thirst are hunger and thirst. People say
that the dead will not come back to life, so that we should not dwell
on them but should try to forget them. This kind of reasoning brings
unbearable pain to us parents. There is a saying that time heals all
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wounds and thus it is nature’s boon. There is a grain of truth in this,
but it also shows the callousness of the human heart. I don’t want to
forget my daughter. I want to keep her memory alive, at least as long
as I live. This is a parent’s earnest wish.

I remember, a long time ago, you and I used to sit right next to
each other at school and read Washington Irving’s Sketch Book. There
was a line in it that read something like this: Pain tries to heal itself,
but the wound inflicted by bereavement wishes to live on, secretly
warming the memory of the dead. These lines come back to my mind
now with added meaning. To remember our deceased children is the
least we can do for them. The sorrow that arises in me the moment I
recall Yüko is painful, but I do not wish that pain to go away.

A poet once said: “Our dead daughter was pretty. When we think
of her, we ourselves are reduced to being children.”6 Indeed, parents’
love for their children may be uninteresting to others, seemingly self-
pitying and grudging. But I learned through the loss of my daughter
that the real human touch is in that kind of experience. Kant said
something like: “Everything has a price of its own, but human beings
are priceless; we are the ends, while however precious a thing is, it is
just a means. There is nothing more precious than human persons. We
can compensate for the loss of a thing, but we cannot substitute any-
thing for the life of a person, however young he or she may be.” This
absolute value of a person is most acutely felt when one loses one’s
own child.

When Goethe’s child died, he is said to have kept on working, say-
ing: “Beyond the dead.” Goethe must have had some great realization.
But our work, if cut off from our human feelings, has no value. Be it
scholarly pursuit or running a business, we carry it out for the sake of
humanity. If we talk about human feelings, nothing is more poignant
than the feeling of parents’ love for their children, although it is such
a mundane thing. Those who merely hold lofty ideals and forget the
natural beauty of human feelings paradoxically exhibit their poverty of
spirit. We respect General Nogi precisely because his person shows
forth through his poem:

Mountains and rivers, grass and trees, all are in devastation.
The wind blowing from ten miles away brings the smell of the freshly dead

bodies to the battle ground, which is now in my charge.
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The cavalry does not proceed, and men have no strength left in them even to
utter a word.

I stand and watch the sunset outside the city wall of Jinzhou.7

I learned a great lesson from the wretched death of Yüko. I felt as
if a bucketful of cold water was poured on my constantly busied heart,
which had been preoccupied with gaining fame and profit, and I felt a
certain sense of cool purity. I also felt in the deep recesses of my heart
that a clear, warm light—like that of an autumn day—shone forth,
and a genuine, universal love for everyone sprang up within me. What
struck me deeply was that Yüko, until then happily talking, singing,
and playing, had all of a sudden disappeared and turned into white
bones in an urn. If life is simply that, it would indeed be meaningless.
But I think there is something profound here. The spiritual life of a
human being is far from trivial. We need the problem of death so that
we can grapple with life. Before the naked fact of death, life is but a
bubble. Only by solving the problem of death can we fully realize the
significance of life.

In extreme situations, we make a turnabout. The inconsolable grief
and sorrow with which parents mourn the death of their children turns
our heart to look for some means of consolation. When I remember
Yüko, whose life was as evanescent as morning dew on summer grass,
I feel the pain of my broken heart. But I am reminded thereby that I,
who am grieving over the death of Yüko, will someday die. Both the
lamenting and the lamented will return to earth in the mountains cov-
ered with evergreen trees; there will remain only the wind blowing
through the pine trees, amid the sounds of insects chirping. It will be
hard to tell who died first and who died later. Such is the law of life.
Death, viewed from the perspective of eternity, renders grieving
absurd.

Yüko was born, failed to grow up fully, and disappeared, leaving
no trace in the world. Such an existence may be called wretched. But,
in the face of death great heroes and babies alike hold no special priv-
ileges. They are one and the same before God. Among the paintings
attributed to Orcagna, there is a picture in which Death captures all
sorts of people, young and old, men and women, and piles up kings and
beggars all in the same heap. Glory and indignity, gain and loss, are but
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dreams played out on the stage of human drama. In terms of worldly
happiness, would it have been fortunate if Yüko had lived longer, or
was it fortunate that she died when she did? The common view is that
if she had lived longer, it would have been better. But do we ever
know the secret of human destiny?

If we set aside noble spiritual aspirations and think about our lives
merely in terms of the pursuit of happiness, we might question
whether life is truly worth living. Yüko did not know sin or evil; she
did not suffer from any sorrow or grief but simply played happily
every day; and in her last moments she had her parents’ knees as her
pillow on which to die. There is a certain poetic beauty in this—her
life was like a bouquet of flowers, now scattered over the ground.
Even if she is not remembered or her death mourned by many, the
clear memories chiseled in our hearts, and the grief that strikes us par-
ents to the bone, must comfort her.

Are there any parents who do not suffer anguish and remorse at
the death of their own child? We all torment ourselves with remorse,
though too late, thinking we should have done this or that for the
child. But we must renounce this kind of remorse in the larger real-
ization that everything is fate. Fate works not only from outside but
from inside. Behind all the mistakes we make, there looms an incon-
ceivable power at work. In fact, we feel remorseful because we believe
in our own powers. When, in misfortune, we come to terms with our
powerlessness and take refuge in God (the Absolute) by abandoning
ourselves, the sense of remorse turns into repentance. The burden of
guilt is lifted from us, and the mind, freed of our self-conceit, comes
to our rescue. For our shortcomings we ask forgiveness of the dead.
We may even have a glimmer of that profound faith described in the
Tannishö: “Chanting the name of Amida Buddha may be the seed of
our rebirth into the Pure Land or our descent into hell. We have no
way of knowing which way it will turn up.”8 In this kind of realization,
we touch life eternal.
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C h a p t e r  7

“Pure Experience” and “On Religion”
(1908–1909)

Nishida began 1908 with the idea of writing a book dealing with jitsu-
zai to jinsei (reality and life)1 but was forced to abandon the project
because of his poor health; once again he was suffering from a recur-
rence of pleurisy. Instead, he produced an essay, “Junsui keiken to shii,
ishi, oyobi chiteki chokkan” [Pure experience, cognition, will, and
intellectual intuition], which became part 1 of his Zen no kenkyü. In it
he focused his attention on “pure experience.”

As early as 1905 Nishida had been interested in the discussion
revolving around “pure experience” led by William James. In his notes
on psychology, Nishida observed that, concerning the relationship
between the mind and the body, the traditional theories of material-
ism, spiritualism, dualism, and parallelism were all defective in that
they failed to explain what we experience. Instead of subscribing to a
certain theory, Nishida proceeded to focus on experience itself, which
we can know. From this perspective, “spiritual” and “material” phe-
nomena turn out to be different descriptions of the same experiential
content, or “pure experience.” Nishida found it fruitful to “discard all
dogmatic hypotheses,” and “approach reality based on the content of
our experience.”2

It is noteworthy that Nishida was reading Bergson’s 1889 Essai sur
les données immédiates de la conscience [Time and free will: an essay on
the immediate data of consciousness] at the time when he was working
on his essay on “pure experience.”3 Although Nishida might have dis-
covered Bergson through William James, it is highly plausible that he
did so on his own through his exploration of contemporary Western
thinkers. In his later years, Nishida was clear about the debt he owed
Bergson. On January 6, 1941, the day after Bergson died, Nishida gave
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an interview published in Asahi Shinbun that contains the following
remark:

Bergson is not as well known as Kant or Hegel in the contemporary
world of philosophy. But when I was teaching at the Fourth Higher
School, I personally gained a lot of insight from his idea of “données
immédiates.” It was only after I familiarized myself with Bergson’s
thought that I was able to formulate my idea of “pure experience” 
and publish my Zen no kenkyü.4

In his essay “Junsui keiken to shii, ishi, oyobi chiteki chokkan,”
Nishida advances his thesis that “pure experience” is the most encom-
passing reality. “Pure experience” is an experience of the present
goings-on, and it is “pure” in that it has yet to split into subject and
object, or into cognition, sensation, and volition. When the purity of
the experience breaks up, meaning and judgment arise from our
attempt to locate our experience within the context of the past, that is,
within what we already know. Meaning and judgment are both pure
experiences, viewed from different angles. Cognition, too, is a kind of
pure experience. In this context, Nishida questions the conventional
distinction between volition and cognition: volition and cognition, he
argues, differ not in terms of experience but in terms of the kind (or
system) of experience. It is for this reason that one and the same real-
ity can become the object of cognition or volition. 

Take, for instance, a glass of water. I can objectively analyze its
mineral content as the object of my knowledge, or I may drink it, as
the object of my desire to quench my thirst. In this way, volition is a
more fundamental system, with closer ties than cognition to the real-
ity of life. But in the end, the cognitive system and the volitional sys-
tem are not two discrete systems but are systems organically inter-
twined. Examine the act of drinking wine, for example. We want to
drink it (volition), and we determine its vintage and so forth (cogni-
tion), but “to taste” is also a volitional act—that is, I want to taste it.
Even intellectual intuition, that which sees the ideal, is a pure experi-
ence in its profound state. Such is best seen in an artistic inspiration or
in an effortless performance by an accomplished artist, wherein subject
and object are in unity, knowledge and will are perfectly blended, and
the distinction between the thing and the self vanishes. Therein, only
one world, one scene, is present. This is none other than the mani-
festation of the “real self.” Religious awareness—the knowledge of
this real self—is a kind of intellectual intuition that directly grasps the
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profundity of life. Hence, one must say that scholarly activities and
moral actions are sustained by profound religious awareness.5

Writing this essay was not easy for Nishida, because he was break-
ing new ground. He talks about the process in a letter to Tanabe Ryüji:

These days, I’m slowly working on that philosophical essay. I intend 
to elaborate on what I wrote in “Jitsuzai” and make it into an essay of
fifty to sixty pages long. It would be easy just to summarize and present
other’s views. But as I try to write something original, I feel as if I’m
banging my head against the wall. I’m amazed by how dim-witted I
am.6

When he finally completed the essay on May 5, he contacted Fujioka
and asked for his help to get it published.7 “Junsui keiken” duly
appeared in the August 1908 issue of Tetsugaku Zasshi.8

Nishida’s health declined in the second half of 1908, and he had
to refrain from working long hours or engaging in strenuous think-
ing. Rather than idly passing the time, he thought he would write on
“something that is not too demanding,”9—“on religion, instead of
grappling with difficult philosophical problems.”10 Philosophical
thinking clearly involved constant struggle for Nishida, but he could
not be ultimately satisfied unless he grappled with “difficult” questions.
In any case, he began writing his essay on religion on October 29,
1908.11 In it he attempted to connect the reality of pure experience and
God from a Zen Buddhist perspective. By 1908 he was no longer for-
mally practicing zazen, partly because Setsumon Röshi was no longer
available, and partly because he had “poked his head” into scholar-
ship.12 The “Zen seed” implanted in him was taking root, however,
and the act of thinking became for him a kind of meditation practice.

The resulting essay, “Shükyöron ni tsuite” [On religion], was pub-
lished in Teiyü Rinrikai Rinriköenshü in May 1909;13 it corresponds to
the first three chapters of part 4 (“Religion”) of Zen no kenkyü.14 In
this essay Nishida deals with the demand for religious awareness as
something that is rooted in the unity of consciousness. By unity, he
means the concentrating power of consciousness (dhyäna)—our abil-
ity to focus our mind on one thing or one idea to the point where the
subject-object dichotomy disappears. Permeating the entire universe,
this unifying power of consciousness is similar to what the medieval
Christian thinkers called ordo, “cosmic order.” From Nishida’s per-
spective, when Kepler and Newton were moved by the beauty of the
orderly movement of the stars and of natural phenomena, they were
actually moved by the orderliness of the workings of consciousness.
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Religious consciousness, thus understood, is the demand of life itself;
it is humanity’s deepest and most comprehensive demand. In this way,
the universe is essentially a “religious reality.”

Nishida defines religion as the relationship between God and
humanity. God is the unifying power of consciousness that permeates
the entire universe. God and humanity, though separated, must share
some common traits, argues Nishida, for otherwise there would be no
“relationship.” The idea of God as a wholly transcendent creator is
not tenable to him. Anticipating criticism of his ideas as “pantheistic,”
he emphasizes that even if God and humanity share some traits, a dis-
tinction between them must be retained.15

On the personality of God, Nishida asserts that we are not to infer
the divine personality from our knowledge of human personality;
rather, the situation is the other way around—it is the divine person-
ality that makes us persons possible. That the divine consciousness is
endowed with self-knowledge, free will, and love16 makes it possible
for human beings to partake of the qualities that are essential to mak-
ing us “persons.” Seen thus, the universe is the manifestation of God’s
personality. Be it the orderly movements of stars in the sky or our daily
experiences, a great unifying power is at work, and this power is God.
God is to be compared to the state of pure experience wherein there
is no subject-object split, no I-thing dichotomy. Ultimately, God is the
unifier of pure experience. As such, we cannot see or hear God, but we
can see the image of God within the very workings of the unifying
power of consciousness; we hear the voice of God in our conscience
and reason.

In mid-June 1909 Nishida wrote “Kami to sekai” [God and the
world], which was published in the July 1909 issue of Teiyü Rinrikai
Rinriköenshü 17 (the essay is chapter 4 of part 4 of Zen no kenkyü18). In
it he furthers his previous argument that we can infer God’s nature
and God’s relation to the world from the nature and contents of the
unity of pure experience and from the unity of consciousness. God’s
eternity, omnipresence, omniscience, and omnipotence are all to be
understood in terms of the nature of the unity of consciousness. After
all, space and time are established by the unity of consciousness. God
and the world are inseparable, since the unity of consciousness (God)
gives rise to the contents of consciousness (the world). Moreover,
unity implies differentiation. In our activity of reflection, the actual
becomes conceptual, the concrete becomes abstract, and the one
becomes many. But our activity of reflection actually leads itself to a
deeper unity. Nishida interprets the Christian parable of the “fall” or
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“original sin” to suggest this very nature of “reflection.” Precisely
because of Adam’s fall (that is, humanity’s becoming self-conscious),
Christ’s atonement is meaningful, and the infinite love of God is
attested. God and the world stand in opposition only so that a larger
unity between the two can be achieved. We individuals are the “out-
come” of God’s self-differentiation. 

On the question of evil, Nishida holds that there is nothing that
is intrinsically evil, thus upholding the Buddhist conviction that the
original mind—the “Buddha nature”—is pure. Nishida admits, how-
ever, that certainly there are sins, dissatisfactions, and torments in life.
But without these negative things, life would be flat; therefore, we
may regard them as necessary conditions for our spiritual improve-
ment. The religious mind sees God’s grace rather than contradictions
in these wicked realities. Indeed, the sin repented is the most beauti-
ful thing. 

With the conclusion of these essays on religion, Nishida com-
pleted his entire manuscript of the Zen no kenkyü. Parts 2 (on reality)
and 3 (on morality) were finished in 1906, part 1 (on pure experience)
in 1908, and part 4 (on religion) at the end of June 1909. The year 1909
felt to Nishida like a harbinger of an eagerly awaited spring. Changes
were in the air, and his sense of optimism was justified: a position at
Gakushüin came through,19 and on March 14 his sixth daughter,
Umeko, was born. Nishida’s household was now full of children,
Yayoi, Ken, Sotohiko, Shizuko, Tomoko, Umeko, and Toshiko, Hyö-
jirö’s child. Nishida joked to Tanabe that “the poor tend to have many
children.”20

On April 1 Nishida rode a train to Kyoto to join Yamamoto21 in
welcoming back Suzuki Daisetz, who had just returned to Japan after
twelve years abroad.22 The reunion took place at Yamamoto’s that
evening.23 Even though the three had kept in touch across the seas
during those twelve years, seeing Suzuki was something Nishida had
long been looking forward to. Yamamoto’s diary entries give a sense
of their reunion:

March 31 Suzuki came. Since his departure for the United States in
Meiji 29, thirteen years have passed, but upon seeing each other,
the feeling was one of welcoming back my own brother. Suzuki
hasn’t changed at all—he looks the same and thinks the same way.

April 1 Evening, Nishida came. Three of us reminisced about the olden
days. A relaxed warm atmosphere filled the room. Nishida is a
thinker and yet a practical man. Suzuki is a man of practical con-
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cerns and ideas, endowed with sympathy. Both men are equally
deep. . . . Suzuki’s sympathy is comprehensive—he even comes up
with what one should do. Nishida’s sympathy is generous—leaving
one free to decide on the means to take.24

The day after their joyous reunion, Nishida, Suzuki, and Yama-
moto got together with Matsumoto Bunzaburö. Nishida also saw other
former colleagues and students while in Kyoto, including Inaba Masa-
maru. He left for Tokyo on April 4 to see Fujioka and stayed with him
for two days. He also saw Motora and Inoue Tetsujirö, updating his
professional connections. Tokunö Bun, Ueda Seiji, Tanabe Ryüji, and
Ishikawa Ryüzö, and many other close colleagues, now in Tokyo, came
to visit him. Nishida attended a gathering on April 9 at Gakushikai, a
club for the graduates of the Imperial University of Tokyo. Those
present that afternoon were Inoue, Motora, Tanaka Kiichi (Ödö),
Tokunö, and Kihira Tadayoshi. His former students from the Fourth
Higher School and Sansanjuku came to see him as well, and on the day
of his departure these former students and colleagues from the Fourth
Higher School came to the Shinbashi Station to bid him farewell.
Surrounded by hosts of friends, Nishida felt he was no longer a
stranger in Tokyo. Before returning to Kanazawa, he stayed overnight
in Nagoya at the home of his former colleague, Fujii Otoo. Fujii was
then teaching at the Eighth Higher School. Nishida returned home
on April 11.

In June 1909 the position of professor of German at Gakushüin
came through, thanks to the efforts of Höjö25 and Shimizu Töru.26

Ueda Seiji, who briefly taught there as an instructor of German, also
facilitated this appointment.27 Nishida had hoped to go into teaching
philosophy, and there was a position available at Tokyo Imperial Uni-
versity—a volunteer lectureship without pay. It would have enabled
him to teach metaphysics and epistemology, subjects in which he was
keenly interested.28 But he did not take up this opportunity, having
felt that it was too preposterous to apply for a volunteer position.29

Besides, he needed to earn a decent income. His Gakushüin position
did not pay him a penny more than what he was earning at the Fourth
Higher School. Because the cost of living would be higher in Tokyo, it
was not the most ideal offer, but he accepted it, thinking that if he let
this chance go there might not be another.30 He took a chance, think-
ing that once he was in Tokyo, things would somehow work out.31

Before he left Kanazawa on August 23, a minor mishap occurred. On
August 7, when he was spreading his books on the rooftop to air them
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before packing, he slipped from a window, hurt himself, and had to be
carried to a hospital for stitches. He mended in about a week. He and
his family had a busy time packing and shipping household goods and
books. Yayoi, by then a student at the Women’s Higher School in
Kanazawa, decided to complete her study in Kanazawa; she was left in
Tosa’s care. Toshiko, Hyöjirö’s daughter, also remained in Kanazawa
with Yayoi and Tosa. The rest of the family moved to Tokyo.
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C h a p t e r  8

Gakushūin in Tokyo
A Year of Transition

(1909–1910)

Nishida’s gamble to move to Tokyo paid off handsomely. On the home
front, he was able to rent a brand-new house in Nishi-ökubo,1 adjacent
to the estate of Marquis Maeda Toshinari. This arrangement was made
possible by Ishikawa Ryüzö, who was working for the Maeda family.2

The house was situated in a good school district, which was a prime
concern for Nishida, who wanted his children to get the best education
possible. There was also a tramline nearby, providing a convenient
commute to Gakushüin in Mejiro.3

The Peers School, Gakushüin, established in 1877, was for the
sons 4 (and separately the daughters) of the Meiji aristocracy, or
kazoku.5 As of 1884 all kazoku boys were required to attend Gakushüin,
which aimed to prepare them to be citizens in the modern world.6

Gakushüin took as its model the practice of the European aristocracy,
especially that of the British, whereby young men of the royal family
were trained not only in learning skills but were also expected to take
up military service.7 Because of the twofold emphasis, distinguished
men with military or literary careers served as president of the school.8

The president at the time of Nishida’s appointment was General Nogi
Maresuke,9 hero of the Russo-Japanese War. Nogi was appointed on
the personal wish of Emperor Mutsuhito. Nogi, a man of steadfast loy-
alty, accepted the position.10 It was a curious fate for Nishida to end up
working with Nogi, for it was under Nogi’s command that his younger
brother had been killed in action. It is perhaps understandable that
Nishida did not have a high opinion of Nogi as a general, although he
unquestionably respected him as a man of sincerity.11

Nogi emphasized a spirit of bushidö (the warrior’s code) in his
training methods, which valued simplicity and mettle and detested
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sloth and feebleness. In his eyes the younger generation of aristocrats
were spoiled, pampered in their Westernized luxurious lifestyle, and
hence needed retraining. He added horseback riding as a regular phys-
ical education requirement.12 Nogi had little sympathy for those stu-
dents who were engaged in literary activities. There had been a liter-
ary fever among the students, who embraced Western ideals and
extolled a lofty individualism. These students had formed various
literary groups. Such graduates as Mushanoköji Saneatsu,13 Shiga
Naoya,14 Arishima Takeo,15 and their juniors, Arishima Ikuma,16 Yama-
nouchi Hideo (or Satomi Ton),17 and Yanagi Muneyoshi formed the
Shirakaba (White Birch) Group in April 1910 and began publishing a
monthly magazine, Shirakaba. Nogi’s educational philosophy diamet-
rically opposed the literary interests of students. Had his appointment
in 1907 to Gakushüin come a few years earlier, the Shirakaba Group
might never have been born—what a loss that would have been to the
history of modern Japanese literature! Nogi succeeded in implement-
ing his strict measures because he had the unquestionable support of
the students’ parents. Many students, however, felt Nogi’s measures
were too restrictive, and once they graduated from Gakushüin and
entered universities, not a few dedicated themselves to the pursuit of
joie de vivre—but that is another story.

Since 1906 Gakushüin had observed the beginning of the school
year in April (instead of September) in conformity with the rest of the
elementary and secondary schools throughout Japan.18 Therefore,
Nishida’s appointment as professor came in the middle of the school
year. This practice apparently was not uncommon in those days. On
Saturday morning, September 11, Nishida and D. T. Suzuki, standing
side by side, were introduced to the students as new instructors at the
opening ceremony of the second quarter. Nishida and Suzuki were
wearing the instructors’ uniform, which was designed after a European
military uniform, complete with a saber. On this day Nishida saw Pres-
ident Nogi and other professors and administrators for the first time.
In the afternoon he proceeded to Hongö, called on Tokunö Bun,
Motora Yüjirö, and Ueda Seiji. He dined at the Uedas’ and returned
home past 10 p.m.

Nishida was put in charge of the German section, succeeding Saku-
rai Masataka, who had moved to the Eighth Higher School in July.19

Because students chose French or German as their second foreign lan-
guage, it is not clear from the class lists who took Nishida’s German
and who took French. The class lists include20 such names as third-
year student Yanagi Muneyoshi;21 second-year students Kido Köichi,22
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Nagayo Yoshirö,23 Oda Nobuhiro,24 and Harada Kumao;25 and first-
year students Ueda Misao26 and Akamatsu Kotora.27 Konoe Ayamaro,28

who would become prime minister (1937–1941), had just entered the
First Higher School in 1909 after graduating from the Middle School
Division of Gakushüin in March 1909. Thus, Nishida did not know
him at Gakushüin, although some Japanese biographers have preferred
to assume otherwise. 

German was not Nishida’s field of expertise, and he was not par-
ticularly comfortable with his teaching assignment. Nagayo Yoshirö,
one of the thirteen or fourteen students in Nishida’s second-year Ger-
man class, described Nishida the language teacher as someone who
simply read aloud lines from the textbook he chose—Carl Hilty’s29

On Happiness—and translated them into Japanese as he went along.
He never even once asked students to read the German text aloud or
translate from it. But as he was going through the chapter on “Epicte-
tus,” he would passionately expand on passages that would move him.
On these occasions, his enthusiasm was contagious.30

The upbringing of the kazoku boys, different from that of ordinary
untitled boys, surely had a bearing upon their psychological makeup,
and Nishida sensed this. Some years later, when his former colleague
Hori Koretaka took up a position at Gakushüin, Nishida told him that
students at Gakushüin felt that the school authorities did not under-
stand them.31 Nishida himself modified his teaching style from his
Fourth Higher School days, where he had been nicknamed “Professor
Schrecken” or “Terrifying Professor.” He would not scold the students
at Gakushüin, even if they came to class unprepared. He was experi-
enced enough a teacher to know, however, how much or how little his
students were studying, and he would occasionally admonish them.
Student editors of the school magazine, Hojinkai Zasshi (possibly Ueda
Misao and Akamatsu Kotora), memorialized Nishida the teacher in
their article:

Occasionally the professor spoke to us, raising his voice, about our
laziness, our lack of focus, and our sloth; he especially insisted that our
attitude toward learning was not serious enough, not sincere enough.
Behind these words, we unmistakably felt his warmth. Each word of
his, each action of his, carried a certain dignity and evoked in us a
sense of respect and adoration for him.32

Nishida’s intellectual and social life inside and outside the school
tremendously improved. Through old friends and former colleagues,
his circle of acquaintances widened quickly. As a professor of Gaku-
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shüin, he was invited to events hosted by the imperial family, such as
chrysanthemum-viewing garden parties and weddings of the prin-
cesses. On these occasions, Kotomi was also invited, but because the
Nishidas lacked the money to have a special “robe decorté” (a formal
ceremonial dress for ladies) made for her, she politely excused herself
from these occasions. After Nishida saw Emperor Mutsuhito at the
cherry blossom viewing at Hama Detached Palace on April 27, 1910,
he noted his impression in his diary: “His Majesty looks quite old with
a white beard. Her Majesty is short.”

Nishida enjoyed the company of his close and dear friends in
Tokyo. Fujioka Sakutarö, an assistant professor of Japanese literature
at Tokyo Imperial University, lived in a house in the Hongö area.
Nishida called on him from time to time. Suzuki Daisetz was now his
colleague at Gakushüin,33 and so was Shimizu Töru, a senior to
Nishida at the Fourth Higher School and now a leading scholar of the
Meiji Constitution. Tokunö Bun was a lecturer at Tokyo Imperial Uni-
versity and assisted the editors of Tetsugaku Zasshi. Ueda Seiji was then
an assistant professor of German literature at Tokyo Imperial Univer-
sity and was about to leave for Europe for study abroad. Nishida also
found his former colleagues from Yamaguchi Higher School days at
Gakushüin: Koyanagi Shigeta and Alfred Charlton. Other colleagues
from Yamaguchi, Togawa Shükotsu and Tobari Chikufü, were teach-
ing in Tokyo. He also renewed his acquaintance with the recently
retired dean of the College of Humanities at Kyoto Imperial Univer-
sity, Kanö Kökichi.34 The two knew each other from when Nishida
was a university student and Kanö rented Nishida’s house in Kana-
zawa.

Many of Nishida’s former students from the Fourth Higher School
were in Tokyo as well, such as Horio Nariaki,35 and the graduates of
Sansanjuku, Yamazaki Naozö,36 Ishiguro Bunkichi, Kawai Yoshinari,
Shinagawa Kazue, Söya Heihachi, Tada Heigorö, among others. On
November 13, 1909, they had a get-together at Seifütei, a restaurant in
Ushigome.37 Nishida enjoyed this reunion and returned home around
midnight. Several colleagues from the Fourth Higher School were in
Tokyo. They got together on March 30, 1910, at Mikawaya, a sukiyaki
restaurant in Yotsuya and renewed their old ties.38

The former students of Sansanjuku who had become Christian,
Akizuki Itaru, Takakura Tokutarö, and Tominaga Fukuji, were among
those who happily renewed their ties with Nishida. They were study-
ing with, or assisting, Uemura Masahisa at the Tokyo Theological
Seminary, which he had established in 1904. Ösaka Motokichirö,39
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once a devoted disciple of Uemura together with Akizuki and Taka-
kura (the group known as “the three disciples of Uemura Masahisa
from the Fourth Higher School,” or shikö no sanbagarasu), had a
falling-out with Uemura because of personality conflicts and had left
Japan in 1908 to pursue his studies at the Auburn Theological Semi-
nary in New York State.

It was Nishida who had originally recommended Uemura to his
students who wanted to go into Christian missionary work. Nishida
probably chose Uemura from among the Japanese Christian leaders
because he was a man with a healthy sense of samurai spirit. Nishida
must have read Uemura’s writings, which were published in the Rikugö
Zasshi, a journal Uemura and Kozaki Hiromichi started in October
1880. Uemura, dubbed as the “pope” of Japanese Christian churches,
greatly contributed to the indigenization of Christianity in Meiji
period Japan. In fact, Nishida had been introduced to Uemura in 1907
by his Christian colleague Mizuashi Ikujirö when Uemura visited the
Fourth Higher School in Kanazawa. At the time, Nishida observed
that Uemura “appear[ed] to be a man of wide reading; although he is
not a gifted speaker, there is something impressive about him.” 40

While in Tokyo, Nishida was invited a few times to Uemura’s home
together with Akizuki and Takakura. On one of these occasions they
discussed mysticism, and Nishida borrowed a book on Western mys-
ticism from Uemura.41 Nishida also visited Köködö, a house in Mori-
kawa-chö, where the disciples of the late Kiyozawa Manshi lived
together. Kiyozawa was a charismatic reformer of the True Pure Land
sect, and his followers continued to live together even after the mas-
ter’s death on June 6, 1903. Nishida probably heard about Köködö
from Inaba Masamaru, his colleague at Yamaguchi Higher School.
Inaba had been Kiyozawa’s right-hand man in the reform movement.
While still in Kanazawa, Nishida came to know Kiyozawa’s disciples,
Tada Kanae and Akegarasu Haya, each of whom came to Sansanjuku
and gave a talk. Nishida befriended Sasaki Gesshö at Köködö; Sasaki
later became president of Ötani University and was to play a major
role in inviting Suzuki Daisetz as a professor there.

In this way, Nishida found many occasions to engage in discus-
sions on matters of religion. He also contributed his essay, “On Reli-
gion,” to the Gakushüin student journal, Hojinkai Zasshi.42 The Maeda
family had a private school, Keigijuku.43 Nishida was invited to attend
lectures given at the juku, where he came to know the marquis per-
sonally.44 Soon, he was invited to participate in the running of the juku
and to talk to the students. He gave a talk on Tolstoy 45 on February
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27, and he invited Suzuki Daisetz to speak about Swedenborg on
March 19, 1910.

To earn extra income, Nishida taught part-time at Nihon Univer-
sity from October 1909 to March 1910,46 and then at Buzan Univer-
sity from April to June 1910.47 He also renewed his old ties with Inoue
Tetsujirö, Motora Yüjirö, and Nakajima Rikozö, although Nakajima
was abroad most of that year. Nishida called on Inoue at his home
about once a month. In addition, he rejoined the Philosophical Soci-
ety and actively participated in their monthly meetings. He also reg-
ularly attended the meetings of the Psychology Society and the Teiyü
Ethics Society.48

Amid his heavy teaching load and active social life, Nishida grad-
ually managed to return to his philosophical inquiry. His diary for
October 26 reads: “An extra came out in the evening, breaking the
news that Itö Hirobumi was assassinated in Harbin. Tonight, I had a
little breakthrough in my thought.” 49 The assassination of the former
prime minister, who had visited the Fourth Higher School in 1899,
and whom Nishida met at that time, must have shaken him out of his
daily routine and opened up his mind to a larger horizon. About a
month later, on November 30, Itö Kichinosuke,50 a graduate student
of philosophy at Tokyo Imperial University, called on Nishida and
asked him to speak at the monthly meeting of the Philosophical Soci-
ety.51 Nishida accepted the offer, for it was an excellent occasion for
him to sort out his ideas and try them out on his peers. On December
19 he talked about “Junsui keiken sögo no kankei oyobi renraku ni
tsuite” [The mutual relationships and connections of pure experi-
ences].52 Although he was dissatisfied with his own presentation,53 the
ensuing discussion was lively, and the meeting lasted well past 9 p.m.54

According to the established custom, his talk was printed in the Feb-
ruary 1910 issue of Tetsugaku Zasshi.55

In his talk Nishida focused on the difference between himself and
William James regarding the interpretation of the term “pure experi-
ence.” He agrees with James that pure experience is the primary stuff
of reality and that experience is something active and not merely pas-
sive,56 but he feels that James takes lightly the “unifying nature” of
experience, that is, its “structural” or “systematic” aspect. Nishida
quotes from James’s Pragmatism and other works that argue that expe-
rience is something finite and fragmentary and that according to how
these finite and fragmentary experiences are connected, various worlds
come into being. James appears to Nishida to oppose monistic think-
ing by regarding all truths as being shaped by their contexts and by
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holding that there is no absolute truth. In contrast, Nishida holds that
various experiences are the developments of the system of conscious-
ness itself. That is, experience is characterized by self-differentiation
of self-consciousness, “the concrete universal.” How consciousness
operates is best seen in the nature of the number system, which unfolds
infinitely. Although the relationships among numbers are infinitely
conceivable, any particular number as part of the number system is
unique and singular. Unlike James, Nishida maintains that there is a
universal, creative, and unifying power at work at the foundation of all
experiences.

The difference between James and Nishida may be attributable to
temperamental differences, and more especially to their views of the
“self.” A biographer tells us that James’s father, Henry James Sr., a
man of Christian faith, considered losing “the individual self in the
selfhood of God” as the highest good. William, however, was prone
to psychological disorders and had to assert his individual selfhood to
survive.57 In marked contrast with James, Nishida was convinced that
the source of the authentic selfhood was the true self, which is beyond
one’s ego-centered self, and that to attain this true self one’s ego-
bound self had to die.

Nishida welcomed the new year with his family, and in that after-
noon he set out to the coastal town of Öiso, where Fujioka Sakutarö
was wintering, avoiding the harsh cold of Tokyo. In the evening the
two friends took a walk on the beach, discussing what the category
“Japanese literature” should be, and whether such works as Rai
San’yö’s Nihongaishi, written in Chinese, should be included. The next
day, they spent all day talking, and on the third day they took a walk in
the hills of Öiso, where some plum blossoms were already in bloom.
In the afternoon, Nishida got in a train bound for Kamakura; Fujioka
saw him off at the platform.

A month later on February 3, 1910, the news that Fujioka died
reached Nishida in the early afternoon while he was teaching third-
year students. Tokunö Bun telephoned the school, and the message
was hand-delivered to Nishida by a handyman. He immediately can-
celled the class and hurried to the Fujiokas’ home. Apparently nothing
was unusual with Fujioka until the night before, but his condition sud-
denly deteriorated around 3 a.m., and he died of heart failure. “Ah,
the farewell at Öiso in the beginning of this year turned out to be the
eternal farewell,”58 wrote Nishida in his diary. From childhood on,
Fujioka had been suffering from asthma and continuous bronchial
problems. He died just as if a candle had simply burned its last bit of
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wick. At the news of his death, his colleagues and friends rushed to his
house to mourn, all sharing the same grief and wish—if only Fujioka
had been blessed with two more decades of life! Despite his frail
health, Fujioka was a prolific writer of meticulous scholarship and was
pioneering a field in the study of Japanese literature and language. He
had written several books, Nihon füzokushi [A history of Japanese cus-
toms];59 Heianchö bungakushi [A history of Heian literature], 1905; Kin-
dai kaigashi [A history of modern paintings];60 Kokubungakushi köwa [A
narrative history of Japanese literature], 1908; and Sandai Shöunkö-den
[A biography of Lord Maeda Shöun], 1907. He also wrote school text-
books on Japanese grammar, Japanese literature, and Japanese history,
which were widely used.61

Nishida stayed at the Fujioka’s for the wake. Fujii Otoo, Fujioka’s
close friend, traveled from Nagoya to take care of the funeral arrange-
ments. Anesaki Masaharu,62 professor of religion at Tokyo Imperial
University, was among the mourners, and Nishida saw him for the first
time. Fujioka was survived by his mother, his wife, Tatsumi,63 three
children, his younger brother, Köji, and an aunt. Fujioka’s oldest son,
Yoshio, was then seven, the daughter, Aya, was four, and the youngest
son, Michio, was two. Yoshio vividly remembered the day of his
father’s death:

When I came home from school, the screen doors of the back room
were all closed, and I heard my mother sobbing. Fearing something
was wrong, I went around the rooms through the kitchen and peeped
into the back room from the veranda. Dr. Irisawa, noticing me, ges-
tured to me to come in. My mother’s voice, “My dear boy, your father
is dead,” still rings clearly in my ears.64

The funeral took place on February 6 at the Shinjöji temple in
Höraichö. On that day, Fujioka’s second son fell quite ill, and Nishida
had to take him to a hospital. Following the funeral, there was much
business to be taken care of, and Nishida’s practical side saw to this.
He took part in the discussion of publishing the collected works of
Fujioka, who had left behind voluminous unpublished manuscripts as
well as published materials. Haga Yaichi,65 assisted by Yoshikawa
Hideo, a former student of Fujioka’s, and Wakimoto Sokurö,66 Fuji-
oka’s family friend, took charge of this project.67 Nishida also tried to
find a buyer for Fujioka’s huge collection of books.68 It appears that
the Ishikawa Prefecture Library in Kanazawa eventually secured this
collection.69 Nishida, together with Yamamoto Ryökichi and Fujii
Otoo, assumed full responsibility for seeing to the education of Fuji-
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oka’s bereaved children. They managed to raise sufficient money
among Fujioka’s friends and colleagues and set up an educational fund
for them.70

Nishida suffered tremendously from the death of his dear friend,
so much so that it was not until thirty years later that he felt like writ-
ing anything about Fujioka. To talk about him soon after his death
caused him too much pain.71 A similar sentiment overtook Yamamoto
Ryökichi.72 Nishida’s essay on Fujioka, “Wakakarishi hi no Töho”
[Töho of the younger days]73 appeared in the April 1940 issue of
Kokugo to Kokubungaku [ Japanese Language and Literature], a special
issue dedicated to the scholarship of Fujioka Sakutarö. Nishida’s con-
tribution begins with these words:

It’s already been thirty years since Fujioka died. I am not qualified to
speak about Fujioka the scholar of Japanese literature.

The only thing I can say is that we were close friends. We could
always talk about everything frankly, and we gave each other necessary
support for many years. Thirty years after your death, a commemora-
tive volume dedicated to you is appearing, and I feel special joy, as if
the honor were conferred on me.74

A happier memory of Tokyo for Nishida was the visit he made
with Yamamoto and Suzuki to the former house of Lafcadio Hearn
in Nishi-ökubo on Saturday afternoon, March 19, 1910. They were
guided by Tanabe Ryüji, who had been Hearn’s student at the Impe-
rial University.75 Tanabe was instrumental in promoting Nishida’s
interest in Hearn.76 Nishida read Hearn’s various writings and found
himself sympathizing with Hearn (see Nishida’s essay at the end of
this chapter).

By March 1910 Nishida felt increasingly confident about his
health; his pleurisy had become well contained. He was ready to
resume his philosophical inquiry.77 At the same time, he harbored
reservations about teaching German,78 a quandary known to his
friends. When Tomoeda Takahiko, assistant professor of ethics at
Kyoto Imperial University, was appointed to study abroad, a vacancy
opened up. Matsumoto Bunzaburö, dean of the College of Humani-
ties, and Yamamoto Ryökichi, dean of students, were in an ideal posi-
tion to help Nishida land this position. As early as November 1909
Yamamoto had approached Nishida about whether he was willing to
move to Kyoto.79 Nishida was ready to make the change. He con-
sulted Höjö Tokiyuki, who, however, was obliged to remain neutral in
this case because he had earlier recommended Nishida to Gakushüin.80
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Nogi Maresuke generously gave Nishida the permission to leave
Gakushüin, should the offer materialize. The appointment of Nishida
was discussed at the faculty meeting of the philosophy department in
Kyoto the following spring. However, there was one fly in the oint-
ment. Nishida was older than the head of the department, Kuwaki
Gen’yoku. Nishida himself found the problem trivial and wrote to
Yamamoto:

It does not bother me at all to hold a rank junior to Mr. Kuwaki. If I
can be of any help, I will sincerely assist him and do my best for the
sake of the ethics program. If I can have the luxury of time and access to
books, and freely engage in study, there is nothing more that I would
desire. In the worst scenario, even the position of lecturer would do. I
feel uneasy continuing to teach German, a subject in which I have no
self-confidence.81

Nishida’s intention was clearly communicated to the department
members, and his appointment was unanimously supported at the fac-
ulty meeting of April 22.82 Kano Naoki recalled how that decision was
reached:

Mr. Nishida was a year ahead of me at the university. . . . I never saw
him in any of my classes, but I got to know him in the library, which 
I used to frequent and where I would see him all the time. Sometimes 
we sat at the same desk, facing each other. We began to exchange
words. . . . Some knew you well, others less, but many of us knew you
one way or the other, and we unanimously voted to have you join us.
In this way, I got to renew my old friendship with you.83

Just around this time, Halley’s comet was visible from the earth,
starting on May 19, 1910. Nishida observed it with keen interest.84 Did
he sense that his career was beginning to take off just like the shoot-
ing comet? His appointment at Kyoto Imperial University erased the
stigma attached to his limited-status background. Inoue Tetsujirö,
Nakajima Rikizö, and Motora Yüjirö were all present at the farewell
party held in Nishida’s honor on July 14, 1910, at Gakushikai. Others
present at the gathering were Kanö Kökichi, Anesaki Masaharu,
Tokiwa Daijö, Nakajima Tokuzö, Togawa Shükotsu, Ibaraki Seijirö,
Hatta Miki, Öshima Masanori, Tokunö Bun, and Kihira Tadayoshi—
Nishida’s friends, colleagues, and professional acquaintances.85 Inoue
Tetsujirö made a farewell speech.86 The idea of collecting Nishida’s
essays for publication (this would become his first book, Zen no ken-
kyü) was brought up around that time by Tokunö and Kihira.
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Nishida’s family first moved to Kyoto on July 25, and he followed
them on August 3. His sojourn of less than a year in Tokyo turned out
to be a significant one. It brought him out of the academic isolation
that he suffered in Kanazawa and helped him embark on the career of
a philosophy professor at an imperial university. Some of the students
he came in contact with while at Gakushüin, such as Kido Köichi and
Harada Kumao, were to occupy politically weighty positions in the
1930s and 1940s. Nishida’s brief career at Gakushüin was to shape his
world in unexpected directions beyond his wildest dreams. 

On Lafcadio Hearn*

I did not know Professor Hearn personally, nor have I read many of
his writings. I may therefore be criticized for being presumptuous in
writing this preface to his biography. My excuse is that I am so over-
joyed that my dear friend Tanabe Ryüji1 has finally completed his
project of writing his mentor’s biography—a work he has carried out
in addition to his official duties as a professor and that has taken him
several years to complete. Also, I too am interested in Hearn as a per-
son and in some of his writings, especially the short essays in Exotics
and Retrospectives (1898) and the Shadowings (1900). 

Hearn was a writer possessing a kind of mysticism that enabled
him to see the workings of the spirit behind everything. He not only
felt the pulsation of several thousand years of ancestral heritage in sim-
ple sensation and emotion, but he also saw the activities of past gen-
erations of our ancestors’ spirits revealed in our simple bodily expres-
sions.

According to Hearn, we as persons are not limited to one gener-
ation. Each of us is a composite of multiple persons coming down
through the generations. Waves of life inherited from our ancestors
surge up through our bodies, each body being a segment of the end-
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* “Koizumi Yakumo-den, Jo,” NKZ 1:410–13; originally published in Tanabe
Ryüji, Koizumi Yakumo, 4th ed. (Tokyo: Hokuseidö Shoten, 1980), x–xii. This
English translation, published in Monumenta Nipponica 51.3 (1996), 313–16, is
reprinted with the permission of Monumenta Nipponica.

1. Tanabe, a beloved student of Hearn’s at the Imperial University, remained a
close family friend of the Koizumis even after Hearn’s death. At the time of Nishi-
da’s visit to Hearn’s house in 1910, Tanabe was working on a biography of Hearn.
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less pillar of the spirit extending from the distant past to the present.
Thus the physical body is the material manifestation of a host of spir-
its. Accordingly, Hearn recalled the blue skies of the pleasant summers
of countless past generations in the vast indigo stream of the Gulf of
Mexico. He pictured volcanic eruptions and wild flames of forest fires
—as would have been witnessed by countless past generations—in the
scarlet rays burning the sky of a tropical sunset. He heard whispers of
the spirit of the deceased parents and grandparents in the constantly
changing features of a child. And he nostalgically thought about the
countless generations of the transmigration of souls in the thrill of a
handshake with a woman he loved.

In Hearn’s eyes, this world was not a fixed world of matter but of
evolving spirit, going back to the past of the past and reaching out to
the future of the future. The so-called law of the natural sciences
established between changeless things provides merely their surface
relationships. Behind these he saw the force of evolving spirit at work,
operation between the infinite past and the infinite future. 

For Hearn, even the ordinary world was colored with a deep mys-
tical hue; for him, a poet’s vision was reality. He translated a beautiful
poem by Théophile Gautier, whom he very much admired, from the
collection called Émaux et camées [Enamels and cameos]. If I may par-
aphrase the poem, it reads something like this:

Two blocks of marble in the pediment of a Greek temple dreamed their
dreams together. Later, they turned into the flesh of two lovers. Two
pearls, which grew up in the same shell, whispered to each other at the
bottom of the sea, becoming the teeth of lovers seeking each other.
Two roses, rustling among the leaves under the splash of the fountain
in the garden of Generalife [in Granada, Spain], became lips that loved
each other. Two doves, which shared on a May evening the same nest
upon a Venician cupola, became two hearts yearning for each other.
And so the romantic sparkles of ancient times were newly kindled and
burned between two lovers.2

This shows Hearn’s approach. 
Hearn loved to write ghost stories. They are interesting not

because they are ghost stories but because they are set against a spir-
itual background of the kind described above. He approached Japa-
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nese culture and folk tales from this same perspective, uncovering a
dimension of the soul hitherto unknown to the Japanese.3

Philosophically speaking, while Mr. Hearn’s thinking comes close
to animism, we certainly cannot identify it with the ordinary theory of
animism. The workings of the spirit which he saw behind all things
are the activities of spirits with personal histories. Hearn said that he
got this idea from Spencer, but Spencer’s theory of evolution merely
refers to material evolution, and it holds that organisms, originally
without any structure, gradually became differentiated and that dis-
tinct parts [of the body, for instance] became integrated into a unified
whole. Blessed with a literary sensitivity, Hearn transformed this
Spencerian view of evolution and interpreted it as an evolution of the
spirit. By tying it to the Buddhist doctrine of transmigration and
rebirth, he gave it a clearly poetic coloring and religious flavor. Previ-
ously, Nietzsche had given the theory of biological evolution a spiri-
tual significance, and thereby romanticized it. Bergson, too, is this type
of thinker. Hearn’s thinking has some aspects which resemble Berg-
son’s, but Hearn’s is, of course, purely emotive and imaginary. 

A military doctor born in Ireland fell passionately in love with a
Greek beauty on the Ionian islands. Her brother hated the British and
made an attempt on his life, but thanks to his lover’s help he escaped.
Born of these parents on the island of Leucadia (where Sappho is said
to have put an end to her life by jumping into the sea), Hearn grew up
in France, moved to the United States, and finally reached the shores
of the Far East to become a naturalized citizen of Japan. This life is in
itself a romance. 

Hearn’s emotional disposition, tested by the hardships of his early
years, evolved into that of a sensitive author. I hear that he grew mis-
anthropic in his later years, perhaps the result of his single-minded
concentration on writing. But I believe that it is only natural for any-
one to turn this way if he or she is sensitive and has to endure a lonely
and sad existence for a long time. While he distanced himself from
people, his innate sociability may have predisposed him to look for
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views that were current at that time: (1) the universalist view that all different global
cultures develop in the same direction and (2) the chauvinistic view that every coun-
try has its own individual values that are incommunicable to others.
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human affection in everything. I suspect that the reason why he heard
whispers of the spirit behind all things was because of his deep-seated
longing for love. 

When I was living in Ökubo a few years ago, I went with Tanabe
one day to visit the house where Hearn used to live. His living quar-
ters were preserved just as they had been when he was alive. His study
faced a quiet garden surrounded by well-trimmed bushes and it was
filled with books. There was an unusually high desk, an old ink bottle,
a water jar, a strange-looking monocle, and various kinds of tobacco
pipes. I felt the presence of his genius there, and I was filled with a
strong and affectionate respect for him. To me, who grew up in the
countryside, this visit will long remain a memory of my brief stay in
Tokyo. 
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C h a p t e r  9

Kyoto Imperial University
Early Years

(1910–1912)

Nishida moved to Kyoto. He was forty years old, and Kotomi, thirty-
five years old, was pregnant for the eighth time. By the time Nishida
arrived in Kyoto, the rest of his family was already settled in a house
on Konoe Street, a few blocks south of the university campus. Right
away, he wrote postcards to his friends in Tokyo, informing them of
his new address. He then called on Yamamoto. In the evening of the
same day he visited Kotomi’s parents, Tokuda Tagayasu and Tei, who
were living in the precinct of the Chion’in Temple. During the first
week after his arrival in Kyoto, he took his family for walks to such
famous places as the Golden Pavilion, the Saga area, Kiyomizu Tem-
ple, Sanjüsangendö, and Higashi-honganji, taking in the air of Kyoto.
He also called on Kuwaki Gen’yoku, the head of the philosophy
department. On one rainy day, instead of going out for a walk, he put
his books in order. He also saw his office on campus and visited Fujii
Otoo, his former colleague from the Fourth Higher School who had
been teaching Japanese literature in the Department of Literature
since November 1909.

Kyoto Imperial University, founded in 1897, opened its College of
Humanities in 1906, with Kanö Kökichi as the founding dean of the
college. Kanö was supported by Matsumoto Bunzaburö, Kuwaki Gen’-
yoku, Kano Naoki, and Tanimoto Tomeri. These founding members
felt that the new college should be “thoroughly academic and dedi-
cated to research, and yet open and liberal.”1 Because their institution
was the “younger” brother of Tokyo Imperial University, they hoped
to distinguish themselves by designing a unique curriculum and adopt-
ing an unconventional method of hiring professors.2 At Tokyo Imper-
ial University only its own graduates with promising careers in acade-
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mia were considered for faculty positions; at Kyoto they chose to hire
men of talents far beyond the confines of academic walls.3 Kanö Köki-
chi was probably the one who pushed this policy of “identifying tal-
ents in the wild” (no ni iken o motomu). In the early days, however,
Kanö felt tension with the government and resigned from the univer-
sity on October 21, 1908, leaving Matsumoto Bunzaburö to succeed
to the position of dean.

Without this liberal hiring policy, it would not have been possible
to appoint Nishida as assistant professor, because he lacked a proper
university diploma (the “limited status” diploma did not count). He
was appointed assistant professor of ethics, replacing Tomoeda Taka-
hiko, who was leaving to study abroad for several years.4 It appears
that Nishida’s position was more than a temporary replacement from
the beginning. There must have been an agreement that he would be
retained as a permanent member of the faculty.

Before Nishida got busy preparing his lectures, he took his family
to Kanazawa on August 11. It was a cherished duty to report to his
mother his new appointment as assistant professor at the Imperial
University. That he was finally able to “earn his bread as a philoso-
pher” greatly gladdened his mother, Tosa, who had raised him in her
unwavering conviction that “there was no one more precious in the
world than a scholar.” Nishida and his family stayed at the house at
Chanokichö, where Tosa, Masa, Yayoi, and Toshiko were living. He
made his rounds, seeing his former colleagues at the Fourth Higher
School, and called on those to whom he owed special thanks, especially
Kamiyama Kosaburö, his teacher of mathematics when he was still a
teenager. Master Setsumon happened to be in Kanazawa, and the two
picked up their friendship where they had left it.

On Saturday, August 20, Nishida arranged for a Buddhist cere-
mony at the Chörakuji Temple in Unoke to commemorate the fiftieth
anniversary of his grandfather’s death, the thirteenth anniversary of his
father’s death, the twenty-seventh anniversary of his older sister Nao’s
death, and the seventh anniversary of the death of his younger brother,
Hyöjirö. The family and relatives gathered for this occasion. In those
days, when the sons of the family reached a respectable social position,
they were expected to hold such a Buddhist ceremony to honor the
ancestors. Having duly executed his filial duty, Nishida and his family
spent several more days in Kanazawa, where he saw his former col-
league Takahashi Shüji off for Tokyo—to teach, in fact, at Gakushüin.
Nishida visited Sansanjuku with Mitake and got together with former
and current students. He saw a few more friends and familiar faces
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before he returned to Kyoto on August 27. Two days later, on August
29, the news of the annexation of Korea was broken to the Japanese
people.

The College of Humanities at Kyoto Imperial University was
enjoying its youthful vigor and untapped potential. Matsumoto Bunza-
burö, who was in charge of religious studies and Indian philosophy,
was only a year older than Nishida. So was Takase Takejirö, who
taught the history of Chinese thought. Kuwaki Gen’yoku, the Kantian
specialist, who had just returned from his study abroad (1907–1909),
was thirty-eight. Tomonaga Sanjürö, a specialist on the rationalists,
Hegel, and German idealism, then studying abroad, was thirty-nine.
Matsumoto Matatarö, a specialist in psychology, was forty-five and
the eldest of the group. Tanimoto Tomeri, a specialist in philosophy of
education, was forty-four. Kano Naoki, who specialized in the history
of Chinese civilization and literature, was forty-two. A scholar of aes-
thetics, Fukada Yasukazu, still abroad, was only thirty-two years old.
Naitö Konan, a Sino-Japan specialist, was forty-four. A lecturer in
sociology, Yoneda Shötarö, who had studied at Columbia University in
the United States and then with J. G. Tarde at the College de France
in Paris, was thirty-seven. Uchida Ginzö, an economic historian, who
had studied at Oxford, was thirty-eight. Ueda Bin, a poet-scholar of
English literature, whose ability to master the English language Laf-
cadio Hearn praised as one in a million, was thirty-six. Fujishiro Tei-
suke, professor of German literature, who had translated the Man’yö-
shü into German with Karl Florenz at the Imperial University, was
forty-two. The average age of the faculty members of the college was
scarcely forty, and this factor encouraged collegial conviviality and
frank and open intellectual exchanges.

After his return from Kanazawa, Nishida then focused his atten-
tion on his lecture notes. That year he was in charge of two courses,
Introduction to Philosophy (tetsugaku gairon) and lectures in special
topics in ethics (rinrigaku). The curriculum was divided in such a way
that students were required to take all the introductory courses related
to their major fields. Generally speaking, the first-year students took
the introductory courses ( futsü kögi), second-year students took lec-
tures on special topics (tokushu kögi), and third-year students took spe-
cialized seminars focused on specific texts (enshü). Yamamoto Ryöki-
chi placed an announcement of his friend’s arrival in the university
student association publication, which read: “Replacing Assistant Pro-
fessor of Ethics Tomoeda, who leaves for Europe in September, Assis-
tant Professor Nishida will teach courses in ethics. Come by on Thurs-
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day morning to his Introduction to Philosophy class. Most likely you
will be surprised that even classroom nine, the largest of the College
of Humanities, will be packed.”5 This was a slight exaggeration, for
Nishida’s name was known then only among a limited number of phi-
losophy specialists.

Nishida gave his first Introduction to Philosophy lecture on
Thursday, September 22, and the lecture on ethics the following day.
He walked into the classroom wearing kimono (top) and hakama
(trousers), and a pair of old-fashioned rubber boots. His appearance
struck the students as odd, for most of the professors, having studied
in the West, were well groomed and gave lectures in three-piece suits.
Since geta (wooden clogs) were not permitted on campus, probably
because of the loud noise they make, it was by no means unusual for
students to come to school in their kimono and Western shoes, but in
the case of Nishida, it was not just an ordinary pair of shoes but a pair
of old-fashioned rubber boots called “deep rubber” ( fukagomu). A col-
league remarked half in jest that “the secret of Nishida’s popularity
among the students is that appearance of his!”

Amano Teiyü, a second-year student, who chose Kyoto Imperial
University after graduating from the First Higher School in Tokyo so
that he could study with Kuwaki Gen’yoku, noted his impression of
this new assistant professor: “I had not heard the name Nishida Kitarö
before, but when I saw him, I intuitively knew that there was some-
thing exceptional about him. But who was able to tell in those days that
he was going to accomplish so monumental a task?”6 Ueda Juzö, then
a third-year student of aesthetics, had a much more direct personal
impression of Nishida and vividly remembered his very first lecture:

It was a fine sunny day. . . . In the first hour of the lecture, Professor
Nishida talked about reference books. He recommended Wundt’s
[Einleitung in die Philosophie, Introduction to Philosophy] as a book that
gathered different theories and treated them objectively and fairly. He
mentioned [Wilhelm] Jerusalem’s [Introduction to Philosophy] as rel-
atively small but dependable and written from the author’s own point
of view. He also mentioned works by [Oswald] Ku̇̇lpe and [Friedrich]
Paulsen.

He then moved into the lecture topic proper, entitled “What kind
of discipline is philosophy?” He read aloud from the notebook about
half a page, his face practically touching it, then he put down his note-
book and expounded to us on what he had just read. While this went on
for about two hours, I felt through my pores that this very unassuming
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lecture was something totally different from any lecture I had ever
heard; I felt humanity, warmth, and depth, coming from an entirely
different dimension.

When the lecture was over, I put the lid back on my ink bottle and
stood up. Amano, who sat next to me, and I spontaneously looked at
each other. I don’t know who started it, but anyway, we ended up talk-
ing about our impressions of those two hours. I don’t remember the
exact words we used, but I still clearly remember the atmosphere of
that day and the impression made by the lecture hall, which had tall
large windows and was flooded with the bright sunshine of early fall.
On that day, I formed a deep respect for, and profound trust in, the
professor. That was the beginning of a personal relationship that was
to last for the next forty years.7

During the 1910–1911 academic year, Nishida’s first year of teach-
ing at Kyoto, he was given a light teaching load of just four hours a
week. He nevertheless felt quite pressured, as his letter to Tanabe
Ryüji reveals:

I’ve yet to get accustomed to my new place in Kyoto. I miss Tokyo. My
work, for a pleasant change, is interesting, and I feel like giving much of
myself to it, but I’m afraid my health is not really what it should be. I
give only four hours of lectures a week, so it might sound like quite a
relaxed schedule, but because we meet only four hours a week, prepara-
tion for the lectures takes an enormous effort. When I taught at Gaku-
shüin, there was nothing to do once I came home from work. It was as
if I were a blue-collar worker. Over here I feel I’m constantly chased
by my work and am leading a far from relaxed life. Our friend Nakame
[former colleague of the Fourth Higher School] says it is the modern
way to work a lot and make a lot of money, and perhaps it might have
been better for my health if I followed that modern way [instead of
being engaged in philosophical reflections]. I really should take a walk
for the sake of my health, but if I’m reading books, I become lazy and
end up not going out. That’s bad.8

Nishida’s social calendar was full of activities, such as the farewell
party for Tomoeda held at the Kyoto Hotel on September 7 and the
regular monthly meeting of the Philosophy-Ethics Society, the first of
which took place on October 6, and the members gave Nishida a wel-
come reception. Despite these engagements, however, he missed his
friends in Tokyo, where he had enjoyed the luxury of the company of
his choicest friends, Suzuki Daisetz and Fujioka. Nishida discovered
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that taking a daily walk helped him to switch his mood. He therefore
began a daily routine, walking not only to the Silver Pavilion (Ginka-
kuji) area but to the Hönen’in and Nanzenji area, where the scenery
is exquisite.9 (This walk along the small canal is today known as the
“philosophic path”— tetsugaku no michi—and has turned into a tourist
attraction!) He had his old friends, Yamamoto and Fujii Otoo, and
they gave him some comfort. He daily saw Kuwaki Gen’yoku and
Ueda Bin at school and found them Freidenker (free thinkers).10

Although he enjoyed their company, deep down he could not help
feeling a sense of distance from them as a breed apart from his own. A
question arising out of one of Goethe’s poems captured his sentiment
of those days: “How valuable would be the view of life of those who
haven’t had the experience of eating bread with tears?” 11 That he was
a graduate of the senka (limited status) program still haunted him. He
sought to commiserate with Tanabe who was also a senka student.

On November 29 Kotomi had a miscarriage (a baby boy) and had
to stay in the hospital for about a week; her health seemed to deteri-
orate as a result of this miscarriage. No more children were born to
the Nishidas after that. Following Kotomi’s recovery, Nishida trav-
eled to Kagoshima in mid-December to give invited lectures. He took
this opportunity to stop at Hiroshima and Kumamoto. In Hiroshima
he saw Höjö Tokiyuki, Hori Koretaka, Nishi Shin’ichirö, Hori’s col-
league and friend, and others. At Kumamoto he saw his former col-
leagues now teaching at the Fifth Higher School. In Kagoshima he was
shown the grave of Saigö Takamori and other places associated with
the hero who had lost his life in the Seinan Uprising of 1877. Saigö,
also known by his gö, Nanshü (Southern Island), was a national hero at
the time of the Meiji Restoration and was someone Nishida as a child
had admired and affectionately respected. Having paid homage to his
hero, his heart was filled with nostalgia. He returned to Kyoto on New
Year’s Eve.

On February 19, 1911, Nishida and Yamamoto went to a gift shop
in downtown Kyoto to look for a wedding present for Suzuki Daisetz,
who was engaged to marry Beatrice Lane, a Scottish-American lady,
whom he had met in New York. Beatrice was a graduate of Radcliffe
College and a holder of an M.A. from Columbia University.12 The
wedding was to take place on December 12. Nishida and Yamamoto
indulged in their conversations, mixed with a sense of envy for Suzu-
ki’s “youthfulness”—to fall in love and marry after forty!13

Nishida’s feeling that he was slightly alienated from his colleagues
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lingered on for a while. He wrote to Tanabe Ryüji on March 10, 1911,
reacting to the news that Natsume Söseki declined a doctorate that
the government had decided to grant him:

I can talk with my colleagues about things academic, but their personal
backgrounds are so different from ours that I find it difficult to engage
in conversations that require an emotional accord. The only refreshing
news of these days is that Natsume Söseki has declined his doctorate.
We indeed need such a man.14

In February 1911 the Association of Doctors (Hakushikai) decided to
confer doctorates on several leading intellectuals who did not hold
that title. They failed, however, to consult the recipients they had
chosen. Söseki declined the doctorate as a gesture of protest against
the government’s assumption that it was a superior office to which
ordinary Japanese citizens were expected to submit, and against the
government’s presumption that it could confer the title of highest
academic honor more or less at will. 

Söseki, who had earned his B.A. from the Imperial University, had
gone on to graduate school and had studied in London as a govern-
ment-sponsored student. He taught at the First Higher School upon
his return to Japan and was also a lecturer at the Tokyo Imperial Uni-
versity. He disliked the “ego” of the state institution, however, and he
left the academic scene, relinquishing his promising career as profes-
sor of English literature. Instead, he earned his living as a writer and
novelist. He was convinced that for him to accept a doctorate from the
government was tantamount to giving a seal of approval to the gov-
ernment’s attitude that “those who have the doctorate are scholars,
those who don’t aren’t.”15 It might also have been his way of satirizing
the prevailing attitudes of scholars who coveted doctorates.

Nishida must have read with especially keen interest Söseki’s
“Hakushi mondai to Mädokku sensei to yo” [The doctorate incident,
Professor Murdoch, and I ],16 published in the Tokyo Asahi Newspaper,
March 6–8, 1911. In it Söseki wrote about a letter that he received
unexpectedly from his former teacher, James Murdoch,17 who was
then teaching at the Seventh Higher School in Kagoshima, and who
read about Söseki’s decision in the paper. Murdoch had been Söseki’s
teacher of English at the First Higher School. In his letter Murdoch
praised the action of Söseki as honorable, in the good company of such
distinguished names as William Gladstone, Thomas Carlyle, and Her-
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bert Spencer. Nishida had known Murdoch personally as a colleague
in Kanazawa, when he first taught at the Fourth Higher School in
1896–1897,18 so it was a curious coincidence for him to see Murdoch’s
name in association with the defiant action taken by Söseki.

Nishida was gradually returning to his philosophical contempla-
tion, and he chose to concentrate on Henri Bergson for the time being.
Kuwaki Gen’yoku asked him to contribute an article to the college
journal Geibun 19 at the first meeting of the Philosophy-Ethics Society
that Nishida attended on October 6, 1910. Nishida’s contribution,
“Beruguson no tetsugakuteki höhöron” [On Bergson’s philosophical
method],20 appeared in the November issue. This essay is the first
full-length article introducing Bergson’s thought to the Japanese.21 By
this time Nishida had read Bergson’s Introduction à la métaphysique,
1903; Essai sur les données immédiates de la conscience, 1889, along with
Windelband’s preface to a German translation; and L’Évolution créa-
trice, 1907. He most likely read F. L. Pogson’s English translation of
Time and Free Will: An Essay on the Immediate Data of Consciousness
(1910).

Nishida agreed with Bergson’s philosophical method of starting a
philosophical reflection with “intuition,” and with his view that the
intellectual method or “intellectualism” was unable to fathom the liv-
ing reality. Bergson held that intuition approaches things from within;
the observer “becomes the thing itself.” The natural scientific method
of analysis approaches things from without, that is, from a certain fixed
external standpoint to the thing observed.22 A philosophical inquiry
starts out with intuition and moves on to analysis.23 Bergson’s
approach struck a sympathetic chord with Nishida’s attempt to “get
to the heart of the most fundamental reality.” He introduced Bergson’s
thought as follows:

Despite the prima facie impression that Bergson is discussing things
pertaining to psychology or biology, we are eventually led to realize
that he is tackling profoundly philosophical problems. His ideas are
clear, but his writings are by no means easy to follow. His philosophy
has something new and also depth. I find it provocative.24

Nishida also quoted from Windelband’s preface to a German transla-
tion of Matter and Memory: 25

Ever since Descartes, French philosophy has developed a method in
which one begins with the inner experiential facts, submits them to
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critical examination, and arrives at a certain system of philosophy. The
French tend to harmonize and come up with one system of thought
while the Germans . . . divide their musings into psychology, episte-
mology, and [pure] philosophy; and this French proclivity is clearly
evident in Bergson’s thought.26

Linked by intellectual kinship, Nishida was fond of the works of
both James and Bergson, while James and Bergson admired each other
and formed a warm personal friendship. James, writing to Bergson on
February 25, 1903, praised Bergson’s Matter and Memory and wrote:
“A philosophy of pure experience, such as I conceive yours to be, can be
made to work, and will reconcile many of the old inveterate opposi-
tions of the scholars.”27 Nishida read James’s “Bergson and His Cri-
tique of Intellectualism,” which introduced Bergson to the English-
speaking world. Originally one of the lectures that James gave in 1908
at Manchester College, Oxford; the text was later published in A Plu-
ralistic Universe (1909).28 Nishida, impressed by James’s latest book,
wrote to Hori: “These essays by James seem to resemble Zen teach-
ing.”29

In September 1911 Nishida wrote another essay, “Beruguson no
junsui jizoku” [Bergson’s concept of pure duration],30 for the Associa-
tion of Educators (Kyöiku gakujutsukai). This second essay is essentially
a summary of Bergson’s L’Évolution créatrice.31 Nishida described
Bergson’s “pure duration” as reminiscent of the Zen expression: “The
mind turns according to the external environment; it does so effort-
lessly and exquisitely.”32

In these essays on Bergson, Nishida especially highlighted what
Bergson meant by “intuition,” that is, “to view things by becoming
things themselves, by discarding the self-centered perspective, and by
getting rid of the notions of gain and loss.”33 It is very possible that
Nishida got the germane idea of “I think by becoming a thing, and I
act by becoming a thing” (mono to natte kangae, mono to natte okonau)
from Bergson.34 There remains a subtle difference between Bergson’s
and Nishida’s idea of “becoming a thing,” however. To Bergson, it
means to be one with the phenomenon itself, but in Nishida’s termi-
nology “a thing” refers to the “real self,” which is beyond the ego.

As sympathetic as Nishida was to Bergson’s philosophy, he felt that
there was something in his own thinking that could not be explained
by Bergson. He felt the need to sharpen his thinking by engaging him-
self in the contemporary discussions among neo-Kantian thinkers; he
also wanted to move away from the language of pure experience, which
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was tinged with psychologism.35 Thus, he turned his attention to the
problem of logic.

Nishida’s life in Kyoto began to unfold. Old friends and former
students came to visit him whenever they were in Kyoto. Through his
colleague Toda Kaiichi, he befriended Tsunetö Kyö and Kawakami
Hajime, both teaching in the College of Law. Kawakami had been a
student at Yamaguchi Higher School in 1897–1898, the first year
Nishida taught there. Students, such as Amano Teiyü, Nishikida
Yoshitomi, and Nozaki Hiroyoshi, began to call on Nishida at home
as well. The college had an atmosphere that encouraged the open
exchange of ideas between students and professors. Ueda Juzö recalls
his first visit at the professor’s house:

I called on Professor Nishida on January 19, 1911, for the first time. . . .
I was shown into the upstairs room, which was neatly cleaned and with
all the fusuma dividers left open to create a spacious feeling. When the
tea was brought only to me—perhaps a custom back home—he quietly
said, “Tea for me also.” Then he picked up a sack of cigarettes, turned
it upside down, and let the cigarettes roll out all over the table in front
of me. I was taken aback momentarily but realized right away that the
gesture was his way of inviting me to smoke. I was touched by his frank
kindness. That was the first time I encountered his thoughtful kindness,
expressed in a rather casual manner, which I was to witness on numer-
ous occasions since then.

The purpose of my visit was to ask him to give a talk at our Aes-
thetics Society. At that time he said, “I’m currently engaged in mathe-
matical problems and therefore cannot meet your request; but I intend
to go into the problem of art some time, so when the time comes I shall
give a talk.”36

On January 30, 1911, a guest with a shaven head, clad in a monk’s
black robe, came to Nishida’s house. It was Uemura Etsuzö, with
whom Nishida shared lodgings during the sesshin in the summer of
1899 at Myöshinji when he was on his way back to Kanazawa from
Yamaguchi. Uemura had continued with his Zen practice, became a
monk, and was now living at Senjuin, a subtemple of Myöshinji in the
Ryöanji area at the foot of Kinugasa Hill.37 His Buddhist name was
Hörin (Treasure Woods). Utterly elated by the unexpected visit of his
old Zen comrade, Nishida welcomed him with open arms. Hörin told
Kotomi that Nishida, having missed his baby daughter Yayoi, had
spoken much about her to him. Kotomi, hearing this story for the first
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time, was thrilled to have a glimpse of a chapter of her husband’s feel-
ings. Hörin became a close family friend.38 He was the direct disciple
of Ikegami Shösan, the master trainer (shike) of monks at Myöshinji
and became Nishida’s link to the Rinzai Zen world in Kyoto. When
Hisamatsu Shin’ichi expressed his desire to practice Zen, it was
through Hörin’s introduction that Hisamatsu was able to participate in
the röhatsu sesshin, a December intensive training period commemo-
rating the Buddha’s enlightenment. This renewal of direct ties with
the world of Zen became for Nishida an important connection
through which he continued to receive “Zen nutrition.”39

Nishida also formed a close contact with the world of True Pure
Land Buddhists in Kyoto through Inaba Masamaru. As a matter of
fact, on September 24, 1910 (soon after he had moved to Kyoto), he
took Yamamoto and called on Inaba to introduce Yamamoto to “the
most trustworthy colleague” of his Yamaguchi days. Inaba had been in
Kyoto since 1900, working at the Shinshü Kyoto Junior Higher
School, first as assistant to Kiyozawa Manshi, and after Kiyozawa’s
death as principal. Inaba was also closely involved in running Shinshü
Ötani University (renamed Ötani University in 1922). Inaba asked
Nishida to teach part-time at Ötani University. Matsumoto Bunza-
burö and Tomonaga Sanjürö were already teaching at Ötani Univer-
sity part-time, and there was a close relationship between the two aca-
demic institutions. Nishida began his teaching at Ötani in 1911 and
continued for the next decade or more, some years once a week, other
years twice a week.

Inaba was a respected administrator-scholar within the Higashi-
honganji sect, and he treated Nishida with utmost respect. When Tosa
came to Kyoto to visit in May 1911, they were invited to the special
ceremonial noh performance held at the private noh theater within
the Higashi-honganji compound. When the Ötani Alumni Association
planned publication of a book, Shüsokan [ Views of the founder], in
191140 to commemorate the 650th anniversary of the death of Shinran
(1173–1263), Nishida was among those who were invited to contribute
an essay, and he wrote “Gutoku Shinran.” 41 He enjoyed a close rela-
tionship with Inaba, and later also with Sasaki Gesshö. He maintained
a close professional association with Ötani, and years later, on June 6,
1927, at the twenty-fifth anniversary of the death of Kiyozawa Man-
shi, he gave a guest lecture there.

On February 6, 1911, Ködökan, a publisher in Kanda, published
Nishida’s Zen no kenkyü [An inquiry into the good]—the word “zen”
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here means “good”; it is not the “Zen” of Zen Buddhism. As we saw
earlier, all the essays of this book had been completed by the summer
of 1909, and Nishida had entrusted the essays to Tokunö Bun and
Kihira Tadayoshi before he left Tokyo. Kihira acted as the editor,
while Tokunö looked for a publisher. It took some convincing on
Tokunö’s part, because Nishida was unknown and presented a “risk”
to the publisher. Kihira gave the book the title Zen no kenkyü, against
Nishida’s wishes. He had wanted the title to contain such words as
“reality” and “pure experience.” 

The chapter arrangement—“Pure Experience,” “Reality,” “Good,”
and “Religion”—was also Kihira’s idea. Nishida had suggested the
order of “Reality,” “Good,” “Religion,” and “Pure Experience,” think-
ing that putting the chapter on pure experience at the beginning
unduly emphasized the epistemological nature of the book and might
not be congruent with its title. The publication of the book gave Tosa
and Kotomi enormous pleasure—they were overjoyed “beyond imag-
ination.”42 As soon as the book was published, Nishida presented
copies not only to Kihira and Tokunö but to his friends, Suzuki Dai-
setz, Tanabe Ryüji, Matsumoto Bunzaburö, and Sasaki Gesshö, and to
his former professor Inoue Tetsujirö.

The publication of Zen no kenkyü had the effect of a small stone
thrown into a calm pond. At first, the sound was heard among the spe-
cialists of philosophy, and the ripples created by the stone were to
widen only gradually. An editor of the Tetsugaku Zasshi introduced the
book in the book review section, as follows:

This is a very serious work full of profound insight and much intellec-
tual refinement. . . . It has neither that peculiar smell of translations,
nor is it some kind of naive work. It is rather a product of the author’s
ceaseless effort at refining his thought. It is not a book to be read casu-
ally but something one must bring one’s own reflection to, and think
along with it. The style of writing is plain and clear, but what it tries to
say is not given by mere common sense and demands that we think as
we read. Failing to do so would render this book incomprehensible and
flavorless. 43

A review article by Takahashi Satomi, a graduate student of phi-
losophy at Tokyo Imperial University, entitled “Ishiki genshö no jijitsu
to sono imi” [Facts and meanings of the phenomena of consciousness]
came out in the May and June issues of Tetsugaku Zasshi, 1912.44 Taka-
hashi gave the book high praise. Its publication, he felt, marked the
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first time since the Meiji Restoration that a Japanese thinker had
offered the fruit of serious philosophical reflection. Although the
book gave Takahashi confidence in the state of Japanese philosophical
inquiries, his review raises questions about Nishida’s view of pure
experience. Is there such a thing as “pure” experience? If pure experi-
ences are subject to “degrees” of purity, as Nishida seems to suggest,
how can one distinguish between pure and nonpure experience? And
if pure experience follow the pattern of incipient emergence and sub-
sequent self-differentiation and self-development, at what stage does
one find the “pure” experience in this process? Is not “pure experi-
ence” ultimately a kind of “mystical” experience that can only be had
by the spiritually awakened (such as those who have achieved satori)
or by geniuses, remaining inaccessible to ordinary people? How do we
obtain a “meaning” out of the “fact” of experience? If all is pure expe-
rience, how does one distinguish between truth and falsehood? Taka-
hashi, in essence, sees “pure experience” as a special kind of ultimate
experience, accessible only to saints and the enlightened. Interestingly
enough, this interpretation of pure experience still persists to this day
among those who have not read Nishida’s text closely.

Nishida wrote his response to Takahashi during the summer break
of 1912. “Takahashi (Satomi) Bungakushi no seccho Zen no kenkyü ni
taisuru hihyö ni kotau” [My response to Takahashi Satomi’s criticism
of my book, An inquiry into the good ].45 It was carried in the October
1912 issue of Tetsugaku Zasshi.46 In his attempt to eradicate Takahashi’s
assumption that “pure experience” was some special kind of expe-
rience, he explained that strictly speaking there is no absolute “pure
experience” or absolute “nonpure experience.” From one point of
view, however, all experiences are “pure experiences.” He also pointed
out that the distinction between “fact” and “meaning” arises only from
a certain viewpoint, which itself is a phenomenon of consciousness,
and that in pure experience fact is meaning, meaning is fact. He noted
that if a fact has a meaning, that means that a fact contains its meaning
within itself; it does not point to something totally unrelated to its con-
tent. Truth and falsehood arise with our judgment, precisely because
our judging experience already contains some ideal paradigm. What is
true and false changes depending on the different perspectives one
assumes. Nishida thanked Takahashi for the public exchange, which
forced him to articulate his thought better.

Zen no kenkyü initially sold a modest 750 copies or so, not an
impressive figure, but within the range that would be expected for a
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philosophical writing. In another ten years, however, the book would
become a best-seller, thanks to Kurata Hyakuzö (1891–1943), an
extremely popular writer among the young. Kurata enthusiastically
endorsed Zen no kenkyü in his Ai to ninshiki no shuppatsu [The depart-
ing point of love and cognition], published in 1921, which caught the
attention of higher school students. Kurata praised Nishida’s work in
highly poetic language:

In the arid, stagnant Japanese philosophical world, shamelessly filled
with the smell of worldliness, he whose work gives us pure joy, moral
support, and even a slight sense of surprise is Mr. Nishida Kitarö. His
work is like the finely scented pale blue bellflowers growing out of
dried-up, sterile earth in the mountain shadows.47

Kurata’s endorsement of Nishida’s work made it an instant hit,
eventually elevating Zen no kenkyü to the rank of a “modern classic,” a
must for every young reader. It is ironical that Nishida himself was not
that impressed by Kurata, who called on him on September 8, 1912.
Kurata addressed his existential concern to Nishida in a letter, which
reads: “Romantic love is the flower of life. How could I cheapen this
sacred relationship between the sexes into a mundane hackneyed
superficial thing? . . . I want to render love into art, into philosophy,
and even into religion.” 48 Although Kurata was unable to obtain from
Nishida the answer he was looking for, that apparently did not dimin-
ish his appreciation of Nishida’s work.

Emperor Mutsuhito died on July 30, 1912, and Crown Prince
Yoshihito ascended the imperial throne, marking the end of the Meiji
period and the beginning of the Taishö. It was in fact during this time
that Nishida wrote his response to Takahashi Satomi. On September
13, the day of the funeral of the late emperor, General Nogi Maresuke
and his wife Shizuko committed suicide to follow Emperor Meiji.
Nishida’s diary for this day reads: “Surprised to hear the news of Gen-
eral Nogi’s suicide. I still vividly remember his countenance.” The
Nogis’ act was hotly debated, and public opinion was divided, many
questioning whether such a practice was a legacy of the feudalistic past
and to be discouraged. Amid the resounding furor, Nishida wrote to
Tanabe Ryüji, expressing his sentiments:

Mr. and Mrs. Nogi’s suicides moved me greatly. Especially having 
had daily contact with him, although only for a year, his image vividly
comes back to me. I think it must be even more so for people like you
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who had worked with him much longer. I feel we owe our apologies 
to such a sincere man. An event like the death of Mr. Nogi ought to
greatly awaken self-reflection on the part of the Japanese people of
today who are so lazy and avoid taking any responsibility for their
actions. There are those who quibble with the appropriateness of Mr.
Nogi’s suicide, but there is really no room for that kind of argument.
Nothing else moved me so deeply of late as the death of the Meiji
Emperor and the suicide of the general. 49

A month later, on October 13, Nishida attended a memorial serv-
ice for the Nogis organized by the graduates of Gakushüin studying at
Kyoto Imperial University. At the service Nishida saw Harada Kumao,
Kido Köichi, and Oda Nobuhiro, all of whom had entered the College
of Law the previous year, and Akamatsu Kotora and Ueda Misao, who
entered the university that September. They all came to Kyoto
because the student quota at the College of Law at Tokyo Imperial
University was full and Gakushüin students had to go elsewhere.50

This memorial service brought Nishida and his former Gakushüin
students together again.

One source says that Konoe Ayamaro arrived in Kyoto on the very
day of the memorial service. After graduating from the First Higher
School, Konoe had entered Tokyo Imperial University; dissatisfied
with the lectures there, he decided to transfer to the University in
Kyoto, where Kawakami Hajime and Yoneda Shötaro taught. Yoneda,
a young scholar in sociology, was quite popular among students. By
the time Konoe arrived in Kyoto, the deadline for admission had
already passed, but he sat in protest in front of the office of the dean
of students, and finally was admitted to the College of Law. Nishida
was asked, most likely through his connection with Marquis Maeda
Toshinari, to be Konoe’s sponsor (hoshönin), a responsibility that he
accepted. On November 14 Konoe visited Nishida at his house and
asked for academic advice. Harada and Kido followed Konoe’s suit and
began to invite Nishida to dinners, to an evening of music, to an early
spring picnic on the Kamo River bank, and the like. Harada Kumao
was especially impressed by Nishida; the more he got to know Nishida,
the more he came to respect him. He was to become a devoted friend.

With the closure of the Meiji period, Nishida’s philosophical
reflections were also entering a new, more vigorous, phase. Beginning
with the essay, “Ninshikiron ni okeru junronriha no shuchö ni tsuite”
[On the claims of a purely logical theory of cognition],51 he departs
from the philosophy of pure experience and begins wrestling with the
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thought of neo-Kantians, such as Windelband, Rickert, Hermann
Cohen, and Paul Natorp, paying close attention to Edmund Husserl
as well.

In July 1912 Nishida wrote an essay, “Ronri no rikai to süri no
rikai” [Logical understanding and mathematical understanding],52 in
which he takes up the issue of the relationship between logic and
mathematical numbers, a hotly debated problem among such thinkers
as Henri Poincaré, Bertrand Russell, and Heinrich Rickert. Nishida
agrees with Josiah Royce’s view, discussed in his The World and the
Individual, that our consciousness is a self-representative system. He
also accepts Cantor and Dedekind’s definition of the infinite as that
which contains its self-representation within itself.53 According to
Nishida, “self-consciousness is intuitive and yet it contains within it
the movement of inner development”; all forms of logical understand-
ing are the development of the universal creative operation inherent
in consciousness.54 Nishida sees the essence of thinking in its creative
imaginative unfolding, which is better attested by mathematical intu-
ition than by logical processes.55

The essay, “Logical understanding and mathematical understand-
ing” introduced to Japanese students of philosophy Rickert’s thought
and his 1911 essay “Das Eine, die Einheit und die Eins” [The One,
Unity, and the Number One].56 Rickert holds that there are three
purely logical elements, the one (das Eine), the other (das Andere), and
the unity (die Einheit) of the two. Nishida contends that Rickert’s view
is one-sided in that it is biased for the “one” and overlooks the fact that
the “one” and the “other” can be switched by assuming a different per-
spective. In support of this view, he cites Hegel, who holds that the one
and the other are both “something” (etwas; or, in Latin, aliud ). Nishida
goes on to characterize mathematical understanding in terms of intu-
ition, that which grasps the totality and hence a concrete standpoint;
whereas logical understanding assumes a certain standpoint and ana-
lyzes the relationship between the terms involved to create an abstract
standpoint. Nishida proposes that both forms of understanding—that
which intuits (or imagines) the whole (mathematical) and that which
analyzes (logical)—are but two directions of the operation of the
mind.57 Intuition that grasps the whole emerges first, followed by ana-
lytical activities, which eventually reconstitute the initial idea to its
concrete totality.58 Next, Nishida questions how an infinite series of
numbers is conceivable. Following Royce’s discussion, he finds its
source in the infinite nature of thinking itself, in our ability to make
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our thought the object of our thinking, a process that goes on ad infini-
tum.59 He maintains that such a self-representative system—one that
contains all potential movements of self-development within itself—
is the very nature of thought.60

When Nishida finished with this essay on July 26, 1912, he was
more dissatisfied than satisfied,61 because it opened up further prob-
lems. The questions raised by this essay were to occupy him for the
next several years, resulting in his next major book, Jikaku ni okeru
chokkan to hansei [Intuition and reflection in self-consciousness], in
1917.62 In September 1912 Nishida wrote “Ninshikironsha to shite no
Anri Poankare” [Henri Poincaré as an epistemologist],63 in which he
praised Poincaré’s achievement in the epistemology of natural sci-
ences.

On December 23, 1912, the Nishidas moved to a larger house in
Nakagawarachö, which was in the Tanaka district of Kyoto, northeast
of the university campus. The house, which still stands to this day, is
on the north side of Seifüsö, a large private estate where Saionji Kin-
mochi used to stay whenever he was in Kyoto. The two-story house
that the Nishidas rented has a veranda on the south side of the second
floor, running the full length of the house. This turned out to be
Nishida’s favorite place to pace up and down whenever he was engaged
in thinking. Philosophy students would often see him walking back
and forth along the veranda and were greatly inspired by the intensity
of their professor’s philosophical engagement.

This philosophical energy of Nishida’s was directly communicated
to his students; indeed, there was a quality to his lectures that moved
students. Yamanouchi Tokuryü (né Nakagawa), who entered the uni-
versity in 1911, and who later had the opportunity to study with Hus-
serl and Heidegger in Germany, describes Nishida’s lecture style:

He was by no means eloquent, but I have never encountered in any
other professor’s lecture the quality that would touch the most essential
core of one’s being. Husserl’s lectures were too long winded and wordy;
Heidegger’s lectures were too spirited. In contrast, Nishida’s lectures
were unpretentious. Yet one felt as if his words were coming from his
inner soul—indeed one could call his lectures a piece of art. 64

In the introductory courses Nishida would dictate to the students pas-
sages from his prepared notes and then elaborate on the content. He
continued this style of lecture for the rest of his university career. In
fact, there was a rumor among the students that each year Professor
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Nishida cracked the same joke at exactly the same place in his intro-
ductory lectures. 

His lectures in special topics, however, were “of a totally different
kind, free of any format,” recalls Yamanouchi, who tells us that “he
would pace the platform back and forth and spoke as he walked.”65 It
was essentially a “philosophical monologue” presented to the students.
But he never failed to provide students with the latest news from
abroad in the field. For instance, Mutai Risaku, who entered the uni-
versity in 1915, noted that Nishida brought in a copy of Windelband’s
Einleitung in die Philosophie [Introduction to Philosophy]66 on the very
first day of the class and announced to the students that he was going
more or less to base his lectures on it.67 The book had been published
in 1914, just one year earlier.
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C h a p t e r  1 0

Consolidation of the 
Philosophy Department

(1913–1917)

The year 1913, the second year of Taisho, marked a personal, profes-
sional, and intellectual turning point for Nishida. He felt he was ready
to tackle substantial philosophical problems, and thus on New Year’s
Day he began writing an essay “Shii to chokkan” [Thinking and intu-
ition], with which he embarked on the long and winding road that saw
its end in 1917 in his second book, Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to hansei
[Intuition and reflection in self-consciousness].1 To begin something
new with the new year’s arrival was something ingrained in Nishida; as
we recall he began writing his seminal essay on pure experience on Jan-
uary 3, 1908. The sense of renewal brought about at the beginning of
the year seems to have stimulated a creative urge in Nishida. He at first
thought that he could tackle the problem of the relationship between
“value and existence” on the one hand, and “meaning and fact” on the
other, in a fairly straightforward manner and be done with it. But
once he began his inquiry, one question led to the next, and he was to
spend the next four years working on this set of problems. What he
called the “documents of the hard battles I fought in my philosophi-
cal reflections” 2 thus commenced.

In January 1913 Tomonaga Sanjürö returned from his study abroad
in Germany. There was talk among Nishida’s colleagues that it was
now his turn to study abroad, for there was a tacit understanding that
Nishida would be promoted to full professor because Kuwaki Gen’-
yoku was expected to be Raphael von Koeber’s successor at Tokyo
Imperial University. When the opportunity to study abroad finally
arose, however, Nishida was no longer interested in it. He explained:
“Even if I went abroad to study, there would be nothing to be gained
therefrom. Since I’m at the point where my thought is beginning to
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take its shape, for me to waste a few years essentially doing nothing
but sightseeing interests me little. Moreover, my going abroad would
cause financial difficulties to my family.” 3 In the face of Nishida’s firm
determination, his colleagues dropped the idea. This was the closest
Nishida came to seeing Europe with his own eyes.

In March his eldest daughter, Yayoi, was accepted by the elite
Tokyo Women’s Higher Normal School (renamed Ochanomizu
Women’s University in 1949).4 Yayoi moved to Tokyo from Kanazawa
and began her college life. Yayoi’s achievement gave Nishida a sense
of tremendous satisfaction. He went to Tokyo to accompany Yayoi on
the occasion of the school entrance ceremony held on April 10. The
Philosophical Society seized this opportunity and asked Nishida to
give a talk. Nishida happily obliged, and on April 6 he spoke about
“History and Natural Sciences,” 5 treating the subjective dimension of
historical events in relation to the creativity of individuals. He chose
the topic in part because he was critical of the trend advocated by Rick-
ert and others to draw a clear line between the natural sciences and the
“sciences of history.” 6 Nishida explains:
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I thought that setting up arbitrary divisions in scholarly research had 
to be examined carefully. The nature of natural sciences has been very
much studied since Kant, but not enough has been done in the area of
Kulturwissenschaft, or cultural studies. I think this is a problem that
merits a thorough investigation, and I’m greatly interested in it. 7

Following his talk, members of the Philosophical Society hosted a
dinner in his honor, where he saw his friends Suzuki Daisetz and
Tokunö Bun, as well as colleagues and acquaintances, including Inoue
Tetsujirö, Tanaka Ödö, Fujii Kenjirö, Hayami Hiroshi, Hatta Miki,
and younger philosophy students such as Takahashi Satomi (who
wrote the review article on Zen no kenkyü), Itö Kichinosuke, and Miya-
moto Wakichi (editors of the Tetsugaku Zasshi ), and Tanabe Hajime.
This was the first time Nishida saw Tanabe, and soon they began cor-
responding. (Their correspondence is the subject of chapter 11.)

In July 1913 the philosophy department in Kyoto lost Matsumoto
Matatarö to Tokyo Imperial University, where he was appointed pro-
fessor of psychology, succeeding Motora Yüjirö, who had died in
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December 1912. On top of this, Nogami Toshio, an assistant profes-
sor of psychology, was to study abroad for a few years beginning in
September 1913. Because of the unusual situation, Nishida was asked
to teach Introduction to Psychology. With strong backing by Matsu-
moto Bunzaburö and Kuwaki Gen’yoku, Nishida was appointed full
professor in the study of religion on August 12. This appointment
meant promotion, but Nishida felt added pressure, and the burden of
his new responsibilities seemed overwhelming. He realized that the
period of his youthful apprenticeship was over. He was forty-three
years old.

For the Japanese publishing world, 1913 was also a memorable
year. Iwanami Shigeo began his business of buying and selling new and
used books. Iwanami was a 1908 graduate of the limited status program
of the philosophy department at Tokyo Imperial University, just as
Nishida had been a decade and a half before. As a member of the
Philosophical Society, Iwanami submitted a notice to the Tetsugaku
Zasshi, advertising his new business:

I have resigned from my teaching position and opened a bookstore in
front of the tram stop at Kanda Minami-jinböchö. We sell new books
and magazines as well as trade used books. Presently, we are maintain-
ing the policy of a fixed selling price for used books. We are hoping 
to expand our business to include the publication of books in the areas
of philosophy, religion, and literature.8

This was the humble beginning of the Iwanami Bookstore, which was
to become a phenomenal success and the most prestigious name in
the Japanese publishing industry. 

Iwanami, a man of wide connections, came to know Nishida and
developed utmost respect for and loyalty to him. By 1915 the two men
were well acquainted. Iwanami was eager to publish every book by
Nishida and eventually became the sole publisher of his works. Iwa-
nami published Nishida’s Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to hansei in October
1917. In 1919 he brought out Nishida’s collection of essays, Shisaku to
taiken [Philosophical contemplation and life experience], which had
originally been published by Senshökan in 1915. In 1921 Iwanami
reprinted Zen no kenkyü [An inquiry into the good], which had been
out of print for quite some time after its initial publication by Ködö-
kan in 1911. Nishida gained the strong backing of the powerful pub-
lisher, whose steadfast devotion to him helped shape Nishida’s career
and spread his fame as an influential thinker.
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The year 1913 marked a significant career transition for Höjö
Tokiyuki as well. On May 9 he was appointed president of Töhoku
Imperial University, replacing Sawayanagi Masatarö. Höjö inherited
and supported Sawayanagi’s liberal decision to admit women students
into the university, the first three of which were admitted in Septem-
ber 1913. 

Sawayanagi moved to Kyoto Imperial University to take over the
responsibility from Kuhara Mitsuru, who was acting president after
Kikuchi Dairoku left office in 1912. As soon as Sawayanagi took over
the office of president, he launched an “administrative restructuring,”
under which pretext seven professors from the Colleges of Medicine
and Humanities were let go. Apparently, Sawayanagi was complying
with an order of the Ministry of Education. The reason he gave for
his act was the vague statement that the seven professors were “either
academically or personally unfit to teach at an imperial university.”
Among the seven forced to resign was Nishida’s colleague, Tanimoto
Tomeri. Fortunately, Tanimoto found a position at Ryükoku Univer-
sity. Sawayanagi’s unilateral style of decision making caused a univer-
sity-wide protest movement that came to be known as “Sawayanagi
Jiken” or the Sawayanagi incident. 

In a letter to Tanabe Ryüji, Nishida refers to Sawayanagi’s action:
“He seems like an achiever all right, but there seems to be much
opposition to him in the College of Law.”9 Indeed, the faculty mem-
bers of the College of Law stood in solidarity against the president,
criticizing him for having undermined the autonomy of the university
and freedom of scholarship. They entered into direct discussion with
the minister of education, Okuda Yoshito, in Tokyo and finally won
the ministry’s guarantee that it would no longer interfere with person-
nel matters affecting the university professors. Among those who took
a hard-line position against president Sawayanagi and negotiated with
the Ministry of Education was Nishida’s colleague from his Fourth
Higher School days, Toda Kaiichi. Konoe Ayamaro, then a second-
year student in the College of Law, also stood by Toda.

While the university was in turmoil, the philosophy department
was in its own period of uncertainty because of the imminent move of
Kuwaki Gen’yoku to Tokyo. Kuwaki, the head of the department, had
been a gifted organizer and also initiated many collegial activities. For
instance, he hosted a monthly faculty gathering, “Kidakai” [ literally,
“tree-field meeting”] at his house. The faculty group occasionally
went on excursions to such scenic places as Ishiyama and Kiyotaki in
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and around Kyoto. Students were fond of the energetic Kuwaki, and
they protested against his departure. Nishida personally thought it
better for Kuwaki to stay in Kyoto, where he could devote himself to
his scholarly pursuits, but the allure of moving to the Imperial Uni-
versity was evidently too strong for Kuwaki to resist. When Kuwaki’s
move was duly approved by the dean of the college, Fukada Yasukazu
suggested that a distinguished philosopher of religion, Hatano Seiichi,
who had trained under Koeber at the Imperial University, should be
invited to join the faculty. Hatano was Fukada’s old friend from First
Higher School days. Nishida and Tomonaga supported Fukada’s sug-
gestion, but Hatano was disinclined to move from Waseda University,
which had been good to him, having given him the opportunity to
study in Europe. To Hatano, moving from a private university to an
imperial university seemed like an act of betrayal. Fukada and his col-
leagues understood Hatano’s situation.

In August 1913 Fujii Kenjirö was appointed professor of ethics. To
fill the philosophy of education position vacated by Tanimoto, Konishi
Shigenao, who was a graduate of the philosophy department of the
Imperial University in 1901, and who studied pedagogy with Johannes
Volkelt at the University of Leipzig, was appointed professor. As noted
earlier, Nishida was appointed professor of religious studies the same
month. Fujii Kenjirö and Tomonaga took over the ethics courses from
Nishida, while Nishida took on his new teaching assignments, Intro-
duction to Psychology and Introduction to the Study of Religion.

Nishida had to go through an emotional adjustment after he was
promoted to professor. His new teaching assignments also forced him
to read widely outside his philosophical studies. On one October eve-
ning, overwhelmed by a sense of nostalgia, he wrote a long letter to
Tanabe Ryüji, describing how he was feeling at this turning point in
his life:

We are now in the middle of autumn. This evening it is especially
windy, rainy, and I cannot help but feel the lonesomeness of early fall.
Hope all is well with you and your family. Provoked by the sense of
loneliness, I’m reminiscing about various things from my Kanazawa
days. As I look back on my life, I feel that the two most enjoyable peri-
ods of my life were spent in Kanazawa. One was when I was a student at
the Fourth Higher School, when I was about twenty years old; I used to
stay up late into the small hours of the morning with my bosom friends,
enthusiastically discussing whatever we wanted. The other period was
when I was about thirty years old and taught at the Fourth Higher
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School; you and I and other colleagues did such things as climbing Mt.
Iö at night with the students of Sansanjuku, daring the fog. In compar-
ison, I’m leading a considerably dull life these days. Have I aged or is
my health not so robust as it once used to be? I don’t have the kind of
stamina that I used to have. I cannot engage in debates for a long time,
for instance, and if I teach even two hours, I get so exhausted that after
I return home I have to rest for a few hours. Thus, I can neither read
many books nor can I get up early in the morning to engage in philo-
sophical thinking. I feel that I’m leading an idle life, and I don’t like it,
but what can I do? Let me assure you, though: I have no ailment.

Regardless of whatever one says about scholarship or art, the truth
of human existence arises from the utmost sincerity that appears at the
point where life brushes with death. I tell you, what recently touched
me was a story in an insignificant magazine for children, Nihon Shönen,
about an older brother who suddenly realizes that his younger brother
is missing while they are climbing a snowy mountain and goes back to
look for him. Later the two are found dead, embracing each other and
frozen. What a touching story! As Tolstoy said, truth is rooted in sin-
cerity.

Uchida Setsuzö [a graduate of Sansanjuku], who has gone to the
U.S. and is working there as a day worker, recently became ill and was
hospitalized. He sent me a postcard bearing a picture of a child holding
onto a dog’s leash and being pulled by the dog. The caption reads:
“Where are you going?” “I don’t know. Ask the dog!” Uchida likened
his life to this child, who is being pulled by a dog in what direction he
does not know. I think this is the reality of fate all of us face. I don’t
know why I should wear the proud mask [of professor], having done
nothing significant. . . .

This year I have to give lectures in religion and psychology. These
are not my favorite subjects to teach, and besides, they keep me busy. 
I shouldn’t complain, though, when I know that people recommended
me [for promotion to the position of full professor]. But I cannot help
but think that, if I had remained in my former position, I would have
been carefree and have done what I pleased, enjoying a freer existence.
When I think I must perform according to what is expected of my aca-
demic rank, I feel a bit strained. In secular eyes I was certainly pro-
moted, but personally I don’t know whether that was a blessing.10

In December a doctorate (bungaku hakushigö) was conferred on
Nishida and Tomonaga Sanjürö, probably upon the recommendation
of President Sawayanagi.11 Achieving this highest academic degree
finally erased any stigma from Nishida’s having been a higher school
dropout and a graduate of a limited status program. Technically speak-
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ing, Nishida did not even have a university degree ( gakushi), let alone
a higher school diploma, until then.

It may come as a surprise that Nishida felt it a burden to have to
teach religion and psychology. After all, he had written so much on
religion in his earlier days and returned to the subject in his last work,
“Bashoteki ronri to shükyöteki sekaikan” [The logic of topos and the
religious worldview], completed two months before his death in 1945.
The truth of the matter is that Nishida was not happy with any teach-
ing duty that was not directly related to his current philosophical
inquiry, because other subjects required so much extra reading. He
complained in a letter of April 14, 1914, to Tanabe Hajime that he was
unable to make progress in his philosophical inquiry: “Although I
want to plough forth in my thought and continue to write on ‘Jikaku
ni okeru chokkan to hansei,’ because my ideas are not clearly formed
and . . . I have to teach psychology and religion—subjects outside my
specialty—I have not been able to concentrate on my philosophical
inquiry.” 12

Despite Nishida’s own feelings about teaching Introduction to
Religion, his lectures left an indelible impression on many of the
young minds who heard them. He treated religion as an integral part
of philosophical studies.13 Hisamatsu Shin’ichi, a first-year student,
was especially inspired by Nishida’s lectures:

In those days religion was a matter of life and death for me, so I natu-
rally had a great thirst for the study of religion as expounded by Profes-
sor Nishida, a man of deep religious experience. I soaked in his lectures,
which were like showers of merciful rain from heaven. I listened to his
lectures with spiritual excitement and intense academic interest. So
great was my anticipation that the lectures of every other week felt 
to me aeons apart. 14

Years later, at the time of the compilation of Nishida Kitarö Zenshü
[Collected works of Nishida Kitarö], Hisamatsu was put in charge of
editing the volume of lectures. Hisamatsu felt that Nishida had given
the “most memorable lectures that I heard in my entire life,” and he
relished the rarest of karmic bonds with his old teacher. 

Hisamatsu’s recollection of Nishida’s lectures paints a vivid pic-
ture of Nishida in the lecture hall:

The professor first dictated parts of his lecture notes and would later
expound on them. He casually tied his kimono with an ordinary cotton
sash and put a hakama on top of the sash. When it was cold he would
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wear over his kimono a faded black cotton haori that had his family
crest. His thin body was slightly stooped; he wore a pair of black shoes;
he was never clean-shaven. He would raise his left shoulder a bit, place
his hands behind his back, vigorously pace on the podium without a
moment’s pause. Sometimes he would fix his gaze upon a listener from
behind his thick glasses; but often he looked downwards toward the
floor while engaged in thinking. His lectures flowed forth sponta-
neously, as if his thoughts were springing from an inexhaustible under-
ground spring. His Oriental appearance, a combination of stark sim-
plicity and lofty transcendence, created a unique air about him that
interacted with his profound religious experience and erudite knowl-
edge of scholarship East and West. The audience was invariably capti-
vated.

His lectures were profound and were often beyond the compre-
hension of ordinary minds. But as we listened, we were drawn into his
lecture and began to think along with him. Sometimes our religious
interests were aroused. What was happening to us was far beyond a
mere conceptual understanding of the content of his lectures; rather
our hearts were captured by what he had to say, and we found our-
selves resonating with it. The only regrettable thing was that he gave
these memorable lectures for only one year. He was given the history
of philosophy position the following year.15

Hisamatsu’s spiritual quest grew so intense that he thought of giv-
ing up his university study to dedicate himself entirely to the practice
of Zen. Nishida, who remembered how he suffered from his own hasty
decision to drop out of higher school, objected. Instead, he spoke to
Uemura Hörin, who made an arrangement for Hisamatsu to meet Ike-
gami Shösan, the shike (master teacher) of Myöshinji. Master Shösan
allowed Hisamatsu to take part in the December sesshin at Myöshinji.16

Thanks to Nishida’s prudent advice not to give up his academic career,
Hisamatsu was to graduate from the university, become a professor of
Buddhist studies, and make especially notable contributions in the area
of Zen aesthetics. Morimoto Köji, another first-year student who
heard Nishida’s lectures on religion, had already become interested in
Zen practice from another source, and was to choose to become a
monk rather than pursue the path of scholarship. He eventually
became a Zen master with the name Seinen (more commonly known
as Shönen). Nishida warmly supported Morimoto’s decision but
advised him to submit his graduation thesis at least, so that he had a
university degree under his belt. Nishida clearly did not want his stu-
dents to repeat the same mistake he had made when he was younger.

President Sawayanagi resigned on April 28, 1914, and the univer-
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sity remained in limbo for some time until the Ministry of Education
appointed a successor. Despite the confusion he caused by firing pro-
fessors, Sawayanagi was a man of simplicity and honesty and left very
little animosity among the faculty members of Kyoto.

In the fall of 1914, with Kuwaki’s move to Tokyo, Nishida was
appointed professor of the first chair in the history of philosophy. The
department was seriously understaffed for the 1914–1915 academic
year, and Kuwaki’s teaching assignments had to be shouldered by the
rest of the department members.17 Nishida taught eight hours a week
that year. On top of Introduction to Philosophy, Introduction to Psy-
chology, and a lecture on special topics (Contemporary German Phi-
losophy), he taught a seminar for the students in philosophy and psy-
chology in which he read a German translation of Bergson’s Matter
and Memory.

In the fall of 1914, when the College of Humanities Exhibition
Building was completed, the history department moved into it. This
created a closer rapprochement among the philosophy, ethics, educa-
tion, sociology, aesthetics, and religion programs and encouraged
cooperation. On November 15, 1914, the faculty members held their
first colloquium—a precursor to the meetings of the Kyoto Philo-
sophical Society. By this time, the philosophy department was in its
ninth year of existence. The number of graduates was steadily increas-
ing, and many of them held promising positions. Chiba Tanenari and
Hatani Ryötai (the first graduates of the department), Akamatsu Chijö,
Takata Yasuma, and Nishida Naojirö (the second year’s graduates),
Kanetsune Kiyosuke, Nishikida Yoshitomi, Ueda Juzö, and Fujii Tane-
tarö (the third year’s graduates), Amano Teiyü, Abe Seinosuke, and
Ojima Sukema (the fourth year’s graduates), Nozaki Hiroyoshi (the
fifth year’s graduate), Yamanouchi Tokuryü and Katsube Kenzö (the
sixth year’s graduates), Hisamatsu Shin’ichi and Takahashi Keishi (the
seventh year’s graduates) were all engaged in teaching and scholarly
pursuits. Yamanouchi Tokuryü, for instance, then a graduate student
and joshu (lecturer), was translating Rickert’s Gegenstand der Erkenntnis
[Object of Cognition] into Japanese as Ninshiki no taishö.18 The Japa-
nese translation was to turn out to be an enormous success, selling
many more copies in Japan than the original German text sold in Ger-
many.19 Some of the younger generation of students looked promis-
ing as well.

Stimulated by vigorous research carried out by their professors,
students and graduates of the philosophy department enjoyed a rigor-
ous scholarly environment. Just as a philosophical society had been
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formed two decades before by the young and enthusiastic Inoue
Enryö, Inoue Tetsujirö, and others at the Imperial University, now it
was time for young scholars in Kyoto to do the same. Around 1913 or
1914, Takata Yasuma, Ueda Juzö, and Yamanouchi Tokuryü, all grad-
uate students and lecturers, organized a “Monday Club” in which
graduates of the philosophy department could present their research
projects. Their energy was contagious and became the driving force
behind the formation of the Kyoto Philosophical Society and its jour-
nal, Tetsugaku Kenkyü [ Journal of Philosophical Studies]. These devel-
opments were a natural consequence of the consolidation of the phi-
losophy department.

There were some reservations however, about the publication of
the new journal, Tetsugaku Kenkyü. Some argued that the college jour-
nal, Geibun, might be jeopardized if a new journal was published. Oth-
ers expressed concern about whether so specialized a journal could sus-
tain itself economically. As Tomonaga recalled, a spirit of consensus
prevailed among the faculty members, and they decided to go ahead
with the new journal.20 They felt that the day would inevitably come
when philosophy would become independent of the disciplines of his-
tory and literature. They also decided that the business aspect of the
journal should be left to the publisher, Höbunkan, and that professors
should contribute at least one or two articles a year, while graduates
should also do their best to contribute. They also agreed that if the
journal could not sustain itself after a few months of trial, then it
should be terminated.

Nishida’s own account runs contrary to the popular perception
that it was his idea to publish this new journal:

The publication of a new journal was not my own idea. The graduates
of those days enthusiastically planned it. Since I, just like other profes-
sors, was affiliated with Tokyo University, I could publish my writings
in the Tetsugaku Zasshi. But that was not the case with the graduates of
Kyoto University. One’s thought is not complete in the beginning and
can benefit from others’ feedback. Judging it best to have a forum of
our own, in which we could present our ideas and hone them, I voted
for the publication of our own journal. 21

The Kyoto Philosophical Society was officially launched on Feb-
ruary 27, 1916. Commemorating this special occasion, public lectures
were held and a dinner reception followed. Former students, profes-
sionals in the Kansai area, and those interested in the new venture—
about four hundred in number—gathered on this day.22 As an integral
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part of the Kyoto Philosophical Society, professors and students,
graduated or current, formed a more casual “Friday Club” (meetings
were on the first Friday of each month), where students and profes-
sors engaged in a lively exchange of ideas.

The first issue of Tetsugaku Kenkyü was published in April 1916.
Tomonaga Sanjürö acted as editor-in-chief, and Konishi Shigenao
was treasurer, but the actual burden was shared by every member of
the department. Ueda Juzö, assistant to the editor, especially exerted
himself. Nishida’s sustained contribution to the journal greatly helped
it stay in circulation.23

The inaugural issue carried Nishida’s “Gendai no tetsugaku”
[Contemporary philosophy]24 as the opening article. In it, he sketched
the development of the modern philosophical world since Kant. He
covered such thinkers as Fichte, Schelling, Schleiermacher, Hegel,
Hermann Cohen and the Marburg School (Natorp and others), Wil-
helm Windelband and the Baden School (Rickert and others), Bernard
Bolzano, Franz Brentano, Alexius Meinong, Theodor Lipps, Edmund
Husserl, Henri Bergson, and Max Planck. Nishida’s dogged study of
contemporary European thinkers was summarized in this essay.
Yamanouchi Tokuryü remembered the impact this essay had on the
students:

It was quite an extensive article, in which he depicted the characteristics
of contemporary philosophies. His manner of presentation was concise,
sustained by his intellectual vigor. It caught our attention. Within a
short span of several years, from the time he had moved from Kanazawa
to Kyoto (not to forget that he was in Tokyo for a short while), it was
evident that his scholarship was maturing robustly. We were impressed
by his article, because it testified to the fact that he had made a radical
metamorphosis from a lonely isolated thinker in the countryside to an
erudite professor. It also clearly showed to us that even in presenting
others’ ideas, one must have one’s own philosophical substance.25

In the fall of 1916 Nishida gave a series of special lectures on Fri-
days in response to the request of the Gakuyükai (associated students).
These Friday lectures on contemporary idealistic philosophies were
transcribed and edited by Nishida’s assistant, Yamanouchi, and pub-
lished as Gendai ni okeru risöshugi no tetsugaku [Contemporary idealis-
tic philosophy] in May 1917. 26

Nishida steadily advanced his philosophical inquiries in a series he
came to call “Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to hansei” [Intuition and reflec-
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tion in self-consciousness]. He not only critically engaged the
thoughts of neo-Kantians but also paid attention to Husserlian phe-
nomenological movement. Mutai Risaku,27 who entered the depart-
ment in 1915, remembered that the special topic that year was the
“Austrian School of Philosophy from Bolzano to Husserl,” which was
a continuation from the previous year. Nishida’s health was less than
ideal around this time, however. Mutai recalls that at the beginning of
1916, Nishida had to cancel many of his classes, and “especially on
rainy days, almost always there was no class.” Mutai’s recollection
continues:

In his lectures on the special topic, the professor spoke about works 
by [Alexius] Meinong, [ James] Martineau, Brentano, and Husserl, 
but many lectures on Husserl were canceled. By the time the professor
began discussing Husserl, I was quite comfortable with the method of
the analysis of consciousness unique to the thinkers of the Austrian
School. I especially was attracted to the amazing freshness and precision
in Husserl’s analysis of experience based on the intentionality [of con-
sciousness], and my interest in phenomenology was deepened. As I see
it now, it was Professor Nishida who introduced the Austrian School
and especially Husserl’s phenomenology to Japanese students. By that
time Husserl’s Ideen was already published, but we could not get hold
of a copy because of World War I. I had to ask someone who was able
to borrow it from the department library to let me read it. At first it
was very hard to understand, but as I plugged on I started to gather
some ideas. I wrote my graduation thesis on phenomenology. 28

Mutai later got the opportunity to study with Husserl in Freiburg
for the winter semester of 1926 and the summer semester of 1927.29

Yamanouchi’s interest in phenomenology was also kindled by Nishi-
da’s “Gendai no tetsugaku” and his 1915–1916 lectures on Bolzano
and Husserl.30 Yamanouchi became a serious student of phenomenol-
ogy and went to study with Husserl in Freiburg from 1921 to 1923.
Indeed, Nishida is rightly credited with having introduced phenome-
nology to Japanese students of philosophy.31

In September 1915 Chiba Tanenari was appointed assistant pro-
fessor of psychology. He began to team teach the introductory course
in psychology with Nishida, which reduced Nishida’s teaching respon-
sibilities to some extent. A year later, when Nogami Toshio returned
from Europe in August, Nishida was totally freed from his obligation
to teach Introduction to Psychology. He finally found time to devote
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his undivided attention to his philosophical inquiries. He concen-
trated on his project, “Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to hansei,” for the rest
of 1916.

The lively collegial spirit among the members of the philosophy
department was the hallmark of this period. The members collabo-
rated and published a book, Rottse [Lotze], in May 1917 on the occa-
sion of the centennial of the birth of Hermann Lotze. The collection
includes essays on Lotze’s contribution to various fields. Tomonaga
covered the history of philosophy; Nogami, psychology; Nishida,
metaphysics;32 Fujii, ethics; Fukada, aesthetics; and Yoneda, social sci-
ence. They were guided by the common goal of introducing Lotze’s
thought to the Japanese, while at the same time assessing his contem-
porary significance. The department’s activities began to draw the
attention of the Japanese academic world. The philosophy depart-
ment was becoming a vibrant intellectual center.

Nishida’s health, already delicate, grew considerably worse in
1917, and he had to cancel many hours of lectures. Mutai remembers
this period:

Because of his health, the professor covered a little more than half of
the materials in the “Introduction to Philosophy,” and we were unable
to hear his discussion of the problem of existence. But I vividly remem-
ber how he spoke about Jacob Bȯ̇hme and Schelling and spent some
time on them. Whenever he got going with his lectures, the frail-look-
ing professor would gain strength all of a sudden, shift his gaze from
somewhere on the floor to the students, and his eyes would glisten
sharply. The pace of his speech would accelerate, and his hands would
gesticulate. At those times I was hardly able to take notes. He spoke
about Bȯ̇hme’s biography in relatively great detail. I think he deeply
resonated with Bȯ̇hme (later I learned that his interest in Bȯ̇hme was
provoked by Hegel’s history of philosophy).33

By the spring of 1917 Nishida reached a point where he could no
longer proceed with the line of philosophical inquiry he had been car-
rying out, feeling that he had reached its end. He wanted to begin a
fresh inquiry from a different angle.34 During this period Nishida dealt
with such questions as how self-consciousness operates, how the objec-
tive world and consciousness are distinguished, how thought is con-
nected to experience, what the relationship is between time and con-
sciousness, and other knotty epistemological questions. While he
grappled with the origin of perception in relation to our physical body
and spirit, he confirmed his position that the “will” was more funda-
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mental than cognition and concluded his inquiry by upholding the
position of “absolute will.” In the last analysis, however, he was not
able to answer fully the questions he set out to solve and admitted to
himself that “after many trials and errors, my sword broken and arrows
used up, one may say I have surrendered myself before the gate of mys-
tery. But one thing is clear. I at least sincerely engaged in examining
and questioning the issues from a new angle.” 35

Iwanami Shigeo wanted to publish the essays Nishida had written
during this period in a single volume. Although Nishida felt it “irre-
sponsible to readers” to publish such a record of tortuous philosoph-
ical battle, he agreed to it. On June 7, 1917, he completed his preface,36

which reiterates what he initially set out to accomplish in this work: 

I attempted to consider reality according to the form of the “system of
self-consciousness” and thereby explain the unity of value and being on
the one hand and meaning and fact on the other—the important prob-
lems of contemporary philosophy. What I mean by self-consciousness
is not something that belongs to the field of psychology. Rather it is
the awareness of the transcendental ego, something akin to Fichte’s
“Tathandlung” [the self as the activity that establishes itself ]. I got this
suggestion from Royce’s “Supplementary Essay” in volume one of The
World and the Individual. . . . By giving new significance to the Fichtean
view, I thought I could unite the thoughts of neo-Kantians and Bergson
on a deeper level. 37

Meanwhile, students wondered how Iwanami would advertise
such an abstruse work. The advertisement, however, praises Nishida’s
philosophical integrity and achievement:

The important philosophical problems of contemporary philosophies
may be reduced to the relationship between (a) value and existence,
and (b) meaning and reality. The present book is a crystallization of
the philosophical effort of the author, who is probably the foremost
original system-builder that Japan has seen since the importation of
Western philosophy. He engages in a deep investigation of these cen-
tral problems, while being sustained by his conviction that self-con-
sciousness is a systematic whole. Because of the vigor of his thinking
and the depth of his experience, his work enjoys the distinction of
being the most unique, allowing no second. I am convinced that this
book amply testifies to the fact that the essence of philosophical reflec-
tion does not consist in a simple logical organization of concepts.
Rather, it shows that philosophical reflections are an intrinsic part of
the profound process of attaining human authenticity.38
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When Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to hansei was published on October
5, 1917, it drew much attention from the public as a ground-breaking
work—“as the first original philosophical work accomplished by the
hand of a single Japanese.”39 Shimomura Toratarö noted that Nishi-
da’s thought became thoroughly “modernized” in this work.40 The
book was introduced in the new book section of Tetsugaku Zasshi with
the following words:

There is no need to elaborate on the fact the author’s reflection is emi-
nently vigorous and profound. This present book . . . is not a book that
teaches us what philosophy is but it is a book that reveals to us the
essence of philosophical investigation. . . . Anyone interested in know-
ing what kind of height and depth Japanese philosophical investigation
has achieved must read this book.41

Nishida had, by virtue of his assiduous work, solidly established his
place as an original thinker within the Japanese academy.
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C h a p t e r  1 1

Correspondence with Tanabe Hajime 
(1913–1917)

Sometime soon after their initial encounter in April 1913, Nishida and
Tanabe Hajime began corresponding. Tanabe, born in 1885, entered
Tokyo Imperial University in 1904 to study mathematics but switched
to philosophy midcourse. Upon graduation in 1908 he was admitted to
the graduate school, where he remained until June 1912. In 1913, when
he met Nishida, he was teaching English at Kaisei Higher School in
Tokyo; in August of that year he was appointed lecturer in the natural
sciences faculty at Töhoku Imperial University and moved to Sendai.
It so happened that Höjö Tokiyuki was then the president of Töhoku
University, and Nishida was able to draw Höjö’s attention to improv-
ing Tanabe’s research environment. Nishida took a personal interest in
developing Tanabe’s career.

Tanabe, fifteen years younger than Nishida, looked up to him as
a mentor, while Nishida appreciated Tanabe’s background in the phi-
losophy of natural sciences and especially in mathematics. Nishida was
in the habit of destroying letters that came to him—once he had read
them—and for this reason Tanabe’s letters sent to Nishida did not sur-
vive. Tanabe, however, kept Nishida’s letters (more than two hundred)
up through 1945. Just from 1914 to 1917, during the time Nishida was
working on Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to hansei [Intuition and reflection
in self-consciousness], he wrote more than forty letters to Tanabe.
The letters offer a glimpse behind the scenes of his second book and
add a human dimension to this otherwise abstruse work. The letters
to Tanabe, especially the early ones, are a remarkable piece of intel-
lectual history. The correspondence indicates that Nishida was keenly
interested in modern developments in mathematics and physics.
Indeed, Tanabe must be credited with stimulating Nishida’s interest
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in these areas. The letters also record how Nishida went about digest-
ing Husserl’s phenomenology and what sort of books he considered
important. 

The earliest extant letter of Nishida to Tanabe dates from Janu-
ary 1, 1914,1 by which time the two were already engaged in detailed
philosophical discussions. Tanabe was then working on an article,
“Ninshikiron ni okeru ronrishugi no genkai—Mäburukuha to Furai-
burukuha no hihyö” [Limitations of logicism in epistemology: cri-
tique of Marburg and Freiburg schools]. 2 Nishida welcomed Tanabe’s
research because he felt that the thought of the neo-Kantian Marburg
school had not yet been fully introduced to Japan. Nishida himself was
already familiar with the Marburg school thinkers through works such
as Paul Natorp’s Allgemeine Psychologie [General Psychology]. Nishida
the teacher did not hesitate to urge Tanabe to cast his net more widely
and “digest the thought of classical thinkers” such as Kant, Fichte, and
Hegel, as well as more contemporary thinkers such as Wilhelm Win-
delband, Hermann Cohen, and Henri Bergson. He advised Tanabe
“to create your own system of thought that is truly meaningful to
you.”

From this first letter to Tanabe it is clear that Nishida was already
keenly interested in the thought of Edmund Husserl. For instance, he
mentions Husserl’s “Ideen,” which came out in the Jahrbuch fu̇̇r Phil-
osophie und phȧ̇nomenologische Forschung [Yearbook for Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research]. In that article, Nishida notes, Husserl
discusses in detail the idea he had presented earlier in his 1910–1911
essay “Philosophie als strenge Wissenschaft” [Philosophy as Rigorous
Science]. Nishida also informed Tanabe that Husserl’s 1900 Logische
Untersuchungen—Prolegomena zur reinen Logik [Logical Investigations
—A Prolegomena to Real Logic], hitherto out of print, was available
again. Nishida respected Husserl as “a rigorous thinker” and lamented
that popular thinkers such as Rudolf Eucken, the Nobel laureate of
1909, received more attention in the Japanese academy than Husserl.

When Tanabe’s article came out in two parts, Nishida responded
to it. In his letter of April 2, 1914, he agrees with Tanabe that “there
is a limitation to the logical approach to epistemology,” and that “to
solve epistemological problems one has to take the empirical venue.”
He adds, however, that to solve epistemological problems one needs
to clarify (a) the nature of intuition and (b) its relationship to thought.
He recommends that Tanabe reread Natorp’s two books, which he
had found helpful in understanding the philosophy of the Marburg
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school—the first volume of Allgemeine Psychologie nach kritischer Meth-
ode [General Psychology according to Critical Method] and Allge-
meine Psychologie in Leitsȧ̇tzen zu akademischen Vorlesungen [General
Psychology in Guiding Principles for Academic Lectures]. He also
suggests Hegel’s Logik, as well as Fichte’s Zweite Einleitung [The Sec-
ond Introduction] and Neuer Versuch [New Essay], which he had found
more interesting than Fichte’s main work, Grundlage der Wissenschaft
[The Foundation of Science]. To this list he adds Royce’s supplemen-
tary essays in the first volume of The World and the Individual. Along
with these recommendations, Nishida offers some personal advice:

When we engage in philosophical activities, we must delve deeper and
deeper, and think more and more precisely to solve any question that
we have. We must dedicate the whole of our flesh and blood to that
task. The discovery of truth is possible through “constant reflection,”
as Newton held.3

Nishida saw in Tanabe an able critic of his work and requested
feedback from him on the essay series he was now writing under the
heading of “Intuition and reflection in self-consciousness.” His letter
of April 14, 1914, is a response to Tanabe’s reaction to section 8 of this
essay, which appeared in March. Tanabe had questioned the choice of
the word “subject” (shukan) to designate the aspect of the concrete
experience.4 Following Tanabe’s query, Nishida talked with Kuwaki,
who suggested “subjective cognition” (shukaku). Nishida concluded
that “subject” or “subjective cognition” is better than “sensation” (kan-
kaku), which was what Tanabe probably suggested. Seizing this occa-
sion, Nishida expresses his wish that Japanese students of philosophy
engage in a critical examination of basic terminology. He points out
that Natorp uses the word “subject” to indicate “original experience.”
To complicate the matter, in medieval philosophy meaning the word
“subject” was diametrically opposed to its modern usage.

Regarding the idea of “value” (Wert) held by the Baden school
thinkers, Nishida recommends that Tanabe read such books as Rick-
ert’s Grenzen der naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung [The Limits of
Concept Formation in Natural Sciences], Windelband’s “Geschi-
chitesphilosophie” [Philosophy of History], which is in his Philosophie
im Beginn des zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts [Philosophy at the Beginning
of the Twentieth Century], Vom System der Kategorien [Of the System
of Categories], “Gleichheit und Identitȧ̇t” [Equality and Identity],
and Prinzipien der Logik [Principles of Logic]. Nishida also tells Tan-
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abe that the Collected Works of Wilhelm Dilthey are becoming avail-
able in six volumes and that he was looking forward to getting hold of
the fourth volume, which is Geistige Welt [Intellectual World].

In response to Tanabe’s report that he is spending some time
overseeing the chores in the university library, Nishida advises him
not to spend too much time on inessential tasks, and he shares his
regrets that he had spent the most energetic years of his life teaching
German. He tries to uplift Tanabe’s spirits by reminding him that
Tanabe’s generation of scholars will eventually establish the Japanese
philosophical forum and that to meet that demand they must dili-
gently cultivate their thinking and scholarship.5

Sometime in early August 1914, Nishida traveled to Tokyo, where
he got together with young graduates of the philosophy department,
including Miyamoto Wakichi, Takahashi Satomi, Koyama Tomoe,
and Shinomiya Kaneyuki, many of whom Tanabe knew. Nishida told
him how delightful it was to mingle with this “progressive group of
young scholars” and to hear their opinions.6 Essentially agreeing with
Tanabe’s critique of the neo-Kantian thinkers, Nishida expresses his
view that “they may have clarified the cognitive form but have not
given enough attention to the cognitive content; and they are unable
to get rid of the difficulty that Kant’s Ding-an-sich [thing-in-itself ]
has raised.” It was against this background, Nishida tells Tanabe, that
he is carrying out his philosophical investigation of “clarifying the
fundamental connection between direct experience and knowledge,”
which has required his reading the works of Fichte, Royce, Bergson,
and more lately Husserl. Nishida indicates that Husserl’s thought,
although hard to fathom, may prove fruitful.

Nishida was finding a way to understanding Husserl’s thought by
going back to his predecessors, Brentano and Bolzano. He found
Brentano’s 1874 Psychologie vom empirische Standpunkte [Psychology
from the Empirical Standpoint] full of original insight. He also read
works by Bolzano, whom he found “highly original” but rather “lang-
weilig” (tedious). Nishida found a small book published in 1894 by
Kasimierz Twardowski,7 Zur Lehre vom Inhalt und Gegenstand der Vor-
stellungen [Toward a Theory of Content and Object of the Represen-
tations], helpful in understanding Husserl because his thinking
seemed to fall somewhere between Brentano’s and Bolzano’s on one
hand and Husserl’s on the other. He recommends Brentano’s work to
Tanabe, and also adds Hegel’s Logik, part 1 of the Encyclopedia of the
Philosophical Sciences (1817), although not an easy book to go through.8

(The special topic Nishida chose for his fall 1914 lectures, “The Aus-
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trian School of Thought from Bolzano to Husserl,” reflects his own
research interest at the time).

In the summer of 1914 Tanabe was working on the essay “Süga-
kuteki taishö no sonzai ni tsuite” [On the existence of mathematical
objects], which reminded Nishida of his old article, “Logical under-
standing and mathematical understanding” (1912). Nishida thus rec-
ommended to Tanabe such books as Dedekind’s 1887 Was Sind und
Was Sollen die Zahlen? [What are numbers, and what should they be?],
papers by Cantor on set theory, and Rickert’s “Das Eine, die Einheit
und die Eins.” Nishida was then interested in mathematical theories,
in part because his graduate assistant, Yamanouchi Tokuryü, was then
working on set theory and its philosophical (i.e., logical) implications.
Nishida believed that “there is an intersection between philosophy
proper and other sciences such as mathematics and physics” and hoped
that philosophers (himself included) would become more conversant
with modern developments in mathematics and physics. This belief
remained with Nishida throughout his life. In 1915 he asked Tanabe to
recommend good books on non-Euclidian geometry, “not intended
for specialists but for philosophers.” He was also looking for books to
help him understand group theory better.9

In September 1914 Tanabe’s colleague mathematician Sono
Masazö moved from Sendai to Kyoto to teach at the College of Nat-
ural Sciences; he also accepted a partial teaching assignment at the
College of Humanities.10 Nishida got together with Sono on Novem-
ber 29 and learned from him that Tanabe was depressed because he
had very few students in his class on the philosophy of natural sciences
and few colleagues with whom he could talk. On the following day
Nishida wrote a very personal letter to Tanabe,11 consoling him by
drawing his attention to Japanese scholars’ tendency to shut them-
selves in a narrowly confined research area and show little interest in
interdisciplinary research—a tendency, unfortunately, that students
shared. Thus, students’ lack of interest in studying the philosophy of
natural sciences was not unexpected. His letter continues:

When you don’t have a good library and have no colleagues with whom
you can discuss things, naturally, you cannot assess the real worth of
your own work, for it is like traveling alone in the desert. You are bound
to feel uncertain. But I beg you not to dwell on the negative feelings;
you must continue with your work out of your unflinching convictions.
If you criticize your own idea until there is no more room for criticism,
who else in the world could criticize it? The thing to keep in mind is
sincere reflection and self-criticism. As Emerson said, one is only a part
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of the world when one talks with others, but when one is alone one is
the entire whole (das Ganze). We sharpen our thinking when we return
to our private corner. When you feel lonely, read biographies of
Descartes, Spinoza, and Kant, and so forth.12

To overcome his sense of isolation, Tanabe became interested in
Zen literature. Nishida had the following words of advice:

Though I once wanted to pursue Zen, I eventually quit practicing it
without having attained any understanding. Nevertheless, I think that
Zen teaching is eminently worthwhile. When it comes to Zen, it is not
good enough just to read books and think about this and that. . . . Once
one takes up Zen, one has to pursue it all the way; otherwise it is better
not to begin it at all. President Höjö, experienced in Zen practice, is a
person you might want to consult about Zen.13

Nishida steadily plowed ahead in his philosophical inquiry. Sec-
tions 14 and 15 of his “Intuition and reflection in self-consciousness”
came out in January 1915, followed by sections 16 and 17 in March,
and sections 18–20 in June 1915.

In July 1915 on receipt of Tanabe’s two-part essay on the theory of
natural numbers, “Shizensüron,”14 Nishida responded, suggesting that
Tanabe consult Hegel’s Logik, Lotze’s Logik, Sigwart’s Logik, Brad-
ley’s Principles of Logic, and especially Husserl’s Logische Untersuchun-
gen [Logical Investigations]. By then Nishida was able to tell Tanabe
how to go about interpreting Husserl’s thought:

If you begin with the thought of Bolzano and Brentano and move onto
that of Twardowski, you will understand Husserl. What Bolzano said
in terms of logic and Brentano in terms of psychology is united in
Husserl’s philosophical method. I think Husserl adopted and developed
the ideas unfolded by Bolzano and Brentano.15

Tanabe’s initial reaction to Husserl’s “Philosophie als strenge Wis-
senschaft” [Philosophy as Rigorous Science] was that it was a kind of
Wesensschauung (contemplation of being). Nishida cautioned Tanabe
not to make a hasty judgment:

If you base your judgment on that article alone, it will seem as if Hus-
serl’s phenomenology is a mere “Wesensschauung,” but I understand
that his endeavor is to discard any dogmatic view so as to look at real-
ity from the standpoint of “pure experience.” As opposed to Rickert,
who divides the Urteil [ judgment] and Urteilen [acts of judging] and
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neglects the latter, Husserl strikes me as attempting to reflect on the
relationship between the two from the standpoint of reines Bewusstsein
[pure consciousness]. Therefore, if one were to define phenomenology
merely as a study of Wesensschauung, it would be too broad. For exam-
ple, mathematics is also a study of Wesen [essence], although Husserl
seems to consider mathematical study as eidetik and distinguishes it
from phenomenology. He discussed this point in detail in his “Ideen zu
einer reinen Phȧ̇nomenologie und phȧ̇nomenologischen Philosophie”
[Ideas, General Introduction to Pure Phenomenology]. . . . Husserl’s
phenomenology is certainly similar to reflexive psychology, but he him-
self says that he maintains the standpoint of pure consciousness to look
at everything in a beschreibend [descriptive] manner.16

Although Nishida praised Husserl as “a great mind”17 and told Tanabe
to read his works, he never embraced Husserl’s system wholeheartedly.
For his taste Husserl’s thought was too “static and analytical.”18 He
maintained his usual critical attitude and held that “we should not be
satisfied with, say, Husserl’s phenomenology. We must go deeper.”19

Six sections of “Intuition and reflection in self-consciousness” were
published in two installments in the December 1915 (sections 21–23)
and January 1916 (sections 24–26) issues of the Geibun.20 Nishida
wanted Tanabe to read section 26, in which he discussed his view of
Grenze ( limit). It appears that Nishida’s interest in the problems of
“continuum, differential, and infinity” was stimulated by Tanabe’s
works. Nishida had earlier received a copy of Tanabe’s book, Saikin no
shizen kagaku [Recent natural sciences], published by Iwanami Book-
store in November 1915. Nishida had a mixed reaction to this book.21

In February 1916 Tanabe’s essay, “Renzoku, bibun, mugen” [Contin-
uum, differential, infinity] came out in three installments in Tetsugaku
Zasshi,22 and Nishida read it with great interest.

Tanabe had been engaged to Ashino Chiyo since April 1915; they
were married on February 14, 1916.23 Soon after that, however, Chiyo
contracted pneumonia, and Tanabe found himself in fragile health as
well. In response to Nishida’s request,24 he managed to write an arti-
cle, “Fuhen ni tsuite” [On the universal ],25 for Tetsugaku Kenkyü and
sent it off in late March.26 In the face of Chiyo’s illness, Tanabe strug-
gled with the meaning of his philosophical engagement and was seri-
ously considering taking up Zen practice.27 Nishida extended heart-
felt support:

It is not an easy thing to render one’s philosophical engagement into a
living power that sustains life, but I think genuine philosophy has to
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get to that point. In this respect, I think there is no one like Spinoza,
who is an eminent model for us who engage in philosophy. Among the
Stoics, Marcus Aurelius stands out as a man of warmth. But the Bible is
even more profound and precious than the teachings of the Stoics.

I believe that there is nothing better than Zen to truly give one
peace of mind. The only problem with Zen, as I understand it, is that it
is rather difficult to enter its gate. It may be better to read Zen stories
and such at first. A friend of mine from my childhood, Suzuki Teitarö
Daisetz (professor at Gakushüin) has been practicing Zen for years.
When you are in Tokyo, you may want to get in touch with him. He
has recently written three books, Zen no tachiba kara [From the stand-
point of Zen], Zen no daiichigi [The essential teachings of Zen], and
the title of the third book escapes me for the moment.

Have you read Maeterlinck’s Wisdom and Destiny? I would recom-
mend it. Also, I once read Tsunashima Ryösen’s essays, “Byökanroku”
[Record of experiences during my illness] and “Kaiköroku” [Record of
conversion], and Kiyozawa [Manshi]’s “Waga shinnen” [My spiritual
convictions] and got much consolation out of them.

In any case the experience you have undergone this time is certainly
a moment of supreme challenge for you. Genuine philosophy does not
emerge out of reflective consciousness (ishiki) but out of totally letting
go of one’s ego. We believe in our small powers and have to suit our
convenience. I think this is where we go wrong. The great truth of the
universe is found in the words of Paul: “It is no longer I who live but
the Christ that lives in me,” and in the words of a Zen adept: “Letting
go one’s hands, which were clinging to the steep cliff, and being reborn
after the experience of absolute extinction.” Neither philosophy nor
religion is possible separate from this reality—I’m not saying these
things. Rather, I’m just repeating the words of the men of old.28

In the summer of 1916, when Nishida went to Nagano Prefecture
to give three lectures that Iwanami Shigeo and Mutai Risaku had
requested, he saw Tanabe in Suwa by pure coincidence, very briefly.29

Tanabe dedicated the rest of 1916 to intensive writing, completing his
essay “Fusü oyobi kyosü” [Negative numbers and imaginary num-
bers].30 He almost completed “Hensü oyobi kansü” [ Variables and
functions]31 and “Süri no ninshiki” [Cognition of numbers],32 and he
was also drafting “Jikanron” [On time].33 Nishida, who did not hear
from Tanabe for some time, was relieved to receive a letter from him
and learn that both Tanabe and his wife were in good health and that
Tanabe was writing. Nishida asked him to submit some of his new
essays to Tetsugaku Kenkyü; he also reported to Tanabe that “Intuition
and reflection in self-consciousness” was reaching its end point. He
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was thinking of finishing it in early 1917 and planned to organize
philosophical problems in a different configuration and concentrate
on each of them to make a more detailed analysis.34 Sections 30, 31,
and 32 were printed in the October 1916 issue of Tetsugaku Kenkyü;
sections 33–36 were printed in the November issue; and sections 37
and 38 in the December issue.

The severe cold at the beginning of 1917 aggravated Nishida’s
chronic insomnia. He told Tanabe that he was trying to avoid taking
sleeping pills because he was afraid of becoming addicted to them. His
experiments with ginseng had turned out to be ineffective, and he had
to go back on the pills.35 At this time Tanabe was reading Theodor
Lipps, a specialist on psychology and aesthetics. Nishida told Tanabe
that Lipps’s works, such as the 1903 Leitfaden der Psychologie [Primer
of Psychology] and Naturphilosophie [Natural Philosophy], were “full
of suggestions” and interesting.36 He was then working on section 42
of “Intuition and reflection in self-consciousness” and was coming
close to finishing. He asked Tanabe to point out any gross mistakes and
oversights in this series of essays before the manuscript went to Iwa-
nami Bookstore for publication. Tanabe responded right away with a
list of corrections.

Tanabe, for his part, was also thinking of collecting his papers on
the philosophy of mathematics and submitting them as a doctoral dis-
sertation, to the philosophy department at either Tokyo Imperial
University or Kyoto Imperial University. Nishida wholeheartedly
endorsed the idea of Tanabe’s submitting a doctoral dissertation and
advised him:

Certainly, getting a degree is not that important for a scholar, but it has
the merit of winning the recognition of the general public, which may
facilitate your further studies. . . . Regarding your question of whether
to submit it to Tokyo or Kyoto, if you decide on Kyoto, I will be able
to speak for your work, and I’m pretty certain that the dissertation will
pass the review of the faculty committee. But when I consider your
future, if your choosing Kyoto over Tokyo might possibly cause ill feel-
ings among your seniors at Tokyo, it would not be good for you. I want
you to deliberate on this point. I’m sure that not only Kuwaki but also
Professor Inoue recognizes your work, and your dissertation will pass
their scrutiny. The only thing with Tokyo is that the process of disser-
tation evaluation has been so stymied that it will take a long time for
you to get the degree. I understand Yoshida Seichi’s dissertation has yet
to go through the review process even four or five years after its sub-
mission. I think this is a point worth considering as well. In any case, 
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I am for the idea that you should submit your dissertation and request
a doctorate.37

Tanabe did eventually submit his dissertation to Kyoto. Years later,
while studying abroad in Germany, Tanabe took part in Husserl’s sem-
inar in the summer semester of 1923.38 Husserl, who had heard much
about Nishida Kitarö from Yamanouchi Tokuryü and Kiba Ryöhon—
both of whom were in Husserl’s seminars in 1922—asked Tanabe to
give him and his colleague mathematician Ernst Zermelo an exposi-
tion of Nishida’s thought as developed in Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to
hansei. Zermelo’s special interest was the thought of Georg Cantor,
and he was to compile Cantor’s collected papers. Nishida’s interest in
Cantor must have caught the attention of both Zermelo and Husserl.
Husserl and Zermelo would begin arguing with each other, however,
so that Tanabe had to stop his presentation from time to time.39

Thanks to Tanabe and others, Nishida and Husserl developed a direct
personal contact: the two exchanged formal letters a few times between
1923 and 1931.40 Nishida’s name was starting to become familiar
among the small circles of European thinkers.
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The Calm before the Storm
(1917–1919)

Nishida caught the flu during the cold weather at the beginning of
1917, and this unfortunately led to the recurrence of chronic pleu-
risy.1 He initially planned to go to Tokyo to attend Yayoi’s graduation
in March but was obliged to stay at home until his health sufficiently
recovered. In April, with the arrival of the warmer weather, he was
finally able to travel to Tokyo. Nishida set aside some time to see and
talk with Tanabe Hajime in private on April 7. On April 15 he gave a
talk at the semiannual gathering of the Philosophical Society, entitled
“Shushu no sekai” [ Various worlds], 2 which was a summary of the
conclusions he had arrived at at the end of his inquiry, “Intuition and
reflection in self-consciousness.” Among the audience of three hun-
dred people was Miki Kiyoshi,3 then a First Higher School student,
accompanied by his mentor, Hayami Hiroshi. Miki wrote about his
impression of the day:

I did not understand his talk very well, which, nonetheless, made a
strong impression on me. The professor appeared on the stage in his
kimono. He fixed his gaze slightly downward, walked all over the stage,
and spoke a few words at a time. It appeared as if he were speaking to
himself to organize his thoughts rather than to the audience. Occasion-
ally, he would stop in front of the blackboard and draw a circle or a line,
but even that act was not so much to explain his thought as to look for
appropriate ways to express his ideas. On that day I did not see an
ordinary university professor. I saw “a thinker”! 4

Nishida returned to Kyoto on April 18 but was unable to give lec-
tures at the university because of his poor health. His recovery was
slow. His letter to Tanabe Hajime on May 9 informs him that he was
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finally feeling well enough to resume teaching.5 On June 7, after com-
pleting the preface to his forthcoming book, Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to
hansei, he began correcting the manuscript for publication. He agreed
to the publication of these essays mainly because he could then adopt
it as a textbook for his course in the fall, which was on “Chokkan to
hansei” [ Intuition and reflection]. It was a compilation of his hard-
fought work of the past few years, and he was far from pleased with the
manuscript. He took slight comfort in William James’s words: “those
who bring out many works will bring out something.”6 After he had
sent the manuscript off to Iwanami on June 24, he took a complete
break from his work for the summer. 

He needed to let things go. Just several days earlier, on June 18,
Nozaki Hiroyoshi, a philosophy student for whom Nishida had high
hopes, suddenly died of a heart attack. That morning, Yayoi, who was
living with her parents in Kyoto (she had graduated from Tokyo
Women’s Higher Normal School and had obtained a teaching position
at the Women’s School in Kyoto), was combing her hair, when her
boxwood comb broke in two. An ominous feeling crossed her mind,
for a comb’s breaking was considered a bad omen. She remembered
that “someone rushed into the front entrance of the house, informing
us that Nozaki was felled by a heart attack early that morning. Father
came down from the second floor in a state of shock, with tears in his
eyes, cried ‘What a terrible thing,’ and rushed out. While I saw my
father off, my heart was wrenched with pain.”7

Nishida had known Nozaki for a long time, ever since Nozaki had
been a student at the Fourth Higher School in Kanazawa when
Nishida was still teaching there. One day, Nozaki had approached
Nishida in the hallway of the higher school building to announce his
intention to study philosophy. Following his parents’ wish, he had first
entered the College of Law at Tokyo Imperial University, only to feel
dissatisfied. He eventually transferred to the philosophy department in
Kyoto, where he distinguished himself as an excellent student. Nishida
found a kindred spirit in Nozaki and enjoyed his company: “We shared
the same field of study and the same interests. Setting aside the age dif-
ference, we formed a warm friendship.” Turning directly to his mem-
ory of Nozaki, he wrote: “Whenever you read a book that moved you,
you would knock on my door and share your thoughts. Sometimes our
conversations extended into the night. Since I was a bit older than you,
you never failed to treat me with the politeness that was due to one’s
elders, but deep down I secretly cherished you as an admirable friend
of mine.”8
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Nozaki was developing the idea of “philosophy as confession” and
left his manuscript behind, which his friends then made into a book
and published with the title Zange to shite no tetsugaku [Philosophy as
confession]. Nishida contributed a foreword as well as a postscript, in
which he wrote:

We, teachers and friends, regarded you as a young man of great talent.
Not only were you endowed with the depth and acumen of mind of a
very fine scholar, but you were also gifted with something profound and
titanic that lurked at the bottom of your heart. A dark fate, the kind that
we find in the tragedies of Sophocles, seems to have occupied the hid-
den recesses of your heart. While you were moved by such dark forces,
you had a very clear, translucent mind. It is unavoidable for such a
gifted person like you to become prey to youthful mental torments 
and agonies. 9

Nozaki’s death left Nishida feeling lonely, as if part of him had
been torn away. It was soon after that tragedy that Miki Kiyoshi called
on him at home in Kyoto on June 26, with Hayami Hiroshi’s letter of
introduction in hand. Miki decided to major in philosophy after hav-
ing read Nishida’s Zen no kenkyü and thought: “If doing philosophy
means to engage in this kind of work, I will try that myself.” He
wished to study with Nishida, which his mentor Hayami thought was
an excellent idea. On the day of his visit, Nishida talked to Miki about
the university lectures, seminars, and so forth. In response to Miki’s
question on what kind of books students should read to begin their
study of philosophy, he said one must read Kant and fetched his copy
of Critique of Pure Reason from his study.10 A few days later, he had a
copy sent to Miki from the department library.11 Yayoi remembered
Miki’s first visit clearly. Miki was in his rough attire and a torn school
cap, which was then a fashion statement among the First Higher
School students. In Yayoi’s words:

My father was seeing off the guest, telling him to come again to visit.
When he came into the family room, I asked him: “Who was that
person?” He said, with an expression of content on his face: “A bright
young man who just graduated from the First Higher School at the top
of his class. He heard my talk in Tokyo and decided to choose the phi-
losophy department in Kyoto. Hayami of the First Higher School has
nothing but praise for him, and I’m looking forward to having him as 
a student.” Thinking how wonderful it must be for my father to have
excellent students, I too was very happy.12
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Nishida and his family spent July in Kanazawa, where he visited
his aging mother and “relaxed everyday and lay on the beach all day
long.”13 In August he and his family vacationed in Obama, a small
beach town facing Wakasa Bay on the Japan Sea, where their cousin
Akai Yonekichi and his family were living. He thoroughly enjoyed his
daily walks through the wooded areas along the beach, and sometimes
he even returned home with sweet crackers for his children. This cre-
ated a sensation among the children, for their father—who knew only
to buy notebooks, pencils, and books—was now coming home from
his walks with sweets.14 During this vacation, he was delighted to
receive the news that his eldest son, Ken, had been accepted by the
Third Higher School. When the summer heat abated at the end of
August, the Nishidas returned to Kyoto. He reported the effect of his
summer to Tanabe Hajime: “The vacation I took this summer, aban-
doning all work, appears to have had its effect. I am invigorated
enough to face any task.” He was ready to carry a full teaching load in
the fall. 15

The year 1917 turned out to be eventful. From June through Sep-
tember 1917 Waseda University experienced a campuswide upheaval
caused by the rivalry of two factions, one siding with the current out-
going president and the other with the new president. A few profes-
sors and students were expelled from the university in September.16

Also in September, in protest against these measures, Hatano Seiichi
resigned from the university. The philosophy department at Kyoto
seized this opportunity, and Fukada Yasukazu visited Tokyo on behalf
of the department to invite Hatano to accept a teaching position. On
November 7 Nishida wrote to Tanabe Hajime to inform him of the
news: Hatano had agreed to move to Kyoto to join the department.
Hatano began teaching at Kyoto Imperial University in January 1918.

The unrest at Waseda University actually opened up a position for
Tanabe Hajime, who was invited back to Tokyo. He was reluctant to
move to Waseda, however, because Waseda was a private institution
and had a different academic temperament from what Tanabe, a grad-
uate of the Imperial University, had been used to; besides, complicated
personal relationships existed among the Waseda faculty members.
Although the idea of moving back to Tokyo was enticing, in the end
Tanabe decided against it. Nishida agreed with Tanabe’s decision and
pointed out to him the advantages of being in Sendai, where Tanabe
was fully able to dedicate himself to his studies without worrying about
such matters as collegial relationships. Nishida gave him these words
of reassurance:
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Please do not forget—although I don’t have to remind you—to con-
tinue to pursue your studies in philosophy [as opposed to natural sci-
ences]. In the past I, too, spent a period of academic isolation, when I
just read books and engaged in thinking. I understand how you miss
being away from the center of scholarly activities, but depending on
how you look at the current situation, it might work out to your advan-
tage if you are intent on establishing a philosophical system of your
own. A man of old said: “The house offers nothing precious for those
who enter it from the front gate.”17 In my opinion there is no other way
to carry out one’s work than to think deeply on one’s own, identify the
fundamental problems, and try to solve them with all one’s might.18

The year 1917 was a time of transition for Höjö Tokiyuki. In
August he was asked to assume the presidency of Gakushüin. After
deliberation, he accepted the position. On September 2 he resigned
the presidency of Töhoku Imperial University, and he and his family
moved to Tokyo. When Nishida learned of Höjö’s departure from the
university, he was disappointed for Tanabe’s sake. Höjö needed an able
right-hand man to assist him at Gakushüin and approached Yamamoto
Ryökichi. Yamamoto, dean of students at Kyoto Imperial University,
had been considering leaving his position for some time because, more
often than not, he found himself in conflict with his colleagues. He
accepted Höjö’s offer and resigned from the university on March 13,
1918. 

Cautious about his health, Nishida had taken it easy for the rest of
1917 and only slowly began writing an essay, “Ishiki to wa nani o
imisuru ka” [What is “consciousness”?],19 and a short piece on the
encounter between Leibniz and Spinoza, “Raipunittsu no hontairon-
teki shömei” [Leibniz’s “Quod ens perfectissimum existit” ].20 These
essays were gathered with others to form his next book, Ishiki no
mondai [Problem of consciousness], published in 1920.

Nishida suffered the death of another of his students, Okamoto (né
Sabase) Haruhiko on January 19, 1918. Okamoto had graduated from
the philosophy department the previous July. He was fond of litera-
ture and was creating his own field of specialty, a kind of philosophy
of literature. Nishida first heard about Okamoto from a colleague who
was teaching at the Third Higher School, who spoke of an unusual
student who had just graduated, named Sabase:

He usually reads only what he likes, skips classes, and his grades have
been nothing impressive. But he graduated at the top of the class in the
Humanities Division. What he had to say about it was quintessentially
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Sabase. “My poor grades would surely make my father unhappy, so I
graduated at the top of the class, just to prove that I can do it.”21

After graduation he entered the College of Humanities at Tokyo
Imperial University, but disliking the atmosphere of Tokyo, he trans-
ferred back to Kyoto.22 Shortly before he graduated from the univer-
sity, he was adopted into the Okamoto family, whose family fortune,
however, suddenly declined. It then fell on him to support the entire
Okamoto family, and he took a number of part-time teaching jobs in
the local schools and also earned some money translating Western lit-
erature into Japanese. The amount of work proved to be too much for
his delicate constitution, and fatigue led to pleurisy, which he could
not fight off. In a memoir about Okamoto, Nishida wrote:

He was brilliant and sensitive; he was richly imaginative, endowed 
with a quality of genius. He majored in philosophy, but he took much
delight in literature and demonstrated a remarkable talent in it. He
especially liked the French impressionistic poets. He was plentifully
gifted to create a new field of his own. He had one foot in philosophy
and another in literature.23

The successive deaths of his beloved students, Nozaki and Oka-
moto, hit Nishida hard, taking away something of the youthfulness he
exhibited in interacting with his students. He committed the cries of
his heart in Chinese: “Ah, why must Heaven punish our philosophy
department! A rare and gifted young man died, and another followed
soon after, leaving behind this old wreck. The waters of the Higashi-
yama hills are dried up, and a cold north wind wantonly scatters away
the fallen leaves!”24 Okamoto’s friends took charge of editing and pub-
lishing the writings he had left behind; Okamoto Haruhiko ikö [Manu-
scripts of the late Okamoto Haruhiko] was published in October 1918.
In memory of Okamoto, Nishida wrote an essay, “Shöchö no shin’igi”
[The real significance of symbols], in which he discussed the nature
of the symbol as the union of meaning and existence.25

Twenty-five years after Nozaki’s death, Nishida’s students Mutai
Risaku and Kösaka Masaaki reedited Nozaki’s book and republished
it. At that time Nishida contributed a preface, in which he reminisced
about students who died young. He wrote: “During the two decades
when I taught in the philosophy department at the University of
Kyoto, three bright minds died without fulfilling their intellectual
promises—Nozaki Hiroyoshi, Okamoto Haruhiko, and Mitsuchi
Közö.26 Nozaki especially was close to me since he had known me
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from the Fourth Higher School.”27 Nishida never forgot those stu-
dents whom he cherished.

The deaths of Nozaki and Okamoto made Nishida think about
the health of his students. In his elder-brotherly concern, he wrote to
Tanabe Hajime:

A student of the philosophy department, Nozaki, of whom I had great
expectations, died last year, and early this year we lost a poet-genius,
Okamoto, a graduate of our program. I’m devastated. Philosophical
engagement is apparently not a very healthy thing to do. Make sure
you don’t push yourself too hard in your studies.28

In the first half of 1918 Nishida wrote a few essays, “Kankaku”
[Sensation],29 “Kanjö” [Emotions],30 and “Ishi” [The will ].31 In the
late spring Tanabe’s dissertation passed the examination of the screen-
ing committee. The decision to grant him a doctorate was confirmed
at the faculty meeting of June 19 and was officially announced in major
newspapers in July. Nishida was then beginning to think about invit-
ing Tanabe to join the faculty of the philosophy department,32 for he
had always wanted to do something for Tanabe.33

From mid-July onward, Nishida traveled twice to Kanazawa and
stayed there as long as he could, for his mother was dying. On Septem-
ber 3, 1918, Tosa passed away at the age of seventy-six, with Nishida
at her bedside. Tosa had been a very important presence throughout
Nishida’s life, having unfailingly stood for and by him. Her death
overwhelmed Nishida with a tremendous grief, so much so that he was
unable to think. He was then working on an essay, “Keiken naiyö no
shushunaru renzoku” [ Various connections of experiential contents],34

but he could not think through the problem, especially toward the end
of this essay, and attached a special note saying that although the sec-
ond half of the essay might appear to be a little confused, he had
wanted to record the confusion itself “as a token of my heart that suf-
fered the death of my mother.”35

The post-World War I economic boom in Japan created a demand
for more university graduates in the workforce. In response, the gov-
ernment set out to restructure the country’s education system. The last
time a radical reform of the education system had taken place was in
1896 under Mori Arinori. In September 1917 the Terauchi cabinet set
up an ad hoc committee on education (Rinji kyöiku kaigi) and con-
ducted research into the present state of education. The committee
filed its recommendation on June 22, 1918. Nakahashi Tokugorö,36
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a businessman-turned-politician from Ishikawa Prefecture, was
appointed minister of education in the Hara cabinet on September 29,
1918. Nakahashi’s appointment came as a real surprise to Nishida and
Yamamoto. Nishida initially took it as good news that an Ishikawaite
had been put in charge of education, but he was not without appre-
hension. Nakahashi, not really versed in the area of education, would
need to be supported by an able vice minister.37 The Ministry of Edu-
cation announced a new university ordinance (daigakurei) on Decem-
ber 6, which included the upgrading of private universities to full uni-
versity status. The government also announced a revision of higher
school ordinance (kaisei kötögakkö rei), which radically expanded the
higher school system. Upon reading the new plan of the government,
Nishida could not help but be critical. He wrote to Yamamoto on
December 26, 1918:

I read minister of education Nakahashi’s plan. I regret to say that his
emphasis is on technical learning such as medicine, engineering, and
law; he dismisses the fundamentals of education in humanities and
natural sciences. I wonder whether this reform might lead to an impov-
erishment of letters and sciences, while the actual burden in these areas
might be handed over to the private institutions. Nakahashi’s plan looks
to me too enterprise-oriented. Even if the government is to increase
the number of higher schools, where are they to find teachers?

In the same letter, revealing his view of what the imperial family
(köshitsu) should be to Japan, Nishida reacted positively to the news
that the imperial family was supportive of education:

For the imperial family to donate money to education is among the
finest deeds of recent years. It has to be so. I would like to see the
imperial family acting as a patron of culture. The slogan, “revere the
emperor” (kin’nö) made sense at the time of the Restoration, but the
imperial family today no longer stands opposed to the Shogunate but 
is of the entire country of Japan. These days one hears a lot of clamor
about the “uniqueness of the Japanese political system” (kokutai), but
no one bothers to recognize that the Japanese kokutai is grounded in
humanity. They are content with propounding the dogma of the
unbroken line of imperial succession. For me, this “unbroken line” is
rather a symbol of great mercy, altruism, and partnership. I think we
need to point out this aspect. 38

According to the new university ordinance, the College of Human-
ities (Bunka Daigaku) was renamed the Faculty of Letters (Bungakubu)
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in February 1919. The change was supposed to provide more coher-
ence to the various units of the university. In exchange, some degree
of autonomy was taken away from each college.39 In view of the pro-
jected increase in the number of students entering the universities, new
chairs were added to the five imperial universities. Two new positions
were added in June 1919 to the Faculty of Letters at Kyoto, one in
Chinese language and literature and the other in Japanese literature.

This addition of professorial positions created two new positions
on the level of assistant professor, and Nishida saw an opportunity to
invite Tanabe Hajime to Kyoto. In fact, he had begun his initial
inquiries as early as July 1918, asking Tanabe if he was interested in
moving to Kyoto.40 Tanabe was more than happy to do so to be
Nishida’s colleague, with one reservation: his appointment would take
away opportunities from Kyoto Imperial University graduates.
Nishida responded to Tanabe’s concern:

On this point, I, too, have deliberated as a professor in the philosophy
department, but the position of assistant professor would be left vacant
for quite a while if we did not make an appointment at this time, as I
said in my previous letter, and this would not be good for the depart-
ment. Certainly, no one can tell what the future will bring, but for the
moment there is no one whom we can recommend for the position of
assistant professor from among our graduates. Obviously, we need to
think about the future of our graduates . . . , but I want to consider
Kyoto University not as a parochial regional university in Kyoto but 
as one of the country’s universities. 41

At that time there was a discussion to establish a faculty of letters
at Töhoku Imperial University, 42 and Tanabe was offered the position
of professor, if and when the university expanded its offerings. It would
certainly be more prestigious for Tanabe to be promoted to professor
rather than to move to Kyoto as assistant professor. Nishida did not
want to apply any pressure on Tanabe, for he wanted him to make up
his own mind:

In Kyoto, I’m afraid you will have to remain in the position of assistant
professor for a long time. Although you say you don’t mind that, I feel
sorry for you. At Töhoku Imperial University, they are setting up the
Faculty of Law and Humanities, . . . and you would certainly play an
important role if you remain there. For this reason, I want you to tell
me frankly what you would like to do. . . . Nothing would delight me
more than if you were to decide to come to Kyoto and support our
program here, but I think you may make a greater contribution to the
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Japanese philosophical world if you have a position of independence
and explore your own field.43

Tanabe declined the counteroffer in Sendai and was given permis-
sion by the president of the university to leave. The philosophy depart-
ment in Kyoto voted in May 1919 to appoint Tanabe assistant profes-
sor of the history of philosophy. Sawamura Sentarö was appointed to
the position of assistant professor of aesthetics as well. During this
period of structural change at the university, one of the prime movers
in the College of Humanities, accomplished historian Uchida Ginzö,
died on July 22, 1919. By August Nishida had written “Ishi jitsugen no
basho” [The place where the will is actualized],44 “Ishi no naiyö” [The
volitional contents],45 “Kankei ni tsuite” [On relationships],46 and
“Ishiki no meian ni tsuite” [On the light and dark sides of conscious-
ness].47 Tanabe Hajime moved to Kyoto that August. Hatano Seiichi,
who knew Tanabe from his Tokyo days, reassured Tanabe that Nishida
was looking after Tanabe’s career with a paternal compassion.48

Nishida faced some changes on the home front as well. On June
14, 1919, his eldest daughter Yayoi wedded Ueda Misao, with Yama-
moto Ryökichi acting as the matchmaker. Ueda was a former student
of Nishida’s at Gakushüin and was launching a successful career as a
judge following his graduation from the College of Law at Kyoto
Imperial University. 

In July Nishida was invited to give lectures in Nara. At that time
Kotomi and Sotohiko accompanied him. They enjoyed their visit to
Tödaiji and their walk into the hills of Mt. Mikasa. Nara was full of the
charm of an ancient capital. Sotohiko duly passed the entrance exami-
nation to the Third Higher School that summer. Nishida spent August
preparing the manuscript of his next book, Ishiki no mondai,49 which
was a collection of essays he had written during the past year and a
half. 50

All seemed well with his family, and Nishida’s life was comfort-
able as he entered the ripeness of midlife. On September 14, however,
when he had just finished his dinner and was about to stand up to
leave the dining table, Kotomi cried out his name and suddenly fell on
the floor. Two doctors were rushed to the Nishidas. Kotomi had suf-
fered a stroke and lay unconscious. This happened right at the begin-
ning of the new academic year, when students from Tokyo—Tani-
kawa Tetsuzö, Hidaka Daishirö, and Hayashi Tatsuo (limited status)
—entered the philosophy department in Kyoto.
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Sorrows of Life and Philosophy
(1919–1922)

Kotomi regained her consciousness after the stroke, but she was com-
pletely paralyzed and became bedridden. Eight years later, Nishida
confided to Yamamoto how he felt when his wife became disabled:

Human beings exist in time. Precisely because there is the past, such 
a thing as “I” exists. The fact that the past is present in the present
moment simultaneously constitutes that person’s future. When my 
wife was suddenly paralyzed because of illness, I was overcome by this
thought. It felt to me as if the important part of my past had vanished
all at once, and with it, my future. Even when there is a merry occa-
sion, there is no one to rejoice with. Even when there is a sad moment,
there is no one to commiserate with.1

Following Kotomi’s illness, successive illnesses struck his family.
His eldest son, Ken, died in 1920 of complications from peritonitis; one
daughter, Shizuko, began to suffer lung trouble in 1921; his daughters
Tomoko and Umeko contracted typhoid fever in 1922, and Tomoko
had to undergo a prolonged period of painful convalescence. Tanabe
Hajime, who deeply sympathized with the Nishidas, described the sit-
uation as “Job-esque.”2 It is a curious coincidence that Nishida wrote
to Tanabe Ryüji in October 1907—more than a decade earlier—of a
premonition: “Last night lead-colored clouds filled the sky and hung
low to the ground; moonlight faintly seeped through the thick clouds
here and there; winds were violently blowing, making an incredible
noise and twisting tree trunks. It was a horrific night. Is this the back-
ground for my life?”3 In 1919 his daily life came to resemble this
ghastly stormy night. The disasters tormented him and pushed his
philosophical reflections closer to home, to the reality of life itself. He
came to consider his philosophical activities as emanating from the
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profound “sorrows of life” ( jinsei no hiai) 4 rather than from “aston-
ishment” or “marvel” (thaumazein), as Aristotle had it; it was to that
Aristotelian definition that the younger Nishida had adhered.

Kotomi was no longer able to see to the household chores. Yayoi
was married and established in her own home in Hirakata. Shizuko
assumed the burden of homemaking, but the stress proved to be too
much for her, and she began to suffer from lung trouble. The Nishi-
das had always kept a couple of maids who could at least take care of
three daily meals, but that was all they were able to do. Without a
mistress the household began to look dilapidated. Sotohiko observed
his father of those trying days:

Torn fusuma [dividing sliding doors] were not repaired, doors and shöji
screens were stuck and would not open smoothly, and the tatami mats
were dirty. The more chaotic his surroundings became the less father
seemed to care about them. It was not that he did not notice things.
Rather, he was living in a world of his own.5

As Nishida saw his surroundings gradually deteriorate, he realized how
hard Kotomi had worked to create an environment conducive to his
work and to protect him from the chores of daily life. The practical
responsibilities for household chores and childrearing now fell on his
shoulders.

In October, when he was still at a loss following Kotomi’s stroke,
a problem arose in the philosophy department. Tomonaga Sanjürö was
offered a position as principal at a higher school. Tomonaga, feeling
that the department was entering a new phase with Hatano Seiichi and
Tanabe Hajime on the teaching staff, thought it best to take the posi-
tion. It would also open up an opportunity to the promising graduates
of the department. Nishida understood Tomonaga’s reasoning but
persuaded him to stay, pointing out that Tomonaga’s expertise was dif-
ferent from Hatano’s, and that his presence was central to the convivial
atmosphere among colleagues in the department. Nishida added his
personal voice: “It would be too sad to lose a colleague with whom I
have been able to be totally open and discuss things over the years.”
Nishida further entreated: “One might think that a person to consult
with may be found in many ways, but I don’t think human emotions
are that simple. I’m sure there are better wives than my own, and bet-
ter friends than my own. But my wife is my wife, and my friends are
my friends.”6 These words, coming from Nishida, whose wife had
had a stroke and who was lying in her bed, moved Tomonaga. He
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declined the offer of the principalship and remained a good colleague
of Nishida’s.

On October 13, 1919, Nishida gave a guest lecture at Ötani Uni-
versity entitled “Coincidentia oppositorum to ai” [Coincidentia opposito-
rum and love]. 7 In it he revealed the thought he was developing then,
namely, that “logic is usually taken to mean something cold and imper-
sonal, but it is fundamentally connected to human emotions.” This is
an idea he was to articulate in his 1936 essay, “Ronri to seimei” [Logic
and life]. Nishida must have been reflecting on the relevance of his
philosophizing when his own wife was incapacitated. Making a refer-
ence to Nicholas Cusanus’s idea of “coincidentia oppositorum” (unity of
opposites), Nishida saw a similar insight at work in Cantor’s defini-
tion of the infinite: “the true infinite is that in which a part and the
whole are identical.” This supported Nishida’s view of self-conscious-
ness, in which that which is reflected is none other than that which
reflects. Nishida asserted that there is coincidentia oppositorum—a uni-
fying power of consciousness—at the ground of all knowledge. He
also pointed out that love that transcends the thought of ego-centered
gain and loss and that establishes the unity of the self and the other is
a salient case of coincidentia oppositorum. Nishida was beginning to find
that “logic” and “love” are in fact intertwined, as both share the
moment of the unity of opposites. His reflections were acquiring the
tone of personalism.

In December 1919, at the request of Ryükoku University (then
called Bukkyö Daigaku), Nishida gave a talk entitled “Shükyö no
tachiba” [The standpoint of religion],8 in which he suggested that reli-
gious truth must in some ways be different from the truths established
by the natural sciences. He was then meditating on the relationship
between life and knowledge (or logic).

The new year of 1920 began relatively peacefully for Nishida.
Yayoi and Toshiko made a short visit home. Nishida typically ushered
in the new year by working on his philosophical writing. Colleagues,
Tomonaga, Tanabe, and Hisamatsu Shin’ichi, were among the many
well-wishers who called on him. The business in the department went
as usual, and on the surface Nishida’s life seemed to have gone back to
normal. But on January 24 his colleague Kano Naoki’s wife died after
an illness. Nishida extended him deep-felt sympathy, for he knew what
it meant to lose one’s wife. Kano remembered Nishida’s warmth:

It is facetiously said that philosophers lack common sense, but Nishida
was the farthest from that kind of caricature. He was a man of common
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sense, though he did not show it. He also had a deep understanding 
of human conditions and emotions. If anyone has ever described him 
as a strange man,9 it goes to show that such a person does not know
Nishida. He was indeed a man of refined sensitivity and civility.10

In April 1920 Nishida went to Tokyo to attend a meeting with his
colleagues Sakaguchi Takashi and Kano. During his stay in Tokyo, he
got together with Yamamoto Ryökichi and Suzuki Daisetz to discuss
Yamamoto’s situation. Höjö had just stepped down from the presi-
dency of Gakushüin, having been forced by an opposing faction of the
faculty members. Höjö’s proposal to add the component of university
to Gakushüin had been turned down, leading to his resignation. In this
anti-Höjö environment, Yamamoto had to make up his mind whether
to stay on at Gakushüin or to leave. Daisetz, who was the dormitory
master at Gakushüin, managed to detach himself from campus politics.
But that was not the case for Yamamoto. Yamamoto decided to resign
from Gakushüin. This uncertain situation turned into a perfect oppor-
tunity for Yamamoto to take time off from his work and travel abroad
for a year. Höjö persuaded his acquaintance, a businessman named
Ataka Yakichi, to contribute ten thousand yen for Yamamoto’s trip.
Höjö arranged to secure an official government paper that charged
Yamamoto with the mission of “observing American and English edu-
cation systems and visiting renowned schools.”11

Although Suzuki was doing well at Gakushüin, Nishida had for
some time been looking for an academic position for him, one that
would enable him to engage in scholarly research and writing. In 1917,
just after Suzuki had been appointed dormitory master at Gakushüin,
Nishida wrote to Hori Koretaka that Suzuki was too good for such a
position and should not be buried by insignificant assignments.12

Nishida’s effort bore fruit; he found a professorship for his friend at
Ötani University by gaining the commitment of President Sasaki
Gesshö.13 Suzuki accepted the offer and moved to Kyoto in May 1921.

Nishida returned home from Tokyo on April 15 to find that his
eldest son was suffering from a high fever. Ken turned out to have
peritonitis and was quickly admitted to the university hospital. To
quell his sense of anxiety, Nishida listened to music on his phono-
graph. The opening movements of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony
sounded as if dark fate were knocking on his door. Ken’s peritonitis
got much better by May, but the bacteria entered his bloodstream and
caused inflammation of his heart. The doctors held out very little
hope. Realizing that his son was dying, Nishida had to face the diffi-
cult task of telling Kotomi, who was bedridden. Naturally, Kotomi
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was distressed at first but soon regained her composure and told him
that, from the very first day Ken was admitted to the hospital, she had
already prepared herself for this. She reasoned that a long life did not
necessarily mean happiness for everyone, and that she wanted the
funeral service to be held at Senjuin, the temple where Uemura Hörin
was abbot. Enormously relieved by Kotomi’s amazing courage and res-
olution, Nishida asked Hisamatsu Shin’ichi, who was then living on
the Myöshinji temple compound, to take care of the funeral arrange-
ments. Ken died on June 11 at the age of twenty-two. Hiramoto
Tokujü, the successor to Ikegami Shösan as the shike of Myöshinji, offi-
ciated at the funeral service.

Ken had been about to graduate from the Third Higher School
and was planning to enter Kyoto Imperial University. According to his
best friend, Kubo Yoshio, Ken was “uncomplicated, manly, and had
the natural talent to be the boss of a pack, and therefore he would have
made a name in the financial world.”14 He had been a young man of
strong physical constitution who enjoyed participating in sport com-
petitions. Nishida did not approve of his sons playing sports; he con-
sidered it a waste of time and insisted instead that they channel their
energy into their studies. Nishida came to this view out of personal
experience, regretting that he had wasted his time playing tennis when
he was teaching at the Fourth Higher School. 

Nishida was a strict father to his sons, but Kotomi’s understand-
ing of their sons’ needs provided balance. She was, however, a strict
mother to her daughters, while Nishida was a doting father to them.
Thus Nishida and Kotomi made a good couple. While Ken was fight-
ing for his life, a baby boy, Kaoru, was born to Yayoi and Ueda Misao
on May 17. Because Nishida had placed a great deal of hope in his eld-
est son’s future, Ken’s death came as a severe blow to him. But Nishida
felt he must maintain his calm in front of the infirm Kotomi. His over-
whelming sadness, however, was expressed in a series of waka poems: 

Since the day
he was carried on this road
on a stretcher
he was never to return home
my child

Even the dirty textbooks
pronunciations penciled in
are now treasures
I put them away
in a wooden box
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Just about fifty days
with my heart
heavily afflicted
I trod this road
to the hospital

Having lived
healthily
till twenty-three
how could he disappear
like a dream 15

His love for Ken took yet another expression—this one of magna-
nimity. He donated handsome leather-bound books to the library of
the Third Higher School in Ken’s memory, including six volumes of
Fichtes Werke [Collected Works of Fichte], Windelband’s Prȧ̇ludien
[Preludes], and Einleitung in die Philosophie [An Introduction to Phi-
losophy].

While Nishida was still feeling miserable from the loss of his son,
the world around him moved on even more briskly than usual. Nishi-
da’s best friend, Yamamoto, was leaving for America and called on him
in Kyoto on July 23. Yoneda Shötarö was promoted to full professor,
and the department held a farewell party for Yamanouchi Tokuryü and
Uno Enkü, both of whom were leaving to study abroad in Europe.
Ken’s illness left behind a pile of medical bills. Ataka Yakichi offered
monetary help. Although Nishida hesitated at first out of pride, he
accepted the two hundred yen and with that money he decided to hire
his aunt, Akai Maki, as a live-in governess for his daughters. She came
to live with the Nishidas and taught Shizuko (fifteen), Tomoko (thir-
teen), and Umeko (eleven).

Nishida found it necessary from time to time to forget all that tor-
mented him and turned to nature for consolation. He sent a letter to
Tanabe Hajime with a poem: 

Looking at the clouds
that travel above
the great sea, I spend
the whole day immersed
in thought 16

Tanabe was convalescing at Tsuruga at that time. Nishida advised him
to “forget everything, calm your mind, and recuperate. It will be good
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for you to roam in the mountains and seas as if you had become a
complete fool. One must have that kind of mettle.” He continues:

I love the ocean. I can watch the waves all day long. Waves are the
movements of infinity itself. I used to read such poems on the sea as
those by Heine; his poem on the North Sea is impossible to understand
unless one has seen the ocean of the northern country. . . . 

There is nothing more pleasant than to be embraced in the bosom
of great nature. There is no talk of scholarship or moral discourse
there.17

In 1921, as had been decided by the University Ordinance of 1918,
universities and higher schools changed the beginning of the academic
year from September to April to better align their academic calendar
with the rest of the school system (elementary and secondary schools
had changed their school year to begin in April around 1900).18 Those
students who entered the university in September of the previous year,
Kösaka Masaaki, Mitsuchi Közö, Kimura Motomori, Kobayashi Tai-
chirö, and several others had to finish their first year of study in this
shorter period of six or seven months, and things felt a little rushed
for Nishida. His special lectures of 1920–1921 were on Hegel, which
must have been part of his endeavor to concentrate on logic—a pro-
cess that eventually led him to formulate his “logic of topos.”

Among the first-year students who entered the philosophy depart-
ment in April 1921 were Nishitani Keiji and Tosaka Jun, both from the
First Higher School in Tokyo. Nishitani chose Kyoto over Tokyo after
he had read Nishida’s Shisaku to taiken [Philosophical contemplation
and life experience] by chance and found an existential affinity with
Nishida’s thought. Tosaka, however, chose Kyoto, following in the
trendsetter Miki Kiyoshi’s footsteps. Yamanouchi Tokuryü, then in
Paris, regularly sent Nishida and Kotomi postcards from Italy and
other parts of Europe. These beautiful postcards especially delighted
Kotomi.19 In April, Tanabe Ryüji, the author of the Koizumi Yakumo-
den [A biography of Lafcadio Hearn], got a chance to travel abroad to
visit Hearn’s relatives and acquaintances in the United States and
Britain. (Following this productive trip, he revised his biography of
Hearn in 1922.) In early July, Yamamoto Ryökichi returned to Kobe
from his trip abroad, while Naruse Kiyoshi (or Mukyoku),20 lecturer
in German literature, left for his study abroad.

Of all the happenings in 1921, the most important for Nishida was
Suzuki Daisetz’s move to Kyoto in May to assume the chair of pro-
fessor of Buddhist Studies at Ötani University. Before their arrival,
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Nishida looked for a house for Suzuki and his wife, Beatrice. Their
move to Ötani led to the birth of an international journal of Buddhist
studies in English, The Eastern Buddhist.21 The journal aimed to dis-
seminate the Mahäyäna Buddhist ideals into the daily lives of the peo-
ple around the world and to counter the forces of “sordid industrial-
ism and blatant militarism” that led to World War I. 22

Nishida hardly had a moment of peace at home. Shizuko began to
show symptoms of lung trouble (most likely tuberculosis) in July.
Nishida was extremely sensitive to the health of his children because
he now knew that a young person’s illness could end in death. He
expressed his feelings in waka poems: 

In this depressing world
the summer
is half gone
while I have many things
on my mind 23

I haven’t called what is red 
red and merely made it 
an object of my scrutiny
and already fifty years 
of my life have gone by 24

While he always held that the starting point of philosophy was reality
itself, this “reality” became more concrete in the face of the sufferings
of his wife and children.

In the fall of 1921 Yamanouchi Tokuryü settled in Freiburg to
study with Edmund Husserl. Martin Heidegger was also in Freiburg,
assisting Husserl. Nishida wrote to Yamanouchi on November 28,
1921:

Thanks for the postcards of the University of Jena and the Heidelberg
Castle beautifully adorned by flowers; and thanks also for your letter
from your boarding house in Freiburg. It appears that there are many
bright philosophy students from Japan gathered in Freiburg. It must be
quite a sight. What sort of lecture does Prof. Husserl give? Might he
give difficult lectures, saying noema, noesis, and so forth? I hope his
lectures are substantial and not just full of detailed analyses and grand
jargon to impress the audience. . . . About Heidegger, I know that he
wrote his dissertation on Duns Scotus, but I haven’t read it. I did take
note of it because I felt that we may still learn from Duns Scotus.

How are the works by [Moritz] Geiger and [Karl] Jaspers in
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Heidelberg? What are their reputations like? . . . Isn’t this [ Julius]
Ebbinghaus that you mention perhaps the son of the psychologist,
[Hermann] Ebbinghaus? I haven’t yet read Rickert’s System der Philoso-
phie [1921]. If you treat the subject as Rickert does, I think it would be
uninteresting. Lately, I don’t read new works as much as I used to, but
please let me know about anything that you read or hear that might be
of interest to me. . . .

Nishikida [Yoshitomi]25 leaves Kobe tomorrow; he is going to
Berlin. Tanabe [Hajime], too, will leave in early March. He’s going
either to Heidelberg or Freiburg.26

Nishida also wrote to Kiba Ryöhon27 in Freiburg. Kiba had been
Nishida’s student from Fourth Higher School days:

How is phenomenology? Isn’t it quite difficult? As opposed to Rickert’s
school, which solely focuses on logical structure, phenomenology con-
tains elements of experience, and for that reason it is interesting. I just
wonder, however, if it continues to take that static a course, what will
become of it. Just as Goethe satirized Mendelssohn, might phenome-
nology end up killing the butterfly to get to its beauty?28

Shizuko’s lung condition remained the same in 1922. The arrange-
ment with Akai Maki as governess did not work very well, and she left
the Nishidas. In her place a young graduate of the Women’s Higher
School was temporarily hired, but Nishida felt a more experienced
college graduate was needed and consulted his colleagues in Tokyo,
including Abe Jirö and Abe Yoshishige. In March the youngest daugh-
ter, Umeko, was accepted to the Kyoto Prefecture First Higher
Women’s School—welcome news for Nishida. In April, a graduate of
Tokyo Women’s College, Ueno Asako [she later married Nishida’s
son, Sotohiko], came recommended to Nishida. She had been gov-
erness to the children of Yanagi Muneyoshi. Although Asako was an
experienced governess, it was impossible for her to tend to every detail
of their daily lives. In May, Tomoko and Umeko ate strawberries con-
taminated with typhoid bacteria and became violently ill. They were
sent to a hospital, and Umeko recovered after a while, but Tomoko’s
condition remained critical for a long time. Nishida visited his two
daughters in the hospital every afternoon. His waka from this time
reads: 

My wife is ill
so are my children
only the summer 
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grass thrives
at my house 29

Nishitani Keiji, also admitted to the hospital with the suspicion of
typhoid fever, was in the same hospital, in the room right next to
Nishida’s daughters. Nishitani remembered that “I often heard the
two daughters cry because of pain; someone told me that their condi-
tions were quite serious. Every day, in the afternoon, I saw Professor
Nishida come to the hospital, passing by along the corridor, wearing
a grave expression on his face.”30

To maintain some order at home, Nishida asked for volunteers
from the Ittöen religious community to come and clean the house. As
part of their religious practice, the members of Ittöen paid “house
calls” to help people. The founder, Nishida Tenkö, however, believed
that the volunteers should be rotated regularly so as to prevent their
forming special attachments. Thus, Nishida had to devote time to
training a succession of helpers.

In stark contrast to Nishida’s domestic nightmares, life at the uni-
versity was full of exciting events and activities. On March 5 Tanabe
Hajime left for Berlin to study in Germany, and in April Hara Katsurö
was elected dean of the Faculty of Letters. On April 29 the Prince of
Wales (crown prince of England), who was traveling around the world,
visited Kyoto Imperial University, and Nishida was among those who
had an audience with him. In May Miki Kiyoshi left to study abroad
in Germany, with financial support secured by Hatano Seiichi from
Iwanami Shigeo. Also in the spring of 1922 repercussions from the
1919 educational reform began to be felt. Under this new system the
number of higher schools was proliferating.31 Accordingly, the num-
ber of incoming university students increased by leaps and bounds.
The Faculty of Letters at Kyoto saw more than one hundred first-year
students that spring.32 The number of students who chose the philos-
ophy department also increased dramatically, almost tripling in 1922.
Nishitani Keiji’s essay “Nishida, My Teacher”33 describes the chang-
ing atmosphere of the department and Nishida’s lectures of this
period.

In April 1922 Yamamoto Ryökichi got the position of vice princi-
pal of the newly founded elite school in Tokyo, Musashi Higher
School. Nishida was delighted over how things had turned out for his
friend.34 Under Yamamoto’s leadership Musashi Higher School began
to carve out a niche as one of the finest private higher schools in the
country. In November Yamamoto had some business to take care of
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in Kyoto, and the two friends seized the opportunity to get together.
Yamamoto’s visit was something Nishida badly needed to comfort his
lonely heart. In appreciation of his constant friendship, Nishida wrote
to Yamamoto: “It was so wonderful to spend some time with you and
talk our hearts out. Your visit touched me very much, and I even
thought of the line [from the Analects ]—‘Is it not pleasurable for a
friend to come and visit from afar?’ Both of us are over fifty—the
beginning of old age, but somehow whenever I see you I feel as if I
were in my twenties again!”35

Nishida found that adopting a wider horizon beyond the immedi-
ate situation was helpful in warding off his depression. His thoughts
often flew over to Germany, where many of his younger colleagues
were gathered. He was writing “more often to friends in Germany
than to friends in Japan.”36 In the summer of 1922 Miki Kiyoshi,
Naruse Mukyoku, Abe Jirö, Ishihara Ken, and Kuki Shüzö were
among those in Heidelberg, where Heinrich Rickert was teaching.37

Yamanouchi Tokuryü, Kiba Ryöhon, Itö Kichinosuke, Fujioka
Zöroku, Koyama Tomoe, and Ishikawa Köji were among those in
Freiburg, where Edmund Husserl was teaching. Tanabe Hajime was
moving to Freiburg in the fall. Chiba Tanenari was in Berlin. For
Nishida to think about his colleagues abroad made him forget his
gloom at home. His letter to Yamanouchi Tokuryü in Freiburg reads:

I heard that Tanabe moved to Berlin. He told me that he went to the
Kant Conference in Halle with Nishikida and got together with those
of you from Japan. You may have been there, perhaps? It sounds like a
lot of activities are going on in Germany with so many Japanese there.
My heart is hovering over Germany rather than over Japan these days.
Miki must have already arrived in Berlin. So might have Shinohara
[Sukeichi]. According to the newspaper, [the German] foreign minister
[Walther Rathenau] was assassinated, and I’m worried about those of
you who are studying in Germany, since any domestic change could
affect your safety. How is it in the southern part of Germany? Is it 
true that universities in the south, such as in Heidelberg, do not admit
foreign students? Take especially good care of yourself. I’m doing well.
My wife is in exactly the same condition as she was when you left. But
unfortunately, two of my children are in the hospital because of
typhoid.38

Japanese scholars studying in Germany invariably mentioned
Nishida’s name as the foremost representative thinker in contempo-
rary Japan. Husserl, Rickert, and Heidegger were all familiar to an
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extent with the name Nishida Kitarö, but it appears that Nishida’s
thought remained opaque to the Western thinkers, mainly because of
the language barrier. Takahashi Satomi, who studied with Husserl in
Freiburg, 1926–27, tells us that Husserl failed to see the originality of
Nishida’s thought; instead, he believed that Nishida’s “intuitionism”
was something akin to his own and considered Nishida an adherent to
his branch of phenomenology. Takahashi elaborates on this point:
“Husserl’s phenomenological pure intuition is something objective,
with no element of logical reflection mixed in; whereas what Nishida
meant by ‘intuition’ is something that is always within one’s self-con-
sciousness and something that is never separated from reflection.”39 Be
that as it may, intellectual exchanges between the Japanese and Euro-
pean thinkers in the 1920s and 1930s were lively, and the level of dis-
course was considerably sophisticated.

In the summer of 1922 Sotohiko, now twenty-one years old, was
thinking of going into philosophy. This worried Nishida. He asked
Mutai Risaku, who was teaching Sotohiko at the Third Higher School,
to dissuade his son from making that choice. Nishida also expressed his
concern in letters to Sotohiko, explaining that “philosophy is a chal-
lenging field and demands even from naturally gifted students assidu-
ous work and toil; many have to go through a period of uncertainty
about their own ability and pass through critical points where they
might just give up. Many fail and succumb in midcourse.” He also
wanted Sotohiko to know that “it is very difficult to earn one’s living
by philosophy—one has to be extremely gifted or else fortunate. I,
too, had to teach at junior higher school and higher schools until I was
forty years old. One must be mentally prepared to discard any idea of
luxury and lead a simple life. There might even be times when one has
not enough to clothe and feed the family.” Nishida suggested to Soto-
hiko that he go into the natural sciences, instead of philosophy, for
the following reason:

While incomplete endeavor in literature or philosophy is useless, you
see the result of your study in the area of natural sciences immediately,
and the more you study the more results you obtain. In natural sciences,
if you pursue your study to the depth of the problem, you can come in
contact with the profound mystery of the universe. Regardless of what
discipline you choose to specialize in, what counts is your earnest,
sustained scholarly attitude. Your interest in the field you choose will
emerge from a sincere engagement.40
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Nishida wanted his only surviving son to have a solid profession.
Eventually, Sotohiko obeyed his father’s wish and majored in physics
at the university. Sotohiko probably heard Einstein’s lecture at Kyoto
Imperial University in December 1922, and it is easy to imagine that
a lecture by the world-famous physicist came as an affirmation of his
choice.

Nishida’s home life was starting to take a brighter turn. Mitsui
Hachiröemon (or Takamine), the industrialist tycoon of the Mitsui
Financial Group, wanted to thank Nishida for having sponsored his
second son, Takaakira, on the occasion of his son’s graduation from
Kyoto Imperial University in 1920. The elder Mitsui insisted on build-
ing a new house for the Nishidas. The story goes that Mitsui felt sorry
that such a famous philosopher was living in a humble rented house.
Nishida accepted this generous offer and participated in designing the
house. The house in Asukaichö, a few blocks north of the university
campus, was completed in September 1922, and the family moved in
on September 16. Ueda Juzö, Hisamatsu Shin’ichi, and Mutai Risaku
helped with the move. Kotomi was carried to the new house in a kind
of palanquin. On the following day Umeko returned to the new house
from the hospital, but Tomoko still remained in critical condition.
Nishida had made a quiet Japanese-style room where Kotomi could
comfortably rest; for himself he designed a study with a fireplace that
became his favorite room. The south end of the study had a French
door that opened to the garden. Nishida named his study Kosseikutsu
(clean-bone grotto), taking the name from a poem by Zen master
Jakushitsu:

The spring water scattered by the wind sends off cool sound.
Mountain peaks and the moon are before me; a beam of light is leaking 

from the windows into the bamboo grove.
An old man I am, I find it delightful to be in the mountains.
Even if I die at the foot of a rock, my bones are clean! 41

Nishida began to take interest in planting trees in the garden. On
a sunny October day Uemura Hörin called on Nishida from Senjuin,
and the two spent half a day discussing where to plant what kind of
tree. A fir tree, a couple of pine trees, a cedar tree, and an oak tree over
there; over here a Japanese maple tree, a peach tree, and a plum tree;
in front of Kotomi’s room her favorite camellias would go; right next
to the study should be Nishida’s favorite, daphne; and beyond the
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small man-made pond, a sultan’s parasol. Hörin knew an excellent
nursery in Saga and told Nishida that he would have trees delivered
from them. About two weeks later, however, Hörin caught a cold,
which turned into pneumonia, and died. Nishida, severely reminded of
the impermanence of life, composed poems in memory of Hörin: 

You told me to come look 
at the turned autumn leaves
now you are gone
leaving behind
the deepening autumn 42

Pine trees planted in Nishida’s garden, which were a present from
Hörin, looked to Nishida as if they cast a languishing shadow, sad-
dened by the death of their master.

Nishida, overcome by loneliness after Hörin’s death, was terribly
in need of company. On one such day, Kösaka Masaaki called on
Nishida with no particular business. He recalled:

I was shown to the study, where the professor was silently smoking his
cigarette and absorbed in thought. His eyes were fixed on midair. I sat
down, facing him, and remained silent. I had nothing to say to him. I
remember it was a late afternoon on a cold autumn day. He didn’t say
a word, so I just sat silent. That several minutes of silence felt to me
oppressively long—almost like eternity. Unable to stand the weight of
the gloom, I said I should be going, and was about to stand up from
my seat. At that moment the professor said, “You need not go yet, do
you?” After that we spoke for quite a long time about this and that. 43

Because Kösaka was a 1920 graduate of the Fourth Higher School
and a member of Sansanjuku,44 the two probably talked about Kana-
zawa that evening.

At the end of 1922 Tomoko was still in the hospital. The muscles
of her feet remained frozen tightly, and her intelligence was beginning
to wane as a result of her prolonged illness. Looking back on the year,
Nishida wrote to Yamanouchi in Freiburg:

This was an eventful year for me, as much as it was for you. I am
exhausted and feel lazy about everything. You might have already heard
that Uemura Hörin of Senjuin suffered pneumonia for several days and
died at the beginning of November. About two weeks before, he had
visited me and we spent half a day in leisurely conversation. I was
acutely reminded of how transient human life is. 45
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The Nishida-Einstein Connection
(1920–1922)

Nishida had a hand in inviting Albert Einstein to Japan in 1922. He
had been interested since 1920 in Einstein’s theory of gravity from a
philosophical point of view and asked Tanabe Hajime for his opinion
of Harrow’s From Newton to Einstein and Slosson’s Easy Lessons in Ein-
stein.1 This was a year before Einstein’s nomination for a Nobel Prize
in physics. Nishida also sought the professional opinion of Kuwaki
Ayao,2 a physicist and the younger brother of Kuwaki Gen’yoku (he
and Kuwaki Ayao had begun corresponding sometime around 1912).
Nishida wanted to know whether “Einstein’s theory of gravity, which
is much discussed in the world of theoretical physics lately,” was too
technical and difficult to understand.3

Yamamoto Sanehiko, president of a publishing company, Kaizö-
sha, was thinking about inviting world-class Western thinkers to Japan,
with the hope that such exchanges would enhance the level of Japa-
nese scholarship as well as promote greater awareness of the outside
world among the Japanese. (He invited Bertrand Russell to Japan in
July 1921, and George Bernard Shaw in March 1933.) When Yama-
moto called on Nishida in October 1920 to get his advice, Nishida,
without hesitation, suggested Einstein as the foremost thinker of the
modern European scientific community. Yamamoto followed up on
this suggestion and contacted Ishihara Atsushi, a professor of theoret-
ical physics at Töhoku Imperial University. Ishihara had known Ein-
stein personally from his days studying abroad at the Zurich Polytech-
nic. With Ishihara’s help, Yamamoto drew up a contract in German.
The invitation was warmly accepted by Einstein, who was then much
coveted on the world lecture circuit. Yamamoto was prepared to spend
a small fortune on this venture. 

Einstein and his wife arrived at the port of Kobe on November 17,
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1922, and were met by Ishihara Atsushi. During Einstein’s tour, Ishi-
hara not only accompanied the Einsteins as their personal interpreter
but also translated Einstein’s lectures into Japanese and made them
accessible to the Japanese audience.4 The Einsteins spent the first
night in Japan in Kyoto. The next day they traveled to Tokyo and were
happy when they could see Mt. Fuji from the train windows. In Tokyo,
Einstein gave two public lectures as well as a series of special lectures
that lasted for six days at Tokyo Imperial University. After Tokyo, they
traveled to Sendai, Nikko, Nagoya, and arrived back in Kyoto, prob-
ably on December 9. 

There is a side story. Ishihara was then a sort of persona non grata
among the academic community because of his love affair and elope-
ment with a beautiful poetess, Hara Asao. Because Ishihara was a mar-
ried man, his action caused a huge sensation, and he was forced to
resign from his professorship in July 1921. Nishida was sympathetic
to Ishihara, as was Kuwaki Ayao. Nishida wrote to Kuwaki that Ishi-
hara’s resignation was “truly unexpected, and as you say we cannot
sympathize with him enough. I truly believe that one day he will rise
again from his present predicament.”5 Nishida did not endorse the
move to ostracize Ishihara from the academy; instead, he invited him
to Kyoto to give lectures on the theory of relativity so that students
could be better prepared when Einstein came. Nishida’s gesture
annoyed his colleagues in the physics department,6 but for him that
was an inconsequential matter.

Nishida’s interest in Einstein’s theory of relativity became keener
as he saw its philosophical implications. He explained to Kuwaki Ayao:
“Einstein has gone very far in the area of physics. I think where he left
off connects directly to philosophy. I suspect Mr. Einstein himself may
not know the philosophical implications of his own thought, just as
Newton was unaware of the philosophical implications of his the-
ory.”7 Einstein’s concern—the question of “a priori [principle] that
constitutes the world of physics”—seemed to Nishida to point in the
direction toward which his own thought was groping, a vague hunch
that he was eventually to formulate into the idea of topos.

Einstein’s talk at Kyoto Imperial University was scheduled for
December 10, 1922. At that time Nishida specifically asked Einstein
to speak about “how he came to formulate the theory of relativity.”
Nishida explained that such a talk would be enormously “beneficial to
the students as well as to himself.” Einstein, who “harbored a warm
feeling of respect for Professor Nishida,” responded by saying, “It is
not an easy matter to talk about, but if that is the wish of the profes-
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sor, I shall try.” Einstein gave a lecture titled “How I Created the The-
ory of Relativity,”8 which Ishihara Atsushi simultaneously translated
into Japanese. The lecture was also transcribed and has been translated
into English.9

Einstein was received by the Japanese enthusiastically—“Einstein
fever” spread throughout the country. Nishida reported this public
madness to Yamanouchi in Freiburg:

Mr. Einstein came to Japan, and the Japanese people flocked around
him as if to see an exhibit of an exotic animal rather than to listen to
him. When he arrived at Tokyo Station [on the evening of November
18], the crowd swarmed around him as if welcoming a victorious
general, and the automobile in which the Einsteins were seated could
not get moving for a long time, I hear.10

After Kyoto, Einstein spoke in Osaka, Kobe, and Fukuoka, before
leaving Japan on December 29 from the port of Fukuoka. 
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C h a p t e r  15

An Inner Struggle 
and a Breakthrough

(1923–1925)

Tomoko’s serious condition hung heavily on Nishida’s mind at the
beginning of 1923. Tomoko was still in the hospital and faced the pos-
sibility of becoming lame or mad. Nishida’s waka of this time reads:

Being tied down
by the iron chain of fate
and trampled all over
I don’t even know
how to stand up 1

He kept his feelings close to himself, however, and his professional
life went on as usual. Dozens of teachers from the Nagano Education
Board who had been studying philosophy under Nishida’s guidance
came to Kyoto at the beginning of the year to hear his lectures on
“Kant’s Ethics.”2

On the home front Nishida was daily tormented by the sad real-
ity that assailed his wife and children. He expressed his emotions in
waka poems: 

It appears that I am
attached to this life
sometimes I feel I want
to die and be done with it
but no, not quite

By resorting 
to poems
and philosophical ideas
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I merely toy
with my mind

How heartily do
I hate my life
just as I hate
these ghastly
winter days 3

Because Tomoko began to suffer melancholia in the hospital in early
February, Nishida thought it best to bring her home. The family laid
out her bedding right next to Kotomi’s. This sight evoked another
waka:

The daughter lies in bed on the right
the mother on the left
spring is around the corner 
no sign that my loved ones 
will get out of their beds 4

While Nishida grappled with the pathetic reality of his life, a spir-
itual transformation was taking place inside him. A break came on
February 20, 1923. His diary for that day contains two poems:

In my heart 
is a profound depth
that the waves 
of joys and sorrows 
do not stir

Devil and Buddha
having fought 
all night long
turn out to be but brothers 
as the new day dawns 5

Nishida realized that there was a “deeper mind” that was beyond the
feelings of joys and sorrows and that embraced those feelings. This
was indeed a renewed recognition of the “real self ” that Nishida had
thought he already knew through his Zen practice. This realization
came over Nishida as a kind of satori, constituting for him an impor-
tant existential breakthrough.

Ever since his move to Kyoto in 1921, Suzuki Daisetz had seen
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Nishida from time to time. He knew his friend’s innermost feelings
and remarked that Nishida was undergoing an important spiritual
transformation in 1923:

Nishida, being pushed to the limits of his wits, had to realize that it was
of no use for him to have passed several köan in a prescribed fashion.
He had to experience a “leap.” He had his hands clinging to the cliff,
let go, and was reborn.6 . . . After that experience he gained a new eye
with which to look at the world. Why should this not affect his philos-
ophy? Indeed, the later development of his thought appears to have
unfolded with this insight as an axis, the insight he gained from his
experience of “letting go.” He used to say to me, “My thought has
reached the point where it cannot be explained by the framework of
conventional philosophical language.”7

This experience of “letting go,” the “leap,” had a philosophical
implication, as Suzuki rightly pointed out. One may even suspect that
this experience was at the heart of Nishida’s signature idea of topos
(basho: “place” or “field”). The deeper reality of “life” that Nishida
had sensed years before through his köan practice was now clearly
coming back to him as a renewed, unshakable conviction. The “real
self ”—the “field of consciousness”—was the topos in which feelings
such as joys and sorrows, likes and dislikes originate, while the bottom
of one’s heart (the topos itself ) remains transcendent of these feelings,
unmarred by them.

Tomoko’s condition deteriorated, and she had to be readmitted to
the hospital in March. As Nishida saw her bleeding, he felt helpless.
A waka expresses his sense of desperation:

Am I to live 
in this miserable way 
in this world
not a day of peace
in the last five years 8

At the same time strong life energy was springing inside him,
repelling these negative thoughts. This feeling of affirmation is found
in another waka:

Just like the brilliant sunset
over Mount Atago
may the rest of my life 
be totally expended 
like a fire aflame 9
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It became as clear as daylight that to live fully the rest of his life was
the only gift that he could give to his family and to his philosophical
endeavor. This realization forced Nishida to quit smoking, a habit he
had not been able to rid himself of for a long time. His philosophical
concentration seems to have undergone a process of purification. In his
diary of May 21 he wrote: “From this very day I discard petty worries
and mundane concerns. I live only in my philosophy. Alles geopfert, alles
geopfert, tiefes einflussreiches Erlebnis [All is dedicated, all is dedicated, a
profound influential experience].”10

Nishida had been working on essays addressing art, morality, and
knowledge since 1920 and completed them at the beginning of 1923.
All the essays, previously published in various journals, were compiled
into a book, Geijutsu to dötoku [Art and morality] and published by
Iwanami Bookstore on July 23, 1923.11 With this project completed,
he began to think about writing on the subject of religion12 and turned
to an investigation of the will as the deeper reality of self-conscious-
ness.

In April it was Nishida’s turn to assume the editorship of the
Tetsugaku Kenkyü. At that time he asked Kösaka Masaaki to assist him
because Mutai Risaku, who had been assisting Tomonaga, became
busier in the spring of 1923 with his new teaching assignments. Kösaka
ably assisted Nishida; he was also in the position to observe closely the
daily operation of the journal:

In those days, professors’ offices were located in a two-story wooden
building, on the ground floor of which hung portraits of Descartes 
and other such Western thinkers. As you ascended the stairs from the
entrance hall, the farthest room was Professor Nishida’s office, and the
one right next to it was Professor Fujii Kenjirö’s. Professor Fujii was
always in his office, but Professor Nishida never used his office, leaving
not even a book there. A bold old man of a rather large build occupied
the office instead, having brought in a desk from somewhere. He
worked on balancing the books for the Philosophical Society. That was
Mr. Takaraiwa, who was once a junior higher school principal, or so I
heard, and became interested in philosophy. Through some connection,
he settled in to spend his widowerhood as a self-appointed treasurer of
the Kyoto Philosophical Society. Since the Tetsugaku Kenkyü was pub-
lished by the Kyoto Philosophical Society, honoraria for the articles
were dispensed by Mr. Takaraiwa. . . .

Every year on the day of the public lectures of the Philosophical
Society, we held a simple dinner gathering afterward at the student
center, where the professors were also present. This was the most
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enjoyable time of the year for Mr. Takaraiwa. Since he did not like
Western food, he customarily had a tray of Japanese food prepared for
him; he would bring in his own tray and occupy the most junior seat in
the party. He always had to apologize for not having the same food as
the rest, but his pride at being recognized and accorded a special place,
and being in the company of the distinguished professors, including
Professor Nishida, was clearly written on his face. It was a touching
sight. . . . He, indeed, was a man of Meiji.13

I suspect that Nishida may have enjoyed Takaraiwa’s invading his
office without even bothering to ask for his permission!

Among the new students who entered the philosophy department
in April 1923 were Shimomura Toratarö, Shima Yoshio, Usui Jishö, and
Odaka Tomoo. The student enrollment in “pure philosophy” ( junsui-
tetsugaku or juntetsu) as distinguished from ethics, aesthetics, sociol-
ogy, religious studies, and other fields, rose to a staggering twenty-five,
a fivefold increase in two years. Amano Teiyü, who was then teaching
at Gakushüin, was scheduled to study abroad in Heidelberg and vis-
ited Kyoto on April 27 to bid farewell to his former teachers.

Around this time Nishida had a new source of strain at home.
Sotohiko and Ueno Asako, who had been living with the Nishidas as
a governess, fell in love. Nishida disapproved of the romance, holding
onto his fastidious position, which he embraced in reaction to his bit-
ter experiences with his father’s way of life and with his older sister
Masa’s licentious behavior. He asked Asako to move out of his house,
and in her place he employed Monoi Hana, a graduate of the Women’s
English School (the present-day Tsuda Women’s College). Monoi was
an ideal tutor of English for his daughters. She was introduced to the
Nishidas through the Ittöen religious community, of which she had
been a member for a while. Although Asako left the Nishida house-
hold, the family continued to keep close contact with her. She had, in
fact, already become a quasi–family member, and Nishida was able to
talk to Asako about family matters. When the disastrous Kanto earth-
quake hit eastern Japan on September 1, 1923, Nishida was concerned
about the safety of Asako’s family members in Tokyo and called her
back to the house to ease her anxiety.

Shortly before, on August 10, Nishida had sent a letter and a cou-
ple of books to Edmund Husserl.14 By the time Husserl received
Nishida’s letter, the news of the earthquake had been internationally
broadcast, and fund-raising efforts were initiated in various Western
countries. Husserl’s reply is reproduced in full for its historical
interest.
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Freiburg, September 19, 1923

Dear Professor Nishida,

I thank you very much for your kind gift, which I received a few
days ago. I was very glad to get your photograph, which is familiar to
me since Mr. Kiba has shown it to me before. His description of you in
affectionate words formed an impression of you. I put up your photo-
graph in my study.

I also thank you for sending me two of your books.15 Besides them,
I have a copy of your Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to hansei, which Mr. Kiba
presented to me. Your distinguished disciple Mr. Tanabe16 explained to
me interesting things from this book. I would like to make some time
in the near future to know more about your work from your country-
men who are studying over here.

I sincerely wish to return your kindness by sending you my articles.
It is to my regret that I have not received even one offprint of my first
article17 that I submitted to Kaizö last year, and I have not the foggiest
idea of what happened to the subsequent three articles that I submitted
to the same journal.18 I don’t even know whether they were published
or not. But I think I will be able to send you an offprint of my article
that is currently in press in a German-Japanese journal.19

It was with a great sense of sadness, nay, with a shock shaking
through the depth of my being, that I heard about the calamity of the
great earthquake that ravaged your country. It pains me so much, as if
it had happened to me, for I personally know precious young represen-
tatives of the Japanese philosophical world, and I hold a warm interest
toward Japan.

I wish that the Japanese, an able people, will overcome this misfor-
tune, and hope all the sufferings this earthquake brought about will turn
out to be a blessing sub specie aeternitatis.

Truly yours,
E. Husserl 20

In 1923 Nishida was asked to contribute articles to the magazine
Shisö to help Iwanami, who had lost most of his company buildings in
the earthquake. The death of Raphael von Koeber on June 4 added
extra pressure, because the original purpose of the publication was to
make Koeber’s essays available. (Iwanami had been a devoted fan of
Koeber’s.) Nishida had his obligation to contribute essays to the Tetsu-
gaku Kenkyü as well. Given his many worries at home, he was trying his
best to keep his wits together. He did, however, tell his cousin-in-law
Akai Yonekichi that he was “utterly exhausted, both physically and
mentally.”21
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To welcome the new year, 1924, the members of the Nagano
Philosophical Group returned to Kyoto, just as they had the year
before, to listen to Nishida’s lectures on Fichte’s philosophy. Shizuko’s
condition remained the same, although she did occasionally suffer
from a high fever. On January 7 Naruse Mukyoku returned to Japan
from Germany, as did Tanabe three days later. Soon after her hus-
band’s return, Mrs. Tanabe called on the Nishidas to ask them whether
they were interested in having the piano that Tanabe had sent her from
Germany as a present. Because the Tanabes had no children, the piano
was not played much. At the entreaties of his daughters, Nishida
decided to buy it from the Tanabes. Shizuko fondly remembered this
exciting event. 

On January 12 distinguished historian and dean of the Faculty of
Letters Hara Katsurö died, and Sakaguchi Takashi, another historian,
was elected as the new dean. Fujioka Zöroku, who had studied with
Husserl, also returned to Japan and called on Nishida on January 19.
Amid these eventful days, Nishida had a dream one night: “My wife
stood up on her own feet. When I awoke from my dream, I was over-
come by a sense of tremendous loneliness. There was not a visitor
today; it was a quiet day.”22

In those days university professors received students on a set day
of the week at home. Nishida’s menkai-bi (open house) was on Mon-
day evenings. The atmosphere of the open house reflected Nishida’s
somber mood. Shimomura remembered that Nishida used to remain
silent:

So long as we students didn’t say a word, neither did he. When we said,
“We will take our leave,” he said, “Fine.” It is not that this happened
all the time, but because this impression is so strong, it feels like that
was how things went always. . . . I was just a new student, but even Mr.
Hisamatsu Shin’ichi, who was much senior to us, and who was much
closer to the professor academically and personally, said that the Pro-
fessor Nishida of those days was hard to approach.23

Nishitani Keiji and Tosaka Jun, who were graduating in March,
began to join their seniors to call on Nishida at home on Mondays.
On one of those occasions, Nishida found out that Nishitani was from
Ushitsu, a small village in Ishikawa Prefecture. He had happened to
visit Ushitsu thirty years ago, when he spent a year at Nanao and
recruited students for the junior higher school.24 By what chance
would anyone from a remote village of Ushitsu be studying at Kyoto
Imperial University and in the philosophy department? Nishida’s
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heart was filled with the memories of the year he spent in Nanao
(1895–1896). This factor led Nishida to form a special recognition for
the young Nishitani, just as he had done for Kösaka, a graduate of the
Sansanjuku.

In the early spring of 1924, Nishida decided to adopt Aristotle’s
Metaphysica for his lectures on special topics and ordered the Ross
translation. The selection reflected his growing interest in logic. Aris-
totle’s definition of substance and substratum was to play an impor-
tant role in Nishida’s formulation of the idea of topos.

Around this time, Nishida was actively seeking to invite Watsuji
Tetsurö to the university as a lecturer and was in frequent corre-
spondence with him. The department was also looking into inviting
Alexandre Koyré,25 a French historian of the natural sciences, and this
matter also kept him busy. On March 7 Toda Kaiichi, his longtime
colleague from the Fourth Higher School days, died.

Nishida felt as if he were living in a closed world, despite all the
kinds of activities around him: 

Having left the world 
and forgotten people
I simply live 
in the deep recess 
within myself 26

But his life was far from that of a hermit. He freely received visitors,
with the exception of those who came to ask for contributions to their
journals—writing for journals deterred him from his train of thought,
and he had decided long ago that he should be careful not to interrupt
his thinking. The more he became one with the inner core of his
being, the more spontaneous the expression of his emotions became. 

Nishitani Keiji witnessed an interesting episode on February 25,
1924. There was already a caller when Nishitani went to Nishida’s
house, a student who had just graduated in law or economics. Nishi-
tani describes the scene:

Nishida was already quite annoyed with the visitor; he was speechless,
wearing an incredible expression of ire. Each word this student emitted
was fiercely hit back by Nishida. What this student had to say was
totally off the mark, and it irritated him beyond anything. But this
student, totally unaware of the effect he was having on Nishida, finally
began to say things like: “In your opinion, what kind of profession am 
I cut out for?” Nishida, excited with anger, shouted at him: “How do I
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know?” The student said: “But you often talk about ‘intuition’ and
therefore I think you have the power to prognosticate.” Nishida’s
anger finally erupted, he sprang out of the chair like a wild burning fire
and said: “What I mean by ‘intuition’ is not that kind of thing. You’d
better ask a fortune-teller. There is Takashima somebody in Tokyo.”
Then looking toward me, he said, “Wasn’t there someone like that?”
The “conversation” between the two continued in this manner. Utterly
at a loss as to what I should say, I remained silent. Nishida tried to
control his anger as best as he could and went on to explain what he
meant by “intuition.” But incited by the denseness of the student, he
began to get excited again. I’ve never seen the professor get so excited
with irritation before or after that evening.27

Gotö Ryünosuke describes a similar episode.28 When he was still a stu-
dent, he called on Nishida on January 16, 1916.29 Upon Gotö’s words,
“Professor Nishida, please tell me something interesting,” Nishida
said, “Why don’t you go to a storyteller’s hall?” Gotö liked this initial
exchange with Nishida and held him in considerable respect.30

The phenomenon of students choosing Kyoto Imperial University
over Tokyo to study with Nishida, Hatano, Tanabe, and others became
a trend around 1920. Kakehashi Akihide, who entered the university
in 1924, describes the atmosphere of the department of that time:

It was generally acknowledged that the teaching staff of the philosophy
department was the best in the country. Lectures on special topics by
Nishida and Tanabe enjoyed an almost cultlike status as students
flocked to these difficult lectures. Nishida was the professor of philoso-
phy and Tanabe still an assistant professor. In Nishida’s lectures profes-
sors not only of the philosophy department but also other departments
and of the Faculties of Law and Economics were present, occupying the
last row seats. Before them sat assistant professors of various colleges
and departments, as well as the graduates of the philosophy department
who were now teaching at various universities and schools in the Kan-
sai area. Before them were seated students majoring in philosophy and
other related fields. Not a seat was unoccupied—it was quite a sight.
Tanabe’s lectures were similar in that there were more outside auditors
than students, and the contents of his lectures were sophisticated. We
freshers did not pay attention to the contents of the lectures but were
merely drunk with the atmosphere. I remember one time, while we
were waiting for the lecture either by Professor Nishida or Professor
Tanabe, Karaki Junzö 31 whispered into my ear: “Look at the four
guardian disciples.” We freshers, with a mixed sense of envy and
respect, saw at a distance Kimura Motomori, Kösaka Masaaki, Nishi-
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tani Keiji, and Tosaka Jun, conversing and laughing in the garden in
front of the psychology classrooms.32

Sotohiko wanted to marry Asako. Nishida was against this match
because Sotohiko was still a student—and besides, Asako was several
years older than Sotohiko. But Kotomi’s entreaties prevailed over
Nishida. Sotohiko and Asako became engaged, and once the decision
was made, Nishida was eager to see them married as soon as possible.
On June 1, 1924, a simple wedding ceremony was held at home so
that Kotomi could witness it from her bed; Tanabe Hajime and Chiyo
acted as the matchmakers. Following the ceremony, Nishida hosted
an intimate luncheon reception at the Miyako Hotel. Besides his fam-
ily members, the Tanabes attended, along with Hisamatsu Shin’ichi,
Mutai Risaku and his wife, and Asako’s older brother. Mutai remem-
bered this day very well, for everyone was wrapped in happiness. At
the banquet table the following conversation took place:

Tanabe asked Hisamatsu what the family crest was on his haori. It
looked like a pair of straw sandals crossing each other, but actually it
was a pair of hawk’s feathers crossing. Since the crest indeed looked like
crossed straw sandals, everyone laughed. The newlyweds looked very
happy. Nishida, too, was all smiles throughout the luncheon.33

Asako settled into her new role as mistress of the house and took
charge of the household chores and the education of Nishida’s daugh-
ters. Monoi Hana, who had been governess to the daughters, felt her
services were no longer needed and left the Nishidas, although she
remained a loyal friend of the family. Nishida felt enormously relieved
to be spared from the household burdens and began to concentrate on
his writing. For the rest of 1924 he worked on “Naibu chikaku ni
tsuite” [On inner perception],34 in which he discussed the problem of
time and self-consciousness. In the fall he wrote “Hyögen sayö” [The
expressive operation],35 in which his idea of topos is already present.

Thanks to Miki Kiyoshi and Amano Teiyü, who had been to Hei-
delberg to study with Heinrich Rickert, a rapport developed between
Nishida and Rickert. On September 22, 1924, Nishida wrote to Rick-
ert and sent him a copy of his Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to hansei, proba-
bly to thank Rickert for sending him a copy of Das Eine, die Einheit
und die Eins: Bemerkungen zur Logik des Zahlbegriffs, in which Rickert
acknowledged Nishida and Söda Kiichirö as the two major Japanese
thinkers who had made his own thought familiar in Japan. Rickert
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replied on October 31, 1924, with a sincere wish to maintain con-
tact. 36

In October Tanabe published a paper, “Genshögaku ni okeru ata-
rashiki tenkö” [A new turn in phenomenology],37 which summarized
the significance of phenomenology and Heidegger’s criticism of it.
This was the first article that introduced Heidegger’s thought to the
Japanese. In Freiburg, Tanabe had been personally acquainted with
Heidegger, who was then assisting Husserl. Nishida read Tanabe’s
article with interest. Although he had been hearing about Heidegger
through Miki and Tanabe, this essay by Tanabe made it clear to him
what Heidegger was trying to achieve in his philosophy and led him
to believe that “Heidegger will contribute to cultural studies from the
phenomenological standpoint.”38

With the arrival of 1925, Nishida felt like traveling. He went to
Tokyo on January 2 to visit his friends. It was probably on the invita-
tion of Iwanami Shigeo that Nishida stayed at the Imperial Hotel,
which had been built by Frank Lloyd Wright in 1916; Nishida was
thrilled and especially noted the room number, 134, in his diary.
Guests who called on Nishida at the hotel included Amano Teiyü and
Eugen Herrigel,39 who had held the position of visiting professor at
Töhoku Imperial University for the past year. On January 6 he and
Söda Kiichirö were invited to a lunch hosted by sociologist Emil Led-
erer, a disciple of the late Max Weber. Herrigel was also among the
lunch guests. Lederer was giving a seminar at Tokyo Imperial Univer-
sity, and Nishida brought up the possibility of Lederer’s lecturing at
Kyoto for the spring quarter, an invitation Lederer accepted.

On January 8 Nishida left Tokyo in the company of Iwanami Shi-
geo, Itö Kichinosuke, Watsuji Tetsurö, and Yamanouchi Tokuryü and
spent an evening at a spa at Yugawara. The next day they went to
Atami and stayed at the Atami Hotel. Nishida especially loved a walk
through the park filled with plum trees and the view of the ocean from
there.

Kotomi’s condition suddenly deteriorated in late January, and she
died on the evening of January 23. Family, friends, and colleagues
came to help Nishida, who was in a state of profound shock. A private
funeral service and cremation followed. In his diary Nishida wrote this
waka:

She with whom I lived 
for the last thirty years 
has returned home 
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as white bones 
in a small urn 40

On January 27 a formal memorial service was held at Senjuin; Master
Ikegami Shösan paid special tribute to the dead by leading the serv-
ice. Tanabe Hajime and Hisamatsu Shin’ichi took full charge of the
funeral arrangements and related business for their grieving friend.

The futon on which Kotomi had laid for many years was folded
away and the tatami room was tidied.

Crimson camellia flowers
from the tree we planted last autumn
just outside the window
are scattering 
without the mistress to see them.41

Nishida remembered to thank Tanabe and Hisamatsu for their selfless
kindness. To Tanabe he wrote:
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seated. Courtesy of Iwanami
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I’m deeply indebted to you. I don’t know for what karmic connections,
but I ended up bothering you once to take care of an auspicious event
[Sotohiko’s wedding] and, twice, inauspicious events [the funerals of
Ken and Kotomi]. You have been so generous in bestowing your kind-
ness on me. I’m always on the receiving end and don’t know how to
repay your kindness. Since I knew for a long time that my wife would
someday die, I did not imagine I would go through an emotional state.
But, presently, I feel as if I were a homeless traveler in a far-distant
foreign land. I wonder where this feeling of mine will take me.42

Two days later, on January 30, Yamamoto came from Tokyo to
console him. Stillness and motion, loneliness and active engagement
were the opposing aspects of Nishida’s life after Kotomi’s death. Peo-
ple around him made a special effort to bring him out of his with-
drawal. Although Shizuko had often missed classes because of her frail
health, she was able to graduate from the Higher Women’s School in
Kyoto. This was a great relief to Nishida. Toward the end of March,
as the academic year ended, he felt “refreshed” and began working on
his essay “Jikaku no taikei” [The structure of self-consciousness],
which he afterward renamed “Hataraku mono” [That which acts].43

Yoneda Shötarö retired at the end of March, obliging Nishida to teach
a religion seminar in 1925–1926.44

Amano Teiyü moved in April from Gakushüin to Kyoto as assis-
tant professor. Watsuji Tetsurö’s appointment also finally came
through, and he moved to Kyoto to assume the position of lecturer in
ethics. In mid-April, Eugen Herrigel visited Kyoto and delivered a
lecture at the university, entitled “Ansȧ̇tze zur Metaphysik in der
gegenwȧ̇rtigen deutschen Philosophie” [The contours of the meta-
physics of contemporary German philosophy], that was attended by a
large audience, including Nishida, Hatano, and Watsuji.45 Because
Emil Lederer was giving a series of lectures at the university, it looked
as if a segment of the German academy had suddenly materialized in
Kyoto. On May 17, on the occasion of the opening of Rakuyükaikan
(a faculty club building),46 Crown Prince Hirohito graced the univer-
sity campus to attend a garden party. Kabuki actor Onoe Shönosuke
performed a special play that was a resounding success.47 Nishida had
gone to the university at 8:30 a.m. that morning to attend to business.
A few weeks later, Nishi Shin’ichirö came from Hiroshima and gave
a lecture; the following day, Mizobuchi Shinma, Ishikawa Ryüzö and
others who were connected with Nishida through the Fourth Higher
School visited Kyoto, filling Nishida’s social calendar.

Nishida stayed in contact with Husserl through Tanabe. For the
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1924–1925 academic year Tanabe lectured on the development of
phenomenology, and in 1925–1926 Tanabe’s special topics lectures
were on Lask’s objective logic, Husserl’s pure logic, and critical inter-
pretation of phenomenology. Nishida’s letter to Husserl on May 20,
1925, informs Husserl that “many able young Japanese scholars who
studied with you are returning to Japan. I believe that your phenome-
nology will soon be well known over here. In our university, Professor
Tanabe gives lectures on phenomenology, and in Tokyo at the Univer-
sity of Commerce Professor Yamanouchi is already giving lectures on
phenomenology.” 48

In May, Mutai Risaku brought from his hometown in Shinshü a
white birch tree and a pine tree, which he planted in Nishida’s garden.
Nishida’s adopted daughter, Toshiko, who had married a navy officer
and had been living in Kure, stopped by in Kyoto when her husband
was transferred to Yokosuka. Ueda Juzö was chosen to study abroad,
and the Philosophical Society gave him a farewell party. Two years in
a row, the number of entering students in the philosophy department
exceeded thirty, and the faculty discussed putting a cap on the number
of entering students. In August, Nishida went to Kanazawa to entomb
Kotomi’s bones in the family graveyard at Mori. On his way back, the
educators of Nagano Prefecture asked him to visit Shinshü, which he
did. He gave a few talks there and returned to Kyoto on August 12.
Not only in Kyoto but everywhere he visited, people went out of their
way to show their kindness to him. He was able to forget his loneliness
from time to time. 

But the feeling of loneliness and the sense of loss struck Nishida
deep and did not disappear for a long time. Around November of that
year, a group of graduates from the philosophy department called on
Nishida after the semiannual conference of the Kyoto Philosophical
Society. Nishitani recalled Nishida’s somber mood of that evening:

The professor was not in his study but was seated in a Japanese-style
room in front of a small desk. The color of his face was not very good,
and he seems to have been in a solemn and depressed mood. As if his
mood was transmitted to me, I even felt the lamp was dim. Someone
asked him: “Professor, how are you these days?” In response, he said:
“I feel as if I were in a deep forest.” These words of his and his somber
appearance somehow made a distinct impression on me. One could feel
the air of desolation, melancholy, and serious withdrawal. We wanted
to console the professor, and that was one of the reasons many of us,
his former students, decided to get together and visit Professor Nishida
at least once a year.49
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The Logic of the Topos
(1924–1926)

The signature idea of “Nishidan Philosophy” is that of basho (place,
field, topos, or chöra).1 Thus, it is worthwhile to pause for a moment to
take a closer look at the inception of this idea, which is traceable to
the 1924 essay, “Naibu chikaku ni tsuite” [On the inner perception],2

and his 1925 essay, “Hyögen sayö” [Expressive operation].3

In “Naibu chikaku ni tsuite,” Nishida advances his criticism of the
phenomenological method, which in his view fails to totally eradicate
the objectifying stance. The phenomenological method only suspends
the facts framed by the category of time, which is the standpoint of the
“ego” and hence is not free from “inner perception.” 4 As an alterna-
tive approach, Nishida focuses on the workings of self-consciousness
and treats the cognitive subject as the unifying point of the actual and
the transcendental, the universal and the particular.5 The real knower
transcends the world of objective knowledge, and yet the real knower
is in the world of objective knowledge and works from within. Nishida
found Aristotle’s definition of substance (hypokeimenon)—“that of
which the rest are predicated, while it is not itself predicated of any-
thing else”6 —fruitful in formulating his logical system. Taking this
Aristotelian definition a step further, Nishida holds that the substance,
which becomes the grammatical subject but not the predicate, must
unify infinite predicates. That is to say, the subject is that which uni-
fies all judgments and thus transcends judgment.7

In his next essay, “Hyögen sayö,” Nishida focuses on the matrix of
beings—“a place where things exist” (oite aru basho) that is unchang-
ing, while things located in it are constantly changing.8 This “place”
is “not consciously recognized by the operation of our consciousness,”
and in that sense it can be said it is “nothing” (mu). In terms of the
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operation of self-consciousness, “that which we are not conscious of
(i.e., consciousness as nothingness) is at work.”9 The idea of “noth-
ingness” introduced here simply means that it cannot become the
object of self-consciousness; it is something that lies beneath our sur-
face consciousness. One may compare it to a vast ocean of uncon-
sciousness that embraces articulated self-consciousness. For Nishida
the will is negated in the depth of self-consciousness, and only intu-
ition remains, wherein every thing appears by way of “expression.”
Even the self becomes an expression in intuition.10

In March 1925 Nishida began his next essay, “Hataraku mono”
[That which acts],11 in which he examines the connection between the
workings of concept formation and those of judgment (“S is P”) in
terms of the universal and the particular. He takes the “subsumptive
judgment” (hösetsu handan) as the most fundamental form of judg-
ment, in which the particulars are embraced by the universal.12 In
actual judgment (or in concept formation), sensory input determines
itself within self-consciousness, and judgment is thus established. The
universal is not just the predicate (P) of judgment, “S is P”; it is the
topos, which embraces all the possible “subject terms” of judgment13

and is thus the “concrete universal”—that which mirrors itself within
itself.14

Apparently Nishida had been discussing the idea of topos for some
time with Tanabe Hajime. In his letter of December 1925, Nishida
mentions the process of the development of his logic of topos:

Concerning that idea of topos, I cannot help but think that it is fruitful,
but as I try to think precisely, things get confused, and it’s tough
going. I’m going to wrap up what I’m currently writing so I can get
into more refined detailed analysis of what this topos is. 15

The essay Nishida was working on at that time must have been part of
“Basho” [Topos ], which came out in June 1926 in Tetsugaku Kenkyü.16

Against the conventional discussions of epistemology, which dwell on
the separation of “the object, the content, and the operation,” Nishida
advances his thesis that there must be something that maintains the
epistemological structure. If it is indeed the case that the objects of
cognition mutually relate, they must form one coherent system, and
furthermore the system itself must be maintained. His fundamental
intuition is that things (beings) exist always in some “place,” for other-
wise the distinction between “being” and “nonbeing” cannot be sus-
tained. Nishida turns to Plato’s Timaeus, which abounds in the imagery
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of “place”: “the becoming, that ‘wherein’ it becomes, and the source
‘wherefrom’ the becoming is copied and produced” (50d); “all that
exists should exist in some spot (topös) and occupying some place
(chöra)” (52b). 

Nishida employs the Japanese word “basho” to designate some-
thing like Plato’s “receptacle” that receives the imprint of the Idea,17

but with the qualification that “what I call ‘basho’ is of course not iden-
tical with Plato’s ‘space,’ ‘receptacle,’ and so forth.”18 “Basho” is in fact
a spatial metaphor for the workings of consciousness. Just as the uni-
versal embraces the particular in the subsumptive judgment, so the
topos embraces the self-conscious self. This is to say that the “field of
consciousness” is the topos. We come to know what is outside us only
by knowing what is within us. That is, “to know” means for con-
sciousness to embrace what is within it. That which knows, the cog-
nitive subjectivity, is a topos; it is beyond form, matter, and the opera-
tion of cognition, and it establishes the content and the operation of
cognition.19

Nishida introduces the distinction between “relative nonbeing”
(which is recognizable in space) and “real nothingness” (which is the
field of consciousness). 20 If a thing appears to be lacking against some
other thing (such as in movement), it is “relative nonbeing.” “Real
nothingness,” in contrast, is that which establishes both being and
nonbeing, for it is the matrix that allows the thing to be or not to be.
It does not stand opposed to being but constitutes the “background” of
being.21 Nishida maintains that consciousness is productive and cre-
ative; it produces being from nothingness and embraces being while it
itself is nothing.22

Nishida employs the language of grammatical subject and gram-
matical predicate to explain the dynamism of self-consciousness. He
identifies consciousness as the predicate aspect and holds that the
expanse of the grammatical predicate (i.e., consciousness) is wider than
that of the grammatical subject (i.e., self-determination of the univer-
sal into a particular).23 Ultimately, the predicate aspect is the will. The
will cannot become the object of judgment, but insofar as we possess
consciousness of the will, there has to be consciousness that “mirrors”
the will. 24

Nishida felt he was able to present the logical structure of basho by
identifying the “transcendental predicate” as its volitional aspect.25 In
his letter to Mutai Risaku on June 8, he explains what he was trying
to do with the idea of the topos:
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This essay, “Basho,” is not yet clear, but what I endeavored to do was
to define consciousness logically as “that which becomes the grammati-
cal predicate and not the grammatical subject” over against Aristotle’s
definition of substance as “that which becomes the grammatical subject
and not the grammatical predicate.”

While the grammatical subject, in its transcendence, endlessly
moves in the direction of the particular, the grammatical predicate, 
in its transcendence, endlessly moves in the direction of the universal.
When the latter direction becomes identical with the universal, we
arrive at “nothingness” that embraces being, that which purely mirrors,
or that which is material and yet contains what Plotinus called “the
One” (to hen). When the grammatical predicate transcends itself to the
infinite maximum limit and loses itself, the grammatical subject reaches
the apex of particularity and becomes that which sees itself.

Unfortunately, in the present paper I did not expound on these
ideas in detail. Anyway, with the idea of the topos I feel I have reached
the philosophical goal that I have been groping for. I shall try to
reconstruct my previous ideas from the perspective of “basho.” 26

The first reaction to Nishida’s theory of basho came from Söda
Kiichirö,27 who had been affiliated with the philosophy department at
Kyoto Imperial University since May 1921 and was a close associate
of Nishida. Söda’s review article, “Nishida tetsugaku no höhö ni tsuite
Nishida hakushi no oshie o kou” [Asking for Dr. Nishida’s clarifica-
tion on the method of Nishidan philosophy], came out in the Octo-
ber issue of Tetsugaku Kenkyü.28 Söda praised Nishida’s philosophical
endeavor as one that “entered an original realm” and coined a new
term, “Nishida tetsugaku” (Nishidan philosophy).

He offered a critique, nevertheless, from the standpoint of Rick-
ertian neo-Kantianism. He questioned why Nishida gave priority to
the will as opposed to cognition and why the topos is “nothing” (mu).
If the philosophical position of “real nothingness” transcending the
standpoint of “relative nothingness” is possible, would it not be pos-
sible to think about “real real-nothingness”? How are the will and the
intuition related in the topos of “real nothingness”? Metaphysics, after
all, might be just “a metaphysical explanation of epistemology.” If so,
does not the idea of the topos merely “dogmatically build a metaphys-
ical construction, going beyond the limits of logical reason”? 29 Söda’s
questions showed Nishida that his idea of basho could not be under-
stood from a Rickertian perspective.

Although Nishida felt that “Söda’s starting point seem[ed] to be
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too simplistic and dogmatic,”30 he respected Söda, a man of impecca-
ble sincerity, and the set of criticisms coming from him drove Nishida
to clarify his fundamental philosophical vision and method.

In his “Söda-hakushi ni kotau” [My response to Dr. Söda],31

Nishida begins by first addressing what he sees as the larger issue of
what knowledge is before answering Söda’s questions point by point.
According to Nishida, there are two kinds of knowledge: the knowl-
edge of objects and the knowledge of the workings of self-conscious-
ness. Further, different modes of cognition yield different worlds. For
instance, to know the other person by empathy constitutes an inter-
personal world, while an external perception of things constitutes the
world of nature.32 In the knowledge of objects, self-identity means the
unity of subject and object, whereas in reflexive consciousness, self-
identity is that of the knower and the operation of knowing. The self-
conscious knower, when forgetting himself or herself, reaches pure
consciousness. This unity of the knower and the operation of know-
ing takes place in the topos of pure emptiness (shin no mu no basho).33

Second, Nishida defends himself against the charge of having
fallen into metaphysics. What Rickert considers “metaphysical” real-
ity may in fact be viable living reality that falls within the boundaries
of philosophical scrutiny. Nishida argues that free will, for instance,
cannot be explained away as a merely psychological phenomenon;
moreover, any will that lacks the awareness of freedom is not volitional
by definition. This goes to show that volitional subjectivity transcends
psychological phenomena and suggests that the latter is actually
founded on the former.34

Third, Nishida criticizes Rickert’s approach of limiting cognitive
subjectivity to the formal judging subject alone35 as “a dogmatic con-
finement of epistemology.”36 Rather than limiting the scope of cogni-
tive activities from the outset, Nishida set out to investigate the nature
of self-consciousness to clarify how knowledge is established. To do
so does not necessarily mean one falls prey to metaphysics, unless one
postulates some “substance” behind self-consciousness, which Nishida
clearly rejects. 37

Fourth, Nishida agrees with the neo-Kantians in their effort to “go
back to Kant,” since he recognizes the positive import of Kant’s con-
tribution, namely, that Kant looks for the unity of knowledge in intel-
lectual self-consciousness. But Nishida felt that Kant does not fully
explore the nature of self-consciousness. For instance, Kant does not
discuss the connection between judgment and perception in self-con-
sciousness.38 For Kant, “to know” is an operation of the cognitive sub-
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jectivity that unifies the multitude of data given to the sensory per-
ceptions. As such Kant’s view is still bound by the tacit presupposition
of the subject-object dichotomy, and intellectual subjectivity is objec-
tively viewed. For Nishida, the real cognitive subjectivity is the tran-
scendental topos, which in turn makes the subject-object dichotomy
possible. The topos is the field of consciousness, and that a thing exists
in the topos means that we know it. 39

Although related to the fourth point, Nishida’s fifth point main-
tains that what is given to consciousness is not just an intellectual per-
ception but includes volitional input. If consciousness in general is the
unification of the contents by form, as Kant has it, the principle of the
given as well as the meaning of the knowing subjectivity must be poly-
valent.40 That is to say, the natural world is established by the unity of
perception and thinking, while the cultural world is established by the
conscious recognition of the will as part of consciousness. The concept
of unique individuality (kosei)—the fundamental concept of cultural
sciences—could not be established without taking into account the
volitional aspect of self-consciousness. In this way, by reflecting deeper
on the reality of self-consciousness, we recognize the deeper world of
the objects of our knowledge. Nishida reiterates his position that per-
ception is located within the field of the will and that the will is larger
than perception. Thus, volitional experience is more concrete than
perception.41 Furthermore, in the depths of self-consciousness we
encounter pure consciousness, which defies objective recognition.
Nishida elaborates on this point:

Self-consciousness is an infinite abyss; at the point where it loses its
awareness as consciousness, real self-consciousness emerges. So long 
as we are aware of the shades or gradations of self-consciousness, we
see an objective world of one kind or another, but when the self-
consciousness transcends this reflexive stage, it transcends the realm 
of so-called knowledge and enters the realm of intuition. Therein true
self-consciousness, or pure consciousness, manifests itself. Taking intu-
ition as the limit of knowledge, I consider it true knowledge (and not 
a conceptual knowledge) and the fundamental condition for the estab-
lishment of knowledge itself. 42

To explain the self-reflection of judging consciousness (handan
ishiki sonomono no jisei) 43 Nishida poses two questions: How is the sub-
ject-object dichotomy possible? What does it mean to know? He
focuses on the subsumptive judgment to explain the operation of con-
sciousness in which the universal embraces particulars. By identifying
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the grammatical subject (S) of judgment with the particular and the
grammatical predicate (P) with consciousness (i.e., conscious subjec-
tivity) or the universal, “S is P” always means “S is located in P”; P is
the topos of S. Judgment that the particular exists within the universal
is “to know” from the standpoint of the transcendental topos, which
becomes the predicate and not the subject. 44

Nishida concludes his general statement by saying that various
kinds of knowledge are determined by the kinds of topos that extend
from the perception of the object to intuition. Accordingly, various
worlds—the teleological world, the world of psychological phenom-
ena, the historical world, the world of free will, and the world of pure
intuition—are formed out of different aspects of cognitive subjectiv-
ity.45

Finally, Nishida turns to some of the specific questions raised by
Söda:

What I mean by topos is not something objectively conjured up; it was
not my point to discuss whether topos is being or nonbeing. The reason
Söda got this impression, I suspect, is that he presupposes that what I
mean by topos is some kind of metaphysical entity. What I mean by topos
is the universal by which the knowledge of judgment (or knowledge
obtained by judgment) is established. . . . It is the reflective universal
behind objective thinking. It is like the “predicate aspect” that is behind
objective knowledge. That is topos. It roughly corresponds to Kantian
“cognitive subjectivity” (ninshiki shukan). But I don’t consider subjec-
tivity as the individual “unifying point” but rather the all-embracing
field (höyömen). To discuss this topos as being or nonbeing is the same 
as discussing whether the cognitive subjectivity is being or nonbeing.
What I mean by “the topos of nothingness” (mu no basho) is that “it
cannot be determined as a general concept.”

To the question of whether there might be nothingness beyond
real nothingness, I have no answer. I consider the predicate aspect as
the field of consciousness; the final predicate field that cannot be deter-
mined conceptually is the field of intuitive consciousness, and that
which exists therein is that which sees itself, i.e., the subject-object
unity. As to the question of whether there is not an intuition of intu-
ition, I fail to understand the meaning of the question.46

Söda’s criticism stimulated Nishida’s thinking and helped him sort
out his ideas. By April 1927, when Nishida’s response appeared in the
Tetsugaku Kenkyü, however, Söda’s health was failing. His death of
stomach cancer on August 11, 1927, cut short their fruitful exchanges.
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Nishida put the idea of pure experience that he elaborated in Zen
no kenkyü through rigorous self-criticism. His relentless investigation
of the nature and workings of self-consciousness led him to formulate
the idea of topos. His system of thought, now called “Nishida tetsu-
gaku” was widely recognized as a unique and original achievement. But
because he drew his inspiration from the experience of the primordial
unity of subject and object—sometimes strictly identified with reli-
gious or mystical wisdom—his work began to stir vigorous criticism as
well, as if his thought was a sort of esotericism. Criticism only honed
Nishida’s thinking. He was to develop his logic of topos into the dialec-
tic of the one and the many, and the historical world and the individ-
uals who make history. In this endeavor, he progressively embraced
the dimension of personalism and existentialism on the one hand, and
that of “impersonalism” and cosmocentrism on the other. Nishida’s
thought was to go through further twists and turns for the next several
years. 47

In the year Nishida’s essay, “Basho,” was published, the Taishö
period came to an end, and a new era, Shöwa, began.
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C h a p t e r  1 7

Retirement
(1926–1929)

In Nishida’s time university professors retired on their sixtieth birth-
day. Because his father had changed Nishida’s official birth date to
August 10, 1868, so that he could enter Normal School, his retirement
was to come in August 1928. He welcomed early retirement. (Inciden-
tally, 1928 was also the year of Edmund Husserl’s retirement from the
University of Freiburg, on March 31.)

The timing of Nishida’s retirement coincided with a period of
social unrest and transition from the “Taishö democracy” to the tur-
bulent Shöwa years. Although Nishida had looked forward to his
retirement and planned to devote himself to philosophical contem-
plation, he could not avoid the political realities that had begun to
embroil the university. The year 1925 marked the beginning of the
Japanese government’s move to exercise overt nationalistic control
over the people. In April the public peace ordinance (chian ijihö) was
put into effect to suppress socialist and Marxist movements that were
then gaining momentum. It was also in 1925 that the government
suggested to each imperial university that “if the university so wishes,
a military officer may be dispatched to each campus to conduct mili-
tary training.” Students who participated in the on-campus training
were eligible to shorten the length of their mandatory military service.
Attracted by the prospect of shorter service, about three hundred stu-
dents wanted the training to be made available at Kyoto Imperial Uni-
versity. Strong objections, however, were raised by faculty members
who felt that military training on campus would inevitably have a neg-
ative impact on the university as an institution. The faculty senate
(hyögikai) decided to accept the offer with the proviso that the train-
ing should be carried out “only for those who presently wish it, and
that it shall never be forced on the students.” Thus, the military train-
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ing was allowed on campus during the summer recess of 1925. Once
the military made its entry onto university campuses, however, it was
there to stay. As time went on, on-campus military training not only
became a fixture but also a compulsory requirement for all students.1

On December 1, 1925, a serious confrontation between university
students and the Kyoto Prefecture police took place. The police
launched a raid, without a search warrant, of the dormitories, private
apartments, and boarding houses where members of the Social Sci-
ences Study Group (Shakai kagaku kenkyükai, hereafter SSSG) lived.2

The SSSG, established in May 1924, drew mainly students of eco-
nomics; in September of that year, it had joined the national organi-
zation, the National Union of the Social Sciences Students (Zennihon
gakusei shakai kagaku rengötai, known as “Gakuren”). The SSSG
hosted Gakuren’s second annual meeting in Kyoto in July 1925, flout-
ing the ordinance that prohibited such a meeting. It was this meeting
that led to the December raid. On January 15, 1926, the police began
arresting leading members of the SSSG, alleging that the students had
violated the public peace and the publishing ordinances.

The university publicly protested against this intrusion by the
police. President Araki Torasaburö traveled to Tokyo with Sasaki
Söichi, dean of the Faculty of Law, and Sakaguchi Takashi, dean of the
Faculty of Letters, and met with the home minister, Wakatsuki Reijirö,
and Okada Ryöhei, minister of education. Araki promised to bring stu-
dent unrest under control. An ad hoc committee of faculty members
was formed to defuse the conflict, and Nishida was asked to join it.
The committee decided that the SSSG could continue as a purely aca-
demic research group but prohibited it from engaging in actual polit-
ical activities. It was also ordered to sever its ties with the national
organization, Gakuren.3

Nishida’s otherwise tranquil letter to Mutai Risaku in Heidelberg
contains a reference to the student arrests:

Everyone says Heidelberg is a charming quiet town. It is enviable that
in Germany small towns like Heidelberg maintain the old academic
tradition and are proud of it. Have you seen Professor Rickert yet?

I intended to give all I’ve got to my lectures this quarter, but I was
asked to be on the faculty committee to deal with the student incident;
also I will have to go to Tokyo at the end of this month for a meeting.4

With this and that, I haven’t been able to give my best to the lectures.
I’m looking forward to the days when I can quietly devote myself to
reading and writing.5
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The philosophy department was facing a period of significant tran-
sition because Nishida, Kano, Matsumoto, and Tomonaga were all
retiring in close succession. In addition to the positions that opened up
through retirements, the department was given a fifth chair in the his-
tory of philosophy. In March 1925 they appointed Amano Teiyü, then
at Gakushüin, as assistant professor. Because these personnel decisions
would have a long-lasting impact not only on the department but also
on the Faculty of Letters, they needed to be made carefully. The pro-
fessors’ preferences sometimes conflicted. For instance, Nishida had
to give up recommending Mutai Risaku for the position of lecturer
because of Hatano’s staunch opposition.6 (Mutai landed a professor-
ship at Taipei Imperial University instead, and, before assuming it, he
was given the opportunity to study abroad.)

When Amano’s appointment was made in 1925, Miki Kiyoshi was
in Paris on the last leg of his European sojourn. Although Miki’s name
did not come up officially in the department discussions, Hatano7 and
Nishida were thinking about recommending him for a position in the
department.8 Miki returned to Japan in late November of 1925 and
settled in Kyoto, even though he had some good job offers in Tokyo.
There was a tacit agreement, or so it seemed, that Miki was to be
appointed to one of the departmental openings. Miki was not offi-
cially a member of the teaching staff but volunteered to lead a read-
ing group on Aristotle’s Metaphysica, which was attended by Nishitani
Keiji, Tosaka Jun, and other philosophy students. Miki, “who had just
returned from studying with Heidegger,” was perceived by them to
have something fresh to offer.9 Miki also enjoyed the city nightlife.
He organized a group of young graduates of the First Higher School,
which included Tanikawa Tetsuzö, Tosaka Jun, Kanba Toshio, and
Kakehashi Akihide. They were often seen in the lively night clubs in
the Shijö area. On those occasions, Miki would get into reckless
discussions, evaluating professors—not only in Kyoto’s philosophy
department but throughout Japan—comparing them to German and
French thinkers.10 Rumors were quick to spread. Miki’s behavior
began to stir negative feelings among some department members.
Miki’s old romantic escapade with a widow thirty years senior to him,
which had ended before he left for Europe, had become known to oth-
ers beyond his friends. By the time a discussion of Miki’s appointment
to a faculty position arose, his reputation was such that there was
strong opposition. Nishida too had to reconsider his recommenda-
tion. Nevertheless, he felt he could have prevented Miki from going
astray. Writing about the situation to Tanabe, Nishida reflected that
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he was “indirectly responsible for whatever had happened to Miki” and
that he was going to “see him to give him sincere words of admonition
for [his own] sake.”11 The talk between Nishida and Miki took place
sometime in late March during the spring break. Nishida’s unexpected
words devastated Miki.12 Hatano had to relinquish his hopes for Miki
as well.

Although Nishida had to give up the idea of retaining Miki at
Kyoto, he, without Miki’s knowledge, consulted Watsuji Tetsurö and
Köno Yoichi,13 who had good connections with Hösei University in
Tokyo, to secure an academic position for his beloved student.14 Miki
was to accept the Hösei position and leave for Tokyo in March 1927.
Despite his unexpected setback, Miki remained active during his
remaining time in Kyoto. When Mutai moved to Taipei, the teaching
position he had held at the Third Higher School went to Miki,15 who
began teaching there in April 1926. In December of that year, with
Kawakami Hajime and Ishikawa Köji, Miki organized “Keizaigaku
hihankai” (an economics study group), which examined Marx’s writ-
ings and dialectical materialism. Nishida was invited as a guest speaker
to one of their meetings.16 At that time Nishida, in his criticism of
Marxism, challenged Kawakami Hajime to “try to explain the origin
of language in terms of dialectical materialism.”17

Nishida welcomed 1927 with a curious mix of emotions. He felt
that his life was coming to an end and that an unknown, new phase was
ahead.18 He began the new year reading “Of Thinking about Death”
from the Imitation of Christ by Thomas à Kempis. The theme of this
reading—the brevity of earthly existence, “here today, gone tomor-
row”—seems to have been in keeping with his feelings. Nishida thus
began the year filled with religious reflections.19 He wrote to Yama-
moto that he was feeling “this deep loneliness that touches the roots of
human existence.”20 At the same time, when Tanabe, Hisamatsu, and
Miki called on him and brought up the subject of publishing a Fest-
schrift to honor his retirement,21 he declined it, saying that retirement
did not mean the end of his career but rather the beginning of serious
philosophical work. 

The conflicting emotions of his old life’s coming to an end and his
new life’s beginning made Nishida envisage the finitude of his own
existence, which seems to have started a process of spiritual purifica-
tion. He found solace in the words of a Japanese medieval itinerant
monk, Küya: “I entrust all my actions to Heaven; I yield my actions to
bodhisattvas.”22 Two waka poems written on March 23 reflect his
mood:
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Somehow I feel lonely
I’m now a free man
and yet I have no time
to give myself freely 
to tears

I see people while feeling uneasy
about the dirty collars of my kimono
how they embarrass me
and my mind is occupied
with this thought 23

He missed Kotomi, who used to take good care of him. He also
remembered his days of intensive Zen practice—the “Four Vows”
vividly came back to him: “Sentient beings are countless; I vow to save
them all. Delusion is rampant; I vow to sever it all. Buddha’s teaching
is profound; I vow to master it. Buddha’s path is paramount; I vow to
embody it.”24

On April 3 he attended the twenty-fifth anniversary commemora-
tion of the death of master Kokan, under whom he practiced Zen
thirty years previously. Nishida recorded the master’s “death-poem”
in his diary: 

I lived my life of sixty-five years
in the midst of blind human activities
those burn like ravaging wild fires
in the face of life and death
all is clear, katsu! 25

On April 18 his colleague Fujishiro Teisuke died of cancer. At the
twenty-fifth anniversary commemoration of the death of Kiyozawa
Manshi on June 6, he gave a talk at Ötani University, reminiscing
about the leader of the Meiji spiritual reform; he praised Kiyozawa and
Önishi Hajime as the two most prominent Japanese thinkers of the
Meiji period.26

For Japan 1927 was a tumultuous year politically and economi-
cally. The March 15 financial crisis caused many local banks to close;
funds were then consolidated in the major banks. (The financial crisis
forced the closure of Söda Kiichirö’s bank; Nishida’s colleague’s wor-
ries may have caused his illness and death.) Diplomatic tensions arose
between Japan and China, and political uncertainties led to the disso-
lution of the first Wakatsuki cabinet in April 1927. The succeeding
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Tanaka cabinet fared no better as the ultraright wing spurred the coun-
try toward militarism and fascism.27

As Nishida’s retirement neared, honors began to accumulate. On
May 14 he was appointed a member of the Japan Imperial Academy
(Gakushiin).28 Colleagues including Matsumoto Bunzaburö, Kano
Naoki, Naitö Konan, and Ogawa Takuji were already members of the
academy, so for Nishida it was nothing more than joining the ranks of
his old friends. Twice in May, Harada Kumao, who had just begun to
work for Saionji Kinmochi29 as his private secretary, called on Nishida,
marking the beginning of their long-lasting friendship. Saionji was
the last of the surviving genrö (senior councilors) to the emperor and
was empowered to nominate prime ministers. Because Harada’s job
was to gather information for Saionji, Nishida had gained an invalu-
able political ear. Nishida, who had wanted to lead a quiet “private”
life of otium cum dignitate, was going to become a public persona as
a leading intellectual, the voice of a national conscience.

On June 17 Nishida received a copy of Heidegger’s Sein und Zeit
[Being and Time] from Mutai Risaku, who sent it from Freiburg as a
present.30 Mutai must have obtained this copy soon after its publica-
tion. Around this time Nishida was working on his essay “Shirumono”
[That which knows].31

With the arrival of the summer vacation, Nishida’s last as a pro-
fessor, he felt physically and mentally relaxed.32 On July 3 a great,
unexpected experience of “rebirth” came over him. He drew a picture
of a radiantly shining sun in his diary with a red pencil and wrote in
German: “Wiedergeburt” (reborn), “aus bȯ̇sem Traum erwacht”
(awakened from a nightmare). Then he continued in Japanese: “Even
a dead tree can grow a bud of new life. I’ve never known this kind of
happiness in my life.” On this day, he was alone at home and spent
half a day peacefully. In the afternoon Miki came by to visit. The
experience of gaining a new perspective on life must have been related
to the spiritual purification he was undergoing. One can only wonder
whether he experienced something like the “dropping of both the
body and the mind” of which Dögen speaks. In any case, Nishida
broke through the bottom of the world and leaped into a new realm
of freedom. He was then nearly finished with the preface to a collec-
tion of his essays, Hataraku mono kara miru mono e.33 He dedicated the
book to Höjö Tokiyuki, who had just turned seventy. It was a token of
special respect for his old mentor—this was the first and the last book
that Nishida ever dedicated to anyone. The book was published by
Iwanami Bookstore on October 15, 1927.
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Around this time a book in English introducing Nishida’s thought
to the Western audience was published. Its author was Tsuchida Kyö-
son, a 1918 graduate of Kyoto’s philosophy department. The book,
entitled Contemporary Thought of Japan and China, mentions not only
Nishida but also Tanabe Hajime and Kuwaki Gen’yoku. Tsuchida
gave Nishida the biggest salute by identifying him as “a philosopher
always to be noticed whenever the highest type of philosophy in Japan
is mentioned.” But it is unclear whether Nishida agreed with Tsu-
chida’s characterization of his writing style as “a poetical monologue
in spite of his strictly logical thinking. . . . [H]e seems like an Orien-
tal puritanical monk.”34

The philosophy department was given the fifth chair in the history
of philosophy in October 1927, and Nishida assumed it by vacating
the first chair to Tanabe Hajime, who was then promoted to profes-
sor as of November 4. The department underwent a smooth transi-
tion. Ojima Sukema succeeded Kano Naoki, Amano Teiyü succeeded
Tomonaga Sanjürö, and Ueda Juzö succeeded Fukada Yasukazu. After
Nishida’s retirement, the fifth chair of the history of philosophy was
offered to Yamanouchi Tokuryü. Watsuji Tetsurö35 was studying
abroad from 1927 to 1928 with the understanding that he was to be
promoted to professor after his return from Europe.36 Hisamatsu
Shin’ichi, Kösaka Masaaki, Köyama Iwao,37 Doi Torakazu, and Shimo-
mura Toratarö were appointed lecturers. Nishitani Keiji and Shima
Yoshio were the upcoming younger generation of scholars, waiting in
the wings of the main stage. There was also talk that Kuki Shüzö might
be invited to join the department as a lecturer.38

The last seminars for philosophy students Nishida gave in the
1927–1928 academic year were on Aristotle’s Metaphysica and De
Anima; he also gave a seminar for sociology students, using Hegel’s
Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts [The Philosophy of Right]. His
last lecture for his Introduction to Philosophy course was on February
4, 1928. His diary for that day reads: “The obligatory lecture is over
as of today. I feel relieved physically and mentally. From this day on
I shall withdraw from my public career, become a totally private man,
and engage simply in the development of my thought.”39

Just around the time Nishida was finishing his obligatory univer-
sity lectures, Kawakami Hajime was forced to resign from his univer-
sity position. Kawakami, a professor in the Faculty of Law, had been
the faculty mentor for the SSSG and was an active supporter of labor
movements and sympathetic to communism. Following the massive
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crackdown on the members of the Communist Party on March 15,
1928, by the Japanese government (the so-called 3.15 Incident), the
SSSG at the university was ordered to dissolve on April 19. The min-
ister of education took advantage of this occasion and accused Kawa-
kami of neglecting his duties as the faculty mentor and demanded that
the university president Araki Torasaburö fire Kawakami. Araki obeyed
the ministry’s order and gave Kawakami his notice of dismissal on
April 16. At the faculty senate meeting on the same day, however, Araki
expressed his wish to step down from the presidency at an appropriate
time because he disapproved of his own action (he resigned on March
22, 1929). Ever since the Sawayanagi incident, it had been the univer-
sity practice that no professor could be fired without the consent of
the department faculty members. Kawakami, however, had no support
from his colleagues and presented his letter of resignation on April
17.40 Nishida remained sympathetic to Kawakami, however, and years
later they would meet again.

In April 1928 Nishida’s youngest daughter, Umeko, entered Tokyo
Women’s College, which was a great relief to Nishida. From April to
June he had only one course to teach, a series of lectures on a special
topic. He gave the bold title of “Tetsugaku no kyükyokuteki mondai
no ichikito” [An attempt to solve the ultimate problem of philosophy]
to these farewell lectures. The last meeting of the Philosophical Soci-
ety that Nishida attended was on May 12. Kösaka Masaaki gave a talk
on “Epistemology and metaphysics according to William James,” and
during the discussion someone criticized James as “commonplace.”
Nishida spoke up “in an unusually pointed manner in defense of James”
and said to this person: “Which works by James have you read? He is
far from what you describe!” Kösaka was impressed that Nishida had
never lost his deep respect for William James.41

Now that his obligatory teaching was behind him, Nishida felt his
creative energy was unleashing itself. He wrote several articles: “Iwa-
yuru ninshiki taishökai no ronriteki közö” [The logical structure of the
so-called world of cognitive objects],42 “Jutsugoteki ronrishugi” [The
logic of the predicate],43 and “Girisha tetsugaku ni oite no aru mono”
[“Being” according to Greek philosophy].44 By June he had also fin-
ished “Jikojishin o miru mono no oite aru basho to ishiki no basho”
[The topos where that which sees itself exists and the topos of con-
sciousness] 45 and “Augusuchinusu no jikaku” [Self-consciousness
according to Augustine]. 46

Nishida’s last lecture was on June 9, 1928. The list of courses that
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Nishida taught at Kyoto Imperial University is reproduced here (see
chart). Roman numeral I designates introductory courses ( futsü kögi),
II designates lectures on special topics (tokushu kögi), and III designates
a close text reading or seminar (ködoku or enshü). The number of hours
the course met each week appears in parentheses.
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1910–1911 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. Ethics (2)

III. Reading in Ethics (2) (This course was most likely cancelled.)  

1911–1912 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. Ethics “Law” (2)

III. (for ethics) John Dewey and James H. Tufts, Ethics (1)
III. (for the study of religion) Hoeffding, Religionsphilosophie (2)

1912–1913 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. Ethics, “Law” (2)

III. Aristotle, Ethics (1)
III. (for the study of religion) Schleiermacher (2)

1913–1914 I. Introduction to Psychology (2)
I. Introduction to the Study of Religion (2)

1914–1915 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
I. Introduction to Psychology (2)

II. “Contemporary German philosophy” (1)
III. (for philosophy and psychology) Bergson, Materie und 

Gedȧ̇chtnis (2)

1915–1916 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
I. Introduction to Psychology (2, team taught with Chiba Tanenari)

II. “The Austrian school of philosophy from Bolzano and Brentano 
to Husserl” (fall quarter); “Hegel’s Logik” (winter and spring
quarters) (2)

III. Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft (2) 

1916–1917 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. “Hegel’s Logik” (2)

III. Fichte, Grundlage der gesamten Wissenschaftslehre (2)

1917–1918 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. “Intuition and reflection” (2)

III. Leibniz, Discourse on Metaphysics, trans. by Montgomery (2) 

1918–1919 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. “Contemporary philosophy” (2)

III. Spinoza, Ethica (2)

1919–1920 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. “Aesthetic consciousness” (2)

III. Bergson, L’Évolution créatrice (2)

1920–1921 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
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The Philosophical Society hosted a reception honoring Nishida’s
retirement on June 10, the day after his last lecture, at the Rakuyü-
kaikan. Tanabe led the toast with “Kanpai!” (“Bottoms up”). Report-
ing on the day, an editor of Tetsugaku Kenkyü wrote: “The evening air
was still cool, which gave us a feeling of loneliness. Professor Nishida
reminisced and spoke about his life.” 47 Nishida left for Tokyo the next
day, as had been planned. During his ten-day visit, he took a day with
Umeko and made a tour of the coastal places from Kamakura to Kuge-
numa. He was “struck by the quiet beauty of Kugenuma’s scenery”—
it reminded him of his home village of Unoke and he thought about
living there for a while.48

A free man now, Nishida turned to artistic activities. He began to
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II. “Hegel’s Logik” (2)
III. Hegel, Wissenschaft der Logik (Logik in der Enzyklopȧ̇die) (2) 

1921–1922 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. “Fundamental problem of ethics” 

III. Hegel, Wissenschaft der Logik (Logik in der Enzyklopȧ̇die);
Schelling, U̇̇ber das Wesen der menschlichen Freiheit (2) 

1922–1923 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. “Hegel’s Logik” (2)

III. Hegel, Phȧ̇nomenologie des Geistes (2) 

1923–1924 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. “Problem of consciousness” (2)

III. Husserl, Ideen, and Lotze, Metaphysik (2) 

1924–1925 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. “On Aristotle’s Metaphysica” (2) 

III. Lotze, Metaphysik (continuation of the previous year); Hegel, 
Phȧ̇nomenologie des Geistes (2) 

1925–1926 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. No lecture on special topics

III. Hegel, Phȧ̇nomenologie des Geistes (2)
III. (for religion) Weber, Gesammelten Aufsȧ̇tze (2) 

1926–1927 I. Introduction to Psychology (2)
II. “A Philosophical foundation of religion” (for philosophy and the 

history of Western philosophy) (2)
III. Aristotle, Metaphysica (2) 

1927–1928 I. Introduction to Philosophy (2)
II. No lecture on special topics

III. Aristotle, Metaphysica and U̇̇ber die Seele (De anima) (2)
III. (for sociology) Hegel, Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts (2)

1928 II. An attempt to solve the ultimate problem of philosophy (2)
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enjoy doing calligraphy. He also took up his old pleasure of reading
world literature. He enjoyed translating Western poems into Japanese.
One of them from this period is a song sung by Mignon in Goethe’s
novel Wilhelm Meister. It seems to have captured Nishida’s feelings of
those days:

Only those who know what longing is
Should know my torments.
Forlorn and alone,
I gaze beyond the blue sky.
Ah, those who know me and love me are
Far away in the distance.
My eyes befogged, my bowels burn.
Only those who know what longing is
Should know my agonies. 49

On August 18 Nishida received his “official notice of release” from
the university. His eighteen-year-long career at Kyoto Imperial Uni-
versity had ended. He jotted down in his diary: “At last, I have become
a masterless samurai (rönin).” To be a masterless samurai for Nishida
was far from being unemployed, however. After he had ample rest, he
felt like summarizing the view of topos that he had developed so far.
The result was his essay, “Eichiteki sekai” [The intelligible world],50

in which he distinguishes three aspects of the “world”—the natural
world as the determination of the judging universal, the world of con-
sciousness as the determination of self-consciousness, and the intelli-
gible world as the self-determination of consciousness that transcends
intellectual apprehension. He further discusses the religious awareness
given by the ultimate determination of the topos of nothingness, and
the philosophical perspective as that of the religious self reflecting
upon itself. Because of its bold clarity and religious profundity, this
essay was well received and was eventually translated into German by
Robert Schinzinger. After this essay, he wrote another, entitled “Chok-
kakuteki chishiki” [Intuitive knowledge].51

His letter to Hori Koretaka of September 20 describes his feelings
at this juncture in his life:

By some turn of events, my reputation, however undeserved, spread, as
if a dog barking upon a false alarm provokes ten thousand other dogs
to join in. Even if my public life appeared grand for the last ten years, 
I was visited from time to time by an unbearable sense of helplessness
because of my domestic situation. The façade is but illusory. It is but
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bubbles on the surface of the deep and dark flow of life. My work may
have been the means of consoling myself. I take my retirement as a
blessing. I shall live as a total recluse and engage in philosophical
completion, such as it is. 52

On October 1, a boy, an heir of the Nishida family, was born to
Sotohiko and Asako. Nishida was overjoyed and took the honor of
naming his grandson “Kikuhiko.” Although in Japanese kiku means
“chrysanthemums,” typical autumn flowers, Nishida took the Chinese
character “ki” (“multifarious”) from his own name, Kitarö, chose the
character “ku,” for “long-lasting,” and added “-hiko,” a suffix for a male
name. The birth of Kikuhiko had an amazing effect on Nishida’s out-
look on life; it was as if a sunrise erased the shadow that had plagued
his home for so long. 

But where there is life, there is death. Nishida’s colleagues were
quickly departing from this world. On January 28, 1928, Sakaguchi
Takashi had died; in August a lecturer of sociology, Igarashi Shin, died
at the young age of twenty-nine; on November 12, Fukada Yasukazu
died after a prolonged illness. Despite the fact that Nishida had suf-
fered pleurisy and could not give up his “unhygienic” habit of smok-
ing, he was to live longer than most of his colleagues. Is this because
he took habitual walks, stretching his legs, and vacationed at appro-
priate times to balance his life of intensity with relaxation?

Harada Kumao objected to Nishida’s idea of spending the winter
in Kugenuma, apparently because of its dampness. Instead, Harada,
Iwanami, and Yamanouchi found a sunny house for Nishida at Zaimo-
kuchö in Kamakura.53 Nishida liked the climate there, and spending
the hot summers and cold winters away from Kyoto in temperate
Kamakura became an annual routine. His first stay in Kamakura,
which lasted from December 1, 1928, to March 20, 1929, was an espe-
cially memorable one. He enjoyed a carefree existence, surrounded by
his old friends. Suzuki Daisetz kept his workplace, Shöden’an, in the
Engakuji compound and divided his time between Kyoto and Kama-
kura. Whenever Suzuki was in Kamakura, the two called on each
other and enjoyed making calligraphy pieces. Hori Koretaka was also
living in Kamakura. Hori was an expert in the rules of Chinese poetry
(kanshi), such as the pitch and inflections, and was also a fair critic of
Japanese waka poetry. Nishida asked him to correct his poems, and
with such an ideal private tutor he felt free to compose. His walks
along the beach and through the ruins of the old capital city of Kama-
kura were a wondrous source of poetic inspiration.
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Nishida found Kamakura more rustic than Kyoto, a city “too
refined for an ancient capital, and the beauty of its mountains and
rivers is also tamed.” Among Kamakura’s many forgotten ruins,
Nishida one day came upon the untended gravestone of the shögun,
Minamoto Yoritomo. The discovery inspired a waka:

Amid the fallen leaves 
is this old gravestone
did you think this was going to be 
your eternal abode 
when you were among the living? 54

The landscape of Kamakura reminded him of the dark history of
Minamoto and Höjö rule:

It feels to me as if a history of human wickedness and vices were con-
centrated in this small plot of land, where one’s own blood relations
doubted one another and killed, or were killed, by the hands of one’s
kinsmen. . . . overall one may say that the politics of the Höjös were
filled with intrigues and machinations. Labyrinth-like valleys of the
hills of Kamakura seem to symbolize that scheming human mind. The
scenery evokes a sense of the sorrows of life, nay, it stirs our religious
sentiments.55

Nishida also spent hours gazing upon the ocean, which to him was
“infinity in motion.” Here is one of his many waka on the ocean: 

Since the time of separation
of heaven and earth
the sea has been constantly in motion
however long I look at it 
I never get tired of it 56

The beach of Kamakura took back Nishida by twenty years, to the
time when he and Fujioka Töho took a walk together on the beach of
Öiso. Overcome by a sense of nostalgia, he composed a poem in Chi-
nese: 

Gone are the dead
and what are the fates of the living? 
I visit places laden with memories
flowers are in full bloom 
and my feelings are heightened too 57
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Nishida’s creative energy seems to have known no limits. He sent
a collection of his poems to Hori for his corrections, with these words:

Certainly, I have dedicated my life to a theoretical work, but I also have
this wish to express the “voices of my heart” (kokoro no koe), which
arise from time to time when I encounter various situations and inci-
dents in life. Occasionally I even think about wanting to write short
stories by giving free rein to boundless fantasies, but, of course, it is
easier said than done, and while thinking about writing something, my
fantasies fade away. What I can do, however, is to attach some of my
poems as an appendix to my [philosophical] works. For this reason, I ask
you to delete ordinary or uninteresting poems. Trust me, your critical
eye is more helpful than flattering compliments.58

Nishida’s essay “Aru kyöju no taishoku no ji” [A retirement speech of
a professor] was certainly born out of his desire to write one such
“short story,” an expression of the voice of his heart.
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Nishida’s and Suzuki’s calligraphy, most likely
January 1929, done in Kamakura. Five Japanese
poems by Nishida are followed by D. T. Suzuki’s
commentary. These poems were composed in
1928 in Kamakura. The first, a poem in Chinese,
reads: “Years and months are but flowing water.
When we saw each other, the plum flowers that
bloom in the cold of the winter were our compan-
ions. Human beings exist in between heaven and
earth.” The second, also in Chinese, reads: “Gone
are the dead; and what are the fates of the living?
I visit a place laden with memories; spring is at its
height and my feelings are heightened, too.” The
third, a Japanese poem, reads: “Since the time of
the separation of heaven from earth, the sea has
been constantly in motion; however long I look at
it I never get tired of it!” The fourth poem is in
Japanese: “I walk in the hills of Kamakura, from
an unknown trail to another, crushing the leaves
once soaked in the blood of warriors.” And the
fifth poem in Japanese reads: “From where did
your soul come, my dear grandson? I see you
laugh so innocently.” D. T. Suzuki’s commentary
caps the moment: “Reality is separate from the
written words.” From Nishida Kitarö Zenshü,
vol. 10, Furoku.
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A Retirement Speech of a Professor*

It appears that the following was written by someone who heard a story
from a waiter who worked at the Rakuyükaikan. The event must have
taken place quite some time ago.

On an early summer evening in the grand room of the Rakuyükan
many people gathered. Lights were brightly lit, contributing to the
atmosphere of a gala celebration. The occasion appeared to be the
reception for a professor who was just retiring from the university—
an event quite common these days.

It was already the time of the year when it is hot and humid, but
the curtains, gently dancing in the breeze coming in through the wide-
open windows, gave an impression of coolness. It looked as if there
were some who had not seen one another for a long time. Small groups
of people formed around tables here and there, eagerly catching up
with each other’s news. Soon the banquet started, and in due course
the dessert was served. At that time, a professor1 who was seated across
from the guest of honor, stood up and delivered a speech in a clear and
articulate manner, praising the contributions of the retired professor.
The guest of honor seemed a rather shy man despite his outward
appearance. He stood up and mumbled a few words of thanks, which I
could not hear clearly. By the time the banquet was over, people were
relaxed, and a good time was had by all. Perhaps the professor, the
guest of honor, felt that his earlier words of thanks had been too brief.
He stood up and began to recount his life.

“As of today, my public life, which has lasted several decades, has
come to an end. Just recently, I took out the Last Essays of Elia by
Charles Lamb and read ‘The Superannuated Man.’ I could relate to it
deeply, as it nicely captures what I now feel.

“As I look back on my life, I see that it has been quite a simple one.
In the first half of it, I sat facing the blackboard. In the second half, I
stood up with the blackboard behind me. I only changed my position
in relation to the blackboard. This, in a nutshell, is my biography!

“But even a blade of grass that is going to be put in the fireplace
tomorrow has its own history and memories. Even I, who have lived
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* “Aru kyöju no taishoku no ji,” NKZ 12:168–71. The essay appeared in Shisö
83 (April 1929).

1. The professor is Tanabe Hajime.
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quite an ordinary life, cannot help but be awed by the sense of ever-
flowing water and the destiny of human existence as I look back on the
sixty years of my life.

“I was born in a poor village on the northern coast of Japan. When
I was a child, I attended a village elementary school. Under the loving
protection of my parents, I spent my days playing in the green pine
woods and on the white sandy beach. When I was thirteen or fourteen,
my older sister took me to Kanazawa, and I entered a normal school
there. It was generally considered then that there was no greater
scholar than a teacher of an elementary school in a village; so I entered
the school that trained teachers-to-be.

“I don’t know whether it was a blessing in disguise or not, but I
contracted a case of deadly typhoid and was absent from the normal
school for about a year. During that time, I became aware of the wider
world. I quit the normal school to enter the Senmon Gakkö. When
the Senmon Gakkö was renamed the Fourth Higher School, I was
enrolled in it.

“The time came when I had to decide on my major. Just as many
young boys wondered about this question, so did I. It was very hard
for me to choose between mathematics and philosophy. A certain pro-
fessor, whom I respected greatly, recommended that I should go into
mathematics. His argument was that ‘in philosophy, not only logical
ability but a poetic imagination is necessary,’ and he was not sure I had
it. It was certainly reasonable advice, and I didn’t have enough confi-
dence in myself to challenge it. Yet I did not feel like spending the rest
of my life studying cut-and-dried mathematics. Although I did have
some misgivings, I decided on philosophy.

“My student days at the Fourth Higher School were the most
enjoyable of my life. As youthful energy carried me away, I lived free
as a bird, ignoring the school rules. Eventually, I dropped out of
school, thinking that I could learn on my own, and that the best thing
for me to do was to read any book I pleased, leaving behind the shack-
les of school. I stayed at home all day long, reading. But in less than a
year, I badly strained my eyes, and the doctor forbade me to read.
Therefore, I was forced to think again as to what I would do. I went
to Tokyo and entered the College of Humanities2 as a limited status
student.

“In those days students of limited status were a miserable lot. I felt
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I had become a loser. As soon as I graduated from the university, I took
up the position of a middle school teacher in the countryside. After
that I was at Yamaguchi Higher School for a few years and finally
became a teacher of German at my alma mater, the Fourth Higher
School, where I taught for ten years.

“Those ten years in Kanazawa were the best years of my life. I was
both physically and mentally strong then. Since I did some reading and
engaged in philosophical thinking, I longed for an environment more
conducive to research, but that seemed like a dream. However, when I
reached around the age of ‘no more doubt,’3 I don’t know by what turn
of events, but I came to this university on friends’ recommendations.
At first, I had a one-year replacement position for a certain professor
who was to study abroad,4 but eventually I was given a permanent posi-
tion and ended up spending nearly twenty years in Kyoto.

“In recent years I experienced successive family misfortunes and
was worn out physically and mentally. I could not accomplish what I
should have, nor did I carry out my responsibilities in full. For this
reason I cannot help but feel guilty in accepting your very generous
reception. I remember a passage from an English reader, which I read
when I was a child. The essay was entitled ‘Grave Yard.’ If I remem-
ber correctly, there was a passage that read something like this:
‘Whichever tombstone you look at, inscriptions read “Good Hus-
band,” “Good Wife,” or “Good Child.” Well then, where are the bad
ones buried?’ I therefore ask your forgiveness for my shortcomings, in
the same way as those who had died went unpunished.”

Having spoken thus, the professor sat down. Among those present,
there might have been some who did not particularly care for this long
and unabashed account of his personal life; others might have been
secretly embarrassed by his candid speech. However, around the table
arranged in a U-shape with the professor at the center, people con-
tinued their amicable conversations, reminiscing about the good old
days. Eventually, the professor said he had to go somewhere far away
the following day and excused himself early. Many stood up with him
and walked him to the foyer of the Rakuyükan to see him off. The pro-
fessor, apparently in a very fine mood, walked out into the city street
and disappeared in the dark.
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Formation of the 
Kyoto School of Philosophy

(1929–1932)

Nishida was enjoying his first winter in Kamakura. On February 1,
1929, he was appointed professor emeritus.1 Visitors from the Kantö
area continued to stream in to his rented house at Zaimokuchö. The
popular writer, Kurata Hyakuzö, who made Nishida’s Zen no kenkyü a
best-seller, called on him twice in February, and Tanabe Juri, Odaka
Tomoo, Honda Kenzö, Miyamoto Wakichi, and Ösaka Motokichirö
were among other callers. He saw Kuki Shüzö at a beachside hotel in
Kamakura. 

On March 2 Nishida gave a talk at the Philosophical Society at
Tokyo Imperial University on “Kant and Husserl,” which he later
retitled “Watakushi no handanteki ippansha to iu mono” [What I call
the judging universal] and published in the Tetsugaku Zasshi.2 By the
time Nishida wrapped up his stay in Kamakura, he had completed
“Jikakuteki ippansha ni oite aru mono oyobi sore to sono haigo ni aru
mono to no kankei” [That which exists in the self-conscious univer-
sal, and its relationship to what is behind it].3

On March 10, shortly before Nishida’s departure, Iwanami took
him for a drive in a chauffeured limousine; they enjoyed a ride around
the Miura Peninsula, seeing such sights as the memorial where Com-
modore M. C. Perry had landed. Nishida left Kamakura on March 15,
but before returning to Kyoto on March 20, he spent a few days in
Tokyo. Höjö Tokiyuki was seriously ill, and Nishida wanted to see his
mentor for the last time. Höjö died on April 27 at the age of seventy-
two, and with his death one more chapter of Nishida’s life closed.4 He
wrote an essay remembering his mentor, “Höjö sensei ni hajimete
oshie o uketa koro” [Around the time I first received instruction from
Professor Höjö].5 In addition, friends and former colleagues decided
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to compile Höjö’s letters, speeches, addresses, journal entries, and
other writings into a book, and Oda Shögaku wrote a brief biography
of the great educator. Yamamoto Ryökichi took charge of collecting
the material, while Nishida served as nominal editor. This tribute to
Höjö Tokiyuki, Kakudö hen’ei [Glimpses of greatness], was published
on June 25, 1931.

In March 1929 Shizuko’s lung condition, which had been touch
and go, worsened. After some deliberation, Nishida decided to put her
under the care of professionals at a sanatorium on Lake Biwa. In April
Sotohiko got a teaching position at Könan Higher School as a pro-
fessor of physics, and the young couple, with baby Kikuhiko, moved
to Sumiyoshi. Their departure from under Nishida’s roof left a big
empty space at home. Nishida began to concentrate on his work to for-
get his loneliness. While Sotohiko and Asako had been living with
him, he had moved his study upstairs so that the study could be used
as the reception room. Now he moved his study back where it had
been. He even moved his bed into the study and practically lived there.
On May 2, he began working on the essay, “Ippansha no jikogentei”
[The self-determination of the universal].6 The following waka is not
really an exaggeration.

Reclining on this chair
I write
tucking myself into this bed
I sleep
day in, day out 7

He wrote to Hori: “Over here I feel hurried and unable to compose
any poems. . . . These days I don’t even take a walk but spend the
whole day cooped up in a room doing nothing. I’m really a hermit! I’m
becoming lazier and don’t feel like doing anything.”8 In fact, far from
“being lazy,” he was single-mindedly plowing ahead and advancing his
thought, completing “Ippansha no jikogentei to jikaku” [The self-
determination of the universal and self-consciousness]9 and “Jikaku-
teki gentei kara mita ippansha no gentei” [The determination of the
universal viewed from the perspective of the determination of self-
consciousness].10 By October 1929 the last of this series of essays was
completed,11 and during the following January the essays he had writ-
ten in the previous two years were collected in a single volume, Ippan-
sha no jikakuteki taikei [The self-conscious structure of the universal].
Nishida’s assiduous work, pushing through what happened to be an
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exceptionally hot summer, exhausted him completely. By the time fall
arrived, he felt melancholic and needed to see his friends. He left for
Tokyo in early November.

In his new collection of essays Nishida plunges into a complicated
analysis of self-consciousness in its subjective, noetic (“grammatical
predicate”) and objective, noematic (“grammatical subject”) aspects.
Nishida treats consciousness in terms of self-consciousness rather than
in terms of the intentionality of consciousness, as Husserl had done. In
the operation of self-consciousness “the self sees the self in the self ”
( jiko ga jiko ni oite jiko o miru). The seeing self is P (the grammatical
predicate), which embraces the self seen, S (the grammatical subject).
In terms of their contents, P is a topos/field that contains all that can
become the “object” of self-consciousness, whereas S is the topos/field
of all that is: self-consciousness in its prereflected state.12 When the
seer and the seen become one, only “in the self ” remains.13 (Nishida
later develops this “in the self ” into the notion of the “historical body,”
which is “active-intuitive.”) For Nishida the self-determination of the
intelligible self is the prime form of the self-determination of con-
sciousness. In it the self as the seer alone exists and the self as the seen
disappears; the seer sees its own nothingness. Therein the self forgets
itself, which means (as Zen Buddhism holds) that everything under
the sun is none other than the self.14 In terms of the operation of self-
consciousness, whatever is given to the intelligible self is the expres-
sion (hyögen) of things, and in this sense “being is expression, expres-
sion is being.”15

In his essay, “Jikakuteki gentei kara mita ippansha no gentei,”
Nishida explicitly identifies “the awareness of absolute emptiness”
(zettai mu no jikaku) with the “religious experience of ‘phenomena are
empty; emptiness is phenomena’ (shiki soku ze kü, kü soku ze shiki) in
which there is neither the seer nor the seen.” Further identifying the
Bergsonian “infinite flow of life” with the ultimate noetic direction, he
sees that this infinite flow of life is “absolute nothingness” (zettai mu)
that transcends the limitation of our cognition.16

With its overtly religious reference, Nishida’s essay provoked
sharp criticism from Tanabe Hajime. By 1929 Marxism was the intel-
lectual fashion of the day, and it was widely contended that “unless
one is a Marxist, one is not an intellectual.” Nishida’s diary of May 11
reads: “In the evening Tanabe and seven graduate students came over;
we got into the discussion of Marx, which lasted well beyond mid-
night.”17 And his waka of September 17 reads: 
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We again discussed Marx 
into the small hours
of the morning 
on account of Marx 
I failed to go to bed 18

An episode that Köyama Iwao describes must have taken place at one
of these meetings:

Many of my seniors such as Kimura Morimoto, Kösaka Masaaki, and
Nishitani Keiji were present there. I no longer recall the exact subject
matter of the discussion, but Nishida and Tanabe got engaged in an
argument. At the precise moment when I thought the argument was
overheating, Tanabe said to Nishida: “That’s why you don’t under-
stand dialectics.” Shocked by these fierce words of confrontation, I
held my breath and awaited what would happen next. I stole a glance at
Nishida’s face. He looked a bit affronted and remained speechless for a
second, but he leaned forward from his chair and said, “I didn’t expect
that you would say that.” Nishida did not show any excitement and
continued on with the heated discussion.19

Nishida appreciated the aspect of Marxism that saw society as the
central concern and considered individuals to be within society, but he
held that “to base everything on the material and to consider the indi-
vidual as purely a reflection of society” inevitably leads to the denial of
the individual, and as a result “society becomes static and stifled.” He
felt that Marx failed to see that society moves on precisely because of
each individual’s creativity and freedom.20

The popularity of Marxism temporarily shifted students’ attention
away from Nishida’s philosophical endeavor. On January 25, 1930,
Miki Kiyoshi, who was then teaching at Hösei University in Tokyo and
energetically advocated dialectical materialism, was invited to Kyoto to
give a talk in the university lecture series. Miki was an icon among the
progressive students, and his popularity was at its peak.21 Nishida was
also scheduled to give a talk on the same day about his most recent
book, Ippansha no jikakuteki taikei [The self-conscious structure of the
universal].22 Nishitani Keiji, who attended Nishida’s lecture, remem-
bered that particular day: “During Professor Nishida’s talk, suddenly
a huge passionate applause broke out from the nearby large lecture hall
[where Miki was talking]. . . . Amid the general trend of the world,
which was moving away from his thought, Professor Nishida contin-
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ued with his philosophical investigations, indifferent to such social
milieu.”23

Whether to know the philosophical trend of the day and embrace
it, to incorporate new ideas into older systems, or to engage in the pur-
suit of a fundamental problem of philosophy—these questions seem
to have confronted every thinker in those days. Unfortunately, Miki’s
popularity was short-lived. In May he was arrested for allegedly giv-
ing money to the Japanese Communist Party. A charge was brought
against him in July, and he was detained in the Toyotama Prison until
November. While Miki was in prison, the members of the Proletariat
Science Institute (Puroretaria kagaku kenkyüjo) denounced his inter-
pretation of Marxism as heretical.24 Miki, embittered by this experi-
ence, soon distanced himself from the Marxist movement.

Tanabe Hajime, who had been at odds with Nishida for some time,
made public his criticism of Nishida in his May 1930 article, “Nishida
sensei no oshie o aogu” [Requesting Professor Nishida’s elucidation],25

which appeared in Tetsugaku Kenkyü.26 Because Tanabe was regarded
as Nishida’s most faithful follower, this article surprised everyone but
Nishida himself, who was aware of Tanabe’s criticisms. Tanabe admit-
ted: “Each time an essay contained in this volume [Ippansha no jikaku-
teki taikei ] was published, I bothered Professor Nishida with my ques-
tions and doubts, for I was unable to follow his thought.”

Tanabe’s essential criticism was that Nishida “confounded” reli-
gious intuition with the ultimate philosophical perspective. Tanabe’s
critique concerned Nishida’s philosophical method: (1) “Can philos-
ophy systematize the religious awareness, which holds that to lose
oneself is actually to find oneself ?” (2) “For philosophy to assume the
position of the philosophy of religion (in the sense that Plotinus’s
thought can be called a philosophy of religion), to postulate a final
universal that is incomprehensible, and then to interpret reality as the
self-determination of that universal, would lead to the negation of
philosophy itself,” and (3) “Self-consciousness as a philosophical prin-
cipal and the absolute in the world of religion cannot be united in the
concept of self-consciousness of absolute nothingness.” He further
made public his concern that Nishida’s position might encourage
theörein—a quietist contemplative attitude cut off from reality. He felt
that “making religion out of philosophy” contradicts the original mis-
sion of philosophy.27

Nishida took Tanabe’s criticisms positively and welcomed the
opportunity to explain and clarify his thought. He was of the opinion
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that open critical exchange invigorates academia and enhances the
level of philosophical inquiry. He did feel, however, that Tanabe did
not “yet fully comprehend the standpoint and fundamentals” of his
thought.28 He wrote his next essay, “Basho no jikogentei to shite no
ishikisayö” [The operation of consciousness as the self-determination
of the topos], to respond to Tanabe’s critique.29

Tanabe began to develop his own path of thinking, remaining crit-
ical of Nishidan philosophy. Nishida appreciated Tanabe as one of the
few who could logically follow his thought, but in the face of Tanabe’s
obstinacy, he complained that when, it came to the crucial point,
Tanabe would draw an unexpected conclusion, one totally different
from what Nishida intended. Nishida remarked that “instead of toss-
ing the ball on this side, he tosses it on the other side and misunder-
stands me.”30

Tanabe’s May 1930 essay signaled his movement out from under
Nishida’s wing. Tosaka Jun observed that Tanabe’s “declaration of
independence” became the driving force behind the establishment of
the Kyoto school of philosophy.31 Tosaka, a student of both Nishida
and Tanabe, published an article, “Kyöto-gakuha no tetsugaku” [On
the philosophy of the Kyoto school] in 1932,32 pointing out that Nishi-
dan philosophy was growing into a larger phenomenon, the Kyoto
school of philosophy. In his next article, “Tanabe tetsugaku no seir-
itsu” [Establishment of Tanabean philosophy],33 Tosaka elaborated on
his earlier observation:

If Professor Tanabe Hajime did not go beyond Nishidan philosophy, he
would have merely remained a follower of Nishidan philosophy. But
Prof. Tanabe’s impressive activities of recent years obviously make it
clear to everyone that Nishidan philosophy has its successor. In this way
Nishidan philosophy is transformed into the Kyoto school of philoso-
phy in a sure and successful manner. I must reiterate my congratula-
tions on the development of the Kyoto school, since Dr. Tanabe has
finally established his own philosophical system: Tanabean philosophy.34

The term “Kyoto school of philosophy” may be variously defined.
The philosophy department around the time of Nishida’s retirement
was full of vitality and enjoying its “golden age.”35 Nakai Masakazu
argues that the Kyoto school was largely formed before Nishida’s
retirement. Nakai, a 1925 graduate of the aesthetics program and a
teaching associate ( joshu), also worked as assistant editor of Tetsugaku
Kenkyü from 1926 to 1937. Writing in the 1950s, he recalls the
department:
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Great professors—Nishida, Fukada, Tomonaga, Hatano, Fujii, Konishi,
and Matsumoto—were in the company of younger energetic assistant
professors and lecturers, such as Amano Teiyü, Tanabe Hajime, Wat-
suji Tetsurö, Yamanouchi Tokuryü, Ueda Juzö, Ojima Sukema, Kuki
Shüzö —all shining like bright stars. Students of the first generation,
such as Miki Kiyoshi, Tosaka Jun, Nishitani Keiji, Kösaka Masaaki,
Kimura Motomori, and of the second generation, Shimomura Tora-
tarö, Köyama Iwao, Mashita Shin’ichi,36 Danno Yasutarö,37 and others,
gathered at the houses of their professors and engaged in lively, spark-
ling debates. Dr. Tanabe’s Saturday gathering was like a glittering semi-
nar. As I look back on those days, I realize how happy I was, moving
among those stars and nebulae.38

Nakai defines this “body of brilliantly scattered diversity” as the
Kyoto school, which is not for him “a fixed entity, as some people like
to believe, but rather it was like one gigantic comet, a shooting star
with a shining tail.”39

Regardless of how one defines the scope of the Kyoto school, the
fact remains that the philosophy department in Kyoto was one of the
most vigorous intellectual centers of philosophical inquiry in Japan
during the 1920s and 1930s. The reason a “Tokyo school of philoso-
phy” was never formed is in part due to Tokyo’s sprawling geography.
Shimomura Toratarö, who left Kyoto and moved to Tokyo in 1941,
observes:

Only after I moved to Tokyo, . . . did I realize the density of the
atmosphere of Kyoto. While I was still in Kyoto I thought I was leading
a rather vague and uncritical existence, but after I breathed the air in
Tokyo I realized that I had been rigorously trained. . . . In Kyoto I was
in the ravine among gigantic hills, but in Tokyo I was in an open field.
I felt a frank and generous acceptance of the city. But at the same time
I sensed a lack of close relationships among people in Tokyo. There was
no “center” in Tokyo. Perhaps that was why I felt that scholarly inten-
sity was lacking in Tokyo. In Kyoto professors were unshakable, solid
centers. It felt to me as if that breed of people did not exist in Tokyo.40

The differences between Kyoto and Tokyo persist today, inform-
ing their respective academic traditions. One can thus appreciate the
happy union of geographical conditions and dedicated thinkers that
brought about what came to be known as the Kyoto school of philos-
ophy.
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Remarriage and Nishida’s 
View of Women

(1927–1931)

Nishida’s biggest concern around the time of his retirement was the
future of his three daughters, Shizuko, Tomoko, and Umeko. “I have
three daughters, all graduated from women’s higher school, and the
oldest is already twenty-three. I truly would like to see them mar-
ried,”1 he wrote to a former student. He felt a heavy responsibility for
his daughters, especially now that Kotomi was no longer by his side.
His waka reveals how he felt in the face of what seemed like a daunt-
ing task: 

There are many things
one should not have
in this world
but at the top of the list
are daughters 2

He remembered how complicated it was just to arrange Yayoi’s mar-
riage—and at that time Kotomi was there.

Nishida turned to his close friends, colleagues, and former stu-
dents for help. Half mocking himself, he wrote to Hisamatsu:

Girls are different from boys in that their fate is largely determined by
their parents’ decisions—although it is true that even when we make a
decision that we think is best for them, it may turn out to be the wrong
one, and again, we are dealing with life and don’t know what tomorrow
will bring. For this reason, I want to give them all my love. To this end,
sometimes my thoughts run before reality, sometimes I mull things over
too much, and sometimes I’m at a loss. Well, after expending all my
human follies, when I calmly reflect, I cannot help but laugh at myself.
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I suppose that water flows to where it flows, and human affairs take
their own course. But just as the water does not always flow without
making a whirl, this kind of quandary may be viewed as a beautiful
pattern on the flow of human life.3

Former students who were consulted on this matter included
Hisamatsu, Yamanouchi Tokuryü, Miyake Göichi (graduate of 1919,
then teaching at Töhoku Imperial University), Kösaka Masaaki (grad-
uate of 1923), Kimura Motomori (graduate of 1923, then teaching at
Hiroshima University of Arts and Sciences), and Katsube Kenzö (grad-
uate of 1914, then teaching at Hiroshima Higher Normal School). Old
friends and their families were all behind Nishida to help. Tanabe
Hajime’s wife, Chiyo, Yamamoto Ryökichi’s wife, Kiku, and the wid-
owed Mrs. Höjö Masaki each volunteered to have Nishida’s daugh-
ter(s) stay at their homes and to teach them homemaking and other
refinements such as the arts of flower arrangement and tea ceremony,
expected of well-bred young women. 

Thanks to Ide Takashi, a junior colleague of Kuwaki Gen’yoku,
the engagement of Umeko to Kaneko Takezö, then a lecturer of phi-
losophy at Tokyo Imperial University, was arranged in April 1929.
Umeko was still a student at Tokyo Women’s College at that time.4

Tomoko had recovered from a life-threatening illness and grew up
into a young woman of average health, but she was mentally fragile.
Nishida thought “a man of warm heart, who could support her finan-
cially,” would be best for her.5 Eventually, through the good offices of
Suzuki Daisetz, Kobayashi Zentei, an artist, showed interest in
Tomoko, and they were married on October 19, 1930 (the marriage,
however, did not last for more than a year, and Tomoko returned
home). Shizuko, who had lung trouble, wanted to put off marriage for
some time and instead concentrate on her painting. Nishida consented
to her wish.

Meanwhile, Yamamoto Ryökichi and his wife, Kiku, brought up
the subject of remarriage to Nishida in November 1929, when he trav-
eled to Tokyo. The Yamamotos had in mind a professor of mathemat-
ics. The idea intrigued Nishida, and he talked about it with Iwanami
when they went to Nikko the following day. Iwanami understood
Nishida’s passionate, romantic side,6 and took a personal interest in
finding the right woman for him.

Nishida made up his mind to pursue the possibility of remarriage
but sought more a woman of warmth and feelings than a woman of
mere common sense.7 He wrote to Yamamoto in December:
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I’ve given much thought to the matter. If there is truly an ideal woman,
that should constitute my supreme happiness. For the last five years,
since the death of my wife, I have been totally absorbed in the duty of
marrying off my daughters, leaving no time to think about myself. Now
that the futures of my daughters are more or less settled, I cannot stand
this deep feeling of loneliness that arises from the depths of my soul. I
feel as if my mind is standing precariously at a turning point. It is as if
my heart, having withstood a decade of hardship, seeks consolation. . . .
A woman with considerable cultivation, who understands a life dedi-
cated to scholarly pursuit, would be the most ideal. 8

There was a vague possibility that a woman friend of the Watsujis was
available, but this lady declined Nishida’s proposal, feeling she was
inadequate for him (see the letter at the end of this chapter). During
the rest of 1930, little else occurred on this front. 

Nishida’s philosophy, however, was acquiring a distinctively per-
sonalistic dimension. He wrote the essay “Hyögenteki jiko no jiko-
gentei” [The self-determination of the expressive self ],9 as well as two
other essays, “Basho no jikogentei to shite no ishikisayö” [The oper-
ation of consciousness as the self-determination of topos], and “Wata-
kushi no zettaimu no jikakuteki gentei to iu mono” [What I call “the
self-conscious determination of absolute nothingness”],10 in which he
responds to questions raised by Tanabe Hajime’s 1930 article. In
“Basho no jikogentei to shite no ishikisayö” Nishida explains that the
knowledge of the operation of consciousness cannot be obtained by
objective logic but only through the self-determination of the self-
conscious individual, or the topos; further, that kind of determination is
“intuition” or “love.” In “Watakushi no zettaimu no jikakuteki gentei
to iu mono,” he explains that “the determination of nothingness”
means “that a fact determines itself,” and that “the eternal now” is con-
ceivable as the “shape” of that kind of determination. He further artic-
ulates his idea that “all that exists exists in time; beings are temporal”
and “real time is the self-determination of the eternal now.”11

In October Tomoko was married and moved out of the house,
leaving Nishida lonelier and the household more neglected.12 Now
only Nishida, Shizuko, and a new and inexperienced maid lived in the
large house, which looked so abandoned and so quiet that it was bur-
glarized one night. Nishida realized that he needed more protection13

and asked his former student Morimoto Köji, then practicing Zen at
Shökokuji, to come and stay at the house at night.14

By 1931 Nishida decided that the time had come to either find the
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right woman or give up the idea of remarriage.15 For the sake of his
children, he looked for a woman without children.16 He also felt he
was too old just to have “a cozy family person” around him: “I would
like to meet a woman of intellectual interests, someone who has her
own interests in scholarship or art. Unless the woman has some spir-
itual and intellectual (geistig ) interests, she would end up being a sort
of housekeeper. I would feel sorry if that happened.”17 Once the image
of the kind of woman Nishida was looking for became clear, the place
to find such a person naturally became obvious. Nishida thought there
might be someone among the professors teaching at the Women’s
English School (today’s Tsuda Women’s College) or at the Tokyo
Women’s Higher Normal School (today’s Ochanomizu University).

With the arrival of spring, Japanese nightingales (uguisu) began to
visit the garden at Asukaichö. Listening to the birds’ call, Nishida felt
a premonition of things to come:

Spring has come
spring must have come
in the morning 
when an uguisu sings
my heart throbs with hope 18

He felt that the long winter days were now giving way to springtime
warmth. In March he made a short trip to Tokyo to attend the
monthly meeting of the Japanese Academy. After his return to Kyoto
on March 19, he began an essay, “Eien no ima no jikogentei” [The
self-determination of the eternal now],19 which he finished on May
16. Earlier, on a sunny May 10 Sunday, Yamanouchi, Hisamatsu, and
Ueda Juzö invited Nishida to the green hills of Takao, Makino-o and
Togano-o. These three young professors were forming a close friend-
ship, and Nishida endearingly called them sankori—“three old foxes
and badgers.”

From June 1 to 6, Nishida visited Hiroshima, accepting the long-
standing invitation of Kimura Motomori, who was then teaching at
Hiroshima University of Arts and Sciences and Hiroshima Higher
Normal School. There Nishida enjoyed a boat ride, fine food at a
riverside restaurant, a visit to the Itsukushima Shrine, and an overnight
stay on the beautiful island of Miyajima. He thoroughly enjoyed him-
self and returned to Kyoto “refreshed.”20 Following his trip to Hiro-
shima, he wrote “Jikanteki naru mono oyobi hi-jikanteki naru mono”
[That which is temporal and that which is atemporal].21 In this essay,
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he unfolds the thesis that everything that exists is temporal and estab-
lished as the self-determination of the atemporal (i.e., topos, or inter-
personal love); everything that exists expresses itself as an individual
and social being. Society is born out of the self-determination of love
because individuals find themselves by discarding themselves in the
determination of love.22

It was Iwanami who brought good news to Nishida about a woman,
Yamada Koto, a professor at the Women’s English School, a baptized
Christian, and a graduate of Vassar College in the United States. Iwa-
nami convinced Nishida that she was someone he ought to meet and
arranged a meeting, which took place on September 7 in Kamakura at
a beach house that belonged to the Women’s English School. Yamada
Koto, who showed up in a kimono, was a tidy, attractive woman, young
looking for her age, and her soft makeup was becoming to her.23

Nishida’s mind was made up at once. Nishida’s less than polished
appearance, however, did not give Koto a very favorable first impres-
sion.

Nishida returned to Kyoto and began writing letters to Koto, one
after another, in his effort to communicate his sincere feelings to her.
Koto had been briefly married when she was about twenty, but,
because of her poor health, she was sent home soon afterwards and was
only later informed of a one-sided divorce. Nishida’s letters gradually
revived her confidence in men. She kept those letters from Nishida in
her kimono folds close to her chest and took them out from time to
time to savor his words.24 Koto, at first rather reluctant to consider
marriage, was persuaded by Nishida’s sincerity. However, she was
assistant to Hoshino Ai, the second principal of the Women’s English
School, and could not leave her responsibilities right away. Nishida
and Koto talked about these matters in their letters, and finally on
October 24 “all the outstanding problems were solved.”25

While he waited for Koto to make up her mind, he wrote another
essay, “Jiai to taai oyobi benshöhö” [Self-love, other-love, and dialec-
tics].26 It is easy to see that Nishida’s proposal of marriage to Koto
informed his philosophical ideas:

In contrast to what is usually held, that self-love consists of the satisfac-
tion of one’s desires, I propose to distinguish desires from love. Love
has to be the property of the person ( jinkakuteki). The union between
one person and another must be characterized by the act of “I see thee
in me, and I see myself in thee.” Such a union is established as the con-
tinuity of discrete elements (hirenzoku no renzoku). 27
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When Koto finally accepted his proposal, Nishida wrote to Yama-
moto:

An arrangement with a teacher at Tsuda Women’s English School,
forty-nine years old,28 whom Iwanami introduced to me this past sum-
mer, is on its way. Despite her long career as a school teacher, she is
quite family oriented and well rounded. She has been married once but
has no child of her own, and her parents are now both dead. Iwanami
inquired into her background with his usual earnestness, and so did I 
a little. It seems to me that she is not far off the mark.29

On November 21 Nishida again wrote to Yamamoto:

She has accepted my proposal, and I will go through with it. The only
thing is, she is assisting the principal of the school and has to wait for
her successor, who is currently in the United States, to return in July
of next year before she can resign from her position. I thought it best
that we get married now and asked her to be with me as much as possi-
ble until then. Please relay this news to your wife.30

The idea of Koto’s staying at her job clearly did not occur to either
of them. Such was the general custom of those days. Nishida’s poems
of this period are most passionate: 

Years, months, 
and days have gone by
in dark despair but today 
I am ecstatic 
because of you

Ah, my love
you are in my heart
and I now wish 
to live long 
for your sake

Far apart
though we are
how I long to see you 
every night 
in my dreams 31

On November 11 Nishida began working on a poetic essay, “Gëte
no haikei” [The background of Goethe’s poetry].32 He saw similari-
ties between the world of Goethe’s poetry and his view of the self-
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determination of the eternal now: “Time flows from the eternal past
to the eternal future; time is born in eternity and disappears in eter-
nity. Everything that takes place in history is shaped over against eter-
nity as its background.” To Goethe, nature, rather than “ought,” was
the ultimate reality and was imbued with the “eternal feminine” (Das
ewig Weibliche), and thus embraced humanity and offered salvation.
Nishida concluded that the worldview that underlies Oriental culture
—“everything arises having no place to arise from, and everything dis-
appears, having no place to disappear to; everything that exists is eter-
nal in its existence”—also informed Goethe’s world.33

Nishida left for Tokyo on December 7; he and Koto were married
on the twelfth.34 Iwanami gave an intimate party for Nishida and Koto
on the thirteenth, introducing Koto to Nishida’s friends, including
Yamamoto. Koto joined Nishida in Kyoto on December 25. Tanabe
Hajime and Chiyo as well as Sotohiko and Asako came to visit and to
get to know Koto.

Koto had gone to the United States to study in 1911 with the rec-
ommendation of Tsuda Umeko, the founder of the Women’s English
School. She was already twenty-seven years old when she enrolled in
Vassar College. She majored in psychology and was awarded her
degree in 1916. In the college yearbook her classmates wrote: “To
come from so far away and get into the spirit of V.C. as well as Koto
has, shows the strength of mind and broad interests that we all know
her to have.”35 Koto was an independent-minded, active woman, but
once she married Nishida, she was totally devoted to him. In the
morning she would stand behind him to hold up his kimono sleeves
while he washed his face; when he had finished, she would offer him a
fresh towel; at night she would give him massages to ease his muscles,
stiffened from writing and thinking. One day, Koto’s niece said to her:
“Aunt, do you have to do that much?” to which Koto replied: “Don’t
you see he is a national treasure to me? There is no one like him.”36

Koto’s warmth and love melted Nishida’s heart, and the home
atmosphere brightened up as if a spring breeze had blown in. Because
no worries now pressed on his mind, Nishida was able to concentrate
on his writing to his heart’s content. Six of the eleven volumes of
Nishida’s philosophical writings compiled in Nishida Kitarö Zenshü
were written after his remarriage—ample testimony to how fully he
was able to engage in his work once freed from daily concerns. 

Just as Koto was a loving wife to Nishida, he was a loving and
responsible husband to her and gave thought to Koto’s life after his
death. Koto was eligible for half of his pension, with which she should
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be able to live well, he concluded.37 Nishida basked in his happiness
with tremendous peace of mind. For the first six months of their mar-
riage, the two lived separately in Tokyo and Kyoto, but they exchanged
letters almost daily. From January 30 to February 13, 1932, Nishida
gave three public lectures entitled “Sei to jitsuzon to ronri” [Life, exis-
tence, and logic]38 at Kyoto Imperial University, in which he explains
how logic (i.e., philosophical thought) is not divorced from life and
existence, and how what is usually considered “biological life” is actu-
ally “personal” and “dialectical” as an expression of “love” (or agape)
in the “eternal now,” or radical temporality. On March 17 he finished
his essay, “Jiyüishi” [The free will].39 Soon after that, on March 22, he
visited Koto in Tokyo. Hoshino Ai had invited him to the Women’s
English School as a special guest to give a talk at the commencement
ceremony.

Because Nishida’s life and thought are interwoven, his view of
women merits consideration. True to his family tradition, he never
failed to encourage his daughters to obtain a good education. He was
especially hopeful for his eldest daughter, Yayoi, and taught her the
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roman alphabet at home while she was still a kindergarten pupil. By
the time she was in the fourth or fifth grade, he had her reading such
books as Nihongaishi (a history of Japan by Rai Sanyö, written entirely
in Chinese characters), and Taketori monogatari [The tale of the bam-
boo cutter] and Kokinshü [Anthology of ancient and recent poems],
both written in classical Japanese.40 When Yayoi passed the entrance
examination to the Tokyo Women’s Higher Normal School, he was
delighted. At the end of each school holiday he always saw her off at
the Shichijö station; on those occasions Yayoi could not help but
keenly feel his unconditional support for her pursuit of learning:

At the end of vacation when I had to go back to school in Tokyo, it 
was always a time when students returned to Tokyo all at once. The
entrance gate, where you had to show your ticket and have it punched,
was always extremely crowded, everyone pushing and shoving everyone
else. It was not easy for someone like me, who was brought up as a gen-
tle female, to mingle with male students and pass through the entrance
gate quickly. In the summer, father was always clad in a simple white
cotton kimono, with a long muslin sash casually tied around his body.
In that casual attire, he would walk into the crowd, carrying my lug-
gage, and wait for me to come through the entrance gate, however long
it would take. Knowing how he would prefer to steal a moment to read
books and think about his ideas, I felt terribly sorry for his having to
waste his time like this. If I said, “I will carry the luggage, father,” he
would curtly say “no.” I can never forget how he stood in line before
me, holding a white entrance ticket at the Shichijö station. When at last
I would get inside the train and turn my face toward him over the win-
dow, or even when the whistles blew and I politely bowed my head and
said, “So long,” my father said not a word and would not even show
any gesture of farewell. He silently stood there, watching me. During
my four years of schooling in Tokyo, no one else but my father saw me
off at the station.41

When Yayoi graduated, the next question was whether she was
going to earn her living as an academic or get married. She had no
confidence in her ability to support herself; besides, she came under
the influence of Shimoda Jirö,42 who upheld the traditional virtue of
“good wife, wise mother.” She was convinced that it was better for her
to be married. From that point on, Nishida stopped recommending
books to her.43 Years later, he noted that if Yayoi had been given an
opportunity, she might have become an accomplished poet or short-
story writer.44

Among Nishida’s female relatives was a niece, Takahashi Fumi,
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who became a scholar.45 Fumi was born on July 26, 1901 (the same
year as Sotohiko), as the second daughter of Takahashi Yoshitarö and
Sumi. She graduated from Tokyo Women’s College in 1925. Prompted
by her desire for further learning, she applied for, and was accepted by,
Töhoku Imperial University and majored in philosophy. She wrote
her thesis on “Plato’s Idea as seen in the Phaedo” and graduated in
1929 with her second B.A. As the first woman of the Ishikawa Prefec-
ture to get a B.A. from an imperial university, Fumi instantly became
a role model for the young Ishikawaite women. Fumi taught at Miyagi
Prefecture Women’s Normal School in Sendai for a few years, then at
Jiyügakuen and at the School of Economics for Women in Tokyo. She
continued her philosophical writing, and one of her articles, “Supinoza
ni okeru kobutsu no ninshiki ni tsuite” [Recognition of the individual
according to Spinoza],46 was published in the May issue of Bunka, a
journal of the Association for Humanities (Bunkakai) at Töhoku Impe-
rial University. 

In 1936 Fumi won a scholarship of 1,000 yen offered by Iwanami
Shigeo that enabled her to go to Germany to study.47 After improv-
ing her German by attending a language school in Berlin, she moved
in April 1938 to the University of Freiburg, where she studied with
Martin Heidegger. In the unsettling days immediately preceding the
outbreak of the Second World War, she was forced to give up her
study and leave Germany. She was on the last boat that left in Sep-
tember 1939, evacuating the Japanese living in Germany and other
northern European countries.48 While in Freiburg, Fumi was in the
company of three other Japanese scholars, one of whom was Nishitani
Keiji. On one September day in 1938, she invited them over for din-
ner at her house in Gu̇̇ntalstahl where she rented a room. She cooked
a Japanese meal, which the young Nishitani was never to forget; the
deliciousness of the rice that he tasted in a foreign land made him think
about the weight of tradition, about the Japanese “blood” that he had
inherited from his ancestors.49

Whenever Nishida wrote to Nishitani in Germany, he would ask
about Fumi and would say a word or two about her: “Since her child-
hood, she has always been a tomboy, and sometimes she says too much
and is too saucy. But she is good-hearted.”50 Nishitani came to see
Fumi as “an exceptional person, who was not afraid of things and did
not care about what people around her said. Her speech and manners
were sometimes bold and occasionally rough, but beneath the surface
was her exceedingly gentle spirit and feminine sensitivity.”51 While in
Germany, Fumi translated Nishida’s 1934 essay “Keijijögakuteki
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tachiba kara mita tözai kodai no bunka keitai” [The forms of ancient
cultures, East and West, seen from a metaphysical perspective] into
German as “Die morgenlȧ̇ndischen und abendlȧ̇ndischen Kulturfor-
men in alter Zeit vom metaphysischen Standpunkte ausgesehen” (pub-
lished in Abhandlungen der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaft in
1939). After her return to Japan, Fumi translated Nishida’s 1921 essay
“Shinzenbi no göitsuten” [The unity of the true, the good, and the
beautiful] as “Die Einheit des Wahren, des Schȯ̇nen und des Guten.”52

Fumi had contracted tuberculosis while in Germany, and, despite her
fight against it, she died on June 21, 1945, cutting her promising life
short at the age of forty-three.

Nishida supported a woman’s having her own profession. When
Shizuko decided to take up painting instead of marriage, he whole-
heartedly stood by her decision. Many years before, when Beatrice
Lane (Mrs. Daisetz Suzuki) was about to arrive in Japan in 1911, he
had looked for a job for her, writing to his friend Tanabe Ryüji, who
was teaching at the Women’s Division of Gakushüin: “She has some
teaching experience at the college level abroad; I understand she can
speak both German and French, and her personality is very affable. I
dearly wish to find a job for her. If you have some connection, would
you please help her?”53 Later, after the Suzukis had moved to Kyoto
in 1921, whenever Nishida would hear of a job opening, he always
thought of Beatrice.54 In Yayoi’s case, if she had not chosen marriage,
he might have looked for a job rather than a husband for her.

Nishida’s attitude toward women was profoundly shaped by his
mother, Tosa. When Hisamatsu Shin’ichi’s mother was ill, Hisamatsu,
a filial son, took a leave from his teaching at the university and went
home to take care of her. This tormented Hisamatsu and made him
think about resigning from his teaching position. Nishida told him not
to worry about “trivial things” such as his teaching and to “concentrate
on looking after” his mother, because the university ought to under-
stand that sort of human situation.55 For Nishida, Tosa always came
before his scholarly obligations. When he was in Kanazawa looking
after his sick mother, he was not able to concentrate on an article that
he had promised to Geibun and asked for Ueda Juzö’s understanding.56

Nishida imparted this sense of respect to his students; for instance,
when Yamanouchi Tokuryü was in Freiburg, he wrote to him: “I hear
you don’t write much to your mother, Sadako. Why don’t you write
some letters? Women tend to feel lonely.”57

Nishida acknowledged that women felt differently from men and
resolved to “take into consideration women’s feelings and perspec-
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tives,”58 especially when it came to personal decisions, such as Yayoi’s
engagement and marriage. Nishida wished to understand female psy-
chology and avidly read such authors as Ibsen, the Brontė̇ sisters,
George Eliot, and others.59 On one occasion, Nishida requested Omo-
daka Hisayuki, then studying in Paris, to send him a French translation
of D. H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover, which was then censored
and unavailable in Japan.60 Omodaka, not knowing what kind of book
it was, went to Vrin Bookstore, which specialized in technical books,
and inquired of the proprietor whether he carried the book; thereupon
the proprietor burst out laughing and said, “Monsieur Omodaka reads
that kind of book?”61

Nishida always appreciated women who possessed a spirit of free-
dom and dignity, just as he appreciated such qualities in men and cul-
tivated them in his own youth. A biography of Florence Nightingale
elicited from him both admiration and self-criticism. He was deeply
impressed by her “noble intention and ability”—and then looked into
himself: “It is indeed a petty thing to dwell on my personal fame and
such things. Is there anyone today in this world who works with her
passion, sincerity, and empathy?”62

From a Letter to Watsuji Tetsurō*

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Watsuji Tetsurö,

My book, Self-conscious structure of the universal, has come out, and
I’m sending you a copy. I am terribly sorry about the recent confusion
involving Miss Ibuki, regarding my remarriage. I fear I troubled you
extremely. . . .

From time to time I find myself profoundly lonely and I long for
intimacy. I possess many human weaknesses and am a dreamer. I like
people to see me for what I am. With Montaigne, I would like to say:
“They who do not rightly know themselves may feed themselves with
false approbation; not I who see myself, and who examine myself to my
very bowels, and who very well know what is my due, I am content to
be less commended, provided I am better known. I may be reputed a
wise man in such a sort of wisdom as I take to be folly.” If I have to
endure my present circumstances, however, I am willing to do so and
put up with loneliness.

Regarding my wish for remarriage, people find it odd only because
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they put emphasis on the sexual aspect of it. Must an ideal old man 
be put in the care of his daughter-in-law and spend the rest of his life
playing with his grandchildren? I hold the view that it is perfectly fine
to want to improve myself as long as I live and to pursue whatever
possibilities I have. Is that such a wicked thing to desire?

I would like someone to comfort my spirit and to take care of me
with a warm heart, for I am by nature lazy and tend to be melancholic.
I must admit, however, that so far I have met no such person. The fact
is, I haven’t given enough thought to the whole thing.

If I were a Zen monk or a Catholic priest, I suppose celibacy would
be important, but for me, it is not so. Although I certainly have a deep-
seated longing for a religious life, a merely formal religious life that
denies humanity is not something that I would embrace. I don’t even
think that such is the ideal human existence. What I mean by “nothing-
ness” (mu) is closer to the warm heart that Shinran possessed, which
acknowledges everyone’s freedom and embraces every sinner (although
I don’t know whether Shinran actually put it into words in this way).

While I appreciate Eastern culture as profound and precious, I
cannot deny my longing for Western culture, which is a great develop-
ment of rich and free humanity. Just as I derive pleasure from Sesshü’s
paintings or poetry in Chinese, so I cannot help but be moved by the
paintings of Rembrandt or the poetry of Goethe. Instead of deriding
the old Goethe who, having fallen in love with young Ulrike von
Levetzow, desired to marry her, I am touched by the greatness of his
humanity. From this sort of perspective, I should say of what has hap-
pened: “The dream I had was an illusion, and yet I feel for her.” Of
course, please don’t take it realistically. . . . I’m truly sorry about what
happened. Please communicate my sincere apology to Miss Ibuki. 
I cannot apologize enough, I know

Yours ever,
Nishida

Even the Cat Is Dead*

Even the cat is dead.
Since the marriage of one of my daughters [Tomoko] took place

suddenly, I now live in a large house with a daughter and a maid. Dur-
ing the day, the area around the house is quite noisy, since there is an
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elementary school and a public market nearby. But at night, it is dead
silent. One member of the house sleeps in the room on the second
floor, the other in the Japanese room on the first floor, and the third
in the kitchen—we have separate places to sleep. One does not get the
feeling that the three people live under one roof.

On the day of the general cleaning last year, a tomcat wandered
into our house from nowhere. Its body was a bit too long, but its fur
was a beautiful tiger color, so we adopted it as our house cat. It was
then merely a kitten, just about a month or two old, but has recently
grown considerably—to draft age! It was quite adorable. In the morn-
ing, it would go into the empty warm bed, as we got up, and take a
nap, sticking its head out of the bedding. During the day, it would
stretch its body on the veranda in the autumn sun or come to play
with our feet. During meals, it would either sit on top of the container
that keeps the cooked rice warm, keeping a watchful eye over us while
we ate, or else it would sit facing us, its back against the dining table.
My daughter is a painter, and there being no common topic of con-
versation between us, every movement of the cat became the center of
our talk, and unexpected laughter would rise from it—a small ripple
in a quiet pond in the forest. The cat was fine until three days ago and
was basking in the sunshine in the veranda as if he owned the place.
But it must have eaten something poisonous somewhere—it became
sick suddenly. We found it dead this morning under the eves.

The death of a cat—nothing special. But in my lonely household,
I feel like crying: “Even the cat is dead!”

On a certain dark stormy wintry day, when King Alfred was talk-
ing with priests, a bird flew into the room from one window and the
next moment out the other. I remember having read this story in
some history of Britain when I was a child, and that the king and
priests discussed from whence that small bird had come and to where
it went, for the bird in a way symbolized human existence. That cat,
too: from where did it come and to where did it disappear? It is all like
a dream.

(February 17, 1931)
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Development of Personalist Dialectics
(1932–1934)

By December 1931 Nishida had finally found his long-sought personal
happiness. In stark contrast, ominous events were beginning to cloud
Japanese politics. In August 1931 former prime minister Hamaguchi
Osachi died of the gunshot wound inflicted a year earlier by an assas-
sin. On September 18 an unauthorized military démarche, known as
the Manchurian incident, broke out, marking the beginning of the so-
called Fifteen Years War. On December 13 the second Wakatsuki cab-
inet dissolved after only eight months of existence, and Inukai Tsuyo-
shi became prime minister. Japan was moving into a period of political
turmoil at home and an aggressive military campaign abroad.

On April 16, 1932, Nishida moved to Kamakura, where he rented
a house in the Ögigayatsu area for six months. Kamakura not only
offered him a warmer winter, it was much closer to Tokyo, where Koto
was still working. As soon as he settled in, he began working on the
essay “Watakushi to nanji” [I and thou]. In this essay Nishida develops
his philosophy of the person ( jinkaku) as a dialectical reality, going
beyond the Kantian philosophy of a person as an ethical entity. He
unfolds the view that each of us is sustained by a personal I-Thou rela-
tionship, in which the body is more than just a mere material reality—
it is the vehicle that enables interpersonal confrontation and commu-
nication. Each personal existence is determined by the absolute other
(thou): at the bottom of my existence I am directly open to and con-
nected with thee. We are each open in the depths of our being directly
to the other and to the world. In this way, each individual person is
irreducible and yet a member of society, just as each temporal moment
is independent and yet forms a certain “flow of time.” We always exist
in the environment—whether natural (biological), social, or historical.
In our personal existence, the environment bears a personal signifi-
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cance as something with which we engage in a personal dialogue.
Environmental concerns are human concerns in the “personal” world.
Nishida’s interest in the theological thought of Karl Barth and Frie-
drich Gogarten1 informs his dialectical personalism, while the Mahä-
yäna Buddhist assertion of the radical interdependence and interpen-
etration of individuals sustains his fundamental position. Without love
the world of persons is incomplete. Ultimately the “Thou,” the univer-
sal, has the significance of agape. Absolute nothingness that embraces
you and me is agape. You and I both exist in this historical world as its
creative agents, bearing witness to creatio ex nihilo.2

On May 15 Prime Minister Inukai was shot to death at his official
residence by a group of young military officers in a coup attempt. The
news shook the entire country. Nishida wrote to Yamamoto: “The
shooting of the prime minister by the military—it is as if there is no
state control. I wonder what will be the fate of the new cabinet.”3 The
so-called May 15 incident seemed more like a fluke than a part of
larger things to come. Although the social unrest soon died down, it
nevertheless gave the Department of Police (keishichö) a good excuse
to establish a “higher special police force” (tokubetsu kötö keisatsubu).
Tokkö, for short, the “thought police” had branches throughout the
country to monitor social “disturbances.”

Nishida’s presence in Kamakura came as a boon to his former stu-
dents living in the Tokyo area. Miki Kiyoshi, Tosaka Jun, Tanikawa
Tetsuzö, Miyake Göichi, and Mutai Risaku were among the callers
that spring. Graduates of Sansanjuku, Kawai Yoshinari, now a success-
ful industrialist, and Ösaka Motokichirö, an independent theologian
and Christian minister, also visited him after not having seen him for
more than two decades. On June 4, at the request of Tanikawa and
Miki, Nishida gave a talk at Hösei University at its spring philosoph-
ical meeting. He attracted a huge audience, more than one thousand,4

which he did not expect and was disconcerted by,5 feeling that his
philosophical reflections were incompatible with so public a display.
Nevertheless, Nishida was becoming a “people’s philosopher” over
and beyond the academic walls.

Ösaka Motokichirö was writing a religion column for the Yomiuri
Newspaper, through his connection with his friend from the Fourth
Higher School days, Shöriki Matsutarö, who was president of the
Yomiuri Newspaper Company. Ösaka got to know Miki through
Nishida, and the two organized discussion meetings for the newspaper.
They invited Miyamoto Shöson, Kumano Yoshitaka, Murata Shirö,
Honjö Yoshimune, Kuwata Hidenobu, and Ishihara Atsushi to join the
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discussions with Nishida. The first session was held in June, the sec-
ond in July, both at Nishida’s rented house in Ögigayatsu. When pub-
lished in the newspaper, the discussions received tremendous public
response.

Around the time of the discussion sessions, Nishida was working
on the essay “Sei no tetsugaku ni tsuite” [On the philosophy of life],6

a condensed version of his previous essay, “Watakushi to nanji.” 7 In
September he was invited to Shinshü to give lectures on the “concept
of person as the foundation of reality”8 to the group of elementary
and secondary schoolteachers who had been studying philosophy with
Nishida as their teacher.

Tosaka Jun, in his 1932 article on the emergence of the Kyoto
school (see chapter 18), criticizes Nishida’s thought as “merely an
attempt to establish a transhistorical hermeneutical system that deals
with meanings and interpretive categories.” Tosaka argues that Nishi-
da’s notion of the “practical” does not “rid itself of ethical characteris-
tics that are strictly applicable only to the individual” and thus remains
“indifferent to the actual problems of production or politics.” 9 In
response to Tosaka, Nishida wrote:

What I have written so far may appear to you to be nothing more than
a hermeneutical exercise. Besides, I have yet to write about my view of
“praxis” [action]. But I can say this much—it will be different from con-
ventional views of action. Moreover, I believe it is necessary to clarify
first of all fundamental concepts, such as matter, sensation, the self,
consciousness, society, history, and even the concept of action, before
going into the general discussion of “action”. Insofar as we use these
words, we are obliged to know what we mean by them.

I am not a Marxist. I think Marxists tend to be one-sided (einseitig)
and not thorough. But I will accept any reasonable points they offer.
Therefore, I welcome the kind of criticism you raised in your article.

I’ve sent you an offprint of my essay, “Sei no tetsugaku ni tsuite.” 
. . . I don’t think the theological references I’ve made therein would
please you, but I hope you will recognize the fact that I did advance 
my own view of what a person ( jinkaku) is. 10

Nishida’s interest in developing a philosophy of the person was
part of his effort to establish a larger comprehensive dialectical logic.
He was prompted to develop his dialectical logic by the criticisms of
not only Tosaka and other Marxist colleagues but also Tanabe Hajime.
Nishida was thus shifting his focus from the analysis of “self-con-
sciousness” (which was bound to be centered on human subjectivity)
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to the nature of “expression” (hyögen), “action-intuition” (köiteki-chok-
kan), and “dialectics” (benshöhö). The scope of his inquiry into the
interpersonal relationship of “I and thou” was none other than the
horizon of the “historical world.”

Sometime in July, Koto finally joined Nishida, having seen through
the transfer of her school duties to her successor. After enjoying their
first summer months together in Kamakura, they returned to Kyoto
on September 10. On October 30, the wedding of Umeko to Kaneko
Takezö took place at Marunouchi Kaikan in Tokyo. This event briefly
took Nishida and Koto to Tokyo, but Nishida had to return to Kyoto
quickly because he had many engagements to give lectures at Ötani
University, Döshisha University, and Ryükoku University.

By the fall of 1932 selection of the imperial minister (kunai-daijin)
became a sensitive issue, and pressure from the ultranationalist camp
was mounting to place Hiranuma Kiichirö11 in the position, a move
both Nishida and Yamamoto opposed. Nishida still had Harada
Kumao as his direct link to the backstage of politics. Yamamoto per-
sonally knew the members of the board of directors of Musashi Higher
School, which included such illustrious figures as Yamakawa Ken-
jirö,12 Okada Ryöhei, and Ichiki Kitokurö.13 Nishida and Yamamoto
were concerned about Hiranuma’s rise to power, especially because
imperial minister was one of two posts—the other was lord keeper of
the privy seal, nai-daijin—independent of the cabinet system. The
appointees stayed in their posts as long as possible to secure the sta-
bility of the imperial court. Nishida expressed his concern to Yama-
moto:

I’ve heard that the Imperial Minister Ichiki [Kitokurö] may resign soon.
It will be rather difficult to find his successor. Should Ichiki resign, I
think it is clear that Hiranuma will gain power. But I am totally against
Hiranuma for that post. For the imperial family to be connected with
the camp of reactionary ideology is incomparably the most dangerous
thing. Given the present-day political climate, I think that, for the posi-
tion of the lord keeper of the privy seal and the minister of imperial
affairs, fair and generous-minded men, who are versed in world affairs
and able to envision the distant future of the country, should be
appointed.

While a tentative appointment will do for prime minister, when it
comes to the lord keeper of the privy seal and the imperial minister, the
question is not that simple. They should by all means find outstanding
men. Once they identify such men, they should implore them to dedi-
cate themselves to the job. Otherwise, I too am worried about the
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imperial family and feel sorry for the future of the country. Shimizu
[Töru] is not a bad choice, since he is an earnest man, but he is not
flexible enough.14

In this same letter to Yamamoto, Nishida revealed his criticism of
the Center for National Spiritual Culture (Kokumin seishin bunka ken-
kyüjo), just established on August 23 by the Ministry of Education. The
mission of the center was essentially to implant nationalistic-impe-
rialistic ideology through the education system.15 One of the founding
members of the center was Kihira Tadayoshi, who had edited Nishi-
da’s Zen no kenkyü years before. The relationship between Nishida and
Kihira was now irrevocably strained. In face of bureaucrats meddling
in the sphere of ideas, Nishida renewed his commitment to the educa-
tion of promising young people:

What the Ministry of Education tries to advocate in the name of “spir-
itual culture” (seishin bunka) is no good. From now on I intend to write
as much as I can, as long as my strength lasts. I want to gather young
bright students around me, and by engaging them in discussions and
debates, I want to train them intellectually. If I can make even a small
difference intellectually and as a scholar, I should be content.16

Because Nishida was often away from Kyoto, the graduates who
remained in the Kyoto-Osaka area began to call on him whenever he
returned to Kyoto. His daily life was filled with visitors, whose com-
pany he enjoyed. In December 1932 his latest book, Mu no jikakuteki
gentei [The self-conscious determination of nothingness],17 was pub-
lished by Iwanami. Nishida felt that with the essays contained in this
book, his “tortuous struggle,” which had begun in the second half of
the Hataraku mono kara miru mono e [From that which acts to that
which sees] (1926) and continued into the Ippansha no jikakuteki taikei
[The self-conscious structure of the universal] (1930), had come to an
end.18 He now had a good idea of how his dialectical logic was shap-
ing up.

In his next essay, “Keijijögaku joron” [Prolegomena to meta-
physics],19 Nishida unfolds his view that “dialectical logic is possible
only from the standpoint of the active self in its social and historical
context.” According to Nishida, “dialectical logic” leads to the self-
identity of two absolutely contradicting entities, whether the individ-
ual and the universal or the grammatical subject and the grammatical
predicate. Nishida attempts to define dialectical subjectivity by clari-
fying the meaning of self-identity; he formulates his view of the self-
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identical as “an individual for whom its relationship to itself is simul-
taneously its relationship to the absolute other.” Nishida’s view of the
individual is ever more firmly established: “the individual is an indi-
vidual only by facing another individual,” and “an individual’s bound-
aries are determined only in relation to another individual.”20 His aim
in this essay is to make clear that the determination of a truly concrete
universal is the self-determination of the dialectical universal. He felt
that the essay provided “a logical foundation for the mutual determi-
nation of individuals,” which is none other than the “determination of
the topos.”21

In 1933 the Takigawa incident (also known as the University of
Kyoto incident) shook the Faculty of Law at Kyoto Imperial Univer-
sity. Takigawa Yukitoki, a professor of law, came under attack by ultra-
nationalists and their political allies. In January and February 1933
Minoda Muneki22 of the Genri Nipponsha23—an association of right-
wing intellectuals established in 1925—accused Takigawa of propa-
gating Marxist ideology in his textbook on penal law. This issue was
brought up at the Diet, and under the pressure of ultranationalists to
fire the “red professor,” minister of education Hatoyama Ichirö forced
Takigawa’s resignation, ignoring the defense of Takigawa by the pres-
ident of the university, Konishi Shigenao.24 Nishida feared that the
problem might escalate and involve the entire law faculty.25 Indeed, on
May 23 the law professors unanimously voted that they would resign
en masse unless the ministry rescinded its earlier demand. Hatoyama
stuck to his hard-line position; he was ready to “close down the univer-
sity for the sake of an ideological issue like this one.”26 On May 26
thirteen assistant and full professors resigned, including Takigawa
Yukitoki, Sasaki Söichi, Moriguchi Shigeharu, Miyamoto Hideo, Sue-
kawa Hiroshi, and Tsunetö Kyö. Regarding this incident, Nishida
wrote to Hori Koretaka on June 5:

The dispute at Kyoto University has gotten out of hand now. It is
indeed worrisome. Although I feel sorry for Mr. Konishi, he is not a
man capable of handling a crisis like this one as a university president. 
I cannot defend Takigawa that much, but there seem to be damning
rumors circulating about him, instigated by a man called Minoda. . . .
It appears that the Ministry of Education is making all sorts of excuses,
with the hope that if Takigawa resigns, all will be well. 27

The incident ignited student protests beyond the campus of Kyoto
to Tokyo and Töhoku Imperial Universities, but the home ministry
adopted harsh measures to suppress them, and on June 20 the police
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arrested Marxist students in Kyoto. In addition, the university can-
celed the remaining classes and entered a long summer vacation. Stu-
dents dispersed as they returned to their homes, and the inflammatory
protest was effectively extinguished.

The incident is evaluated today as “the last significant battle to
protect the fort of liberalism from the assaults of fascism in the early
Shöwa period.”28 There were those, including Iwanami Shigeo and
Miki Kiyoshi,29 who saw the devastating implications of this incident
even at that time. Nishida, generally unimpressed by Takigawa’s con-
duct, is said to have maintained that “we cannot close down the uni-
versity for the sake of one Takigawa.”30 An indignant Iwanami
approached Tanabe Hajime and Watsuji Tetsurö to muster their sup-
port, only to receive a less than lukewarm response. Lack of reaction
from the intellectual community made Iwanami extremely upset, and
he told Abe Yoshishige that the intellectuals were creating a precedent
of giving in to the irrational demands of the military and the ultrana-
tionalists. Iwanami submitted a letter of protest to the Tokyo Asahi
Newspaper, defending Takigawa and his book, but the newspaper
turned down the letter with the excuse that it did not contain “suffi-
cient information.”31 As a form of protest, Iwanami published a col-
lection of papers and position statements written by seven of the pro-
fessors who had resigned from the university. Sasaki Söichi, who
edited the volume, wrote that the volume was “to commit to our mem-
ory what happened, in view of the importance of the social and cultural
impact that this incident will inevitably have.”32 The book, Kyödai jiken
[Kyoto University incident], was published in November 1933.

On a wider horizon, 1933 saw the burning of books by the Nazis
in Berlin on May 10. In protest, Miki, Hasegawa Nyozekan, and other
leading Japanese journalists and intellectuals wrote letters to the press.
Tanabe Hajime, who had learned of Heidegger’s “Rector Address,”
excerpts of which had been printed in the leading German newspaper,
Vossische Zeitung, wrote a critique of Heidegger. Tanabe’s “Kiki no tet-
sugaku ka, tetsugaku no kiki ka” [Is it a philosophy of crisis, or is it a
crisis of philosophy?]33 was carried in the Asahi Newspaper, October
4–6. Tanabe identifies Heidegger’s stance as “Aristotelian theörein”—
that of a simple observer unable to affect the course of politics, in con-
trast to the political stance associated with Plato, which is connected
to concrete actions in the political sphere. Terming Plato’s stance the
“philosophy born of crisis,” Tanabe describes Heidegger’s thought as
one leading to the “crisis of philosophy,” for it allows one to “interpret
the political necessity of the present as a necessity of fate and tolerates
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only abstract philosophy.” Japanese intellectuals, many of whom had
spent some time in Germany as scholars abroad, generally shared this
critical opinion of the cultural politics of the Nazis.

Nishida, too, commented on this worldwide phenomena that
attempted to “crush high culture” in a May 28 interview conducted by
Ösaka for the Yomiuri Newspaper. By mentioning the lofty cultural
achievements of Germans in the areas of music, theater, and philoso-
phy (especially Kant), Nishida argues that the Nazis’ cultural agenda,
precisely because of its lopsidedness and political motivatation, could
not destroy the genuine cultural achievements of Germans. He points
out the irony of the Nazis’ anti-Semitic campaign: because the two
most influential modern ideological forces—capitalism and commu-
nism—are the products of Jewish thinkers David Ricardo and Karl
Marx. He also notes how impoverished the world of thought would
be without Bergson and Einstein.34 A few years later, in 1936, Nishida
criticized the current state of Japanese educational and scholarly poli-
cies, which were patterned after the Nazis’ model. Although Germany,
with its “splendid world-class cultural heritage” might be able to get by
with the Nazis’ educational policy for the time being, Nishida felt that
the situation was quite otherwise in Japan, and he urged the Japanese
to think seriously about their educational and academic policies.35

Nishida’s admiration of German cultural heritage remained with him
for life. When he learned of Edmund Husserl’s death in 1938,36 he
expressed his sympathy for his last years37 and lamented the passage
of a “great thinker of the early twentieth century.”38

Through Harada Kumao, Nishida renewed his old acquaintance-
ship with Kido Köichi and Konoe Ayamaro, who were then becoming
prominent in the political world as the “court group” ( jüshin), a group
of aristocrats actively engaged in politics. In March 1933, when
Nishida spent about ten days in Kamakura, he was invited to lunch at
Konoe Ayamaro’s place along with Kido, Harada, and Oda Nobuhiro.
Konoe had been vice speaker of the House of Peers since 1931 and was
moving ever closer to the center of parliamentary politics. Kido had
served as secretary to the imperial minister since 1930 and was work-
ing for the imperial household. Oda was a member of the House of
Peers. Harada, as noted earlier, had been working for Saionji Kinmo-
chi since 1926. Konoe, Kido, and Harada, known as “Saionji’s three
favorites,” represented the younger progressive generation of the aris-
tocracy. They began to solicit Nishida’s opinions.

If Nishida was yet to articulate it, he already knew deep down that
genuine cultural achievements, including philosophy, as exemplified
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by Plato’s and Aristotle’s thought, had an eternal life of their own, and
that those human achievements made humanity what it was. As he saw
cultural suppression by brutal political forces, he strengthened his
conviction that the contribution he could make as a thinker was in the
area of pure philosophical inquiry.39 The more insane the world grew,
the clearer his mission became.

On April 3 he began writing “Watakushi to sekai” [ I and the
world],40 in which he argues that the Husserlian view of noema (the
objective content of consciousness) and noesis (the intentional opera-
tion of consciousness) as diametrically opposed is only a formal repre-
sentation of reality intellectually conceived, and that from the stand-
point of the active self, “noesis always contains noema.” 41 Moreover,
the “self ” is something conceived as the noetic determination of the
creative self-determining world. The world determines itself as the
sociohistorical world, which is in constant progression. Our individ-
ual selves—as independent and free individuals—exist only in rela-
tion to the self-determination of this sociohistorical world.42 In this
essay, Nishida shifts his focus of investigation from the “self-con-
scious self ” to the “world.” He further clarifies this inquiry in his next
essay, “Sösetsu” [General discussion].43 These essays are compiled in
Tetsugaku no konpon mondai [The fundamental problems of philoso-
phy], published on December 25, 1933.44

Ever since his first stay in Kamakura in the winter of 1928, Nishida
had been looking for property to purchase there.45 In the spring of
1933 Iwanami found a perfect house for Nishida in Ubagayatsu, on a
hill only a few hundred meters away from Shichirigahama beach on
the Bay of Sagami. Konoe and Harada insisted that they buy the house
for Nishida as a present, and so they did.46 Nishida and Koto spent
their first summer in this house from August to mid-October. Nishida
missed having a study, so he and Koto added a few rooms to the house
that summer. While in Kamakura, he gave a guest lecture at Hösei
University 47 on the “World of Action” 48 and at Keiö University, prob-
ably on a similar topic.

In November he gave lectures at Ötani University on “Genjitsu no
sekai no ronriteki közö” [The logical structure of the actual world].49

He was then working on an essay with the same title,50 in which he
develops his thesis that the actual world is the world of action (praxis),
“where we are born, work, and die.” This actual world always has “a
twofold significance,” corresponding to the grammatical-subject aspect
and the grammatical-predicate aspect, or the objective world and the
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subjective world, or still again, the material aspect and the mental-
spiritual aspect.51 This world is “the many as the self-negation of the
One, and it is the One as the self-negation of the many.” The contours
of Nishida’s dialectical philosophy began to emerge.

By 1934 Nishida’s view of the actual historical world expanded to
embrace a global perspective. The rise to power of Hitler in Europe
and domestic problems in Japan, such as the Kyoto University inci-
dent, no doubt sharpened his political awareness. On New Year’s Day,
1934, he composed one of his best-known waka poems: 

Hito wa hito
ware wa ware nari
tonikakuni
waga yuku michi o
ware wa yukunari

People are people
I am I 
unperturbed
I take the path 
I take 52

This poem is today inscribed on a stone monument and placed along
the “philosophic path” that stretches from the Nanzenji to the Gin-
gakuji area along the Lake Biwa minicanal, where Nishida used to
take walks. Expressed in this waka was his determination to proceed
on his own philosophical path. It could be viewed as a statement made
in response not only to Tanabe’s criticism of his philosophy but also
to the general trend of the Japanese philosophical world of that time.
Nishida was critical of Japanese academics who were just following the
European thinkers. His letter to Miyake Göichi, who had studied with
Heidegger in Freiburg, 1929–1931, expresses his concerns:

Although I respect Heidegger’s work, I do not believe that his philoso-
phy is the answer to the truly profound problems of humanity. Japanese
scholars devour books by German thinkers, borrow their methods, and
use them skillfully, without, however, being truly sustained by their
serious philosophical reflections. If this continues to be the practice, the
Japanese will forever remain emulators. How could we expect to see a
philosophical system that is born out of the depth of our own lives?
Japanese thinkers need to engage in the mutual exchange of their views,
read what their colleagues write, and establish a Publikum, a public
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forum. A philosophical tradition is not something that is established by
the work of one single individual, but it takes a community of
thinkers.53

From January 5 to 7, Nishida gave lectures to the elementary and
secondary school teachers from Shinshü on the topic “Köi no sekai”
[The world of action].54 His conclusion argues that “Japan must con-
sider its mission as a country in the international world, and educa-
tional goals must be set by taking in this vision of Japan’s role in the
global world.”55 During his stay in Kamakura from February 8
through March 14, he gave a talk at the invitation of Kuwata Hide-
nobu on February 22 at Japan Christian Seminary at Tsunohazu in
Tokyo on the “logical structure of the actual world.”56

On March 13, the day before he was to leave Kamakura for Kyoto,
he wrote to Harada, expressing his concern that Japanese politicians
were motivated by the thought of Japan’s profit, not its international
obligations and duties:

For Japanese politicians to consider world affairs with the Japanese
interest as the central concern certainly makes sense, but they have 
to think of Japan not as something that exists in itself but as a nation
existing in the world. Otherwise, such a slogan as “Greater Asianism”
(dai-ajia-shugi) makes no sense. Contrary to some schools of thought
that maintain that the future of the world depends on independent
countries permeated by nationalism, I rather think that it will depend
on a global collaboration. I suspect that the real worries of each nation
actually stem from this pressing reality. I wish Japanese politicians
recognized this fact. 57

In 1934 ultranationalistic forces began to dominate the opinion of
the day, to the cost of other views. One such example is the violent
attack on Ösaka Motokichirö, who was one of those who actively
objected to making Shinto the “National Faith.” In late March he was
abducted in a car by Imaizumi Teisuke, the head of the Society Rever-
ing Grand Shrines ( Jingü hösaikai), and taken to the grand shrine at
Iidabashi. A group of gangsters, hired by Imaizumi, surrounded Ösaka,
while Imaizumi forced him to kneel down on the ground facing the
main building of the shrine, and then made him bow to it as a gesture
of apology. When Ösaka resisted, the hired gangsters physically forced
him to take that posture and delivered karate chops to his ribs. Imai-
zumi and his group took him farther in a car to Meiji Jingü Gaien and
inflicted on him every possible physical injury. Ösaka suffered compli-
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cations from injuries to his ribs and required several operations. He
had to fight for his life and remained in intensive care for months.58 In
the fall, having heard what happened to Ösaka, the concerned Nishida
visited him in the hospital. It was becoming a dangerous world for
outspoken people of conviction.

A string of movements advancing the ultranationalist agenda con-
tinued to follow. On March 22, 1934, a committee on the Japanese
language decided on the official pronunciation of Japan as “Nippon”
(as opposed to “Nihon”), perhaps for its more decisive sound. On
June 1 the “Department of Thought Control” (Shisökyoku) was estab-
lished within the Ministry of Education. On June 5 the state funeral
of navy admiral Tögö Heihachirö, hero of the Russo-Japanese War,
was held, pushing even further back the memory of Meiji period. On
June 6 a professor and dean of the law faculty at Tokyo Imperial Uni-
versity, Suehiro Izutarö, was indicted for the crimes of having violated
the public peace ordinance, lèse-majesté, and the constitution. Then
Tosaka Jun was fired in August from his lecturer’s position at Hösei
University because of his Marxist ideology. Universities no longer
had enough autonomy to fight back against this kind of government
intrusion.

In addition, terrorist attacks on leading statesmen and bankers
continued to plague Japan in 1934. When the Saitö cabinet dissolved
in July, Konoe Ayamaro was the next logical choice for prime minis-
ter. But he felt unready and escaped the nomination by leaving the
country for the United States, where his eldest son was graduating
from high school. While in the United States, Konoe arranged to
meet with former president Herbert Hoover and returned to Japan in
August.59 When Nishida was invited to the Haradas on September 25
for lunch, Konoe, Kido, Oda, and Akamatsu Kotora were present.
Konoe’s visit to the United States may have come up as a conversa-
tion topic over lunch, but no account survives.

By September, Nishida had completed the essays “Benshöhöteki
ippansha to shite no sekai” [The world as the dialectical universal]60

and “Keijijögakuteki tachiba kara mita tözai kodai no bunka keitai”
[The forms of ancient cultures, East and West, seen from a metaphys-
ical perspective].61 In his essay on the world as the dialectical univer-
sal, he makes an important shift from an anthropocentric perspective
to the perspective centered on the world. In this shift, the individual is
now viewed from the perspective of the world. “The individual self is
merely conceivable as the individual determination of the self-deter-
mining world,”62 declares Nishida. His task is to make this shift of per-
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spective without sacrificing the uniqueness and autonomy of the indi-
vidual. Individual determination is linear and temporal, just as each
moment is connected to the past and the future. But for individual
moments to connect there has to be some sort of spatial relationship
—the self-determination of Absolute Nothingness—that allows mul-
tiple individuals to interact and exist all at once. The actual world is
the dialectical interplay of individuals and the universal.63 In this
dialectical world, human existence, which is caught in the “contradic-
tion” between individual determination and universal determination,
is a self-contradicting existence. Moreover, precisely because of this
contradictory nature, each individual is open to the religious world, in
which each hears the voice of Absolute Being, or God. Our knowl-
edge of the contradictory nature of our existence manifests itself as a
profound anxiety lurking at the bottom of our existence; by breaking
through this “absolute negation,” we can arrive at the absolute affir-
mation of life itself.64 This approach to life, inspired by Mahäyäna
Buddhism, offers Nishida a viable alternative to the philosophy of
angst.

Nishida’s essay, “The forms of ancient cultures, East and West,
seen from a metaphysical perspective,” is his attempt to formulate a
cultural typology. According to Nishida’s characterization, Western
culture is imbued with Christian spirituality and “sustained by Being.”
In contrast, Oriental—and especially Japanese—culture is sustained
by “the determination of Nothingness.”65 This particular way of con-
trasting “Christian West and Buddhist East” by way of Being and
Nothingness became a locus classicus for those who, in the name of
the Kyoto school of philosophy or otherwise, uphold the “supremacy”
of Oriental Nothingness over Western Being. Nishida’s intention,
however, was far from that sort of crude taxonomy and dichotomous
apologetics. Rather, his was the attempt to formulate a cultural typol-
ogy from a metaphysical perspective. Nishida had always held that
“each culture must maintain its uniqueness in the global society, even
though it originally developed itself by interaction with other cultures.
Only that way can it contribute to the formation of a truly global cul-
ture.”66 This position is radically pluralistic. Nishida insists that each
particular culture has its rightful place in the world, precisely because
no two cultures are alike. Nishida’s attempt at establishing a cultural
typology was fully worked out by Watsuji Tetsurö in Füdo [Climate],
published in 1935.67 In fact Nishida and Watsuji had been discussing
cultural typologies for some time. While in Kamakura, Nishida col-
lected his essays into a book, Tetsugaku no konpon mondai zokuhen [The
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fundamental problems of philosophy, part 2], which was published on
October 15, 1934, by Iwanami.

Nishida returned to Kyoto on October 5. On November 25 he
gave a talk on “T. S. Eliot to dentöshugi” [T. S. Eliot and traditional-
ism]68 at the meeting of the English Literature Society at Kyoto Impe-
rial University. He was invited to speak by Ishida Kenji, professor of
English literature. Nishida felt that T. S. Eliot’s view of history, espe-
cially of the simultaneity of “the timeless” and “the temporal,” resem-
bled his own view of the active-intuitive dialectical world. He explains
that a moment moves on to another moment, but there is a “spatial”
dimension to the temporal movement, and for that reason the past and
the future are in some sense copresent in the present. Nishida suggests
that his view of time resonates with T. S. Eliot’s view of “tradition.”
According to Eliot, tradition is not mere “handing down” or some-
thing “inherited”; it is something won over by each generation
through “great labour.”69

In around mid-October Nishida was working on an essay, “Sekai
no jikodöitsu to renzoku” [The self-identity of the world and its con-
tinuity],70 in which he develops “the dialectical logic of the self-iden-
tity of mutually opposing subject and object” 71 and discusses how
individuals, who are “many (as individuals) and yet one (as a group),”
exist in the historical world by being “mediated,” or embraced, by the
universal. Describing this structure, Nishida calls it “the continuation
of the discontinuous” (hirenzoku no renzoku), in which discrete enti-
ties form a continuum thanks to the topological mediator (bashoteki
baikaisha).72 This dialectical universal is not something merely mate-
rial or biological but ultimately has the significance of the “Thou.” 73

He saw this dialectical principle at work in the formation of each his-
torical epoch. The idea of the dialectical interplay between particular
historical moments and the Eternal Now and the idea of the signifi-
cance of individual creativity came to form the main thrust of his later
thought.
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C h a p t e r  2 1

Education and Scholarship 
under Fascism

(1935–1937)

During the New Year’s holiday of 1935, Nishida gave his customary
series of lectures to the members of the Shinano Philosophical Society
on the “logical structure of the actual world.”1 He then began a two
months’s stay in Kamakura on January 21. He agreed to an interview
on February 26 with a journalist from Kaizösha that was published as
“Beruguson, Shesutofu, sono ta—ujitsu zatsudan” [Bergson, Shestov,
and so forth—conversations on a rainy day].2 In March he wrote a
preface to Köyama Iwao’s Nishida Tetsugaku [Nishidan philosophy], a
book that explained his philosophical system, which was published by
Iwanami on April 25, 1935.3

Around this time, ultranationalistic factions sharpened their attack
on progressive thinkers, resulting in an incident involving Minobe
Tatsukichi, a professor of law at Tokyo Imperial University.4 Minobe
advocated a theory of constitutional monarchy, known as the “organ
theory” (kikan-setsu), that placed the emperor within the framework
of the constitution of Japan. Kikuchi Takeo, an army general, attacked
this theory in the House of Peers on February 18, arguing that it was
blasphemous to call the “divine emperor” the “organ” of the state.5

The road for the indictment of Minobe had already been paved two
years earlier in 1933, when Minoda Muneki launched his attack in the
October issue of Genri Nippon. Minoda assailed Minobe’s theory as
“that which goes against the emperor system” (han-kokutai).6 The
Association of Retired Veterans backed Kikuchi and circulated pam-
phlets that vilified Minobe’s theory. On February 25, Minobe, himself
a member of the House of Peers, eloquently defended his position, but
this only fueled irrational sentiments among the ultranationalists. 

The head of the Seiyü Party, Suzuki Kisaburö, saw this as a perfect
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opportunity to overthrow the ruling party. Suzuki was able to put pro-
posals concerning the “renovation of politics and education” and a
“declaration on the national essence” on the agendas of the House of
Peers and the House of Representatives, respectively. These resolu-
tions were passed unanimously by both houses with the demand that
the government “clarify the nature of the emperor system (kokutai).”
Harada Kumao, criticizing the Seiyü Party’s foolish act, lamented that
“the political parties are braiding their own rope to tie themselves to
the point of disability; they are digging their own graves.”7 Out of
petty self-interest, the Seiyü Party precipitated the dismantling of the
parliamentary system.

The Minobe incident marked the beginning of a period when “the
opinion of the military swayed the spheres of politics and education,” 8

and dealt a decisive blow to the independence of academic and scien-
tific study. Nishida, concerned with the repercussions of the Minobe
incident, wrote to Hori: “I feel very sorry for Mr. Minobe. From now
on, we may not be able to study civil law or carry out an objective study
of the history of our country.” 9 He also confided to Harada: “Accord-
ing to the newspapers, the military is involved in the Minobe incident.
I worry about how the case will be resolved. If everything is to be han-
dled this way, I have great apprehension about the future of our coun-
try.”10 On April 9, home minister Gotö Fumio banned Minobe’s
books on the constitution.

Iwanami, the publisher of Minobe’s works, respected Minobe’s
scholarship and submitted a letter of protest to the Tokyo Asahi News-
paper. In this letter, Iwanami praised Minobe as a man and a scholar
and argued that “there should be ample room for various kinds of
patriotism within the expansive imperial spirit,” and that “the real and
most dangerous trend of thought is one that takes a narrow view of the
kokutai and denounces groups of people as unpatriotic by accusing
them of holding onto a skewed loyalty.” Because this letter was poten-
tially injurious to Iwanami and his business, Kobayashi Isamu, assistant
to Iwanami, and Tsutsumi Tsune, manager of the company, took the
extraordinary step of requesting the Asahi Newspaper Company to
return Iwanami’s letter to them.11 Ruffians began to hang out around
Iwanami’s store, and he confessed to his close friends that he was
“actually afraid . . . it would be no fun to be assaulted by them.”
According to Iwanami, “when rabid dogs are prowling the streets,
those who can kill them should do so, but those who cannot must lock
themselves up to wait for them to disappear.”12 Iwanami may have
thought it wise to withdraw from the scene until emotions cooled. He
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left the Port of Moji on May 4, traveled through the United States and
European countries, and did not return to Japan until December 13,
1935.

There is more to the story of the Minobe incident. According to
Harada Kumao, the accusation raised against Minobe was only a cover.
The ultranationalist faction, controlled behind the scenes by Hira-
numa Kiichirö, actually sought to overthrow Ichiki, the former impe-
rial minister, who was then speaker of the privy council.13 Because
Ichiki had been Minobe’s mentor at the Imperial University (Tokyo),
they had a teacher-disciple relationship. Apparently, Minobe was the
scapegoat for Ichiki and other liberal constitutional thinkers.14

Nishida was extremely angry with the tactics of the Seiyü Party,
which looked only to its own gain, losing sight of the principles of the
parliamentary political system. When Takami Koremichi,15 a former
student of his from the Fourth Higher School, now a member of the
Seiyü Party, called on him on April 13, he did not mince words. He
wrote about the visit to Harada on May 4:

I poured out words of criticism of Yamamoto [Teijirö, the counselor 
to the party],16 as well as of the Seiyü Party. I expected Takami to refute
me or defend their position, but nothing came from his lips. He listened
to me intently and was impressed by what I had to say. I was truly aghast
at his shallow knowledge and general ignorance. Takami is a quarrel-
some sort, and it is not like him to listen to someone if he has his own
opinion to voice. It appeared he had nothing to say in response to my
criticism. What are we to do when matters crucial for our country are
decided at the parliament by the likes of him? It is truly lamentable. 17

The Minobe incident made Nishida think about the constitution
and the nature of the state. It is possible that his reflections on these
issues led to his 1941 essay entitled “Kokka riyü no mondai” [The
problem of raison d’état].18 Nishida was also concerned about govern-
ment controls encroaching on freedom of scholarship. He wrote to
Yamamoto:

Regarding the question of the constitution, what is the army minister,
Hayashi Senjürö, going to do? Is he going to set what the newspapers
call the “standard national interpretation” of the constitution? Politi-
cians and legislators should leave whatever interpretations scholars
make alone. Unless they let scholars freely engage in academic research,
I don’t think a logical foundation for the constitution, one sustained by
true academic authority, will ever emerge.19
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Nishida was developing his thought on “Köiteki chokkan no
tachiba” [The perspective of action-intuition].20 The idea of action-
intuition (köiteki chokkan) focuses on the organic unity between the
mental (or the spiritual) and the physical (or the material) that consti-
tutes our experience. According to Nishida, “we see a thing by action,
and the thing we see determines us as much as we determine the
thing.” 21 Our experience always has a claim on our body as the organ
of action: “Just as the body of an artist is the organ of art, so is the body
of a scholar the organ of scholarship; the life of an artist exists in beauty
and that of a scholar in truth. Even the activity of thinking does not
exist separate from our physical body.” 22 Nishida was developing his
philosophical language, which gives due recognition to the role of the
body in the self-determination of the historical world. The body, thus,
is a “historical body” (rekishiteki shintai).23

By bringing to the foreground the corporeal dimension of exis-
tence, Nishida was moving right into the heart of his philosophy of
the “absolutely dialectical world,” in which individuals are considered
to be radically in-the-world, historical and physical. Precisely because
individuals are corporeal, they are creative.24 Nishida now asserts that
in the concrete world in which we live, “we see ourselves in things”;
further, “the determination of our body takes the form of our expres-
sive operations.” In such a world “things (mono) are not mere tools but
are the carriers of meaning; they are the embodiment of objectivity.” 25

In “Köiteki chokkan no tachiba,” Nishida also advances the thesis
that “historical reality must partake of the nature of logos,” 26 although
he is yet to fully develop what logos is. His emphasis on logos (literally,
“logic” or “reason”) may have come out of his ongoing criticism of the
irrational forces that were eroding the frail foundation of the Japanese
parliamentary system. Nishida went to Kamakura for the summer,
from July 26 to October 6. On August 3, still reacting to the Minobe
incident, the government issued a “statement concerning the clarifi-
cation of kokutai.” Extreme nationalism was fast becoming the main
stream of thought. 

On September 15 Nishida and Suzuki Daisetz were invited to
Harada’s house in Öiso. Harada wanted to hear what Suzuki Daisetz
thought about Western rationalism and Oriental wisdom.27 Suzuki
talked about the traditional Japanese sensitivity to nature as an exam-
ple of the “Japanese essence.” 28 Nishida joined the conversation,
asserting that “Japanese nationalists must accept the fact that Japan is
in the wider global world, and that Japan cannot be considered in iso-
lation but only from a comprehensive global perspective.” He also
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added that “‘nationalism’ in the contemporary world should not mean
merely turning back to the past.” 29 Harada had the conversation
recorded in shorthand by Konoe Yasuko,30 who had been working for
him as his confidential notetaker. Harada had the conversation set in
type in a day or so and gave it to Saionji Kinmochi. Unfortunately, the
voices of intellectuals like Nishida and Suzuki appear to have been lost
in the wilderness of fanatical nationalism.

On September 18 the charge of lèse-majesté that had been filed
against Minobe was dropped, but Minobe had to resign from his seat
in the House of Peers.31 In the aftermath of the Minobe incident, the
Ministry of Education prepared its Kokutai no hongi [Fundamentals of
our national polity],32 a small “textbook” of Japanese ultranationalism
that was published on March 30, 1937. The government sought to
attain maximum “ideological uniformity” 33 with this tract.

From September 25 until September 29, Nishida visited Töhoku
Imperial University in Sendai, having finally found some free time to
accept their standing invitation.34 Nishida was greeted by President
Honda Kötarö.35 Miyake Göichi, Takahashi Satomi, Abe Jirö,36 and
Ishihara Ken were all eagerly looking forward to having him in Sendai.
Nishida got to see Fujita Toshihiko, the first graduate of Sansanjuku,
now a professor of biology in the medical school. While in Sendai,
Nishida saw Tagajö, a ruin of the ancient northernmost fort of the
Heian court; its ambience struck him as “something distinctly differ-
ent in the appearance of the mountains, rivers, and the atmosphere
from those of the Kansai area.” He also saw Matsushima, one of the
three most scenic spots in Japan, the other two being Miyajima and
Amanohashidate. Nishida was most impressed by the beauty of Matsu-
shima, which brought to his mind the famous passage by Matsuo
Bashö describing the islands of Matsushima covered by pine trees,
from his celebrated travelogue, Oku no hosomichi [A narrow road to
Oku]. Inspired by the beauty of the place and the presence of the great
poet, Nishida composed a waka:

The oil-lit lamp 
burns late into the night 
in a room of an inn 
in northern Japan
I read Oku no hosomichi” 37

Bashö stirred his wanderlust, and he felt like going as far north as
Hiraizumi to follow in the poet’s footsteps, but there was not enough
time for that excursion.
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Nishida’s brief trip to Sendai was a break from his daily routine.
Upon his return to Kamakura, he was yanked back into reality. The
“clarification of kokutai” was the media focus of the day. Nishida’s
faith in the parliamentary system and Japan as the constitutional state
drove him to oppose the military’s intervention into the realm of pol-
itics. He wrote to Harada:

I think that what we ought to despise are those politicians who try to
gain political power by taking advantage of the issue of kokutai. The
Japanese people are not worried about the existence of the government,
but they are worried about the intentions of those who are trying to
drive the government into a cul-de-sac by taking away the control from
the government. This isn’t the time for Japan to be engaged in a civil
war. . . . 

I, though an old scholar, am praying that the government will not
misjudge the present situation and will advance far-sighted policies,
sustained by the firm recognition that Japan is a member of the inter-
national community.38

Fascist ideologies were becoming ever more dominant. The gen-
eral atmosphere was such that Nishida had to give a word of caution
to Hidaka Daishirö,39 who consulted him about a job interview he was
about to have at the Third Higher School:

As you know, these are fascist times. Those who are selflessly and
deeply concerned about the future of our country should not clash with
the trend of the day by upholding a purist attitude to fight against it,
but should persevere in the face of the present situation and make an
effort to put the country gradually back on the right course.40

He took it as his duty to guide his students and disciples in this
uncertain world. He likewise gave a word of advice to Kösaka Masaaki
to maintain an attitude of independence as a scholar:

The path of scholarship consists in never deceiving yourself. You must
criticize your own ideas and struggle with them; never rest complacent
in small achievements. When you hit a wall in your philosophical
reflections, it may be helpful to read the works of others. But you 
must walk with your own legs, firmly touching the ground.41

When Nishida returned to Kyoto on October 5, Hashida Kuni-
hiko42 and Akizuki Itaru called upon him at his house in Asukaichö. He
also began to meet with a small group of graduates. Kösaka Masaaki,
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Köyama Iwao, Nishitani Keiji, Suzuki Shigetaka,43 Shimomura Tora-
tarö, Doi Torakazu,44 Shitahodo Yükichi,45 and Usui Jishö46 were reg-
ular members of the “tetsugakukai,” a small, intimate version of the
philosophical society. At these meetings Nishida would explain his
latest ideas to the younger thinkers and receive their feedback. A col-
lection of Nishida’s new essays was compiled as Tetsugaku ronbunshü
daiichi [Philosophical essays 1] and published on December 25, 1935,
by Iwanami.

On November 18 the Ministry of Education set up a committee
for the renewal of education and scholarship (Kyögaku sasshin hyögikai).
Minabe Nagaharu,47 a graduate of the Fourth Higher School, and then
vice minister of education, wanted Nishida to be on the committee.
Nishida, unable to refuse Minabe’s plea, accepted the appointment
with the understanding that he could resign any time. He explained to
Yamamoto how his appointment to the committee came about:

I said to Minabe that I could not possibly go to Tokyo as often as the
position required me, and, more important, that my opinions on edu-
cation are diametrically opposed to the policies of the Ministry of Edu-
cation. Having made my position thus clear, I asked him, “Do you still
want me?” He said, “Yes.” That’s how I ended up accepting his
request. . . . It is clear from the outset that even if I were to attend
meetings with those men, none of my opinions would be heard. But
even though I have repeatedly refused their request by laying my cards
on the table, the Ministry of Education still wants me to be on the
committee. Is there any further reason for me to decline their request?
I’m thinking of attending a few of their meetings to see how things go.
If they turn out to be futile, I shall resign.48

Amid discouraging signs, Nishida found that at least Watsuji
Tetsurö and Tanabe Hajime were on the committee. He confided to
Watsuji, however: “How can our opinion be heard among those men?
I think it clear from the outset that our efforts will be in vain. Espe-
cially for me, an old man, I think the contribution I can make for the
country is to complete my work and not waste even a single
moment.” 49 Nishida attended the first meeting of the committee on
December 5. He felt that the committee was merely toying with
abstract ideas. He did not attend the second meeting on December 19
but shared his opinion with Watsuji:

They may be able to come up with some useful ideas, if they set up 
a subcommittee or something to discuss concrete issues. . . . I read
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Kihira’s proposal on the “fundamental meaning of Japanese education
and learning.” He says we should do away even with Darwin’s theory
of evolution. It reminded me of that trial wherein preachers in rural
America banded together and demanded that the theory of evolution
should be rejected.50

The committee, which was supposed to make important decisions
on learning and scholarship, appeared to Nishida a “truly biased
group,” and this made him greatly apprehensive about the future of
Japan.51 Because no one had made constructive suggestions at the
meeting, Nishida, instead of retiring from the committee in silence,
wrote a statement to be read at the third meeting on January 15, 1936.
He entrusted it to Konishi Shigenao, who was also a committee mem-
ber. Despite the objection raised by the chairman and minister of edu-
cation, Matsuda Genji,52 the committee proceeded to hear Nishida’s
letter, which Konisha read aloud: 53

To “unify the world of thought of the present and the Japan of the
future by means of the Japanese spirit” [as the government is intent on
doing], we need to conduct scholarly research into the history of Japan
and things Japanese and to clarify their essence objectively. If the
humanities [seishin kagaku]54 are to be applied, they need first to be
approached from the ground up, studied carefully, and understood well.
A spirit that rests only on the past and lacks a future is no longer living.
Clear and superior ideas do not survive in isolation from other ideas but
by nature serve to unify them. This is the only way to unify Japanese
thinking, the only way for Japan to become one of the centers of world
culture. However, when it comes to basic research, Japanese scholarship
is still in its infancy. Even in the area of physics, where we are most
advanced, we have yet to produce a Dirac55 or a Heisenberg. In the
humanities things are still worse.

Without laying a solid foundation for scholarship in Japan, we have
no more hope of firmly avoiding the infiltration of foreign ideas than
the Yellow River has of becoming clear blue. To be sure, this is no easy
matter, but no one with great expectations for Japan can afford to
ignore it. To succeed, we need to give first-rate scholars the freedom
not only to engage in basic research in their various disciplines but also
to actively train such scholars. In concrete terms, I think these questions
deserve the attention of a special committee, but meanwhile offer two
suggestions of my own: we should increase the number of full scholar-
ships for students who have proved their academic excellence; we
should establish positions for professors who can engage full-time in
research.56
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Following this statement, Tanabe and Watsuji each spoke up in sup-
port of Nishida’s position. Nishida himself resigned from the com-
mittee.

The committee filed its report on October 29, 1936, recommend-
ing the development of academic disciplines based on traditional Japa-
nese content and method.57 In anticipation of the committee’s final
report, the Ministry of Education set up a commission for the promo-
tion of Japanese learnings (Nihon shogaku shinkö iinkai) on September
8 to implement the committee’s recommendation.58 They also set up
a committee to review education (Kyöiku shingikai),59 which held its
first meeting on December 23, 1937.

The mandate of the commission for the promotion of Japanese
learning was to promote research and learning in a way that pro-
pogated the ideology of Japanese kokutai and Japanese spirit.60 As part
of this program, it organized a series of nationwide conferences to
advance nationalistic education and research policies. The commis-
sion asked Nishida to give a public keynote address at the opening
ceremony of the national philosophers’ conference, scheduled for the
evening of October 9, 1937, at Hibiya Park. Nishida obliged the com-
mission and spoke about “Gakumonteki höhö” [On the scholarly
method]61 (the address appears at the end of this chapter). He wrote
to Hori about the experience of that evening:

I was totally flabbergasted by the event on the evening of the ninth.
Granted, there was a microphone, but I detest that kind of “street the-
ater.” I shall never again make that kind of public appearance. In any
case, I emphasized, as much as I could, that scholarship had to be
respected. I went there only to give my talk and left right after it, so 
I don’t know who else was there.62 . . . I am no longer interested in
seeing Nishi [Shin’ichirö]63 to talk with him. The world is definitely
changing. I can no longer expect anything out of Konoe, either.64

Nishida felt that his public talk at least protested against governmen-
tal infringement on freedom of inquiry and spoke for the position that
academic endeavors should be free of political agendas. He explained
to Yamamoto that his intent was to encourage the Japanese people to
retain the sense of rationality amid the storm of nationalists’ promo-
tion of their version of emotional and illogical “Japanese spirit.” 65
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On the Scholarly Method: 
A Public Talk at Hibiya Park*

Since the beginning of the Meiji period, Western cultures have been
imported to Japan; by learning from them we in the East have made
noteworthy progress. We still have much to learn, and it is incumbent
on us to continue to develop by absorbing world cultures. Obviously,
however, this does not mean that we should continue to absorb and
digest Western cultures but rather that we must create a new global
culture while being sustained by our Eastern heritage, which has nur-
tured us for thousands of years.

It was inevitable that Japan, which had closed its ports to most
foreign countries for several centuries, was eager to learn and absorb
modern world cultures when the people came in contact with the
wider world at the beginning of the Meiji era. Recently, one hears loud
denunciations of the directions taken by the Meiji government, how-
ever. I suppose the Meiji government’s policies were not always flaw-
less. But I think that we must not forget the significance of the achieve-
ments of the Meiji period. The present irresponsible criticism of the
Meiji period is entirely irrational, and as such it is identical with the
forces that destroyed the ancient Japanese heritage at the beginning
of the Meiji era.

[Today, I would rather like to raise the question:] How is it pos-
sible for us to create a new global culture while keeping our historical
heritage intact?

GLOBALIZATION OF THE “JAPANESE SPIRIT”

[To answer this question, let me first discuss what time is.] “Time” is
not something that simply moves on in a linear fashion from the past
to the future. If that were the case, time would have no identity of its
own. Time is both linear and circular—it has a spatial dimension
behind it. Time comes into being as the present determines itself.
That is, the past and the future are connected at the present moment
(because in “time” absolutely independent discrete entities are con-
nected), and time, as the contradictory self-identity [of the past and
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the future, of the temporal and the spatial], moves on from that which
is created to that which creates. This is where “time” comes to pass.
This absolutely contradictory self-identity that remains changeless
amid the constant changes may be considered the spirit of history.

Even Japan, which had been outside the stage of global history for
thousands of years and developed in isolation, took its form and devel-
oped as a contradictory self-identity [i.e., as a historical entity]. During
the course of development there were numerous conflicts and strug-
gles; all sorts of changes took place from one epoch to the next. But
Japan always maintained its self-identity, with its imperial family
(köshitsu) at the center, from which the “Japanese spirit” originates.

Japan is no longer cut off from the world history and actually
stands on the global stage. The present moment for the Japanese is the
global, historical present moment. The Japanese spirit of the past was
relatively linear, but today it must become fundamentally spatial. A
new global principle has to be born out of the depths of our historical
spirit, from the depths of our heart. The “imperial way” (ködö) has to
become global. Today, many hold that various ills resulted from the
importation of foreign thoughts. But we cannot keep foreign ideas
from coming into Japan by merely upholding the particular over the
universal. Rather, we must cultivate a global principle from within the
depths of our heart.

What does it mean for the Japanese spirit to become thoroughly
global and spatial? It means for us to become thoroughly scholarly
(gakumonteki) and rational. We must neither repel reason by emotion
nor be dogmatic. The content of the Japanese spirit must be concep-
tually organized by a precise scholarly method. It has to be theoretical.
What I mean by the “scholarly method” is for us—temporal selves—
to view ourselves by reflecting ourselves in the spatial mirror. (It means
that our ego selves die and that we live as authentic individuals.) We
must be thoroughly self-critical in this undertaking. For the Japanese
spirit to become scholarly is for it to become objective, so that it is
universally valid in everyone’s eyes. This is different from becoming
“cosmopolitan.” This point is more often than not misunderstood.

IN CRITICISM OF FACILE CHARACTERIZATIONS OF 
EASTERN AND WESTERN CULTURES

These days, Eastern and Western cultures are distinguished in terms
of moral teaching (kyö) and intellectual learning (gaku). But we can-
not simply label the Western culture as “intellectual learning” and be
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done with it. Certainly, Eastern cultures, and especially Chinese cul-
ture, were based on moral learning and lacked the discipline that we
know today as “intellectual learning.” I by no means slight the impor-
tance of moral learning. I just think that Eastern cultures also have,
just as Western cultures do, a precious insight, but that this insight is
yet to be articulated into an intellectual discipline. This is why we
tend to be overwhelmed by Western cultures. Lately, we have been
hearing the slogan “excess emphasis on intellectual education is no
good.” I, for one, believe, however, that genuine intellectual develop-
ment must be considered more important than ever. In the past, gen-
uine intellectual nurturing hardly existed in Japan’s education. Often
education consisted of learning by rote. The study of history, for
instance, was no more than a memorization of historical facts.

It is unquestionably important for the Japanese spirit to digest
Western cultures and thereby create a uniquely Japanese culture. I
would also imagine that many agree with me that this process has to be
scholarly. Unfortunately, it strikes me that even among the intellectu-
als there are some who do not understand what it means to be gen-
uinely scholarly. People have tended to consider the “spirit” as the per-
son who uses it, and “knowledge” as a mere “tool.” A phrase such as
“Japanese spirit, Chinese skills” (wakon kansai)1 seems to express this
way of thinking. The fact is, however, that scholarship is endowed
with its own spirit. This holds true even for the natural sciences.
“Scholarship” means that our spirit is alive in our scholarly pursuits.
Only then is “Japanese scholarship” (nihonteki gakumon) possible. If
mathematics can be described as British, French, German, and so
forth, it is only in this sense. If scholarship is not imbued by the spirit,
it is but an abstract concept. The discipline of humanities is in some
way different from that of the natural sciences, but it is nevertheless
established in and out of our existence in [the world of ] historical
objective facts. And it has to be established methodically.

For instance, Japan adopted Western jurisprudence after Meiji.
But jurisprudence developed in the West has its own historical back-
ground, and we became aware of the discrepancies between the West-
ern jurisprudence and the Japanese spirit, which has its own historical
background. Hence, various problems arose. How are we to deal with
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this kind of problem? If we were to go back to the time before West-
ern legal thought was introduced to Japan, we would have no problem.
But since that is impossible, it would seem to me that we are left with
a couple of options. Either we are to graft Japanese mores (as if graft-
ing a bamboo tree) onto the Western legal system, which has its own
coherent theoretical structure, or we are to deny the Western legal
system altogether because it is foreign to us. But to establish a truly
Japanese jurisprudence, we must first investigate the foundation of the
philosophy of history and obtain our own concept of “law.” This goal
cannot be attained by merely pitting Japan’s uniqueness against the
Western countries, or by returning to the practice of old. We must go
through a “paradigm struggle” to achieve this end.

A living spirit has to have a theoretical dimension. Even a myth, if
it is to possess eternal life, must have some theoretical content. Mere
particularity is nothing. To take the form that was shaped in the course
of history as our “spirit” and to try to enter the new period is actually
to kill the generative, developing spirit. A particular stands only over
another particular. Such particularity is just an [abstract] instance of
the universal. What is creative must be characterized by concrete uni-
versality. If we insist on mere particularity and try to give it a theoret-
ical foundation based on the “other,” such particularity is nothing but
a particularity only vis-à-vis the “other.”

What does it mean for us to discover a new way of seeing and
thinking that comes from the very depths of our Oriental heritage and
for us to shed some new light on global history? What does it mean for
us to deal with the world in a theoretical manner? Since a philosoph-
ical explanation of these questions is not only complex but would be
hard to follow for a general audience, let me take an example from art
to illustrate my point.

ILLUSTRATION: MULTIPLE SOURCES OF ARTISTIC CREATIVITY

Western aesthetics has generally based the standard of beauty on
Greek art. That is to say, so-called classical art defined the standard of
beauty. It is an anthropocentric art form—a view best supported by the
theory of empathy advocated by Lipps. But Riegl came to question this
idea through his study of art history. He found that Lipps’s theory
could not explain the geometric art of the Egyptians, for instance. In
its stead, Riegl proposed the artistic will as the foundation of art—the
will to give shape and form (keiseiteki ishi). Riegl introduced the
abstracting impulse as opposed to empathy [into the vocabulary of
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aesthetics]. While empathy is the joy of seeing things human in
nature, abstraction is the denial of humanity, a movement toward
“liberation” (gedatsu). (Since I don’t have the time here to go into a
detailed discussion of Riegl’s theory of art, let me simply refer you to
the writings of Riegl and Worringer.)

My point is that “art” is more diverse than classical art, and that
there are opposing directions at the foundation of art. Many Euro-
peans tend to think that their culture is the single most advanced cul-
ture and hold that other ethnic groups, once they achieve the same
“evolutionary height,” will become like Europeans. This view strikes
me as narrow-minded and complacent. It is because the prototype of
historical cultures has to be much richer than that.

Just as Riegl managed to show us a deeper and wider concept of
art by examining a variety of art forms, we must delve deeply into the
foundations of Western cultures to grasp them fully, and at the same
time explore even further the depths of Eastern cultures to grasp the
different directions that they have taken from their Western counter-
parts. By so doing, I believe that we can clarify the more comprehen-
sive and deeper significance of the cultures of humanity.

To do so is not to deny Oriental cultures from the vantage point
of Western cultures or vice versa. Nor is it to subsume one into the
other. Rather, it is to see Eastern and Western cultures in a new light
by discovering a foundation deeper than what has been upheld. I am
not a specialist in art, but I suspect that there is something even more
profound than, say, Egyptian or Gothic art, at the foundation of the
Oriental art which expresses the “form of the formless.”

TEMPORAL MODALITY AND CULTURAL MODALITY

I have taken the example of art to illustrate my point to the general
audience, but I would like to say that the same goes with philosophy
and religion. We must develop a new paradigm. To elaborate on this
point, let me talk a little about the relationship between “reality” and
“absolute.” According to Mahäyäna Buddhism, the absolute is neither
something that is merely transcendent nor is it the ultimate limit of
the progressive movement. “Reality is the absolute.” But this expres-
sion is prone to misunderstanding. If we were to take it to mean that
we need to exert no spiritual effort on our part to “reach” the absolute,
we would be making a horrible mistake. Moreover, it would lead to
the negation of all things rational.

As I mentioned at the beginning of my talk, if we consider “time”
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in terms of absolutely contradictory self-identity, we will discover a
profoundly philosophical and religious significance in the statement
that “reality is the absolute.” Lately, I often hear the word imanaka
[the very present moment]. ( I understand that the word imanaka as
used in the senmyö [imperial epistles] simply means “now.”) If we are
to characterize the Japanese spirit by this word, the ground of such
attribution must go back to the insight into what time is, something
similar to what I have described earlier.

As I noted briefly in the Fundamental Problems of Philosophy (part
2), I think that we may characterize various cultures according to how
time is perceived. Within the structure of time, various cultures can be
situated, their mutual relationships can be delineated, and they may be
brought into a larger unity. That time is the absolutely contradictory
self-identity, and that it is at once linear and circular may sound like
a paradox. But time does have a spatial aspect.

Theoretical and intellectual Western cultures are predominantly
spatial. Chinese culture, though not intellectual, is still spatial (that is,
it is based on social decorum or ritual [li ]). In contrast, Japanese cul-
ture can be said to be linear. This is why I describe Japanese culture
as rhythmical. The Japanese political system (kokutai), which centers
itself on the imperial family (köshitsu), and which characteristically
appeals to emotion, strikes me as a rhythmical unity. History is neces-
sarily temporal; and if we approach the protostructure of the historical
world according to the structure of time, we can identify various cul-
tures that have different centers and see that these cultures constitute
the global culture by supplementing and complementing one another.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

What I have said to you this evening is my personal view, and I expect
all sorts of disagreements from among scholars. I just wanted to
explain my view regarding how Japan may shed new light on global
culture and contribute to it from the standpoint of Oriental culture.
Moreover, this is how we may “stop the inundation by foreign ideas”
—a view that many advocate these days. To define Japanese culture,
we must certainly investigate the history of Japan and our historical
cultural heritage. This research must be thoroughly scholarly. And
the result of such research will form the foundations of our thought.
But if we merely focus on the uniqueness [of Japan], it will not yield a
spirit that can act with vitality on the contemporary global stage.

We must possess theories. This is a point that government offi-
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cials ought to keep in mind when they formulate policies on research
and education. If we are to return to Oriental culture with the view
that we have fallen prey to foreign cultures since the Meiji period, we
will develop a merely reactionary strategy and will not solve any real
problems. Even if some claim easily that the Japanese aim to digest
global culture by means of the Japanese spirit without rejecting foreign
cultures, how that is done is not given serious consideration. In my
opinion, fundamental and penetrating theoretical studies in any disci-
pline are still feeble in Japan.

Philosophy is not oblivious of politics, nor politics of philosophy.
It takes a century for educational policies to bear fruit, and therefore
one should not make myopic policy decisions based on immediate
political interests on matters concerning research and education.
Research and education have to be sustained by a deep and noble guid-
ing spirit. Today, there is a tendency to reject theoretical thinking
altogether by uncritically labeling it as “individualism” or “liberalism.”
I agree with the view that the concept of nation and society should not
be based simply on the freedom of the individual. But to deny the
individual—or individual freedom—is nothing short of coercive des-
potism. Today, rationalism is carelessly denounced. What simply
denies rationalism, however, is nothing but irrationalism.

The bottom line is that without individual freedom there is no cre-
ativity. The concrete principle of generation and development [of cul-
ture and history] has to allow individual freedom and creativity. (In
academic research, freedom has to be guaranteed. No research is pos-
sible where we are already given foregone conclusions.)

I suspect there are few in today’s intellectual world who adhere to
the rationalism, the individualism, or the liberalism of the late eigh-
teenth century. Marxism, for instance, is actually a radical negation of
these views. Let me say one more thing: I think that often the study of
things Japanese is equated with the Japanese spirit, and that it is for-
gotten that the Japanese spirit comes alive in the Japanese way of look-
ing at things and thinking about things. We should not forget that,
even if we engage in the study of foreign ideas and foreign disciplines,
the Japanese spirit can manifest itself through that study. And this
Japanese spirit in turn works toward things Japanese. We must not be
misguided by mere outward labels.
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Dark Political Undercurrent
(1936–1937)

The January 1936 issue of Shisö acknowledged Nishida’s “sustained
philosophical endeavor” and gave him a “proper philosophical salute,
by organizing a symposium, in the truest sense of the word,” with the
hope that such a tribute would “contribute to the enrichment of the
Japanese intellectual world.”1 Articles were contributed by Takahashi
Satomi, Mutai Risaku, Miki Kiyoshi, Kösaka Masaaki, Honda Kenzö,
Nishitani Keiji, Doi Torakazu, Yamaguchi Yusuke, Shimomura Tora-
tarö, Hosoya Tsuneo, Köyama Iwao, Satö Nobue, Takizawa Katsumi,
and Shitahodo Yükichi.

Nishida was in Kamakura from January 22 until March 15. On
January 29 Fujioka Töho’s mother died at the advanced age of ninety-
seven. This caused Nishida not only to reminisce on days gone by but
also to realize that he himself—at sixty-five—was no longer young.
Deeply moved by this thought, he composed a few waka poems:

How many more times
will I return to see 
the spring ocean
I
an old man 

Late at night I look up
at the star-studded sky
remembering times past
as if they were only
yesterday

I am yet to reach
my beloved mother’s age
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but I am already 
past the age 
of my revered father 2

It snowed all over Japan in February 1936. In Tokyo and Kyoto
the streets were buried under heavy snowfalls. On February 26, as if
to defile the pure white snow with bloodshed, a military coup (the so-
called February 26 incident) took place when a factional conflict
between two camps of hot-blooded young military officers erupted
into an attempt to take over the government.3 The timing was ironi-
cal, for in the general election just six days earlier, the people voted
for antimilitary politicians. Nishida reacted immediately to the violent
incident in a letter to Hori:

They committed an inexcusable atrocity. I was utterly speechless. It
made me think about the French Revolution. . . .

Regardless of their crime, the names of those who took part in this
atrocity will not be released; they will not be subject to the criticisms of
the people and will get away with no more than a few years of prison,
even for the murders they committed.4 No one knows what they will
do next, now that their confidence has been boosted. This is truly the
destruction of our country. In my opinion, it is the responsibility of
those in power, who, because of their fear of the military, have catered
to its demands. This indeed is the time for the Japanese people to wake
up. Unless decisive action is taken at this time, the future of our country
is grim. But I see no leadership emerging from anywhere that can tame
the army. The Japanese people are truly blind. Unlike the olden days,
today’s Japan faces foreign powers, and this domestic incident may cost
Japan its existence. I wonder what is going to happen to our country. 
I hear that the culprits are the third regiment stationed in Azabu.5

Contrary to Nishida’s fears, the coup was swiftly suppressed and
the leaders promptly executed. The emperor, who was extremely
angry at the brutal murder of his trusted ministers (the lord keeper of
the privy seal, Saitö Makoto, and the finance minister, Takahashi Kore-
kiyo) ordered swift and decisive punishment of the leaders. A fortune
among misfortunes for the emperor was that Suzuki Kantarö, former
grand chamberlain, survived a gunshot wound to his chest.

In the wake of the resignation of the Okada cabinet, Hirota Köki6

became the next prime minister. Nishida was apprehensive about this
military presence in politics:
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From now on Japan will be run by the military. I suppose Prince Saionji
had no other choice but to appoint Hirota Köki as prime minister.
Given how the military has mishandled political issues thus far, the
future of Japan is gloomy, indeed. . . . We urgently need to place in
office those truly versed in the areas of diplomacy and finance.7

Frequent snowfall kept Nishida from his walks in Kamakura; in
addition, he did not feel like concentrating on his work. Having
attended the meeting of the Japanese Association for the Promotion of
Scholarship (Nihon gakujutsu shinkökai) 8 twice, a monthly meeting of
the Imperial Academy once, and having called on Konoe once, Nishida
decided to go back to Kyoto in mid-March, cutting short his stay in
Kamakura by two weeks. Before he left, Miki came to visit him a cou-
ple of times. Miki wrote in his diary of February 22: “In the afternoon,
I called on Professor Nishida in Kamakura. He led me into a very
interesting discussion on the problem of the body. Whenever I’m talk-
ing with him, I am inspired to engage in philosophical thinking. I, too,
must carry out meaningful work.”9 Nishida had this power to inspire
his students. Kösaka Masaaki noted a similar experience: “Whenever
I came home from the professor’s house, I felt resuscitated, and my
life’s spring was flowing afresh. I found joy in being alive again. When
I reflected on what the professor said, it was always the same. But that
same thing felt to me always fresh.”10

At that time, Nishida was working on the essay “Ronri to seimei”
[Logic and life],11 in which he was developing his philosophy of the
body. In March he told Takizawa Katsumi that he was “concentrating
on the idea of ‘action-intuition’ [köitek ichokkan].”12 This idea focuses
on the reality of the unity of the physical and the mental-spiritual in
action. Our eyes, for instance, could not exist apart from their function
of “seeing,” and likewise, our ears could not exist separate from their
function of “hearing.” That is to say, our “body” is something that has
acquired its present shape through a long historical process, and in that
sense our body is a “historical body.” Moreover, in our creative activ-
ities, we create things “by looking at the shape of things,” while we use
our body as a tool to create a thing that in turn claims its own objec-
tive existence.13

On March 31 Nishida’s niece, Takahashi Fumi, came to bid fare-
well before she left for Germany. He was happy for her. With the
arrival of spring, the hateful snowy winter14 and the shock of the Feb-
ruary 26 incident was passing, and renewed hope consoled Nishida. In
early June, Suzuki Daisetz, accompanied by Beatrice, left Japan for
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London to attend the Congress of World Religions with Anesaki
Masaharu and Kagawa Toyohiko. Because Suzuki wanted to carry out
research at several British university libraries, he obtained a letter of
introduction from Kano Naoki through Nishida.15 His friends’ activ-
ities kept Nishida well-informed of the world situation.

During his stay in Kamakura from July 26 to October 6, Nishida
consented to two interviews with Miki. One was on “Hyümanizumu
no gendaiteki igi—Nishida Kitarö hakushi ni kiku” [The contem-
porary significance of humanism: an interview with Dr. Nishida
Kitarö],16 which was published in Yomiuri Shinbun, and the other was
on “Jinsei oyobi jinsei tetsugaku” [Life and a philosophy of life],
which was published in the Nihon Hyöron.17 Thanks to Miki’s journal-
istic activities, Nishida’s thought was becoming known to a wider
public beyond the ivory tower. The popular perception of Nishida
placed him at the pinnacle of Japanese thinkers; he was thought to
represent the Japanese intellectual world. Nishida’s social calendar
was full as well. Among those whom he saw in Kamakura were Inoue
Tetsujirö, Tokunö Bun, Minobe Tatsukichi, Miura Shinshichi,18 Oda
Nobuhiro, Akamatsu Kotora, Kido Köichi, and Okabe Nagakage,19

not to mention Iwanami and Harada.
By 1936 Iwanami needed to reset the type of Nishida’s Zen no ken-

kyü. Seizing this opportunity, Nishida wrote a new preface in Octo-
ber 1936. After sketching the outline of his philosophical venture thus
far,20 he noted with amazement that his first book was still being read
and expressed his appreciation with an allusion to a poem by the cel-
ebrated poet Saigyö: Did I ever imagine that / In my advanced age/ I
should cross once again / This mountain pass of Saya-no-Nakayama?/
Ah, it is all thanks to having lived a long life!” (Toshitakete /mata
koyubeshito/omoikiya/ inochinarikeri /Saya no Nakayama). 

From April to May 1937, Eduard Spranger, a professor of the Uni-
versity of Berlin, visited Kyoto. He was sent to Japan by the Nazi gov-
ernment to firm up the cultural liaison between Germany and Japan
and to convince the Japanese people that they shared a common his-
torical mission with the Germans.21 Spranger’s talks on the university
campus included “The Nazis’ policy concerning present-day German
scholarship.”22

While Spranger was still in Kyoto, the Danish theoretical physi-
cist, Niels Bohr, visited the university and gave a talk on May 10.
Nishida attended Bohr’s lecture and was enormously impressed by it.
He shared his excitement with Kuwaki Ayao: “That a man of such high
scholarly caliber as Bohr comes to Japan from time to time is indeed a
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splendid thing, as it stimulates and benefits the Japanese scholarly
community.”23 A few days later, on May 15, Nishida’s collection of
essays, Zoku shisaku to taiken [Philosophical contemplation and actual
experience, vol. 2], 24 was published by Iwanami.

The essay “Shu no seisei hatten no mondai” [The problem of gen-
eration and development of species],25 on which Nishida was working
from 11 April to 18 May 1937, is his response to Tanabe Hajime’s
criticism, which Tanabe had raised in his essay “Shu no ronri to sekai
zushiki—zettai baikai no tetsugaku e no michi” [The logic of species
and the schemata of the world—toward a philosophy of absolute
mediation].26 Tanabe develops his “logic of the species” (shu no ronri)
in criticism of Nishida’s “logic of topos” and maintains that Nishida’s
logic failed to explain “the nation state” (kokka) as a species. Years later,
after World War II, Tanabe looked back on his philosophical aim of
the 1930s and noted that he had tried to “mediate through negation”
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the “individual,” which liberalism upheld as the subject, and “race,”
which formed the basis of the nationalistic totalitarianism then coming
into vogue. He had also tried to develop his logic of “absolute medi-
ation,” or the “logic of the species,” by identifying the state, which he
saw as the “practical unification of the real and the ideal,” as the
“species.” 27

In response to Tanabe’s view of “species,” Nishida advances his
idea that the species are not fixed entities but are “generated and
develop in the historical world.” Not only do human beings transform
their environment, but the environment transforms human beings;
thus, “the species are born out of the world” only when “that which is
created creates that which creates.” 28 For Nishida the species are the
“[trans]forming dynamism that changes any given world,” thus consti-
tuting the “paradigm of the actual reality.” Indeed, there is “nothing in
history that was given from the beginning; rather that which is given
is that which is already created—the created creates that which cre-
ates.”29 According to Nishida, if we regard nature in terms of that
which is created in history, then nature and history are linked. Even
in the beginning of the world, there was no material “given”; it was
already a “formed” world.30

Nishida’s view of the species is underscored by his meditation on
“freedom” and “necessity” for the individuals who exist in this histor-
ical world. The historical present is “that which is thoroughly deter-
mined and yet contains its self-negation within itself and moves from
present moment to present moment by transcending itself.”31 In this
historical present, freedom of the individual is made possible precisely
as the negation of the historical moment itself. As for the uniqueness
of each culture, Nishida holds that “the world forms itself by main-
taining its unique characteristics,” and in that process, “each particu-
lar element gains its uniqueness” and “truly lives up to its heritage.”
He considers the Japanese emperor system (kokutai), the “unbroken
line of the imperial lineage,” to be also rooted in this historical process
of “generation and development.” This is Nishida’s criticism of the
then popular “imperial philosophy” (ködö tetsugaku), which looked to
the mythological origin of the imperial family and ascribed divinity to
the emperor. Nishida insists that “the [imperial] restoration (ishin)
should not mean a simple turning back to the past but rather to take
an ever new series of steps forward into the future.” 32

In his next essay, “Köiteki chokkan” [Action-intuition],33 Nishida
indirectly criticizes Tanabe, who held that we intuit through our action
and that out of intuition no action could arise. Nishida focuses on the
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intrinsic connection between action and intuition. Action arises as we
“interact” with things in this concrete historical world. Things are not
something we conjure up; they are something that we actually see
because things are historically formed and manifest themselves as
such.34 We see things “actively and intuitively.” 35

This series of essays, “Ronri to seimei” [Logic and life], “Jissen to
taishö ninshiki—rekishiteki sekai ni oite no ninshiki no tachiba”
[Praxis and the recognition of the object—the epistemological stand-
point in the historical world],36 “Shu no seisei hatten no mondai” [The
problem of generation and development of species], and “Köiteki
chokkan” [Action-intuition] were to be compiled into the second vol-
ume of Tetsugaku ronbunshü [Philosophical essays].37 Nishida’s thought
was becoming ever more focused on how we human beings exist in the
historical world.

Konoe Ayamaro become prime minister on June 1, 1937, succeed-
ing the short-lived Hayashi cabinet.38 In the eyes of Saionji Kinmochi,
Konoe was the last trump card, the only one who could check the
demands of the military and avert war with China. Tall, young, and
handsome, the aristocratic Konoe immediately won nationwide pop-
ular support. Nishida was apprehensive and shared his mixed feelings
with Harada:

Konoe has finally accepted the position of responsibility, hasn’t he? I
suppose he is the only choice at this moment. I hope he will be able to
carry out his mission. As regards the area of education and research, the
government may not have an alternative policy at the moment, but it
will be desirable if Konoe at least demonstrates his determination and
tells the world that the government will not take an aggressive, narrow-
minded course. If he follows in the footsteps of Mr. Hayashi, I think it
would only suppress progressive thinking.39

It was during Konoe’s administration that Japan became engaged
in a full-fledged military campaign against China. Nishida was soon
concerned about the escalating momentum of irrational forces within
the government, as his letter to Harada demonstrates:

If Konoe cannot carry out what the people expected of his administra-
tion, at least I want his cabinet to leave concrete testimony that it did
try (in the way the people wanted them to do). . . . I’m only hoping that
he won’t be swayed by a certain [ultranationalistic] faction and make a
faux pas. . . . The attitude of the Ministry of Education . . . is that Japan
had become too Westernized in the past and that it is now time to
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correct it by putting narrow-minded nationalists (nihonshugisha) at the
helm. The ministry lacks any firm basis on which to decide what course
Japan should take in education and research in order to create a Japan
that can play an important role in the international community. . . .

It would be a shame if the Konoe cabinet fails, despite its enormous
popularity, simply because of its policies on education and scholarship.
I wrote a letter to Konoe the other day, stating my opinions,40 but will
you please speak to him on this point? 41

Nishida’s misgivings were justified, for Konoe failed to demon-
strate a firm determination to halt military actions in China. On July 7
the Japanese and Chinese armies clashed outside Beijing at the Lou-
kou (Marco Polo) Bridge, signaling the beginning of a prolonged war
between Japan and China.

On August 12 Harada introduced Nishida to Nomura Kichisa-
burö, a navy admiral who was then president of Gakushüin.42 Nomura,
with his extensive international experience, would be sent to the Uni-
ted States in 1941 as part of the last-ditch effort of the Konoe cabinet
to avert war.

Nishida, worried about Konoe, called on him on September 16.
He came home with a sense of profound apprehension, which he con-
fided to Harada:

Since I really could not refer directly to the problem [of the war
between Japan and China], I commented on his speech and spoke about
the course of world history. I said to him that the historical trend of the
world today is moving toward “state control,” which, however, should
not mean reverting to the despotism of the past, and that the new direc-
tion of history should embrace the affirmation of individuality. I noted
that in placing the Oriental or Japanese spirit as the foundation of the
country, policymakers should never neglect reason and wisdom. I also
said that an Oriental culture has to have its logic and that a lack of logic
has been the shortcoming of Eastern cultures. I also said that Marxism
is a menace precisely because it has logic. Before I left, I handed him a
letter in which I had written out these points. During the meeting,
Konoe seemed to be thinking along with me, but I wonder how much
he actually listens.43

On September 21 Nishida’s son Sotohiko, a reserve second lieu-
tenant in the air division of the army, was called to active duty. This
deepened Nishida’s apprehension. He feared that “the present war
could be prolonged indefinitely” and hoped that a solution could be
found to bring it to a swift conclusion.44 He also felt that the govern-
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ment was now run by “sheer force,” which unilaterally suppressed
“reason.” 45 Having seen Sotohiko off on his journey to a military base,
Nishida went to Nagano to give a talk on September 25 and 26 to the
members of the Shinano Philosophical Society on the topic “Rekishi-
teki shintai” [The historical body]. 46

On October 9 Nishida gave his public lecture at Hibiya Park (see
chapter 21) on “The Scholarly Method.” On October 22 Kido Köichi
was appointed minister of education, replacing Yasui Eiji.47 The news
came as a relief to Nishida. He considered Kido a man of “progressive
ideas” who “will make a good advisor to Konoe, who tends to be influ-
enced by the extremist faction.” 48 However, Kido’s appointment was
made only to solidify the Konoe cabinet, while he himself was not
particularly well versed in the affairs of the Ministry of Education.49

Nishida called on Kido on October 26 to speak about the selection of
the vice minister and related matters, but Kido’s tight schedule pre-
vented any in-depth conversation.50

The Konoe cabinet was embroiled in complicated negotiations
with the Chinese government. Nishida sensed that some ominous
“dark undercurrent” was sweeping the Japanese off their feet.51 Even
before Kido’s appointment as minister, the Ministry of Education had
asked Nishida to be on the advisory board of its academic department.
He declined the request several times, but in November the ministry
asked him again. Because Kido was now heading the ministry, Nishida
decided to give it a chance. He explained how this came about to
Watsuji:

I thought I should not reject the effort of the academic department
from the outset by making myself unavailable. If they wanted me so
badly, I should accept their request. I shall state what I think at their
meeting(s) and decide thereafter whether to remain on the board. I
came to this decision because the present policies of the Ministry of
Education put young people at a disadvantage. If I could alter the
present situation, it would be worth my while.

Now that Kido is minister, I can frankly tell him what I think.
Moreover, Kido is different from Konoe in that he shares our view.
This may be the only opportunity for us to voice our opinion to the
Ministry of Education. When I saw Kido the other day,52 he agreed
with me on each point I brought up, but he intimated to me that it 
was difficult for him to implement any change, given the present-day
political climate. He hoped I would join the advisory board, but he also
told me that he would feel sorry for me because most likely no signifi-
cant change would be brought about. I imagine I will end up stepping
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down from the advisory board, exerting no influence on it. I feel that a
dark undercurrent is flowing that will eventually sweep us off our feet.
It would be wise, perhaps, not even to attend the board meeting when
I already know the end result, but I think it is my duty to go into the
battlefield, even if only to be defeated.53

The relationship between Nishida and Tanabe Hajime had
become considerably strained by November 1937. Tanabe relentlessly
criticized Nishida’s thought as lacking the principle of rationality.
Nishida was forced to defend his position in the preface to Tetsugaku
ronbunshü daini [Philosophical essays 2], in which he asserted that his
thought was “concrete thinking, thinking from the standpoint of the
historical life,” which allowed the thinker to approach the world not
from “outside” but as an integral part of the world. Nishida answered
Tanabe’s charges by stating:

We don’t exist because we think, but we think because we exist. Life is
not simply irrational or “direct and unmediated”;54 rather our existence
must contain the rational medium, that is, logical thinking. There is no
such thing as a human life that does not have a logical rational medium
one way or another.55

Tanabe’s persistent criticism eventually drove Nishida to use
sharper language against him—at least within the inner circle of his
former students. His letter to Mutai reads:

Tanabe’s argument is precise but remains on the plane of abstraction;
insofar as he is stuck in Kantian epistemology, I don’t think he will be
able to discuss this historical world. . . . His criticism of my thought in
his essay published in October56 strikes me as sad. It seems as if unless
he thinks, he does not know whether he is alive or not.

Tanabe says that no self-consciousness can be derived from my
philosophy of “that which is created to that which creates” (tsukurareta
mono kara tsukuru mono e). I’m currently working on a response in which
I maintain that it is precisely because of this dynamism that moves
“from that which is created to that which creates” that self-conscious-
ness arises. In this context I am trying to clarify the nature of expression,
which has not been given much attention thus far. Tanabe dogmati-
cally defines “expression” as “the object of understanding” because he
is trapped by a fixed epistemological presupposition. Expression, in my
view, is poiesis. History-bound, physical activity is an expressive activity.
“Intuition” is not something merely passive; rather, it signifies that the
subjective activity is dialectically embraced by the objective thing. His-
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torical, physical activity arises from our looking at things intuitively.
The activity of judgment, too, is sustained by this fact. 57

Although some harsh words were exchanged between Nishida and
Tanabe, they actually never lost respect for one another and main-
tained their professional relationship.

On November 13 Karl Lȯ̇with, a former disciple of Heidegger
and then a lecturer at Töhoku Imperial University in Sendai,58 called
on Nishida, accompanied by Usui Jishö. Lȯ̇with saw Nishida at least
one more time before he left Japan for the United States in 1941. At
that time he was presented with a farewell gift, a mounted calligraphy
piece by Nishida of a “Zen circle,” with these words written along-
side: “The moon of the mind is singularly round; its light swallows up
all things.”59 Lȯ̇with remembered Nishida fondly. Years later, in 1960,
Lȯ̇with talked about the different attitudes toward life and death held
by the Japanese and Europeans and quoted Nishida’s thought from the
German translation of Nishida’s “Forms of Ancient Cultures, East and
West, Seen from a Metaphysical Perspective” to illustrate his point.60
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In November 1937 Nishida began the essay, “Ningenteki sonzai”
[Human existence].61 In December the project of translating a selec-
tion of Nishida’s essays into German was launched by Robert Schin-
zinger, a professor at Könan Higher School and a lecturer at Kyoto
Imperial University.62 He was assisted by Kimura Motomori and
Köyama Iwao in this undertaking.63 The idea of translating Nishida’s
writings into German was originally suggested by Eduard Spranger,
who had visited Kyoto earlier that year in April and May. The transla-
tion-related expenses were borne by the Japanese Society for the Pro-
motion of International Cultural Understanding (Kokusai bunka shin-
kökai).64 Schinzinger chose “Gëte no haikei” (1931) because it was
relatively easy for him to follow. He gave it the title “Der metaphysis-
che Hintergrund Goethes” [Goethe’s Metaphysical Background].
After that, he translated “Eichiteki sekai” (1928) as “Die intelligibile
Welt” [The Intelligible World], and finally, the latest essay by
Nishida, “Zettaimujunteki jikodöitsu” (1939), with the title, “Die Ein-
heit der Gegensȧ̇tze” [The Unity of Opposites]. Schinzinger had an
intriguing story to tell:

While I was working on the translation, I frequently called on Professor
Nishida at his house. Without fail, he kindly explained to me in Ger-
man the places that were unclear to me. On one occasion, however, he
pondered on the passage for a while and then said, “I don’t know what
I wanted to say.” Thereafter, I switched my tactic a bit and attempted a
bolder translation at places that did not make immediate sense to me.65

The project was completed in May 1941. These three essays were
collected in Die intelligibile Welt, published in Berlin by Walter Gruy-
ter in 1943 (the book soon sold out and went out of print). Unfortu-
nately, because Japan was under a U.S. submarine blockade in 1943,
mail from Germany was no longer getting through. Nishida never
saw his book in German, which caused Schinzinger great disappoint-
ment.66 After the war (and after Nishida’s death), Schinzinger trans-
lated his German translation into English and published The Intelligi-
bility and the Philosophy of Nothingness: Three Philosophical Essays in 1958.
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C h a p t e r  2 3

The Dialectical World as the
Absolutely Contradictory Self-Identity

(1938–1940)

It seemed to Nishida that by 1938 the Ministry of Education had lost
all guiding principles and was merely reacting to constantly changing
political pressures. He spent the winter of 1938 in Kamakura. As soon
as he arrived in Kamakura on January 27, he contacted Kido, minister
of education, but Kido was too busy to see him. Instead, Kikuchi Toyo-
saburö, head of the academic department, got in touch with him.
Nishida conveyed his concerns that the Ministry of Education was
catering to the demands of the home ministry and the army. In this
environment, irrational accusations and simplistic reasoning, clad in
pseudoscientific language, were on the rise and began to assail philo-
sophical inquiries. For instance, “liberalism” was interpreted to mean
“selfish individualism” and therefore should be banned.1

Some officials of the Ministry of Education, annoyed by Nishida's
persistent criticisms, began to accuse him in public meetings, openly
demonstrating their hostility against him. Nishida suspected that
their accusations were prompted by his severe criticism of the activi-
ties of the Center for National Spiritual Culture, which he had voiced
to the officials of the academic department.

In February 1938 a celebration commemorating the fiftieth anni-
versary of the promulgation of the Meiji constitution was held in
Tokyo, providing a perfect opportunity for the ultranationalists to
stage their nationalistic sentiments.2 On April 1, the national mobi-
lization ordinance was issued by the government in preparation for the
Japan-China war. Shortly before then, a book by Amano Teiyü,3 Döri
no kankaku [The sense of reason], came under attack by ultranation-
alists. It criticized military training as a part of the school curriculum
and stated that it was “hampering Japanese education” and should be
abolished.4 The sensitive matter was hushed up, with the agreement
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that Amano would not reprint the book.5 When the problem was thus
contained, Nishida felt relieved but asked Hidaka Daishirö, who was
assisting Amano, to be vigilant because the ultranationalists could
renew their attack any day.6

Amid these worries there was a happy interlude for Nishida. On
March 14 he went to visit Kimura Hisashi, his friend from the time
when they studied mathematics together under the tutorage of Kami-
yama Kosaburö in Kanazawa. He and Kimura renewed their friend-
ship and began to see each other regularly at the monthly meeting of
the Imperial Academy. Nishida wrote of Kimura after his death:

You told me to come and visit you because you had finally built a house
in Tokyo. I called on you at your brand new house in Shinmachi in
Setagaya. We went right back in time by sixty years, to the olden days,
and engaged in lively conversations, with no thought of decorum or
propriety. Your wife, seated at our side, laughed and said that we argued
like children. . . . That was the first time I met your wife, who was
already a grandmother! . . . You saw me off and told me to bring my
wife with me next time.7

Nishida reported the visit to Yamamoto with a touch of irony:
“Kimura has changed to want to see an old friend like me; it goes to
show that he has aged!”8 Mrs. Kimura, recalling the day of Nishida’s
visit, told him that her husband said there was nothing like old friends.9

There was to be no “next time,” however, for Nishida to visit Kimura:
first Nishida was struck by illness and then Kimura died. 

Earlier the same day, before visiting Kimura, Nishida had attended
a meeting of the board of directors of the Showa Study Group (Shöwa
kenkyükai), held in Nihonbashi. Gotö Fumio,10 Arita Hachirö,11 Miura
Tetsutarö,12 Matsui Haruo,13 Ökura Kinmochi,14 Nasu Shiroshi,15

Takahashi Kamekichi,16 Sasa Hiroo,17 and Tajima Michiji18 were
present. Nishida was invited to the meeting by Gotö Ryünosuke,19

who asked him to speak on the characteristics of Oriental philosophy
in contrast to Western philosophy, and to consider whether such a
thing as “national philosophy” was conceivable. 20

Although some Japanese intellectuals now view the Showa Study
Group as some sort of “fascist group,” it was actually considered too
progressive and anti-kokutai by the ultranationalists of the pre-1945
period. Members of the Genri Nipponsha, for instance, harshly criti-
cized the group.21 The Showa Study Group had a humble origin. It
was initially established as a private research firm on October 1, 1933,
by Gotö Ryünosuke, who had been a classmate of Konoe Ayamaro at
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the First Higher School. Gotö thought that Konoe would eventually
become prime minister and that it would be desirable to be well
informed on various political fundamentals, both domestic and inter-
national.22 The study group steadily grew to a respectable size, and on
October 3, 1935, it officially established itself as an independent insti-
tute dedicated to the study of contemporary political issues. Röyama
Masamichi,23 Gotö Fumio, Igawa Tadao,24 Ökura Kinmochi, and Taka-
hashi Kamekichi were among the core members of the group. One of
the major aims of the group was to “oppose fascism.”25 The Shöwa
Kenkyükai, generally viewed as Konoe’s think tank, began to attract
many people of varied backgrounds and interests. As Konoe moved
closer to the position of prime minister, however, he gradually dis-
tanced himself from those associated with the Showa Study Group
because he did not want to be identified with any one particular
group.26 The Showa Study Group eventually dissolved itself on
November 19, 1940, in the wake of the establishment of the Taiseiyo-
kusankai [“The organization that assists the emperor in running the
country”].27

Nishida wanted to see Kido before he left for Kyoto, but the Diet
was in session, which kept Kido extremely busy. Instead, Nishida
wrote him a letter on March 16, stating that if politicians truly wished
for the well-being of Japan, they would have to adopt a global per-
spective. He urged Kido to advance a bold and progressive stance:

The idea held these days that each country in the world has to be
awakened to its ethnic and nationalistic identity may appear on the
surface to deny the “global world” . . . But actually, each country has 
to stand on its own feet as a nation-in-the-world. I think that the word
“world” has become something real and urgent. I deplore that this fact
is not understood by today’s Japanese nationalists.

The government has to determine its policies with the understand-
ing that today’s Japan indeed faces the world. In particular, the policies
affecting education—“the nation’s great task of one hundred years”—
must be firmly based on this foundation. I think that military men
actually better understand this point and have adopted this kind of
global perspective. In stark contrast, those who engage in the humani-
ties promote a view that averts the eyes of the Japanese people from
the world.28

After Nishida returned to Kyoto on March 22, Amano Teiyü asked
him to give a talk on “Nihon bunka no mondai” [The problem of Japa-
nese culture]29 for the Monday Lecture Series, which he was organiz-
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ing at the university. Nishida gave a three-part lecture on April 25,
May 2, and May 9, in which he noted: “These days, some hold the view
that Japan has been steadily degenerating since the Meiji Restoration.
But I personally believe that Japan bumped its head against the world
for the first time in the Meiji period. . . . These days, apparently the
word ‘world’ is a dirty word, which we are not even supposed to use!”30

His remark drew laughter from the audience—apparently his senti-
ment was shared.

Because the talk was given on a university campus, Nishida may
have felt he could speak critically of the ultranationalist view. But his
Monday Lecture gave Minoda Muneki and his group a perfect oppor-
tunity to begin a pointed attack on Nishida. Although Minoda’s attack
also extended to others associated with the Kyoto school, such as Tan-
abe Hajime, Amano Teiyü, and Watsuji Tetsurö,31 he began his attack
by focusing on Nishida in his article, “Nishida tetsugaku no höhö ni
tsuite” [On the methodology of Nishidan philosophy], which was
published in the July issue of Genri Nippon.32 Even before Minoda’s
article was published, a rumor that Minoda was going to launch an
attack on Nishida was circulating, which made Nishida think about
protecting his students because younger scholars were apt to be vul-
nerable.33 In his letter of June 25 to Kösaka Masaaki, he warned him
to be careful about the use of the words “world” and “universal”:

I want you to be cautious with the group that tries to catch our words
to do us in. If we say “world,” they accuse us of espousing “cosmopoli-
tanism,” and if we say “universal,” they dub it as “abstract universal”
(taking it merely in the sense of natural sciences). They merely pick 
on words out of context and use them as ammunition for their attack.
From what I understand, they are viciously against the “atomistic” way
of thinking, which places the individual above the state. Please make
sure that you won’t be caught by your own words.34

By the end of June or early July, Nishida finished his essay “Yomi-
naosaretaru monadorojï” [Monadology reread], which he retitled
“Rekishiteki sekai ni oite no kobutsu no tachiba” [The position of the
individual in the historical world].35 This work reveals Leibniz’s
importance to Nishida as he developed his idea of the irreducibility of
individual in the historical world. Because the discussion was cast in
highly philosophical language, it did not catch the attention of Min-
oda and his group.

On July 9 Nishida received a copy of Genri Nippon, sent to him
personally by Minoda.36 He described Minoda to Takizawa Katsumi
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as a man “connected with the ultranationalist camp who tries to do in
the academics—an infamous fascist.”37 Minoda’s attack only strength-
ened Nishida’s commitment to fight against the ultranationalists’ irra-
tional trend of thought.38 However, because Minoda’s criticism of his
thought lacked any philosophical content or focus, Nishida judged it
best to ignore him. He confided this to Mutai Risaku:

I will be seventy next year, and I feel that my stamina to engage in
thinking and reading is diminishing somewhat. I dearly hope that
younger generations of scholars like you will persevere to develop your
thought. The man called Minoda is indeed a helpless case. I think it
best not to take a mad dog seriously.39

Minoda and his camp continued to criticize Nishida but to no avail,
and therefore, they began to shift their target to Kösaka Masaaki and
Köyama Iwao.

Meanwhile, Kido had resigned from the post of minister of educa-
tion on May 26, during a time when positions within the cabinet were
being shuffled. Kido and Konoe instructed the succeeding minister,
Araki Sadao (an army general), to keep contact with Nishida. When
Araki called unexpectedly on Nishida at his house in Kyoto on June 6,
Nishida had plenty of things to say to him. He reiterated his views on
issues he had written to Kido about earlier: the world had become real
for Japan; educational policies must be based consistently on the
recognition that Japan was part of the global community; the govern-
ment must respect scholarship.40 Araki listened to him intently and
responded by saying, “What you say makes perfect sense.” But Nishida
was skeptical about whether Araki would be willing to change the edu-
cational policy.41 When he returned to Kamakura on July 25 for the
summer, Nishida sought a meeting with the new minister. The two
met on August 8 for an hour.42 Nishida told Araki his concern that
only those truly versed in education should make educational policies
and alluded to Itö Enkichi, vice minister of education, whom Nishida
and others did not think suitable for the position.43 After the meeting
Nishida felt that, although Araki was not a bad man, he lacked the
awareness necessary to make “a bold change” in current educational
policies. 44

Nishida began to pay closer attention to the volatile European
political situation and feared that war might break out in Europe.45

When the Germans occupied Czechoslovakia under Hitler’s order,
Nishida wrote to Nishitani in Freiburg: “I am worried about your
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safety. Here, the war with China is escalating, without anyone know-
ing where it is going. The importation of books from abroad is now
heavily restricted, and we can no longer obtain philosophical books
from the European bookstores.”46

On September 1 a devastating typhoon hit the Kantö area, causing
ninety-nine deaths. In his reply to Hisamatsu’s inquiry after his and
Koto’s safety, he wrote, half in jest: “Because human beings have
become so bad, Noah’s flood may be coming soon.”47 He was, in fact,
deeply apprehensive about the global situation, and his fears were real-
ized when the rains of the Great Flood took the form of bombs show-
ered on major cities throughout Japan. In the fall of that year, Kobe
was actually hit hard by a flood. Robert Schinzinger, who was then
translating Nishida’s essays into German, lost manuscripts, books, and
index cards that he had made for the translation project; all that sur-
vived was the final draft, which was in the hands of his colleagues.48

On the evening of September 29, 1938, Nishida was supposed to
have dinner with Konoe and Kido at Harada’s house in Öiso, but ear-
lier that day the foreign minister, Ugaki Kazushige, resigned, provok-
ing Konoe’s own wish to resign. To avert this crisis, Kido and Harada
enlisted the help of Ikeda Shigeaki, finance minister, and Yonai Mit-
sumasa, navy minister, to dissuade Konoe from resigning. Harada
came home late in the evening, while Nishida and the other company,
having already finished dinner, were waiting for him. Late that night,
Konoe agreed to stay on as prime minister, but the incident confirmed
Nishida’s sense of Konoe’s indecisiveness.49 Nishida always remained
sympathetic to Konoe, however. Kösaka remembered: “Professor
Nishida used to say Konoe was no good, but while saying so, he was
deeply concerned about him.”50 Konoe, for his part, avoided seeing
Nishida as much as possible while he was in the office of prime min-
ister, for fear of what Nishida had to say to him.

From the middle of 1938, Beatrice Suzuki (Mrs. D. T. Suzuki) was
not well, and Nishida sent Koto to call on her. Beatrice was suffering
from cancer, and on Nishida’s advice Daisetz chose St. Luke’s in
Tokyo for her treatment.51

Nishida and Koto returned to Kyoto on October 3, and, three days
later, traveled to Kanazawa. Nishida had not visited Kanazawa for a
decade and a half. His former student, Kiba Ryöhon, was now a pro-
fessor at the Fourth Higher School and asked him to give a talk to the
students on “The Problem of Japanese Culture.”52 While in Kana-
zawa, Nishida saw familiar faces—visiting with Tanaka Onokichi, for
instance—and went to Unoke to pray at his family grave. In Unoke
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he also visited the elementary school that his father had founded years
ago.

In September 1938 the leaders of the Showa Study Group set up
a private boarding school, Shöwajuku, to train students for the rapidly
changing international and national scenes.53 It was open to both uni-
versity students and the general public, and the fifty openings drew
two hundred applicants. The juku opened on November 2. Nishida
was asked to serve on the board of advisors. He agreed to lend his
name, but he was far from impressed by the list of other advisors. He
wrote to Hori that they put a title of “advisor” beside his name, but
that “there are all sorts of people who are advisors. The group lacks
coherence; and their claim that this is the ‘Shökasonjuku,54 of the
Shöwa period is too pretentious.”55 (The juku was suddenly closed
down after only three years, following the October 15, 1941, arrest of
Ozaki Hotsumi,56 a member of the board, on an espionage charge.57

The news of Ozaki’s arrest took everyone connected with the Showa
Study Group by surprise.)

On January 5, 1939, the Konoe cabinet dissolved, and Hiranuma
Kiichirö became prime minister. At that time, Konoe became speaker
of the privy council (Sümitsuin), and Kido became home minister,
while Araki Sadao remained the minister of education. Hiranuma was
the head of the ultranationalistic organization, Kokuhonsha, which
advocated an extremely nationalist “path of loyalty to the emperor”
(ködö). As prime minister, Hiranuma declared a “national spiritual
motivation week” and addressed the Japanese people on the radio on
“the correct path of the subjects of the emperor.”

Nishida spent his winter as usual in Kamakura. On February 2,
1939, he finished an important essay, “Zettaimujunteki jikodöitsu”
[Absolutely contradictory self-identity], which fully develops his dia-
lectical logic to explain how individuals exist in the historical world,
and what society is.58 In this venture, he positively reevaluates the sig-
nificance of Leibniz’s idea of the monad, especially its “expressive”
aspect, in relation to the discussion of the problem of the individual
and the world.59 From the standpoint of the dialectical world, the
world in which we live is “the absolutely contradictory self-identity
within which individuals mutually self-determine.” In such a world,
the individual, as something like a monad, assumes a double struc-
ture—the individual is that which reflects the world and is simultane-
ously a focal point of the world. Nishida maintains that while the
Leibnizian monad is merely intellectual, the “actual monad” must be
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“self-forming,” creative, and dynamic. Each individual is a living his-
tory, in the sense that each is creative and contributes to the formation
of history. Nishida contends that were if not for the freedom and cre-
ativity of the individual, neither the “individual” nor the “world”
would be possible. Nishida felt that he had clarified the core of his
dialectical vision in this essay.60

On February 8 the Bungeishunjü Company arranged “A discus-
sion with Nishida Kitarö,”61 in which Miki Kiyoshi, Tanikawa Tetsu-
zö,62 Satö Nobue,63 and Hayashi Tatsuo64 took part. Their discussion
began with the current problems universities were facing, such as the
restructuring of the colleges and departments, and moved on to the
problem of thought control and Japan-China relations. On February
18 Nishida was invited to Harada’s house at Öiso, where he saw
Nomura Kichisaburö,65 president of Gakushüin; Ikeda Shigeaki, min-
ister of finance; and Takagi Sökichi, a navy captain.66 Their conversa-
tion again touched on the issues of the Japanese spirit, the present con-
dition of the university, and political negotiations with China.67

After Nishida returned to Kyoto on March 24, he began his essay,
“Keiken kagaku” [Experiential science].68 On July 18 he completed
his manuscript of Tetsugaku ronbunshü daisan [Philosophical essays 3]
and sent it to Iwanami. With the works contained in this volume,
Nishida felt that he had captured the essence of his thought,69 com-
pleting the path of philosophical inquiry that he had begun in “Ronri
to seimei” (1936) by articulating the shape of “logic” as the very form
of self-expression of the historical life. 70

On July 16 Beatrice Lane Suzuki passed away. On that day Nishida
wrote to Yamamoto: “I understand that there was no hope for Mrs.
Daisetz. There was nothing to be done, given the nature of the illness.
I worry about Daisetz—I just pray he won’t be hard hit by this sad
event.” 71

The educational policy advanced by the Ministry of Education
under the Hiranuma cabinet bore the expected ultranationalistic bias.
Local governors were appointed to the post of vice minister of educa-
tion72 and heads of departments within the ministry, lowering further
the standard of Japanese education. This was discouraging to Nishi-
da.73 The myopic vision of these officials was eventually to lead the
Japanese into an irrational all-out war effort, which Nishida was to
describe as “the natural outcome of the blind pride and recklessness
of those louts who do not know the world.”74 In any case, he saw the
danger coming. He complained to Harada:
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They have discharged officials who have common sense and appointed
countrified mayors and governors, who call themselves “spiritualists,”
and who throw their weight around by enforcing such inane orders as
boys must crop their hair short. What childish absurdity! That Japan
presents itself as the leader of East Asia with these fellows at the helm
is truly lamentable.75

Nishida’s impression of the local governors was shared by Harada,
who observed: “If local governors are of affable character, they tend to
be more like the teachers of moral education; if their characters are
bad, they truly lack refinement. Those who are well-informed [of the
current world situation] are extremely rare.” 76 These “spiritualists,”
who lacked any global perspective or insight, were increasingly respon-
sible for policies governing Japanese education.

Nishida returned to Kamakura on July 26, 1939. On August 30
the Hiranuma cabinet dissolved in the face of a German-Russian rap-
prochement, and army general Abe Nobuyuki formed a new cabinet.77

Nishida was unimpressed with the composition of this new cabinet,
especially in the area of diplomacy. Abe initially served as both prime
minister and foreign minister. Nishida wrote to Hori:

If powerful military men interfere with diplomacy and diplomacy
degenerates into nothing, Japan may come under international criti-
cism. It would be painful for me to watch this happen. Throughout his-
tory, a successful war effort has always been accompanied by an equally
successful diplomatic effort (e.g., Bismarck’s diplomacy). Prime Minis-
ter is but a cheerful old man. Please destroy this letter after reading it.
These days, it is quite dangerous [to criticize the government].78

As usual, Nishida did not restrain his criticism regarding the choice
of the minister of education. It was very clear to Nishida that the edu-
cation of children was essential to the future of Japan, as it created the
next generation, the tomorrow, of the country. Politicians should not
tamper with educational policy; rather, the government should appoint
as vice minister of education someone well trained in the field of schol-
arship and learning, and capable of transcending the divisions among
disciplines. If not a specialist in education, then it should be someone
who could understand the technical aspects of research and learning.79

After all, education was traditionally considered “the nation’s greatest
task with an impact lasting a hundred years.”80 His letter to Harada on
September 1, 1939, best captures Nishida’s passionate commitment to
education:
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To change any part of the educational system has grave consequences
for the country; change has to be implemented with a farsighted vision
that extends one hundred years into the future. For this reason I believe
that it is better not to rush into educational reform . . . but to wait until
the world is calm and people are free to express their views. It is abom-
inable that the ministry merely chants “reform, reform,” and destroys
things without distinguishing rocks from gems. It will take twenty or
thirty years for the present-day elementary school children to reach
adulthood. For this reason, we must educate children by thinking ahead
by forty or fifty years. 81

As Nishida had seen, the Abe cabinet was weak.82 At least they had
appointed Nomura Kichisaburö to the post of foreign minister on
September 25. The Ministry of Education advocated the slogan, “Abol-
ish selfish desires and dedicate yourself to the country” (messhi hökö),
which was distasteful to Nishida. He described it as “crude, empty,
and destroying all things graceful and beautiful”83 in Japan’s cultural
and spiritual heritage.

In Europe, Germany had invaded Poland on September 1, 1939.
Nishida feared that war would spread throughout Europe and the rest
of the world, despite diplomatic efforts to avert it. He wrote to Hori
that “if this war turns into a worldwide war, I would think the course
of history will be fundamentally altered. The world cannot remain in
the present situation forever. Who can guarantee that a Noah’s flood
is not coming?”84 Nishida’s fear was warranted. On September 3
Great Britain declared war against Germany, and the world plunged
into World War II.

At this critical juncture in world history, Nishida was gazing at the
“Eternal Now” on the beach of Kamakura: 

In the dusk I walk
along the beach 
washed by wild waves
ah! evening primroses
are in bloom 85

In the wake of the outbreak of war, Nishida strengthened his convic-
tion that Japanese scholars in the field of jurisprudence and econom-
ics needed to carry out a radical, in-depth study to get Japan out of the
present crises.86 In late September, having completed his preface to
the third volume of his collected philosophical essays,87 he began to
work on Nihon bunka no mondai [The problem of Japanese culture],
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which Iwanami Shigeo had asked him to write as part of the “Iwanami
New Books” series. 88

It was around this time that a navy official, Takagi Sökichi,
approached Nishida. Takagi was thinking of creating a think tank,
bringing together scholars and the navy. Such a group would provide
naval officers with an opportunity to meet with leading intellectuals; it
also would make the navy’s interest known to the intellectual commu-
nity and thereby gain their support.89 Takagi’s ambition was motivated
in part by power struggles between the navy and the army. He specif-
ically sought the collaboration of the Kyoto school thinkers in the
hope that they would best offer the navy “a perspective that embraced
both Western scientific culture and Oriental religious philosophy.”90

Takagi called on Nishida at his house in Ubagayatsu on September 28.
Nishida told him first to obtain Tanabe Hajime’s permission and then
to get in touch with Köyama Iwao.91 This is how members of the
Kyoto school—Kösaka Masaaki, Köyama Iwao, Nishitani Keiji, Suzuki
Shigetaka, and Kimura Motomori—came to collaborate with the
navy’s think tank.92

On October 3 Nishida was invited to Harada’s in Öiso for a din-
ner, where Konoe, Kido, Oda, Nagayo Yoshirö, Ueda Misao, and
Matsudaira Yasumasa93 gathered to “dine and listen to Dr. Nishida.” 94

As usual, Nishida’s schedule right before his departure for Kyoto was
packed. On October 11 he was invited by Iwanami to a dinner, where
he was in the company of younger intellectuals: Tsuda Sökichi, Miura
Shinshichi, Ishihara Atsushi, Takemi Tarö,95 Töhata Seiichi,96 and
Hani Gorö.97 Two days later he and Koto had dinner with Miki.

Following his return to Kyoto on October 16, Nishida earnestly
began working on Nihon bunka no mondai for Iwanami’s series. Because
the subject matter was not quite philosophical enough and did not
particularly interest him, he initially planned to expand the talk he had
given at the university a year previously and be done with it.98 But once
be began writing, he realized that he had to write a whole new book.
This project forced him to rest his pen from serious philosophical
writing.

Nishida also had to prepare a draft of the new year’s lecture to the
emperor, known as the goshinkö; he had accepted the nomination to
present the lecture for 1941. He wrote to Mutai Risaku: “It is truly a
comical sight for me to be in a frock coat and wearing a silk hat, but it
is for the sake of the imperial family. Since the field of philosophy has
not been represented at the new year’s lecture, I accepted it.”99 Part of
his reason for accepting the nomination was his sense of sympathy for
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the emperor, now that the country was run by bureaucrats in close
association with the military.100 Nishida drafted his lecture to the
emperor while he also worked on Nihon bunka no mondai. This coin-
cidence of timing seems to explain Nishida’s extensive references to
the imperial family (köshitsu) in Nihon bunka no mondai. According to
protocol, Nishida accompanied the current new year’s lecturer to the
Imperial Palace on January 22, 1940. To give himself plenty of time,
Nishida and Koto left Kyoto on January 11—about two weeks earlier
than usual.

My Philosophical Path*

People say I am always discussing the same problem. That may be
true. Since my first book, An Inquiry into the Good [1911], my aim has
been to approach things from the most immediate and most funda-
mental standpoint, and my goal has been to capture this standpoint,
from which everything emerges and to which everything returns. 

Granted, the expression “pure experience,” which I adopted in my
first book, had a psychological overtone. But at least in my mind, it was
a standpoint that transcended the dichotomy of subject and object, and
I tried to investigate the objective world also from that standpoint. Be
that as it may, what I upheld as the standpoint of “pure experience”
had to be subjected to a thorough examination, as I confronted the
thoughts of the neo-Kantian thinkers of the Baden school and so forth.
Out of this examination, I came to hold a position somewhat akin to
the philosophy of self-consciousness espoused by Fichte (see my Intu-
ition and Reflection in Self-Consciousness). But what motivated my think-
ing from the beginning was not the Fichtean “Ego,” but something
that transcended it, or something that was “prior” to it. What I meant
by “intuition” was not a kind of objective reality, as was the case with
Fichte up to Schelling. In my mind, “intuition” was not something
that transcended the operation of consciousness; rather, it was that
which establishes the operation of consciousness itself. 

For a philosophical system to stand on its own, a logical system is
necessary. I grappled with this problem until I found a clue in my
essay, “Topos” [“Basho,” 1926]. I was guided by Aristotle’s definition
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of hypokeimenon in arriving at this idea. But Aristotle’s logic, in which
the grammatical subject holds the central place, cannot deal with the
reality of the self-conscious self. The self is not something objectifi-
able, and yet it is something we can think about. This indicated to me
that there is another mode of thinking. In contrast to Aristotelian logic,
which focuses on the grammatical subject (shugoteki ronri), I called the
other mode of thinking the “logic of the grammatical predicate” or
“predicate logic” ( jutsugoteki ronri). The self, as the unifier of con-
sciousness, is not something that can be conceived as a grammatical
subject. Rather, it is thinkable “topologically” (bashoteki) as the self-
determination of the field of consciousness. If we consider judgment to
be established as the self-determination of the universal, the approach
that emphasizes the grammatical predicate may simply be termed
“[of ] predicate” ( jutsugoteki). Of course, this logic of “predicate” does
not imply that it (i.e., logic of predicate) has no grammatical subject.
Rather, according to this logic, we obtain the grammatical subject as
the self-determination of the universal, and insofar as the grammatical
subject is determined, we can think about things objective. I called this
universal the judging universal (handanteki ippansha). 

When we consider the universal to be topological, there is some-
thing that transcends the universal itself as the self-determination of
the universal itself; even the phenomenon of our consciousness is con-
ceivable by this transcendent something. One may object, indeed, that
for us to be able to think, there has to be some grammatically subjec-
tive thing. Certainly, it is true that we “see” things and “hear” things.
The question is, do we consider these “things” in terms of the objects
or as the phenomena of consciousness? Here, the universal that sus-
tains each assumption has to be different. I termed the universal that
sustains the phenomena of consciousness “the self-conscious univer-
sal” ( jikakuteki ippansha). But the most fundamental and comprehen-
sive universal, from which everything emerges and to which every-
thing returns, is something like the “expressive universal” (hyögenteki
ippansha). Both the knowledge of the world of objects and the knowl-
edge of the phenomena of consciousness are established as the self-
determination of this expressive universal, as its particular self-deter-
minations. Moreover, because the self-determination of this expressive
universal transcends the grammatically subjective being (shugoteki u),
I called it the “logic of nothingness” (mu no ronri), and because it
embraces individuals within it, I called it “topological” (bashoteki).

But as I had already made clear in my reply to the late Dr. Söda
[April 1927], I did not postulate various kinds of universal by simply
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transcending the judging universal. Rather, I took the active process
of self-consciousness into consideration and asserted that the process
of judgment is also conceivable in terms of the concrete unfolding of
self-consciousness. 

From the perspective I hold today, what I called the “self-deter-
mination of the expressive universal” should be termed the unfolding
of self-consciousness of the active-intuitive (köiteki-chokkanteki) and
creative-productive ( poieshisuteki) self. From this perspective we can
think not only about our conscious self but also about the objective
world. The unfolding of natural scientific judgment is in fact nothing
other than the unfolding of self-consciousness of the creative-produc-
tive self. 

In contrast to Aristotle’s logic of the grammatical subject (shugoteki
ronri) or Kant’s objective logic (taishö ronri), I thought about the most
fundamental and concrete universal, one that can also explain the
activities of the self. But the universal that allows that which is thor-
oughly individual to be conceivable is the universal in which the many
and the one are contradictorily self-identical—that is, it is the dialecti-
cal universal (benshöhöteki ippansha). This is why I said “the universal
determination is the individual determination, and the individual
determination is the universal determination” (The Fundamental Prob-
lems of Philosophy [1933]). 

What I earlier called the “topos” is this dialectical universal; it is
the world of contradictory self-identity. “Nothingness” (mu) means
“absolutely contradictory self-identity” (zettaimujunteki jikodöitsu).
From this perspective, all that exists is “being” and “non-being” at the
same time. “Absolute Nothingness” is that which is totally transcen-
dent of everything and yet that by which everything is established. The
world that fashions itself as the self-determination of this dialectical
universal is the world that fashions itself historically and socially—the
world from which our self is born and to which it returns. The so-
called “world of nature” is also part of this historical world.

Logic is not something separate from the historical world; rather
it is the formula of the expressive self-formation of historical life (reki-
shiteki seimei). Even Aristotle’s logic was not a simple formal logic; it
was a historical and social logic of Greece that had Plato’s philosophy
in the background. As such, it was connected with the metaphysical
world of the Greeks. Something similar can be said of Kant’s logic.
But this does not mean that logic is a product of each historical epoch,
nor does it mean that there is no objective universality. Rather, each
historical epoch is a unique product of concrete historical life, and as
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such it has its own way of looking at things and thinking about things.
Each epoch may be considered a particularized formulation of con-
crete logic. The formulation of concrete logic has to be sought in the
establishment of historical life. In my essay, “Logic and life” [1936]
(compiled in Philosophical Essays 2), I investigated that fundamental
issue. The essays contained in the present Philosophical Essays 3 com-
plete this line of inquiry. 

As I stated above, even from the beginning of my philosophical
inquiry, I did not simply think about the concrete universal by 
transcending the judging universal, but I took into consideration the
positive reality of self-consciousness. This self-consciousness is the
self-consciousness of historical life. The most fundamental self-deter-
mination of the universal is the unfolding of self-consciousness of his-
torical life. Ever since my Inquiry into the Good, my main objective was
to grasp the most fundamental mode of perception and cognition.
Today, I call my standpoint the logic of consciousness of historical life,
the logic of consciousness of the creative-productive self. As such, it is
the logic of the function of history. Various topological universals that
I discussed at one point or another are determined functionally and
historico-spatially. 

I have thus far discussed various topics, but the central problem
for me has always remained one and the same. I am still hoping to
engage concrete, particular issues from my own perspective. But I,
who have reached the age of three score and ten, which poets of old
described as “rare,” must admit that the philosophical problems with
which I have grappled ended up my lifelong problems. 

I am not suggesting that people should take up the philosophical
problems that I took up. But I would like to say this much: to simply
switch the topic of one’s philosophical inquiry is not synonymous
with making one’s thought anew. Also, that a philosophical problem
touches on concrete reality does not necessarily mean that the
thinker’s thought is “concrete.” In this present historical period,
which requires us to look back on the cultural heritage nurtured by
our ancestors in a global perspective, I think it is necessary that we
return to the most fundamental mode of viewing and thinking in our
philosophical engagements. (September 1939)
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History, State, and the Individual
(1940–1941)

On January 15, 1940, the Abe cabinet dissolved and Yonai Mitsumasa,
an admiral, was appointed prime minister. Two days earlier, the
Tsuda incident had broken out, when the home minister took issue
with Tsuda Sökichi’s Kojiki oyobi nihonshoki no kenkyü [A study of the
Records of Ancient Matters and the Chronicles of Japan]. Tsuda,1 a leading
historian, had applied his method of “empirical scientific investiga-
tion” to the Records of Ancient Matters and the Chronicles of Japan, two
primary sources of early Japanese history. Ultranationalists, led by
Minoda and his followers, accused Tsuda of undermining the sacred
origin of Japan and going against the kokutai, the emperor system.2 On
February 10 the book was banned.

On March 7 Yamamoto Ryökichi invited Nishida to record their
conversation3 at a studio of the Japan Broadcasting Corporation
(NHK). The recording session was a present from the former students
of Yamamoto to celebrate his seventieth birthday. Their conversation
on “Sözö” [Creativity] was transcribed soon after, but it was not made
public because it contained Nishida’s criticism of the suppression of
individual creativity under totalitarianism.4

The Tsuda incident took an unexpected turn on March 8, when
Iwanami Shigeo, the publisher of Tsuda’s works, was indicted on the
charge that he had violated the publishing ordinance, article 26.
According to the ordinance, the publisher of materials that “may
change the political system or confuse the interpretation of the Meiji
constitution” was subject to the same charges as the author. Tsuda
and Iwanami were brought to trial.5 Nishida saw Tsuda on March 7
at a meeting of scholars (Kokumin gakujutsu kyökai) and did not get the
impression that anything radical would come out of the harassment.6
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He wrote to Yamamoto that “if the power of justice is influenced to
this extent by the plotting of Minoda and his clique, I think we have
to give up all scholarly research. P.S. Please burn this letter.”7

Iwanami Shigeo reacted to the charge in his characteristically
flamboyant way. On the very day of the indictment, he purchased
property in Atami, a hot-spring resort overlooking the Pacific Ocean.
He went ahead and built a house there, where he could “rest and nur-
ture his body in case he was to be imprisoned.” Nothing but the best
building materials were used, and for the bathtub they drew the local
hot-spring water. There was an old oak tree on the ground, which
Iwanami did not want to cut down, so he asked the architect to design
the house accordingly; hence, the name of this country house, “Seki-
rekisö” (abode cherishing the oak tree). Iwanami found it a perfect
hideaway for entertaining his guests and friends, even though he had
built it as a place to rest.8

Nishida had put the final period to Nihon bunka no mondai by the
end of January,9 and the book was scheduled for publication on March
30. Although he did not directly deal with historical facts in the book,
the recent Tsuda incident made Nishida worry about a possible attack
from Minoda. Scholarly writings were no longer exempt from ultra-
nationalists’ criticisms.10 On the day Nihon bunka no mondai was pub-
lished Nishida wrote to Yamamoto:

Nihon bunka no mondai . . . is a kind of ad lib work for me and not truly
polished. I know that I should have given more detailed accounts for
the sake of the general reader, but I didn’t have enough time to do that.
Also, there is that faction, Minoda and his clique, that is trying to do us
in. I had to take many precautions when choosing words, especially in
places where I dealt with sensitive subjects. Because I had to waste my
energy on such stupid concerns, I became quite fed up. I would imagine
they will take up this book regardless of what I said and attack me. I’m
also worried about what might happen to Iwanami.11

The book sold more than 40,000 copies within ten days of its pub-
lication, clearly demonstrating to Minoda and his group Nishida’s
infallible position as the “boss” of the Kyoto school.12 Minoda wrote
a critique, “Nishida tetsugaku no Nihon bunkaron ni okeru datsu-
raku” [Lacunae in the theory of Japanese culture in the Nishidan phi-
losophy] in Genri Nippon,13 but the vague title suggests that his cri-
tique was not sharply focused. Ironically, Nishida’s careful choice of
words in this book, a tactic he employed to avert Minoda’s attack,
backfired. Postmodern critics of the Kyoto school found it a perfectly
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“nationalistic” text. Perhaps this merely indicates that no one can ulti-
mately escape the fickle tides of opinion, as François Rabelais’s words
suggest: “Fate carries with its tides those who obey it and drags along
those who resist it.”14 This reality also engulfed Nishida, despite his
thinking that he could resist such tides, as his words of advice to
Katsube Kenzö show: “We must have a broad perspective and pro-
ceed in the right direction; we should neither turn our back on the
novelties of the time nor blindly follow the fashion of the day.”15

Nishida knew very well that human existence in the history-bound
world is a dialectical, “contradictorily identical” existence because we
are ontologically caught in the pull between the larger historical envi-
ronment and our decisions and actions as individuals. We are con-
stantly confronted with our environment—whether social, political,
cultural, or natural. Nishida could not, however, ever give up his ide-
alistic belief that individuals do make a difference; he could never
negate the place reserved for “the unique, history-making individ-
ual.”16 This paradox is one of the philosophical problems Nishida left
for posterity to work on, or at least to ponder.

With Nihon bunka no mondai out of his way, Nishida resumed his
philosophical inquiry. In February he had read Søren Kierkegaard’s
Krankheit zum Tode [Sickness unto Death] (1849), in which “serious
analysis of religious consciousness” inspired him to write about “the
foundation of practical philosophy.”17 The result was “Jissentetsugaku
joron” [Prolegomena to practical philosophy], an essay he wrote
between March 18 and June 30.18 To Nishida, Kierkegaard’s analysis
of “despair” reveals the absolute paradox at the foundation of human
existence—that a human being is not only in relation to his or her self
but is also determined by others. Kierkegaard’s insight captures the
core of the “absolutely contradictorily self-identical” nature of human
existence.19 Kierkegaard’s introspective analysis of the affective aspect,
or “pathos,” of human experience, described for Nishida the volitional
reality of human existence in a profound manner. Kierkegaard’s view
of the self as determined by the Absolute Other corresponded to
Nishida’s view that “there is something at the depth of our self-aware-
ness that transcends it and makes it possible.” In “Jissentetsugaku
joron,” Nishida’s thinking reaches an existential depth that renders
his dialectical philosophy more concrete. When the entire world was
on the brink of plunging into war, Nishida focused his thought on the
bedrock of human reality. This posture reminds us of how Nishida
had spent his younger days engaged in intensive self-reflection and
zazen during the Russo-Japanese War.
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By the end of June 1940, it was clear that the Yonai cabinet was at
an impasse, and Konoe was again appointed prime minister. Both
Nishida and Yamamoto were extremely apprehensive about this turn
of events. Nishida received a telegram from Harada, who informed
him of Konoe’s brief visit to Kyoto. Nishida called on Konoe on the
evening of June 20 and expressed his reservations about Konoe’s
acceptance of the responsibilities of the office.20 Konoe told him that
the circumstances were such that he had no other choice but to accept
the duty and reassured him that he would do his best to hold onto his
ideals. During the course of their conversation, Konoe revealed the
blueprint of his “New Order.” Nishida’s response was that “a new
order may be established but the key point is the selection of leaders;
there is no political party in charge in the new order, only a monolithic
entity and the inherent danger of leaving posterity with the undesir-
able aftermath.”21 Several days later, Nishida lamented to Yamamoto
that the cabinet was only getting worse.22

The second Konoe cabinet was formed on July 22, 1940. In its
early days Japanese political parties dissolved themselves one after
another to join the bandwagon of “Konoe’s New Order,” which was
essentially a single-party totalitarian reconfiguration of social and
political structures. The Tripartite Pact between Japan, Germany,
and Italy was signed in Berlin on September 27, 1940, despite strong
opposition within the government and from the emperor himself. 23

Japan was steadily proceeding on its deadly course toward world war.
As the shape of the New Order and the profile of the single party,
“Taiseiyokusankai,” emerged more clearly, Nishida was especially crit-
ical of some of its leading members, namely, Hashimoto Kingorö, the
head of the Great Japan Youth Organization, and Nakano Seigö, the
president of the Oriental Association, who looked to Nazi Germany
as a model.24 These were reasons enough for Nishida to worry about
the future of the country.25 On the day of the inauguration of the Tai-
seiyokusan Party on October 12, he wrote to Yamamoto: “I don’t know
where Konoe’s New Order is headed. I fear that the consequences will
be far worse than those of a government run by bureaucrats.”26 He was
also critical of Hashida Kunihiko, minister of education: “Hashida is
merely toying with abstract ideas, such as ‘Japanese learning’ and
‘Japanese spirit.’ I agree with you that he is a puppet of the military,
although I think he is slightly better than the combination of Araki
and Ishiguro.”27

Nishida continued to work as usual, undeterred by the political
chaos. On October 22, he finished his essay “Poiesis to praksis” [Mak-
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ing and doing, or Production and action],28 in which he looked into
the reality of action (praksis). He considered praksis to be our activity
that ultimately establishes or creates (poiesis) our very selves in the
world—the individual many in the contradictorily self-identical
world.29 He also redefined “reason” (logos) in relation to skill (technë).
The world defines itself in the interconnection of poiesis and praksis:
“To be rational means for us to think becoming a thing, and for us to
act becoming a thing (mono to natte kangae, mono to natte okonau),” in
the oneness of subjectivity and objectivity.30

Sometime in the fall of 1940, while Nishida was in Kamakura, a
public indictment of Nishidan philosophy was staged at Kyoto Impe-
rial University. The accusation was also directed against the philoso-
phy department.31 Nishida saw the political maneuvering behind such
denunciations—the times were becoming “troublesome.” Once he
returned to Kyoto on October 29, however, the accusation subsided.
In November he was decorated with the Cultural Medal (bunka kun-
shö), the highest honor bestowed on a Japanese citizen for making a
significant contribution to the development of culture and knowledge.
Nishida was in acute pain from hemorrhoids, however, and could not
attend the award ceremony held in Tokyo.

As if a society that had lost its rationality also had to lose the
embodiment of rationality and conscience, on November 24 the last
genrö, Saionji Kinmochi, died at the age of ninety-one. Saionji’s state
funeral on December 5, 1940, was not only the funeral of good old
Meiji liberalism, it also looked ominously like a rehearsal for the bur-
ial of the state, the country of Japan that had been formed after the
Meiji Restoration of 1868.

In December Nishida began his next essay, “Rekishiteki keiseisayö
to shite no geijutsuteki sösaku” [Artistic creation as the history-form-
ing operation],32 in which he unfolded his theory of artistic creation in
terms of “the unity of the body and the mind” (shinshin ichinyo) from
the standpoint of “the ordinary level” (heijötei)—a heavily Zen-
inspired perspective. In this work Nishida discusses Western aesthetic
theories developed by Aristotle, Conrad Fiedler, Alois Riegl, and Wil-
helm Worringer; he also introduces the works on “art and ritual” by
Jane Harrison and Robertson Smith and refers to Malinowski’s find-
ings.33 As 1940 came to a close, he also finalized his new year’s lecture
to the emperor on “Rekishi tetsugaku ni tsuite” [On the philosophy of
history]. 34

Nishida welcomed New Year’s Day, 1941, by visiting the mau-
soleum of the Meiji emperor in Momoyama and reminisced about the
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bygone era of Meiji. The day was peaceful. He continued writing
“Rekishiteki keiseisayö to shite no geijutsuteki sösaku.” On January 6
a newspaper reporter from the Asahi Shinbun called on Nishida to get
his comments on Henri Bergson, who had died the previous day.
Nishida paid the utmost tribute to the genial thinker and expressed his
utmost indebtedness to him.35

On January 11 he and Koto made their seasonal move to Kama-
kura. Three days later, he attended the meeting of the board of direc-
tors of Füjukai (literally, wind-tree society)—a new scholarship foun-
dation established by Iwanami Shigeo, who put out one million yen for
this foundation in memory of his parents.36 Scholarships were to be
given to promising young researchers in the fields of philosophy, phys-
ics, and mathematics to promote basic science research.37 The aim of
the Füjukai was very much like Nishida’s recommendation to the
Committee for the Renewal of Education and Scholarship he made
five years previously. On January 15 Nishida attended the meeting of
consultants to the Ministry of Education. At that time he “sharply crit-
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icized the ministry for blindly following the dictates of political neces-
sity.”38 To his surprise, there were some who actually agreed with his
statement.39

On January 23, Nishida gave his new year’s lecture40 to Emperor
Hirohito. Because the allotted time was only thirty minutes, Nishida
had to rush a bit during the second half of his lecture.41

Because Emperor Hirohito was a specialist in biology, Nishida
took an example from biology to illustrate his point: “Just as biological
life continues to live mediated by the activities of the cells, so has his-
torical society its eternal life as a global reality insofar as it is mediated
by individuals.” Nishida made a special reference to “totalitarianism,
which negates individuals,” as a thing of the past and maintained his
view that returning “to the spirit of the foundation of the country” and
considering “the imperial family as the axis of Japanese history” does
not mean a return to ancient times but a step into an ever new age, for
the “restoration of the old ways ( fukko) must mean making anew
(ishin).” Nishida took this opportunity as his only chance to commu-
nicate his view of history directly to the emperor. Nishida felt after his
talk that it might have been a little difficult for the emperor; he might
have put the emperor in an awkward position.42 However, at the new
year’s poetry gathering held at the Imperial Court on January 28, the
emperor presented his waka: “Mountain peaks after mountain peaks I
see clouds hovering over them; I pray winds will rise and clear them
away as soon as possible.” It was an expression of his wish for world
peace.43 Perhaps, Nishida’s lecture addressed the emperor’s personal
concerns after all.

Nishida, Yamamoto, and Suzuki, already in their seventies,
remained close friends. Yamamoto suggested cutting a phonograph
record of their conversation, and the date was set for February 28,
1941, with the Columbia Record Company in Tokyo. Nishida had
suggested beforehand that “it would be better to talk about ordinary
things, such as what we did when we were young, and not to touch on
current political issues.”44 When they got together, they “jumped fifty
years back in time.”45 They talked about what Suzuki was working on
at that time and various other matters, including how Nishida philos-
ophized. He talked about how difficult it was for him to accept assign-
ments unrelated to his main focus of his thought, such as the new
year’s lecture to the emperor (goshinkö). Since such a remark could
easily be construed as lèse-majesté, the recording was not made pub-
lic.46 Following the recording, the three friends proceeded to a restau-
rant in Ushigome and enjoyed one another’s company.
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After the death of Saionji, Harada’s life lost its focus. He fell vic-
tim to a stroke on March 7 but fortunately survived the attack. Never-
theless, Harada’s delicate condition hung on Nishida’s mind. Nishida
returned to Kyoto on April 4. Soon after, on April 9, his daughter
Tomoko died of general debility. Tomoko, after her brief marriage,
gradually lost her will to live and spent her last seven years in a hos-
pital. By the time she died, she had lost even her will to eat—she sim-
ply wasted away.47 Nishida wrote to his inner circle of friends about
Tomoko’s death and thanked them for what they had done for her over
the course of many years. Less than a month after Tomoko’s death, on
May 7, Nishida’s junior colleague Kuki Shüzö died after a brief battle
with stomach cancer. He had loved Kuki’s unique aesthetic talent and
deeply lamented his colleague’s death.

Once life settled down again at home, Nishida began working on
“Kokka riyü no mondai” [The problem of raison d’état].48 In it he
advances his view that “the state is neither the Leviathan of Thomas
Hobbes,49 nor is it the volonté générale (general will) that Rousseau
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envisaged.” Nor is it “the moral norm that we conceive from the stand-
point of the abstract conscious self.”50 Rather, the state is created when
each race becomes a unique creative power of the historical world by
harboring “global subjectivity within it.” In this process “the individ-
ual does not become part of the world by being separated from the
state but rather by being one with it. It is because the state is the
process of the individuation of the world.”51 Nishida is concerned with
clarifying the difference between his view and Hegel’s view of the state
because they appear very similar on the surface. The key to Hegel’s
position is universal reason; to his own, it is the concrete universal.
The most fundamental difference, Nishida points out, is that in Hegel’s
system “creative individuality” has no place.52 Nishida touches on the
Japanese kokutai, the emperor system, as “the state” in the primary
sense.53 He further distinguishes the Japanese emperor system from
totalitarian states, in that the former had a religious origin and had
continued to develop in a religious context to the present day.54 After
completing this essay, Nishida collected his writings from 1940 to
1941 as Tetsugaku ronbunshü daiyon [Philosophical essays 4] and sent
the manuscript to Iwanami on August 27.

On July 16, 1941, the second Konoe cabinet dissolved in order to
dismiss the fascistic foreign minister, Matsuoka Yösuke. Two days
later, the third Konoe cabinet was formed. Nishida was somewhat
hopeful that Konoe would actually make use of this second chance to
turn over a new leaf. He wrote to Hori: “Konoe appears to be taking
his duty seriously this time, and I am very pleased. The only thing is
that he lacks unwavering courage when it comes to the crucial moment
of decision making, and I’m worried about it. I’m only praying that he
will get Japan out of the present mess.”55 But the United States–Japan
peace negotiations with President Franklin D. Roosevelt ground to a
halt, and the government virtually gave its seal of approval for the mil-
itary to go ahead with the war against the United States on September
6 in a meeting at which Emperor Hirohito was personally present.
Konoe gave up on the situation, and on October 16 the third Konoe
cabinet dissolved. Nishida wrote to Yamamoto on the eve of Konoe’s
final resignation:

The news of Konoe’s stepping down in the face of the crisis is truly dis-
tressing. I suspect he made one too many careless moves in the past,
which prevented any further maneuvers. On top of this, my heart is
filled with anxiety to think that the government might resort to irra-
tional military force. . . . I hear that the ministry of education switched
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the graduation day for higher school students back to the regular sched-
uled date after all. How shallow and ignorant they are, and indeed they
have staged a terribly ugly show.56

Nishida wrote to Konoe, feeling sorry for the way he had to resign:
“The reason Japanese statesmen age quickly is that they do not study.
Fortunately, you will have time now that you have retired from the
position of prime minister—may I suggest that you dedicate yourself
to study?”57 On October 18 Töjö Hideki was appointed prime minis-
ter and organized his cabinet. Nishida reacted to this turn of events
and wrote to Hori: “We are going to have a totally military govern-
ment. For unknown reasons, my limbs have been swollen, and I feel
uncomfortable.”58

From the beginning of October, Nishida had been suffering from
rheumatism. On the day that the Töjö cabinet was installed, Nishida
and Koto were supposed to return by day train to Kyoto from Iwa-
nami’s country house, Sekirekisö, in Atami, but Nishida’s physical
condition grew so much worse that they had to take a sleeper. His
condition continued to deteriorate, and he had to be admitted to the
Kyoto Prefecture Hospital for treatment at the beginning of Novem-
ber.59 It was on his hospital bed that Nishida learned about the Japan-
ese attack of Pearl Harbor from Aihara Shinsaku. Aihara, one of his
former students, brought several newspapers with him to the hospital.
Nishida’s expression was extremely grave.60 He remained in the hos-
pital for more than fifty days. It looked as though his condition would
improve slowly, so he decided to finish his treatment at home and left
the hospital on December 28.

A New Year’s Lecture to the Emperor: 
On the Philosophy of History*

1. PHILOSOPHY AS A UNIFYING DISCIPLINE

Today in the West, learning (gakumon) is separated into many spe-
cialized fields, but learning originally grew out of the sociohistorical
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life of human beings—out of our practical [daily] lives. Thus, it should
exist for [the benefit] of practical life. Learning does not exist separate
from our everyday lives. That is why the more specialized and com-
partmentalized learning becomes, the more we have the need for a
discipline that unites these specialized fields and connects them to our
daily lives. This discipline is philosophy.

In antiquity, learning was not yet divided into various fields, and
philosophy was looked on as learning itself. More recently, as learn-
ing became more and more specialized, philosophy as an independent
discipline that unites various divisions of learning came into being.

Thus, from the days of the Greeks to the present day, the disci-
pline of philosophy has undergone various changes. If I may describe
Greek philosophy as a philosophy of the polis, centering in the city life
of the Greeks, medieval philosophy was a religious philosophy, cen-
tering in the European Christian life, and recent philosophy is a sci-
entific philosophy, centering in the recent scientific culture.

Turning to the East, systems such as Confucianism, which is based
on the teachings of Confucius and Mencius, and the thought of the
“one hundred philosophers” have been considered philosophy. In my
humble opinion, Buddhist doctrines especially contain a deep philo-
sophical truth that is at least on a par with, if not superior to, the
achievements of Western philosophy. These Oriental philosophical
traditions have greatly influenced Japanese thought. The difference,
however, is that in the East, philosophy did not fully develop itself as
a specialized learned discipline in the same way as it did in the West.
I believe that we need to put our effort [into establishing philosophy
as a distinct discipline].

As I just mentioned, in the West philosophy developed as a schol-
arly discipline. After Galileo [Galilei] and [Isaac] Newton, philosophy
came under the influence of the great development of physics in the
eighteenth century, and people came to regard the world purely in
terms of the natural sciences. In this spirit, cultures, which developed
in history, and which are unique to each country, were considered to
follow the general law [of natural sciences] like any other natural phe-
nomenon. But in the nineteenth century, people began to reflect on
their own cultural heritage and amend the view of culture simply as a
natural phenomenon. I believe that history as an academic discipline
arose and developed mainly in the nineteenth century, for it was then
that people came to recognize the differences between the laws of the
natural sciences and those of history. I think that today we are mov-
ing more toward considering the fundamental structure of the world
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in terms of the philosophy of history, and not according to the terms
laid down by the natural sciences. Similarly, the view of the law of
causation has undergone changes. I think that today’s quantum the-
ory in physics bears witness to this change in focus.

2. BIOLOGICAL LIFE AND HISTORICAL LIFE

Your Majesty, since I understand that you have an in-depth knowl-
edge of biology, may I be permitted to take the world of biology as an
example to illustrate [the point of my lecture]? Biological life is shaped
in and through the interaction of the formative activities of biological
species and their environment. These formative activities proceed
teleologically, and I believe that they cannot be simply explained away
in terms of the mechanical operation of the material laws of causation.
As to how the biological species shape their environment and how the
environment shapes its biological species, we need to turn to the medi-
ating activities of the cells. Cellular activities function as the medium,
the biological species create their environment, and the environment
creates biological species.

Human life is also shaped through the interaction of the formative
activities of the species and their environment, and in this sense it is no
different from biological life. But in human life, what is created is not
mere matter but has its own spirit, and it in turn provokes us human
beings in a spiritual way. For instance, what the ancient people created
does not solely belong to times past but are endowed with their spirit
and continue to touch us moderners. Again, a thing I have made stands
in front of me as if it were made by someone else [in terms of its objec-
tive existence]; likewise, a thing made by someone else stands in front
of me as if it were made by me [in terms of its impact on me]. This is
why we always possess a commonly shared tradition, centered in which
we continue to develop our human life. Human life is different from
biological life in that it is historical.

In our historical life, the past is not just the events of bygone days;
rather, we have to consider that the past and the future are always
copresent in the present. The historical world continues to move on
from the present, which contains both the past and the future, to
another present, which likewise contains the past and the future. The
historical world does not unfold mechanically the way the material
world does, nor does it proceed teleologically the way the biological
world does. Rather, it continues to develop itself, having as its content
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that which is beyond time, that which is eternal. In other words, the
historical world is cultural.

3. THE HISTORICAL WORLD AND NATIONALISM

Any historical world begins with a certain ethnic group of people
dwelling in a certain place. They create their own environment in such
a way that it suits their lifestyle, although it is also true that they are
shaped by the climatic conditions of the specific region. Even those of
the same ethnic origin begin to create different cultures, influenced
by their different environments.

Thus, at first, various ethnic groups dwell at various places and cre-
ate their own cultures, but gradually with development of a transpor-
tation network, each group enters into the world of mutual relation-
ships. Hence, one [global] world is formed, and the history of the world
unfolds accordingly. For various groups of people to enter this one
world means that they enter one and the same environment. There-
fore, there necessarily arise mutual struggles and conflicts among the
groups, and wars are inevitable. At the same time, through this process
[of globalization], the cultures of various ethnic groups are synthesized
and united, and a greater development of human culture takes shape.

The renowned historian Leopold von Ranke said that cultures
before the fall of Rome all flowed into the great lake called Rome, and
cultures after the fall of Rome all flowed out of that great lake called
Rome, and that it was through the conquest of Europe by the Romans
that the European countries were brought together, and one cohesive
world was formed [on European soil]. Today, however, because of the
development of a global transportation network, the whole earth has
become one world. Consequently, today’s nationalism (kokkashugi) has
to take into account what it means to be a nation in the global world.
What I mean by “nationalism” is not that every country should retreat
to itself [to the isolated idea of nation]; rather, each nation should have
a place of its own in this [global] world. In other words, by “national-
ism” I mean that each country ought to develop its global perspective
within itself.

At the time when various ethnic groups enter into a global inter-
action, I suppose it is in the natural course of events that severe strug-
gles among countries take place. I think, however, that the people who
possess the most globally developed historical orientation will play the
key role and bring stability to the epoch. What I mean by a nation-
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state that has a globally developed historical quality is a nation-state
that, although subscribing to totalitarianism (zentaishugi),1 does not
negate the [rights of ] individuals, and whose collective life is mediated
by the creative activities of individual persons. Today, it is generally
thought that individualism and totalitarianism are mutually exclusive,
but just as it is true that “individualism” is an idea of the past, so is a
“totalitarianism” that flatly negates [any role for] individuals a thing of
the past. Individuals are born of the historical society, to be sure, but
as long as the historical society has the individual’s creative activities as
its medium [of development], that historical society has an eternal life
in terms of its globally historical nature. It can be likened to how bio-
logical life continues to live on, being mediated by cellular activities.

4. THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AS THE CONTINUING THRUST 
OF JAPANESE HISTORY

In the history of our country, the whole and the individual usually did
not stand in opposition. Rather, [history] has unfolded with the impe-
rial family (köshitsu) as its center, while the individual and the whole
mutually self-negated. Certainly, there were times when the power of
the “whole” overshadowed that of the individual, but each time we
returned to the founding spirit of Japan (chökoku no seishin), and by
maintaining the central presence of the imperial family, we took a step
forward into the new era and created a new epoch. I said earlier that
history moves on from the present, which contains within itself the
past and the future, to another present, which likewise contains the
past and the future. In the case of our country, I think that the impe-
rial family has been playing the role of the “present” that encompasses
within itself the past and the future. For this reason, I think that for
us to return to the original founding spirit of Japan is not just to go
back to the ancient times but to take a step forward into an ever-new
era. I humbly submit that “restoration of the old ways” ( fukko) ought
to mean “thoroughgoing renewal” (ishin).2
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1. By “zentaishugi,” Nishida means something more like “holism” than “totali-
tarianism,” which is the usual translation of this word. In Nihon bunka no mondai,
Nishida criticizes this rough-and-ready characterization of the West as individualis-
tic and the East as totalist, because “totalitarianism means such things as Fascism or
Nazism” (NKZ 12:334–35).

2. The same idea is presented in Nihon bunka no mondai, NKZ 12:336.
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Finale
(1942–1945)

During his convalescence Nishida followed the doctor’s advice to the
letter, from daily shots to massage and dietary restrictions, for he had
utter confidence in modern medicine. Because the muscles of his fin-
gers were frozen so that he could hardly hold a pen, he spent a lot of
time reading. He was drawn to scientific books such as Heisenberg’s
quantum theory1 and Max Planck’s theory of causality.2 By the sum-
mer of 1942, when he had sufficiently recovered from his rheumatism
to resume writing, it felt to him as if whatever he had read and thought
during the last several months was waiting to be committed to the
page.

On July 5 he began “Chishiki no kyakkansei ni tsuite, aratanaru
chishikiron no jiban” [On the objectivity of knowledge—the ground of
new epistemology],3 an essay in which he addresses in one bold stroke
the problems of natural scientific cognition, the differences between
science and philosophy, and Eastern and Western philosophies.

While Nishida was on his way to recovery, Yamamoto Ryökichi
died on July 12 of a heart attack.4 Suzuki Daisetz remembered Nishi-
da’s response:

How Nishida was saddened by Yamamoto’s death was too painful for
anyone to see. The news of Yamamoto’s death reached both of us on 
a hot summer day. Since Nishida was not yet fully recovered, he was
patiently waiting for me at his house. Unfortunately, it was extremely
hot that day, and I waited until it had become tolerably cool in the early
evening to call on him. When I got there, he rushed out of his room
shouting, “Yamamoto is dead!” His expression, which I still recall to
this day, was grave and painful. He remained devastated for a week. His
frail physical condition did not help him recover from the shock easily.5
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Nishida sent his message of condolence with Suzuki, who attended
the school memorial service for Yamamoto held at Musashi Higher
School on July 18:

My dear friend, Yamamoto, you have been my closest friend for over
fifty years. After I received the telegram in the early morning on the
thirteenth informing me of your death, horrendous shock overtook me.
Intense feelings seized my heart, and I lay flat in bed all day with an ice
bag on my forehead. I can still see you clearly in my mind. Today, I
wanted to come to bid farewell to your departing soul, but my body,
weakened by illness, is not fit for travel. I wanted to write about you,
but my grief-stricken heart would not let the pen move. Since last fall,
I have not been well, and you were deeply concerned about my condi-
tion, but alas! you have departed before me! Ah, transience of life!
How can anyone count on living to see the evening of the day!6

Yamamoto’s death and the hot humid summer of Kyoto were too
much for Nishida. Concerned friends made an arrangement for him to
stay at Höshun’in, on the grounds of Daitokuji temple. Tucked away
in the greenery of northern Kyoto, Höshun’in offered him some
respite. But worrisome news continued to flow in. On August 22
Harada Kumao fell unconscious from a stroke. Sotohiko, who had been
fighting in the Pacific and was stationed in the Philippines, was suf-
fering from dengue fever. Fortunately, Sotohiko soon recovered, was
transferred to Taiwan by the end of September, and safely returned to
Japan in late October.

By October 1942 Nishida was able to lead a fairly normal life,
although he was no longer able to take the long brisk walks that he
enjoyed so much. He received former students and colleagues who
came to visit him every day. Even Tanabe Hajime called on him unex-
pectedly. Since Nishida felt well enough to travel, he and Koto left for
Kamakura on October 21. On November 3 Iwanami Shigeo threw a
grand Thanksgiving reception, commemorating the thirtieth anniver-
sary of his business, and invited some five hundred guests. Nishida’s
health did not permit him to attend so large a social event, but he sent
a congratulatory message.7 The evening was dubbed “the last supper
for the liberals,” for not only was this kind of luxury no longer really
possible in the face of the war effort but liberal thinkers were fast los-
ing their platform from which to speak as well.

Nishida welcomed 1943 by working on “Jikaku ni tsuite” [On self-
consciousness],8 which he finished on March 25. In this essay he treats
the “self-conscious self ” as originally grounded in the world. From
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January 20 to January 29 he stayed at Iwanami’s Sekirekisö in Atami,
and on January 24 Konoe and Nagayo Yoshirö came over to join him
and Iwanami for lunch. 

On April 29 Nishida was invited to a gathering hosted by Iwa-
nami, where Akashi Teruo,9 Furuno Inosuke,10 Ueno Naoaki, Watsuji
Tetsurö, Suzuki Daisetz, Ishii Mitsuo,11 and the mayor of the city of
Kamakura talked about the present state of the war and the future of
Japan. On May 12 Nishida met with Kanamori Tokujirö,12 Kanai
Shöji,13 Tanabe Juri,14 and Ishida Isoji. Kanamori sought Nishida’s
advice regarding the fundamental direction of the constitution if Japan
should lose the war.15 These gatherings indicate that concerned intel-
lectuals were already thinking ahead to Japan’s survival after the war.

In May 1943 Nishida was unexpectedly asked to share his views
with military officers. Yatsugi Kazuo,16 head of the Institute of National
Strategy (Kokusaku kenkyükai), wanted to solicit Nishida’s help, think-
ing that his philosophical touch would give loftiness to a draft of a
“Proclamation of the Greater East Asiatic Nations,” which was to be
issued at the Greater Asian Conference in November.17 On May 19
Nishida, accompanied by Tanabe Juri, attended a dinner meeting
arranged by Yatsugi. There he saw government officials and politicians,
including Satö Kenryö (director of the Department of Army Affairs),
Amö Eiji (former ambassador to Italy, then the head of the Depart-
ment of Information), Nagai Ryütarö (politician from the Ishikawa
Prefecture), Shimomura Kainan,18 and Ökura Kinmochi. At this meet-
ing Nishida is said to have openly criticized the Japanese military poli-
cies in Asia as “imperialist” and to have stated his view that Japanese
overseas activities should be neither “imperialist” nor “colonialist.”19

Yatsugi asked Nishida to propose what Japan’s role should be. Nishida
obliged and wrote his “Sekai shinchitsujo no genri” [The principles
for a new world order] the following day. Nishida’s draft, however,
was too sophisticated for the military men to understand. (Kanai Shöji
and Tanabe Juri eventually recast Nishida’s proposals in a simpler
form.20) Despite Nishida’s hope that some of his ideas might be
understood by the military, Töjö’s public statement on Greater East
Asia contained no part of Nishida’s proposals. Disappointed, Nishida
wrote to Hori: “Having read the newspapers, I grew disgusted. I com-
promised on my choice of words, for I thought it more important to
establish the fundamental ideal, but nothing of my ideal is understood,
nothing is taken up.”21 This brief encounter with the military, which
produced “The Principles for a New World Order,” came to an
ambiguous end.22 Nishida, dissatisfied with the way his proposals were
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handled, reworked them yet again after he returned to Kyoto on June
16.23

There is another aspect to this encounter between Nishida and the
army. Öshima Yasumasa tells us that there was pressure from some
ultranationalists within the army who insisted Nishida must be
arrested on account of his philosophy, which they viewed as “pro-
Western” and antithetical to the Japanese emperor system. Yatsugi
intervened on Nishida’s behalf and established a personal acquaintance
with Satö Kenryö, who had the power to stop such arrests. 24

On July 17 Nishida returned to Kamakura, where he concentrated
on preparing Tetsugaku ronbunshü daigo [Philosophical essays 5], which
he sent off to Iwanami on September 3. During this time Ösaka Moto-
kichirö, who had recovered from the deadly attack of 1934, called on
Nishida and the two spoke for a long time.25 Nishida received visitors
daily and especially enjoyed the visits of Suetsuna Joichi,26 a professor
of mathematics at Tokyo Imperial University who was introduced to
him by Shimomura Toratarö in March. Suetsuna found a universal
mind in Nishida, and Nishida found in Suetsuna someone who could
understand his thought and respond from a mathematical perspec-
tive.27 The two instantly formed a teacher-disciple bond.28 In March
Nishida was also visited by Yukawa Hideki,29 a leading theoretical
physicist and a junior colleague of Sotohiko. Yukawa, when a univer-
sity student at Kyoto Imperial University, was an avid fan of Nishida
and used to sit in on his Introduction to Philosophy course. Yukawa
found that “the distance between philosophy and theoretical physics
narrowed considerably”30 whenever he was talking with Nishida.

Nishida was looking forward to the end of July, when he would be
finished with “cumbersome visits by politicians” and could expect
some peaceful moments to “learn more about mathematics from Sue-
tsuna and physics from Tomonaga.”31 Tomonaga Shin’ichirö 32 was
Yukawa’s colleague and then Shimomura’s colleague at Tokyo Uni-
versity of Arts and Sciences (Bunri Daigaku). When in the company
of these young scholars, Nishida was able to forget that he was the
target of accusations by “narrow-minded Japanese nationalists.”33 In
fact, Nishida had to write a short article, “Dentö” [The tradition], that
summer to respond to the charges brought to his door by Satö Tsüji,
an ultranationalist advocate of a “philosophy of the imperial way,”34

who had argued that Nishida’s philosophy was “Greek” and went
against the Japanese spirit.35 In a world progressively growing more
absurd, Nishida found peace of mind when he was in the company of
these young men who were dedicated to their studies. He saw in them
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a ray of hope for the future of Japan as well. He wrote to Yanagida
Kenjürö that he was certain that “a great cosmic equilibrium will be
restored someday,” and that “the truth will be restored to its rightful
place.”36 In the same letter, he refers to the Confucian scholars who
were persecuted during the Qin Dynasty under the rule of the first
emperor and the prime minister, Li Si. When things are thus put into
a proper perspective, he felt, “what we are presently going through
seems nothing.”

Through the exchange of views with Suetsuna and others, Nishi-
da’s interest in the philosophy of natural sciences was rekindled. He
began “Butsuri no sekai” [The world of physics] on September 1837

but ended his work on the essay in mid-November because he did not
have enough stamina to investigate the matter fully.38 He was acutely
aware that his intellectual tenacity was diminishing in proportion to
the decline in his physical stamina. He confided to Mutai: “The task of
connecting Buddhist thought and the modern scientific spirit through
my logic of topos is what I dearly wish to accomplish—in fact, it is my
final goal. But I don’t feel that I have much strength left in me.”39 The
death of celebrated novelist and poet Shimazaki Töson on August 22
prompted Nishida to reflect on his own death:

Just like the cool autumn wind of these days, I have a cool resolution in
my heart this fall. As I sink into the depth of myself, I find calm infinite
joy. . . . I would like to die unnoticed by the public, unlike Töson,
whose funeral has become a huge public event. I would like to go
quietly and insignificantly ( just as Leibniz is said to have been buried
like a dog).40

On September 26 Nishida learned from the newspaper of the
death of Kimura Hisashi.41 As his old friends departed one by one, his
heart turned to Suzuki Daisetz, the only living close friend from his
childhood. They began to call on each other quite frequently. To
Nishida’s relief, Harada’s condition was steadily improving.42 On
December 1 Nishida began writing “Ronri to süri” [Logic and math-
ematical logic],43 which he especially wanted Suetsuna to read.44 On
December 18 Iwanami arranged a meeting, where Nishida, Daisetz,
Watsuji, and Takemi Tarö saw Makino Nobuaki,45 a former lord
keeper of the privy seal. On this occasion Nishida candidly informed
Makino of what he had heard from Kimura Motomori on the sorry
state of education. Makino then relayed what he heard from Nishida
to the members of the privy council, and the reality of Japanese edu-
cation came to the attention of those concerned. Minami Hiroshi,46
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who had considerable power in the Ministry of Education, visited
Nishida to learn more about the actual problems.

The year 1944 rolled in. On January 10, Mori Jüjirö,47 a member
of the parliament, called on Nishida with an introduction from Osada
Arata48 and asked him to write on the emperor system (kokutai). The
topic did not interest Nishida, but Mori was not the only one who had
asked Nishida’s view on this matter. Therefore he wrote a kind of
sketch on kokutai 49 on February 25.

The new year also brought Nishida a premonition of his death. On
January 12 he wrote to Sotohiko: “All of you, my children, are now
grown up and carrying out your respective work splendidly. I can die
peacefully without any regrets.”50 He sorted out his financial affairs
with Sotohiko, assisted by Kubo Yoshio, who used to be the best friend
of his deceased son, Ken, and with whom Nishida still kept in touch.
Nishida’s main concern was to set aside enough money for Shizuko so
that she could live free of worries even after his death. He then turned
to his essay on religion, “Yotei-chöwa o tebiki to shite shükyö-tetsug-
aku e” [Toward a philosophy of religion with the Leibnizian notion of
preestablished harmony as a guide].51 This essay is a preliminary study
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Shigeo, D. T. Suzuki, Watsuji Tetsurö, Makino Nobuaki, Takemi Tarö, and Nishida.
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for his philosophy of religion.52 In April he wrote “Dekaruto tetsug-
aku ni tsuite” [On Descartes’ philosophy],53 in which he reiterates his
view that philosophy begins with an inquiry into the nature of knowl-
edge, and therefore of self-consciousness. He also criticizes those who
oppose the study of philosophy as pro-Western and denigrate “rea-
son” as a mere abstract concept.

From May 4 to June 17 Nishida returned to his house in Asukai-
chö in Kyoto for the last time. Shizuko knew that this would be the last
time she would see her father, and the two spent much time together
talking their hearts out. Kösaka, Köyama, Suzuki Shigetaka, Nishitani,
and Kimura Motomori gathered for the last “philosophical meeting”
with the professor. Beginning in February 1944 ultranationalists led by
Minoda and his group had been loudly condemning Nishida’s thought
as “internationalist” and “counter to the national interest,” and argu-
ing that “it should be banned.” To ease the pressures coming from
Minoda’s faction,54 an inquest (shisö shingikai) was set up within the
Ministry of Education to “question and investigate” Nishida’s
thought.55 Nishida was reassured in advance that nothing would come
of the inquest: it was merely a foil to pacify the ultranationalists.56

Mutai Risaku was one of the investigators, and from him Nishida
gathered that “the committee will be dissolved before it will have
reached any conclusion.”57 In view of the general hostility against the
Kyoto school, Kösaka and others advised Nishida to withhold his essay
on kokutai from publication.58 But a rumor spread that the members of
the Kyoto school were hiding something from the government
authorities.59 What happened was that a copy of the essay was circu-
lated against Nishida’s wishes by Yanagida Kenjürö60 in the Nagano
Prefecture. With this new development those close to Nishida decided
that it would be best to publish it. The essay was submitted in Decem-
ber 1944 to the Tetsugaku Kenkyü with an inconspicuous title, “Tetsu-
gaku ronbunshü daiyon hoi” [A supplement to the Fourth philosophical
essays ].61 The anti–Kyoto school sentiment held by the head of the
academic department delayed the confirmation of the doctoral degrees
to Nishitani Keiji and Yanagida Kenjürö.62 It seems that there was no
end to the harassment of the Kyoto school thinkers by the Ministry of
Education.

Nishida and Koto left Kyoto on June 17, stayed overnight at
Yayoi’s house in Shizuoka, and returned to Kamakura the next day.
Nishida then began his next essay, “Kükan” [Space]63 as the war front
on the Pacific was moving closer to Japan. On July 3 Nishida wrote to
Kimura Motomori:
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I can more or less imagine what is going on in Saipan. It seems that 
the situation is becoming pressing, as we had predicted from the very
beginning of the war. What’s happening today stems precisely from
politicians who lack foresight. Who is destroying our country? Looking
at Japan’s current situation, I feel painfully that it is more important to
create human beings (ningen o tsukuru) than anything else, including
social systems and organizations. I just wish that the people would wake
up. Everything boils down to education. If the people remain as uncrit-
ical and blind as they are now, nothing can be hoped for.64

Nishida had already written to Kimura in 1938 about the impor-
tance of education: “Education consists in making a human being; to
make a human being is to create the world.”65 In his mind it was clear
that sound education and scholarly achievement would become the
pillar of the reconstruction of Japan in the postwar period. It was in
this spirit that he encouraged his disciples and younger friends.

The Töjö cabinet dissolved on July 21. The only thing Nishida
could say was that “it would have been better had Töjö resigned much
earlier.”66 In any case, army general Koiso Kuniaki organized his cab-
inet and appointed Yonai Mitsumasa, an admiral, as minister of the
navy to bring together the interests of the army and navy. Nishida
wrote to Hori:

At least the new cabinet seems better than its predecessor. . . . I just
hope that they can unite their effort at this critical moment. Sincere
and well-informed people must lead Japan, and one billion Japanese
will have to cooperate as one mind. It won’t do to have undesirable
ambitious characters leading “one billion Japanese as one mind.” 67

The jingoistic slogan, “one hundred million people, one mind” (ichi-
oku isshin), would soon turn into the more radical “one hundred mil-
lion people gloriously die for the emperor” (ichioku gyokusai).

Around July and August 1944 the air raids by the American forces
began in earnest in the Kyüshü area. Nishida completed his essay
“Kükan” on August 14, and after sorting out his manuscript for the
sixth volume of Philosophical Essays,68 he began writing on “Seimei”
[Life]69 on September 16. The quality of rationed food was deterio-
rating rapidly.70 By September people’s daily lives were severely
affected by the lack of food. Nishida noticed that he had lost a lot of
weight. His letter to Hori on September 22 reveals his immediate
physical and mental condition:
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As I touch my thighs, shoulders, and stomach, I feel my bones right
beneath my skin. I’m a skeleton! This must be what “famine” means.
Sometimes I feel that I won’t live long, and sometimes I think that I
ought to prepare my will, but so far, I haven’t done anything. I’m con-
tinuing my daily work. What I want to commit to writing does not
cease to flow forth. Considering that it is my raison d’être to write, I
transcend my thoughts of life and death and devote myself to work in
the mornings. I’m exhausted by the afternoon, however. I used to take
long walks, but lately, because my legs are no longer strong, I just take
short walks along the beach near my house, which is terribly boring!
I’m spending my days randomly reading, nay perusing, books and
magazines.71

Daisetz believed that Nishida’s death was unnecessarily hastened
by malnutrition due to the shortage of food during the final phase of
the war. It indeed appears that way. By this time, visitors to the Nishi-
das were rare, too, because the transportation system, heavily impacted
by the war front’s encroachment on the islands of Japan proper, was
no longer dependable. Toward the end of September Nishida wrote
to Ueda Juzö, who had kindly employed Shizuko as a secretary for his
aesthetics program: “I used to hate those flowers that they offer at the
graves (higanbana), because they remind me of the cemetery, but this
year, I find in them muted loneliness. Is it because I’m one step closer
to my own grave? Ah!”72

On November 24 the American air raids of Tokyo began with
some seventy or eighty B29 planes. Kaneko’s and Umeko’s house was
razed by fire on December 22, forcing them to take refuge in the house
of their relatives. Toward the end of 1944 Inoue Tetsujirö died, and
so did Matsumoto Bunzaburö,73 who had always been very healthy.
Nishida felt those whom he knew were hurriedly bidding farewell, one
after another.

Nishida began 1945 with worries over the Kanekos, who had just
lost their house in the air raid. Nishida’s January 2, 1945, diary entry
reads: “Wrote to Kaneko, Sotohiko, and Umeko. In this life, there is
not a moment of peace when one is free from worries and hardships.
Life is tragic.”74 To Iwanami, Nishida described the present world as
“that of lions, tigers, and beasts; not of humanity.”75 It was a severely
cold winter that year. On January 25 Nishida completed “Sügaku no
tetsugakuteki kisozuke” [Giving a philosophical foundation for math-
ematics],76 and on February 4 he embarked on his last essay, “Basho-
teki ronri to shükyöteki sekaikan” [The logic of topos and the religious
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worldview].77 The issue he addresses in this essay is his ultimate
worldview, a truly significant matter to him, and something he wanted
everyone he knew to read.78

Nishida felt a little relieved when the Kanekos found a house in
Azabu, but he could not shake his thought that “life is full of uncer-
tainty; one never knows what tomorrow will bring.”79 On February 8
Tokunö Bun died. Then, on February 14, Nishida and Koto received
a telegram from Ueda Misao, informing them that Yayoi was critically
ill. She died that night (see Nishida’s essay at the end of this chapter).
The sudden and unexpected death of Yayoi devastated Nishida. He
poured out his grief to Sotohiko:

I cannot help but dwell on memories of Yayoi. I am in the depths of
infinite loneliness and sorrow. I fathered seven children, but four of
them have already died, and only three of you are living. With Yüko’s
death, I experienced for the first time the sorrows of a parent losing
one’s own child, and with Yayoi’s death, I have learned the sorrows of
an old man who survived the death of his own child. I pray that the
three of you will be kind and helpful to one another and will lead your
lives filled with precious love.80

By March vegetables were scarce, and the situation was such that
“there was no other way but to eat weeds.”81 Around that time Nishi-
da’s relatives recommended that he and Koto evacuate to a small vil-
lage near Kanazawa. Nishida did not show keen interest in doing so.
He was ready to die any day. Major cities in Japan were now targets of
air raids; in Tokyo seven to eight hundred thousand people lost their
homes in the air raids, and Nagoya and Osaka were also badly dam-
aged. On March 17 Nishida received the news of the death of Uchida
Yütarö, another old friend of sixty years.

Sensing that Japan’s defeat was near, Nishida wrote a long letter to
Köyama Iwao and asked him to share it with Kösaka, Kimura Moto-
mori, Nishitani, Suzuki Shigetaka, and others—his close circle of fol-
lowers. They took this letter from Nishida as his “will.”

Given the present level of preparedness of the Japanese, the idea of
“total war” is ill-conceived. The Japanese ought to have been trained to
organize things in a much more systematic way, but no such education
was given to the people in the past. It is too late now, even if the gov-
ernment tries to invent how to “braid a rope made out of mud.” I am
worried about what is going to happen at this juncture.

I think this is the time for the Japanese to make a crucial decision
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on whether to continue fighting or stop. If we continue to be dragged
by the military government into sustaining the war effort and become
unable to stand up on our own feet, I fear it will have a devastating
effect on the Japanese people as a people. Under no circumstances
should the Japanese people lose spiritual confidence. Even if we lose the
war in terms of military might, we must not lose our cultural and moral
confidence in the historical universality of the Japanese kokutai in terms
of the formation of the global world. We must firmly hold onto this
understanding of history and give confidence to the people regarding
the future development of the Japanese people. When Konoe came over
the other day, I told him my view; he was in total agreement with me.
But it seems no one can do anything now, even Konoe.

To me, there is no other way but to accept the defeat of Japan and
to try to instill cultural and spiritual confidence into the minds of the
Japanese people. Therefore, I would like to say this to you all: you have
to build a profound foundation of thought and scholarship as a starting
point for the postwar Japanese recovery. In response to Konoe, who had
asked a question of me on this point, I firmly told him that the Japanese
people are absolutely capable of doing so. If we solely depend on might,
it is certain that we will be destroyed. . . .

I am so old and don’t know how much longer I will live, but I am
working to establish a moral-cultural foundation for the future of the
Japanese people. I’m currently writing a treatise on religion. . . . I will
write as much as I can for posterity.82

Nishida must have had a passage from the Analects of Confucius
in the back of his mind, in which Confucius, setting his priorities
among “the essentials of sufficient food, sufficient troops, and the con-
fidence of the people,”83 said he would give up the troops first, then
food, because “from of old, death has been the lot of all men, but a
people without faith cannot survive.”84 A few days later, on March 14,
Nishida wrote a long letter to Nagayo Yoshirö, assessing the cause of
the present misery of the Japanese people and his hope for rebuilding
Japan.85

Having thus left his “will” to the younger generation, Nishida
dedicated the remainder of his life to writing, with the thought of
bequeathing it as his legacy for the future of Japan. On April 7 the
Koiso cabinet dissolved, and Suzuki Kantarö became prime minister.
Soliciting the help of Tögö Shigenori as his foreign minister, the new
prime minister began his effort to bring the war to a swift conclusion.
Nishida sensed that a new movement was emerging. He communi-
cated to Kösaka: “Japan has a great mission for the rest of Asian coun-
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tries to represent a position of morality and culture. The true future
of Japan is ahead of you.”86

Nishida completed his “Bashoteki ronri to shükyöteki sekaikan”
on April 14. He was especially eager for Suzuki Daisetz to read it, and
he explained his task to him:

I want to make clear that religious reality cannot be grasped by conven-
tional objective logic, but it reveals itself to the “logic of contradictory
self-identity,” or what you call “the logic of sokuhi.” From the stand-
point of prajñä (wisdom), I want to discuss what a “person” is and want
to connect that “person” to the actual historical world.87

In his April 12 letter to Hisamatsu, Nishida explained that he had
grappled with “the roots of life and death” in this essay, had spent
some time delineating “the uniqueness of Buddhism as distinguished
from Christianity,” and had “touched on the excellent points of Bud-
dhism.” He also told Hisamatsu that he was working everyday “with
the determination to die” and likened the circumstances to those of
“Hegel, who wrote his Phenomenology of the Spirit in Jena under Napo-
leon’s gunfire.”88

Because it was feared that air raids were now threatening Kama-
kura, the local government issued an order that every household must
dig a bomb shelter. Koto, with the help of handymen, began digging
a cave in the hill behind the house. But even during those highly tense
moments, Nishida seems to have kept his own perspective and stayed
several steps removed from the madness. That both Nishida and Koto
were able to maintain their calm, even under the extreme scarcity of
food and essential goods, has an air of indescribable elegance.

War-related news, streaming in from abroad, filled Nishida’s diary
during his last days: the occupation of Berlin by the Russian Red Army,
the execution of Mussolini, the violent end of Hitler, the suicide of
Goebbels, and the unconditional surrender of Germany. On May 1
Nishida wrote to Tomonaga Sanjürö:

About one hundred each of B29 and P51 fly in over us, and people have
recommended that we should evacuate to the countryside for safety, but
since the maid would not come with us, and it seems too much trouble
for an old couple to live in Shinshü or somewhere like that, we decided
to entrust our lives to Heaven. We feel calm inside.

The other night, when they attacked the Tokyo-Yokohama area, we
could clearly hear the sound of bombs exploding, and the sky beyond
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that eastern hill covered with miscanthus glowed crimson. It is a horri-
ble world to live in. I wonder where it is going to take us. Sometimes 
I think my friends who have departed are lucky in that they don’t have
to experience this hardship, but I also think that it is interesting to
witness this kind of age. Both Germany and Italy had a miserable end,
didn’t they? After all, totalitarianism cannot work. Please do take good
care of yourself. I would like to see you once again. My greetings to
your wife.89

On May 19 Nishida received a letter out of the blue from Tanabe
Hajime, who requested his and Konoe’s help to secure the continued
existence of the imperial family after the defeat of Japan.90 Nishida
immediately replied, explaining to Tanabe that no single individual
was in a position of power any more to enact any idea and ended his
letter with these words: “I am a useless old man; I sincerely pray for
you younger people to fight hard.”91 On May 24, Fujii Otoo died. Two
days later, in response to a request, Nishida translated a poem by
Goethe into Japanese to offer it as an inscription to be chiseled on the
side of the gravestone for Kuki Shüzö at Hönen’in.92 In the air raids
of May 29, Iwanami’s house in Koishikawa and his store were burned
down. The next day, Nishida began his never-to-be-finished essay,
“Watakushi no ronri ni tsuite” [Concerning my logic]. 93

From the end of May, Nishida was unwell and took to bed. In the
early morning of June 7, he died of uremia. Goethe’s poem, which
Nishida had offered to Kuki’s grave, seemed like a fitting inscription
for his own grave: 

Miharukasu 
yama no itadaki 
kozue ni wa
kaze mo ugokazu
tori mo nakazu.
Mate shibashi, 
yagate nare mo yasuman

Visible far in the distance
Are the mountain peaks.
At the trees’ tip
No wind blows, 
No birds chirp.
Wait a while, 
You too shall rest.94
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In Memory of My Eldest Daughter, Ueda Yayoi*

Yayoi died yesterday. Last evening, Mr. Sumiyoshi, who lives down the
hill from us, came to our house to convey a telephone message from
the Kamakura post office that there was a telegram from the Uedas,
which said: “Yayoi is in a critical condition.” I was very surprised.
When she came to visit us in the middle of last month and stayed with
us overnight, she did not look ill, nor have I heard since then that she
was suffering from illness. Does a telegram, saying Yayoi is “in a crit-
ical condition,” mean perhaps she is dying? Even then, I held onto a
single ray of hope. In the morning, as soon as we got up, Koto made
a long-distance telephone call to Shizuoka. Misao answered the phone
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Engravings on Kuki’s grave, a translation of
Goethe’s poem, “Wandrers Nachtlied,” into
Japanese. Nishida’s calligraphy, May 26, 1945.
From Nishida Kitarö ibokushü. 

* “Ueda Yayoi no omoide no ki,” NKZ 12:261–66. There is a notation inserted
after the main title: “15 February 1945, written the day before the battleships were
sunk by bombs.”
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and said to Koto: “After all, it was hopeless. She suffered greatly from
an illness called cholecystitis [inflammation of the gall bladder] and
died yesterday.” The postcard that the Uedas wrote to us the day
before yesterday did not mention anything of her condition, so she
must have been all right then. What a terrible thing to have happen
to her!

I am overcome with an undescribable feeling of loneliness. She was
born in the back room of a small temple located at the end of a town,
called . . . yes, Daijöji, when I was teaching at a junior higher school
in the small city of Nanao on the Noto Peninsula, soon after I got mar-
ried. She was my first child. I remember that it was a rather difficult
birth. I became a teacher at the Fourth Higher School soon after that,
so she grew up in Kanazawa. Since she was our first child, my mother
took care of her, practically raising her. Yayoi was a very bright child.
While she was attending the [Kanazawa] Elementary School (auxiliary
to the Normal School), she composed a waka poem. The teachers
praised her very highly, and it became a bit of a sensation. Yayoi stud-
ied at the Women’s Higher School at Anamizuchö. During her fourth
year, the year of her graduation, she took an entrance examination for
the Tokyo Women’s Higher Normal School [today’s Ochanomizu
University], and she passed with flying colors and was accepted. By
that time, I was teaching at Kyoto University, so as soon as she grad-
uated from the Tokyo Women’s Higher Normal School, she moved
to Kyoto and taught Japanese language and literature at the Döshisha
Women’s School. She later married Ueda Misao, with my closest
friend, Yamamoto Ryökichi, acting as the go-between.

Ever since I began to suffer from [rheumatism] and moved to
Kamakura to live here year round, Yayoi went out of her way to take
care of me out of her filial love. Bless her beautiful warm heart! She
came over to our house last month on the fifteenth; she stayed over-
night with Umeko and left in the early morning of the sixteenth. That
was the last time I ever saw her!

At the beginning of this month, she sent me a postcard, saying that
Kaoru, her eldest son, had been called to the war and departed in good
health and spirits, seen off by his parents and brothers. This was her
last letter to me.

My grandmother’s name was something like “Yae,” and because
Yayoi was born in March [called yayoi in classical Japanese], we named
her Yayoi.

After I left Nanao for Kanazawa, we were living in a house rented
from Ömi Hisaburö in Koshömachi. At that time Yayoi was just about
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a month old, and my wife and I put this child, peacefully sleeping,
between us.

She was loved by my mother and was very close to her. But my
aged mother did not live long enough to see her marry. Yayoi must be
very happy to see her grandmother in heaven, if such a thing happens.

Misao’s letter, written on the day of Yayoi’s death, February 14,
said that because Yayoi had a stomach pain on the twelfth, he asked Dr.
Imai of the Shizuoka Hospital to make a house call. The doctor said
that her gall bladder was swollen and that she must absolutely take it
easy and stay in bed. She followed the doctor’s advice and took some
medicine. Since Dr. and Mrs. Imai were close acquaintances of Yayoi
in Shizuoka, the doctor came again that night, examined her, and told
Misao that her heart was failing a little and her pulse was weak, and to
keep a very close watch over her. Late that night, he came over once
again, accompanied by two nurses. To his chagrin, the doctor found
that her condition had deteriorated extraordinarily. He gave her cam-
phor and a glucose injection, which revived her momentarily, but her
condition worsened rapidly during the morning of the fourteenth.
Despite all the doctor’s efforts, she finally passed away at 8:45 a.m.
Dr. Imai was greatly saddened and said that Yayoi was under tremen-
dous psychological pressure. Her second son’s illness last year, the
injury of the third son, and the eldest son’s being summoned to the
war—all came in close succession and finally took their toll on her.
What else can we do but pity Yayoi? Even though she was so deeply
tormented and suffering with her worries, she never even once com-
plained to us. She was always kind and cheerful.

She gave birth to four sons, which good fortune people envied. But
she died without seeing the promising future of those boys. I had seven
children; four have already died. When my second daughter died, I for
the first time experienced how painful the death of a child was, but at
my advanced age I experienced the sadness of an old man who is
bereaved of his [now grownup] child, especially because it was Yayoi,
who was so warmhearted, and about whom I have so many memories.

She, who moved to Kanazawa less than a month after she was
born, being placed between her parents in a room on the second floor
of Ömi’s, grew up, graduated from the Women’s [Higher] School,
entered the Tokyo Women’s Higher Normal School, taught, married,
gave birth to four sons, became a fully mature mistress of her house-
hold, and then suddenly disappeared. I remember having seen Haeck-
el’s History of Natural Creation or something like that, which began
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with drawings of the development of a human embryo: an egg within
the mother’s womb that goes through a succession of individual and
generic transformations within ten months, assuming at one time the
shape of a fish and a pig at another, finally coming out as a beautiful
woman. Where did Yayoi come from, and where has she gone? Should
I say: “Everything about human beings is rootless, resembling the
flowers on top of trees” [as a Zen saying goes]?

If Yayoi would have lived on, grown old, and enjoyed some leisure,
she might have become a poet or a short-story writer.
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Epilogue 

When Nishida died, Koto and Nishida’s youngest daughter, Umeko,
were at his bedside. News of his death reached Suzuki Daisetz almost
immediately, and he rushed to the Nishidas’ home. Several days after
Nishida’s death, Daisetz recorded his memories:

The last time I saw you, less than a month ago, you were talking with
your usual ardor and candor about such things as “the ordinary mind is
the way” and the self-determination of the absolute present.

I thought of calling on you again soon, but I kept on procrastinat-
ing because of the train situation; the few trains that ran were tremen-
dously crowded, and if I ended up walking home it would have been
hard on me the following day. But in the morning of 7 June, the sud-
den news was communicated to me that you were no longer among the
living.

Since I had no idea how long it would take me to get there, I pre-
pared a box lunch and went out. I managed to get on the train somehow
or other. When I got off the train, I climbed up the valley of Ubaga-
yatsu in great haste. When I saw Mrs. Nishida come out to greet me, 
I, who had resolved not to cry, burst into tears; to keep from collaps-
ing, I had to hold on to the pillar of the entrance hall.

Soon, I walked into the room where Nishida used to receive me.
He was lying on a bed. Mr. Iwanami was already there and offered
incense, while Mrs. Nishida lifted the white cloth that covered
Nishida’s face. He looked as if he were sleeping peacefully. But his 
eyes of course had lost their gaze and those lips that had talked so
animatedly about mathematics, physics, and logic were now sealed.
Nishida is dead.1

Daisetz suffered a tremendous shock from Nishida’s death and
stayed in bed for several days, tormented.
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On the day that Nishida died, Tanikawa Tetsuzö and Watsuji
Tetsurö hurried in the evening to the Nishidas’ home. Suetsuna Joi-
chi, who was then in the countryside taking care of moving books and
research materials from the university library, received a telegram
from Mutai Risaku on June 8, left right away and arrived in Kamakura
on the ninth in the early afternoon to find that it was the day of the
cremation.

Telegrams reached those in Kyoto around noon on June 8. That
evening, Kösaka Masaaki and Kimura Motomori hastily packed, took
Shizuko along with them, and squeezed themselves into a jam-packed
train. They traveled overnight and arrived in Kamakura just in time
to join the funeral procession to the crematorium. They asked to see
Nishida’s face once again, and the cover of the coffin was removed.
Kimura remembered: “His eyes were quietly closed, his head turned
slightly to the left. The wrinkles between his eyebrows, which showed
when he concentrated, seemed ever more deeply chiseled on his face.
Blue and purple wild flowers were on either side of his face.”2 In those
days of scarcity at the end of the war, the family had a hard time even
finding enough pieces of wood to make a coffin.

Suzuki took charge of the funeral service, held at Tökeiji temple 3

in Kita-kamakura on June 13. Risking air raids, Nishida’s disciples
and those who respected him gathered at his funeral. Iwanami Shigeo
and Nunokawa Kakuzaemon represented Iwanami Bookstore. From
among Nishida’s close students Kösaka Masaaki, Mutai Risaku, Kimura
Motomori, Miyake Göichi, Shimomura Toratarö, Tanikawa Tetsuzö,
Yanagida Kenjürö, and Kataoka Hitoshi were present. Miki Kiyoshi,
had he not been imprisoned, would certainly have been among the
mourners. Although Inoue Zenjö, the abbot of Tökeiji temple, was on
military duty at Sakura, he obtained special permission to take a tem-
porary leave to perform the funeral service. Tachibana Toshiko, Hyö-
jirö’s daughter who had been adopted and raised by Nishida as his own
daughter, was also there among the family members, Koto, Sotohiko,
Shizuko, Umeko, Asako, and Kaneko Takezö. Indeed, the many hard-
ships of wartime ensured that Nishida’s wish to die peacefully, unno-
ticed by the public, was fulfilled.

Nishida’s bones and ashes were divided in three at the request of
his friends and students. A third was buried in the grave of the Nishida
family in Unoke, another third at Tökeiji in Kamakura, and the last
third at Reiun’in at the Myöshinji temple in Kyoto. Nishida’s students
in Kyoto set up a “Sunshin-kai” (a group honoring Sunshin, Nishida’s
Buddhist name) to commemorate their professor and erected a grave-
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stone at Reiun’in in 1948.4 A natural stone with a shape that reminds
one of the Buddha’s parinirväna (final rest) was chosen—probably by
Hisamatsu Shin’ichi and Ueda Juzö, men of excellent taste. From the
belltower right above Nishida’s grave at Reiun’in, the temple gongs
tuned to the öjiki scale reverberate into the air every day.5

Atomic bombs were dropped over Hiroshima and Nagasaki before
Japan saw the end of the war on August 15, 1945. The war ultimately
demanded tremendous sacrifices on the part of the people, not only
the Japanese soldiers who died for the “glory” of Japan, but also those
Asian people and war hostages who were killed or tortured by the Japa-
nese army. Every Japanese in one way or another “participated” in the
war, either as soldiers on the front line or as victims of air raids or as
pitiful figures whose death was hastened by starvation.

Many of Nishida’s friends and colleagues died either right before
the end of the war or soon after. Tosaka Jun, who had been imprisoned
because of his Marxist ideology, died on August 9 in prison. Soon after,
Miki Kiyoshi, who was also serving a sentence for having assisted in
the escape of the convicted Marxist Takakura Teru, died of a sudden
illness on September 26 in a filthy prison cell. How much was lost with
the deaths of these individuals became clear only gradually to postwar
Japanese intellectuals.

Following the arrival of the Allied occupation forces in Japan,
Konoe Ayamaro, Kido Köichi, and Hashida Kunihiko were among
those who were on the list of war criminals. Hashida, minister of edu-
cation under the Töjö cabinet, committed suicide by taking poison on
September 4. Konoe, indignant at being treated with an obvious lack
of respect, also committed suicide by taking poison on December 16,
1945. Kido served his prison sentence until his release in 1955. Shi-
mizu Töru, the last president of the privy council, could not bear to
see the Meiji constitution abolished and threw himself in the ocean at
Atami on September 25, 1947, becoming a martyr of the Meiji con-
stitution.

Kimura Motomori, chosen as a member of the MacArthur Com-
mission on Education, was to address the reorganization of the Japa-
nese educational system. Unfortunately, overworked Kimura suc-
cumbed to a bad cold and died on his lecture trip to Shinshü on
February 12, 1946, at the young age of fifty-one.

Harada Kumao, who had been hard hit by the suicide of Konoe
and was worried about Kido in the Sugamo prison, died on the morn-
ing of February 26, 1946, exactly ten years after the February 26 inci-
dent. His exhausted heart simply gave up. Iwanami Shigeo, who was
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decorated with the Cultural Medal on February 11, 1946, had a stroke
on April 20 and died five days later.

In this way, many of Nishida’s closest friends and those he most
trusted departed from the ranks of the living, one after another, as if to
join him. Aihara Shinsaku lamented the situation: “Miki and Kimura
departed in such a hurry after Professor Nishida had passed away. Had
the professor lived longer, perhaps they might have lived longer.”6

This sentiment, illogical as it may seem, was not held by Aihara alone.
The expression, “the tragedy of the Kyoto school,” is often heard

in the context of the members’ alleged cooperation with the national-
ists of pre-1945 Japan,7 but the real “tragedy” of the Kyoto school per-
haps lies in the untimely deaths of Miki, Tosaka, and Kimura in the
unusual circumstances of war-torn Japan, as well as in the deaths of
such figures as Iwanami and Harada, who did their best to protect the
sanity and conscience of the Japanese people. Was the Japanese expe-
rience just another case in world history of a country’s losing its rea-
son and surrendering to collective madness? In any case, the Japanese
who faced the task of recreating a new Japan paid a very high price. 

Until the end of his life, Nishida maintained his calm and a bal-
anced perspective on the war. It is said that two months before he died,
his nephew Takahashi Shichirö called on him at Ubagayatsu and urged
him to move to Kizu for safety. At that time, Nishida, visibly angry at
the military, harshly criticized it and said: “ ‘One hundred million
people courageously dying for the emperor’ is absolutely out of the
question!” He also told Maki Kenji, who called on him about two
weeks before his death: “This war will bring about unexpected results
to both the victorious and the defeated.”8

On July 10, 1947, in a still devastated Tokyo, the Iwanami Book-
store began publishing Nishida Kitarö Zenshü [Collected works of
Nishida Kitarö]. When publication of the first volume was announced,
buyers formed a long line the night before, encircling the entire block
where Iwanami’s bookstore stood. No sooner had the store opened in
the morning than all copies were sold out.9 This was indeed a phe-
nomenon that made newspaper headlines, revealing that the people
were spiritually hungry, intellectually thirsty, and looking desperately
for cultural sustenance.

More than half a century later, as we look back on the life of
Nishida Kitarö, we are again reminded of his words to Suzuki Daisetz:
“A new age is dawning; I imagine there will be all kinds of people, but
I suspect that the kinds of people we have seen in our era will never
be seen again.”10
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Glossary of Names and Terms

-Abe Jiro ���� (1883–1959)
Abe Nobuyuki ���� (1875–1953)
Abe Seinosuke �����

Abe Yoshishige �� � (1883–1966)
ai �
Aihara Shinsaku ���� (1905–1996)
Aihara Yoshikazu ���� (1912– )
Akai Maki �� 
Akai Yonekichi �� ! (1887–1974)

-Akamatsu Chijo ���� (1886–1960)
Akamatsu Kotora ���� (1890–1944)
Akanuma Chizen �� � (1884–1937)
Akashi Teruo �� ! (1881–1956)
Akegarasu Haya ��� (1877–1954)
Akizuki Itaru �� 

-Amano Teiyu ���� (1884–1980)
-Amo Eiji ���  (1887–1968)

- -Anesaki Masaharu (Chofu) ����(��) (1873–1949)
Arai Hakuseki ���  (1657–1725)
Araki Sadao ���  (1877–1966)

-Araki Torasaburo ����� (1866–1942)
- -Arima (Sasa) Shozaburo ��(��)���

Arishima Ikuma ����=(1882–1974)
Arishima Takeo ���� (1878–1923)

-Arita Hachiro ���� (1884–1965)
Asahi Shinbun �� ���
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Ashikaga Takauji �� ! (1305–1352)
Ataka Yakichi �� �=(1873–1949)

-Basho. See Matsuo Basho
basho=��

basho no ronri �� !�

bashoteki ���
- -benshoho �� 

Bungakubu �� 
Bunka ����

Bunka Daigaku ����
-bunka kunsho ����

bushi ��
-bushido ���

Chiba Tanenari ���� (1884–1972)
Daitokuji ���

-Danno Yasutaro ����� (1902–1967)
-Dogen �� (1200–1253)

Doi Torakazu �� !� (1902–1971)
-Dokuon Joshu (Ogino) ��� (��) (1819–1895)

dokusan ��

Eijunji �� 
-Emperor Meiji ���� (Mutsuhito ��). See Meiji ten’no

- - -Emperor Showa ���� (Hirohito ��). See Showa ten’no
- - -Emperor Taisho ���� (Yoshihito ��). See Taisho ten’no

Engakuji ���

Enoto Rikichi ����
-Enshosha ���

Ensui kyokusen ������
-Fujii Kenjiro ����� (1872–1931)

Fujii Otoo (Shiei) ��� (��) (1868–1945)
-Fujii Tanetaro ��� � (1881–1968)

Fujimura Misao ��� (1886–1903)
Fujioka (Nakatani) Aya ��(��)� (1906–1927)

-Fujioka Koji �� �

Fujioka Michio �� � (1908–1988)
Fujioka Mitsuko ���� ( –1906)

- -Fujioka Sakutaro (Toho) �����(��) (1870–1910)
Fujioka (Yoshida) Tatsumi ��(��)�� (1872–1944)
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Fujioka Yoshio ���� (1903–1976)
-Fujioka Zoroku �� !

Fujishiro Teisuke ���� (1868–1927)
Fujita Koremasa ����

-Fujita Toko ���  (1806–1855)
Fujita Toshihiko ���� (1877–1965)
Fujiwara Seika ���� (1561–1619)

-Fujukai ���

Fukada Yasukazu ���� (1878–1928)
fukko ��

-Fukuchi Gen’ichiro ����� (1841–1906)
Fukushima Junkichi �� �=( –1897)
Fukuzawa Yukichi �� � (1834–1901)
Funayama Shin’ichi �� � (1907–1994)
Furuno Inosuke �� �� (1891–1966)
Fuseimonkai ����

gakumon ��
-Gakushuin ���

Gasonkai ���

Geibun ����

Genri Nippon ���� !

Genri Nipponsha ��� �
-genro ��

gijutsu ��
-go �

-goshinko ���
-Goto Fumio �� �=(1884–1980)
- -Goto Ryunosuke �� !� (1888–1984)

Haga Yaichi ���  (1867–1927)
Hakuin Ekaku ���  (1684–1768)

-hakusa seisho ����

Hamaguchi Osachi ���� (1870–1931)
Hamao Arata ��� (1849–1925)
Han (Kan in Japanese) �
han �
hanbatsu ��

-Hani Goro �� � (1901–1983)
Hara Asao ���� (1888–1969)
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-Hara Katsuro ��  (1871–1924)
Harada Kumao ���� (1881–1946)
Harada Nobuko ����

Hasegawa Nyozekan ������ (1875–1969)
-Hasegawa Teiichiro ���� �

Hashida Kunihiko �� � (1882–1945)
-Hashimoto Kingoro �� !� (1890–1957)

-Hatani Ryotai ����

Hatano Seiichi �� !" (1877–1950)
-Hatoyama Ichiro=���� (1883–1959)

Hatta Miki ���  (1873–1962)
-Hayakawa Senkichiro �� !� (1863–1922)

Hayami Hiroshi ��� (1876–1943)
-Hayashi Magohachiro ���  (died 1880s)

Hayashi Razan ��� (1583–1657)
- -Hayashi Senjuro �� � (1870–1943)

Hayashi Tatsuo ��� (1896–1984)
-heijotei ���

heimin ��

Hekigan’e ���

Hekignroku �����

hiai ��
-Hidaka Daishiro ����� (1896–1977)

- -Hiraide Kojiro �� !"
Hiraizumi Kiyoshi ��  (1895–1984)

-Hiranuma Kiichiro �� !� (1867–1952)
-Hirota Koki ���� (1878–1948)

Hisamatsu Shin’ichi=���� (1889–1980)
Hojinkai Zasshi �� �� �

- - -Hojo (Kondo) Masaki �� !" (née ��)
- - -Hojo Tokiyori (Saimyoji) ����(�� ) (1227–1263)
- -Hojo Tokiyuki (or Tokiyoshi) ���� (1859–1929)

Hokkoku Shinbun ��� ��

Hokushinkai Zasshi ��� !"�
-Honda Kenzo ���� (1898–1948)

- -Honda Kotaro �� !� (1870–1954)
-Honjo Yoshimune ����

Hori Koretaka ��� (1868–1954)
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-Hosei Daigaku �� �

Hoshino Ai ����
-Hoshun’in �� 

Hosoya Tsuneo ����
-Ibaraki Seijiro �� !�
-Ichiki Kitokuro �� �� (1867–1944)

ichioku gyokusai ����

Ide Takashi �� (1892–1980)
Igarashi Shin �� � (died 1928)
Igawa Tadao �� � (1893–1947)

-Iidabashi Daimyojin �� !"�

Ikeda Shigeaki �� ! (1867–1950)
- - -Ikegami Shosan �� �. See Shosan Echo

Imaizumi Teisuke ���� (1863– )
-Imakita (or Imagita) Kosen ����

Inaba Masamaru ��� =(1865–1944)
-Inokuchi Sei (Motoku) ���(��) ( –1884)

-Inoue Enryo ���� (1858–1919)
Inoue Kaoru ��  (1837–1915)
Inoue Kowashi ��� (1844–1895)

-Inoue Tetsujiro �� !� (1855–1944)
Inukai Tsuyoshi ��� (1855–1932)
Ishida Isoji �� !
Ishida Kanehisa �� !
Ishida Kenji ���� (1890–1979)
Ishiguro Bunkichi ����

Ishihara Atsushi ��� (1881–1947)
Ishihara Ken ��� (1882–1976)
Ishii Mitsuo �� �

-Ishikawa Koji �� !
- -Ishikawa Ryuzo ���� (1867–1945)

- - - -Ishikawaken jinjo chugakko, Nanao bunko ���������� �
-Ishikawaken Senmongakko �������

-Ishikawaken shihangakko �������

ishin ��
-Ito Enkichi ����
-Ito Hirobumi �� � (1841–1909)
-Ito Kichinosuke �� �� (1885–1961)
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-Ittoen ���

Iwamoto Tei ��� (1869–1941)
Iwanami Shigeo �� � (1881–1946)
Jiga (Ch. Erya) ����

jikaku ��

jiko an’jin ����
-Jimyo (Chinese: Ciming) ��
- -Jingu hosaikai �����

jinkaku ��

jiriki ��
- -Jishuryo ���

- -Joshu (Zhaozhu)=�� (778–897)
juku �
junsui keiken �� !

-Jushin ��

Kagawa Toyohiko �� � (1888–1960)
-Kaizo ����

Kakehashi Akihide ��� (1902– )
-Kamiyama Kosaburo ����� (1846–1921)

-Kanai Shoji ���� (1885–1967)
-Kanamori Tokujiro ����� (1886–1959)

Kanba Toshio ���

kanbun ��

Kanda Naibu ���� (1857–1923)
-Kaneko Takezo �� � (1905–1987)

Kanetsune Kiyosuke �� ! (1885–1957)
- -Kano Kokichi ���� (1865–1942)

Kano Naoki ���� (1868–1947)
Kanokogi Kazunobu ��� � (1884–1949)
kanshi ��

-Karaki Junzo ���  (1904–1980)
Kashiwada Morifumi �� �

Kataoka Hitoshi ���� (1902–1993)
-Kato Hiroyuki ���� (1836–1916)

-Katsube Kenzo ���  (1885–1964)
Kawagoe Munetaka ���� ( –1891)
Kawai Yoshinari ���� (1886–1970)
Kawakami Hajime ��� (1879–1946)
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Kawakami Hikoji ����

kazoku ��

Keigijuku ��� (1902–1931)
 -

Keizai Orai ��� !�
-kendo ��

Kenrokuen ���
-kensho ��

-Kiba Ryohon �� ! (ca. 1887–1940)
-Kido Koichi=���� (1889–1977)

Kihira Tadayoshi ���  (1874–1949)
Kikashogakureidai ������� 

Kikuchi Dairoku �� ! (1855–1917)
Kikuchi Takeo �� ! (1875–1955)

-Kikuchi Toyosaburo �� !� (1892–1971)
Kimura Hisashi ��� (1870–1943)
Kimura Motomori ���� (1895–1946)

-Kimura Takataro ����� (1870–1931)
Kiyozawa Manshi ���  (1863–1903)

-koan ��

Kobayashi Isamu ��  (1903–1981)
-Kobayashi Taichiro �� !�

Kobayashi Zentei �� ! (1893–1972)
- -kodo ��
- -Kogaku Soen ���  (1859–1919)

-Kohoan ���

Koiso Kuniaki ���� (1880–1950)
-koiteki chokkan �� ��

Koizumi Yakumo (Lafcadio Hearn) ������ !"#$��� ! (1850–
1904)

koji ��

kojin ��

koji-Zen ���
- - -Koju Sotaku ���� (1840–1907)

- -Kokan Soho ���  (1839–1903)
kokka ��

kokkashugi ����
- - -Kokodo ���

-Kokumin seishin bunka kenkyujo ���������
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-Kokusaku kenkyukai=�����

kokusuishugi ����

kokutai ��

Kokutai no hongi ������ 
- - -Kondo Masaki. See Hojo Masaki

Konishi Shigenao �� � (1875–1948)
-Kono Yoichi �� ! (1896–1984)

Konoe Atsumaro ���� (1863–1904)
Konoe Ayamaro (or Fumimaro) �� ! (1891–1945)

-Konoe (Mori) Chiyoko ��(��)�� 
Konoe Hidemaro �� !
Konoe (Maeda) Motoko ��(��)��

Konoe (Maeda) Sawako ��(��)��
-Konoe (Mori) Yasuko ��(��)��

-Kosaka Masaaki ���� (1900–1969)
kosei ��

-Kosei keikai �� ���
- -Kosen Shoon (Imakita) ����(��) (1816–1892)
-koshitsu ��
- -Koshogaku �� 

Kosseikutsu ���
-Koyama Iwao ���� (1905–1993)

Koyama Tomoe ���  (1884–1976)
Koyanagi Shigeta ����� (1870–1940)
Kozaki Hiromichi ���  (1856–1938)
Kubo Yoshio ����

-Kuchokan �� 
Kuhara Mitsuru �� ! (1855–1919)

- -Kuki Shuzo ���� (1888–1941)
Kumano Yoshitaka ���  (1899– )
kunai-daijin ����

-Kurata Hyakuzo ���  (1891–1943)
Kuwabara Masahisa ����

Kuwaki Ayao �� � (1878–1945)
Kuwaki Gen’yoku ���� (1874–1946)
Kuwata Hidenobu ���� (1895–1975)

-Kuya ��=(903–972)
-Kyodai jiken ���  (also Takigawa jiken)
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- -Kyogaku sasshin hyogikai ����� !
-Kyoto gakuha ����
-Kyoto gakuren jiken ������
-Kyoto Teikoku Daigaku ������

Maeda Toshiie �� � (1538–1599)
Maeda Toshinari �� ! (1885–1942)
Maeda Toshitsugu �� ! (1858–1900)

-Maeda Tsunanori (Shoun) ����(��) (1643–1724)
Maeda Yoshiyasu �� � (1830–1874)
Maki Kenji ��  (1892–1989)
Makino Nobuaki �� � (1861–1949)
Mashita Shin’ichi ���� (1906–1985)
Matsuda Genji ���  (1926– )
Matsuda Michio ���� (1908–1998)
Matsudaira Yasumasa ���� (1893–1957)
Matsui Haruo ���� (1891–1966)

-Matsui Kisaburo ��� � (ca. 1869–1932)
-Matsumoto Bunzaburo ����� (1869–1944)

-Matsumoto Matataro ����� (1865–1943)
-Matsuo Basho ���  (1644–1694)

-Matsuoka Yosuke ���� (1880–1946)
-Meiji Tenno (Mutsuhito) ����(��) (1852–1912)

- -messhi hoko ����

Miki Kiyoshi ��  (1897–1945)
Minabe Nagaharu ���  (1886–1958)
Minami Hiroshi �� (1869–1946)
Minamoto Yoritomo ��� (1147–1199)
Minobe jiken �����

Minobe Tatsukichi ����� (1873–1948)
Minoda Muneki ���  (1894–1946)

-Mitake Kingoro �� !� ( –1918)
- -Mitsuchi Kozo �� � (1898–1924)

-Mitsui Hachiroemon (Takaakira) �������(��) (1895–1992)
-Mitsui Hachiroemon (Takamine) �������(��) (1857–1948)

Miura Shinshichi ���� (1877–1947)
-Miura Tetsutaro ����� (1874–1972)

-Miyake Goichi ���� (1895–1982)
- -Miyake Shotaro (Shinken) �����(��) (1853–ca. 1935)
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- -Miyake Yujiro (Setsurei) �����(��) (1860–1945)
Miyamoto Hideo ���� (1888–1973)

-Miyamoto Shoson ���  (1893–1983)
Miyamoto Wakichi ���  (1883–1972)
Mizobuchi Shinma ����

-Mizuashi Ikujiro �� !�

Monoi Hana ��  (also Kimura Michiko ����)
Mori Arinori ��� (1847–1889)

- -Mori Jujiro �� � (1890– )
Moriguchi Shigeharu �� � (1885?–1940)

-Morimoto Koji (Seinen) �� �(��) (1889–1984)
Moriuchi Masaaki ���� ( –1907)
Moriya Hideaki �� !

-Moshi �� !
- -Motora Yujiro ����� (1858–1912)

Mozume Takami ���� (1847–1928)
mu �
muga ��

muji ��
-Mujinto �����

- -Muko Kikutaro �� � (ca. 1871–1904)
Mumonkan (Wumenguan) �� ��

-Murakami Sensho ���� (1851–1929)
-Murata Shiro �� � (1887– )

- - -Musashi kotogakko ������
-Mushanokoji Saneatsu �� !�� (1885–1976)

Mutai Risaku ���� (1890–1974)
- -Mutoryu ���

-Myoshinji �� 
- -Nagai Ryutaro �� !� (1881–1944)

Nagai Shizuo ����

Naganoken (Shinano) Tetsugakukai ���(��)���

Nagao Gan ���
-Nagayo Yoshiro �� ! (1888–1961)

nai-daijin ���
-Naito Konan ���  (1866–1934)

-Nakae Chomin �� ! (1847–1901)
Nakagawa Hajime �� 
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-Nakahashi Tokugoro ����� (1861–1934)
Nakai Masakazu �� ! (1900–1952)

-Nakajima Ichiro ����
-Nakajima Rikizo ���� (1858–1918)
-Nakajima Tokuzo ���  (1864–1940)

Nakame Satoru ���
-Nakano Seigo �� � (1886–1943)

Naruse Kiyoshi (Mukyoku) ���(��) (1885–1958)
Nasu Shiroshi ��� (1888–1984)

-Natsume Kinnosuke (Soseki) �� ��(��) (1867–1916)
Nihongaishi �� ���

-Nihon gakujutsu shinkokai ���� �� (1932– )
-Nihon hyoron �� ���

-Nihon Shingakko ���� 
-Nihon shogaku shinko iinkai ������ !�

Nihon Teikoku Gakushiin ���� ��
-Niijima Jo ��  (1843–1890)

-Nishi Shin’ichiro ���� (1873–1943)
Nishida Aiko �� ! (d. 1907)
Nishida Aranori ���� ( – ca. 1850)

- -Nishida Hyojiro �� !� (1873–1904)
Nishida Ken ���=(1898–1920)
Nishida Kikuhiko �� �� (1928– )
Nishida (Yamada) Koto ��(��)� (1883–1973)
Nishida (Tokuda) Kotomi ��(��)�� (1875–1925)
Nishida Masa ��  (1859–1939)
Nishida Nao ��  (1866–1883)

-Nishida Naojiro �����

Nishida Shizuko ���� (1905–1976)
Nishida Sotohiko �� � (1901–1959)
Nishida (Takahashi) Sumi ��(��)� (1871–1955)

-Nishida Tenko �� ! (1872–1968)
Nishida Tomoko �� ! (1907–1941)
Nishida (Hayashi) Tosa ��(�)�� (1842–1918)
Nishida (Tachibana) Toshiko ��(�)�� (1903–1989)
Nishida (Kaneko) Umeko ��(��)�� (1909–1996)
Nishida Yae �� !
Nishida Yasunori �� ! (1834–1898)
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Nishida (Ueda) Yayoi ��(��)�� (1896–1945)
-Nishida Yuko �� ! (1902–1907)

Nishikida Yoshitomi �� � (1884–1927)
Nishitani Keiji ���� (1900–1990)
Nogami Toshio ���� (1882–1963)
Nogi Maresuke �� ! (1849–1912)
Nogi Shizuko ���� ( –1912)

-Nomura Kichisaburo �� !� (1877–1964)
Nozaki Hiroyoshi ���� (1889–1917)
Nunokawa Kakuzaemon �� !"#
Oda Nobuhiro ���� (1889– )

-Oda Shogaku ���� (1858– )
Odaka Tomoo ���� (1899–1956)
Ogawa Takuji=���� (1870–1941)

-Ogino Dokuon ����. See Dokuon Joshu
-Ogyu Sorai �� ! (1666–1728)

Ojima Sukema ���� (1881–1966)
- -Oka Sanjiro (or Shinzo) ����(��)

Okabe Nagakage ���� (1884–1970)
Okada Keisuke ���� (1868–1952)

-Okada Ryohei ���� (1864–1934)
Okamoto (Sabase) Haruhiko ��(��)�� (1894–1918)
 -
Okubo Toshimichi ����� (1830–1878)
Okuda Yoshito ���  (1860–1917)
 -Okuma Shigenobu �� � (1838–1922)
 -
Okura Kinmochi ���  (1882–1968)
Omodaka Hisayuki ���� (1904– )
 -Onishi Hajime ��  (1864–1900)

-Onoe Shonosuke �����

onshi ��

Orategama ����� 

Osada Arata ��� (1887–1961)
 - -Osaka Motokichiro ����� (1880–1945)
 -Oshima Masanori �� � (1880–1947)
 -
Oshima Seiji ����
 -
Oshima Yasumasa ���� (1917– )
 -Oshima Yoshinaga �� ! (1871–1935)
 -
Ouchi Seiran ���� (1845–1918)
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Ozaki Hotsumi ���  (1901–1944)
-Rai Sanyo ��� (1780–1832)

reisei ��

Reiun’in ���

rekishiteki shintai ��� �

risei ��
-Riso �� !

Rongo ����
-roshi ��
-Royama Masamichi ���� (1895–1980)

- -Saigo Takamori (Nanshu) ����(��) (1827–1877)
-Saigyo ��

Saionji Kinmochi �� �� (1849–1940)
-Saito Makoto ��� (1858–1936)

Sakaguchi Takashi ��  (1872–1928)
-Sakuma Gisaburo �� !�

Sakurai Masataka ���� (1879– )
samurai �
sanbagarasu �� 
Sansanjuku ���

san’yo ��

sanzen ��

Sasa Hiroo ��� 
-Sasaki Gessho ����� (1875–1926)

-Sasaki Soichi ����� (1878–1965)
- -Sato Kenryo �� ! (1895–1975)
-Sato Nobue ���� (1905– )
- -Sato Tsuji ���� (1901–1990)

Satomi Ton ��  (1888–1983)
-Sawamura Sentaro ����� (died 1930)

Sawayanagi jiken ��� 
-Sawayanagi Masataro ��� � (1865–1927)

Seishinkai �����
- -Seiyuto �� 

Sekiguchi Hiraku ��� (1842–1884)
-Sekirekiso ���

-sekishu no onjo ���� 

sekku ��
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Senjuin �� 
senka ��

Senshin’an ���

Senshinnkai ���

sesshin �����
-Sessu �� (1420–1506)

-Setsumon Gensho (Michizu) ����(��) (1850–1915)
- - -Shaku Soen �� . See Kogaku Soen

Shiga Naoya ���� (1883–1971)
shike ��

-Shiko ��
-Shikyo ����

Shima Yoshio ��� (1902–1985)
- -Shimada Chorei (or Jurei) ���� (1838–1898)

-Shimada Ichiro ����

Shimaji Mokurai ���� (1838–1911)
-Shimazaki Toson ���  (1872–1943)

-Shimizu Toru ��  (1868–1947)
-Shimoda Jiro �� � (1872–1938)

Shimomura Hiroshi (Kainan) ���(��) (1875–1957)
-Shimomura Torataro ����� (1902–1995)

Shinagawa Kazue �� � (1887–1986)
Shinano Tetsugakukai �����

Shinmura Izuru ���=(1876–1967)
Shinohara Sukeichi ���� (1876–1957)
Shinomiya Kaneyuki ���� (1884–1945)
Shinran �� (1173–1262)
shinshinichinyo �� !
shintaisei ���

Shirakaba ��
-Shiso �� !
-shiso shingikai ���� 

-Shitahodo Yukichi �� ! (1904– )
shizoku ��

-Shokasonzuku ���� (est. 1856)
- -Shoriki Matsutaro ���� =(1885–1969)
- - -Shosan Echo (Ikegami) ����(��) (1856–1928). See Ikegami Shosan

shosei ��
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- -Showa kenkyukai �� ��
- -Showa Tenno (Hirohito) �� !(��) (1901–1989)
-Showajuku=���

shu no ronri ����
- -shukyo ��
- -shukyoteki sekaikan ���� �

-Shunju Sashiden �� !"#$
- -Soda Kiichiro �� !"� (1881–1927)

sokuhi ��
-Sono Masazo ��� (1886–1969)

Soshi (Zhuangzi) ����
-Soya Heihachi ����

-Suehiro Izutaro ����� (1888–1951)
Suekawa Hiroshi ��� (1892–1977)
Suetsuna Joichi ���� (1898–1970)
Sugawara no Michizane �� � (844–903)
Sugimori Korema �� !

-Sumitsuin �� 
Sunshin ��

Suzuki Beatrice Lane Erskine ���� !"��� ��� !" (1878–1939)
-Suzuki Kantaro ��� � (1867–1948)
-Suzuki Kisaburo ��� � (1867–1940)

Suzuki Shigetaka=���� (1907–1988)
-Suzuki Teitaro (Daisetz) ��� �(��) (1870–1966)

-tacchu ��
-Tada Heigoro �� !�

Tada Kanae �� 
Taisei yokusankai=�� ��

- -Taisho Tenno (Yoshihito) �� !(��) (1879–1926)
-Taiyo �� !
-Taizoin �� 

Tajima Michiji ���  (1885–1968)
-Takagi Sokichi ���� (1893–1979)

Takagi Teiji ���� (1875–1960)
Takahashi Fumi ��� (1901–1945)
Takahashi Kamekichi ���� (1894–1977)
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köiteki chokkan. See under NK’s philo-

sophical concepts
Koizumi Yakumo. See Hearn, Lafcadio
koji, 50 
koji-Zen, 50
Köjü Sötaku, 71, 72
Kokan Söho, 53, 55, 66, 71, 72, 352n.

54; and his death-poem, 214
Kokinshü, 242
kokka, 30, 282 
kokkashugi. See nationalism
Köködö, 62, 107
Kokuhonsha, 296
Kokumin gakujutsu kyökai, 305
Kokumin seishin bunka kenkyüjo. See Cen-

ter for National Spiritual Culture
Kokusaku kenkyükai. See Institute of

National Strategy
kokusuishugi. See ultranationalism
kokutai, 262–63, 265, 267, 270
Kokutai no hongi, 266 
Kokutaiji, 49–50, 79
Komeyachö (Yamaguchi), 54
Kondö Masaki. See Höjö Masaki 
Konishi Shigenao, 140, 146, 233, 253,

269 
Köno Yoichi, 213, 377n. 13
Konoe Atsumaro (Konoe Ayamaro’s

father), 361n. 28
Konoe Ayamaro (or Fumimaro), 105,

131, 139, 255, 256, 259, 270, 280,
314, 361n. 28; prime minister, first
cabinet, 284, 286, 296, 300; second
cabinet and “New Order,” 308; and
Showa Study Group, 291–92; suicide
of, 338; third cabinet, 313; “Ugaki
incident,” 295

Konoe Hidemaro (Ayamaro’s half-
brother), 387n. 30

Konoe Sawako (Ayamaro’s mother),
362n. 44

Konoe Street, 117
Konoe Yasuko (Konoe Hidemaro’s

wife), 266, 387n. 30

Kösaka Masaaki, xxii, 166, 177, 184,
191–92, 195, 196, 216, 217, 230, 233,
235, 267, 278, 280, 294, 295, 300,
325, 337; and NK’s letters to, 267,
293, 329–30, 389n. 30, 392n. 45,
399n. 57

Kösei keikai (Huangqing jingjie), 22,
345n. 29

Kösen Shöon. See Imakita Kösen
köshitsu. See imperial family
Köshögaku, 22
Koshömachi (Kanazawa), 333
Kosseikutsu, 183
Köyama Iwao, 216, 230, 233, 268, 278,

289, 294, 300, 325, 378n. 37; his
Nishida Tetsugaku [Nishidan philoso-
phy], 262, 386n. 3; and NK’s letter
to, 328–29

Koyama Tomoe, 154, 181 
Koyanagi Shigeta, 106
Koyré, Alexandre, 195, 375n. 25
Kozaki Hiromichi, 107
Kubo Yoshio, 175, 324
Kuchökan, 36
Kugenuma, 219, 221
Kuhara Mitsuru, 139
Kuki Shüzö, 40, 181, 216, 227, 233, 282

(plate), 312, 331, 332 (plate), 350n.
60, 378n. 38

Ku̇̇lpe, Oswald, 120
Kumano Yoshitaka, 249; and NK’s

letter to, 398n. 33
kunai-daijin. See imperial minister
Kurata Hyakuzö, 130, 227, 366n. 47
Kusaka Chöjirö, 53
Kuwabara Masahisa, 76; and NK’s letter

to, 356n. 5 
Kuwaki Ayao, 185, 373n. 2; and NK’s

letters to, 186, 373nn. 3, 5–7, 389n.
23

Kuwaki Gen’yoku, 40, 43, 81, 112, 117,
119, 120, 122, 124, 135, 136 (plate),
138, 139–140, 144, 153, 159, 185,
216, 235

Kuwata Hidenobu, 249; and NK’s letter
to, 385n. 56

Küya, 213
Kyödai jiken. See Takigawa incident
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Kyögaku sasshin hyögikai. See Committee
for the Renewal of Education and
Scholarship

Kyöiku Jiron, 46
Kyöto gakuha. See Kyoto School 
Kyoto Imperial University (established

in 1897), 117–18, 175, 196, 220, 253,
364n. 2; College of Humanities
(Bunka Daigaku, established in
1906), 81, 117–18; College of Law,
139; Faculty of Law, 253; Faculty of
Letters (Bungakubu), 180

Kyoto Prefecture First Higher
Women’s School, 179

Kyoto School (of philosophy), xv,
xviii–xix; formation of, 232–33;
Minoda Muneki’s attack on, 293; and
nationalism, 397–98n. 22; and navy,
300; and Pacific War, 394n. 92; post-
modern criticism of, 306; “tragedy”
of, 339; war-time general hostility
against, 325, 399n. 54

Kyüshü Imperial University, 373n. 2

Lagrange, Joseph Louis, xxi
Lamb, Charles (pen name Elia), Tales

from Shakespeare, 16; “The Super-
annuated Man,” Last Essays of Elia,
224 

Lane, Beatrice Erskin. See Suzuki,
Beatrice

language barrier, and philosophy, 182 
Laplace, Pierre Simon, xxi
Lasson, Adolf, 38
Lawrence, D. H., Lady Chatterley’s

Lover, 245, 383nn. 60–61
Lederer, Emil, 198, 200
Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm von, 296,

323, 393n. 59 
Lessing, Gotthold E., 74
liberalism, 277, 290
limited status program (senka) at Imper-

ial University, 30, 32, 41–44, 122,
225–26, 347nn. 1–4 

Lipps, Theodor, 146, 159, 274
Locke, John, 362n. 56
lord keeper of the privy seal (nai-daijin),

251

Lotze, Rudolf H., 34, 35, 148, 156,
348n. 26

Lȯ̇with, Karl, 288, 390nn. 58–60

Lyon, Mary, xxi

MacArthur, Douglas, 338

Macaulay, Thomas B., 21, 26, 346n. 57

Mach, Ernst, 362n. 56

Maeda family, 8, 17

Maeda Motoko. See Konoe Motoko

Maeda Sawako. See Konoe Sawako

Maeda Toshiie, 9

Maeda Toshinari, 103, 131, 362n. 44;
and Keigijuku (private school,
1902–1931), 107–08

Maeda Toshitsugu, 18, 362n. 44

Maeda Tsunanori (Shöun), 9

Maeda Yoshiyasu, 362n. 44 

Maeterlinck, Maurice, 158

Mahäyäna Buddhism, 178, 249, 260, 275

Maki Kenji, 339

Makino Nobuaki, 323, 324 (plate),
398n. 45

Manchurian incident, 248

Marburg school. See neo-Kantianism

Marco Polo Bridge incident, 285

Marcus Aurelius, 158

Martineau, James, 147

Marx, Karl, 229–30, 255 

Marxism, xvi, 210, 213, 229–30, 231,
253, 254, 259, 277, 285, 345n. 43

Mashita Shin’ichi, 233, 380n. 36

mathematics, xxi, 13–15; group theory,
155; set theory, 155

Matsuda Genji, 269, 388n. 52

Matsuda Michio, 380nn. 21–24

Matsudaira Yasumasa, 300, 394n. 93

Matsui Haruo, 291, 391n. 13

Matsui Kisaburö, 24 (plate), 37

Matsumoto Bunzaburö, 24 (plate), 25,
27, 28 (plate), 32, 43, 45, 62, 80–81,
101, 111, 117–18, 119, 127, 128, 138,
212, 215, 233, 327 

Matsumoto Matatarö, 43, 119, 137

Matsuo Bashö, 266

Matsuoka Yösuke, 313

May 15 incident, 249
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Meiji aristocracy (kazoku), 103–04,
360n. 5

Meiji Constitution, 24, 264; fiftieth
anniversary of, 290, 338, 386nn. 4–5

Meiji Emperor (Mutsuhito), 103, 106,
130, 131 

Meiji liberalism, 309
Meiji period, xvi–xvii, 2, 7, 259, 271,

277, 310 
Meiji Restoration, 283, 309, 311, 318
Meinong, Alexius, 146, 147
Mencius, 315
Mencius, the, 10
Mendelssohn, Moses, 179
Merton, Thomas, xx
Miki Kiyoshi, xxi, 161, 163, 180, 181,

197, 198, 212–13, 230, 231, 233, 249,
254, 278, 280, 281, 297, 300, 337,
338, 339, 370n. 3; and NK’s postcard
to, 370n. 11

militarism, 2, 3, 215, 377n. 7, 384n. 29
military training on university campuses,

210–211, 290
Mill, John Stuart, 21, 39
Minabe Nagaharu, 268, 387n. 47
Minami Hiroshi, 323–24, 399n. 46
Minamoto Yoritomo, 222 
Ministry of Education, 18, 268–70, 286,

310–11, 325
Minobe incident, 262–63, 264, 265,

386nn. 15–16
Minobe Tatsukichi, 262–63, 264, 266,

281, 386nn. 4–6
Minoda Muneki, 384nn. 22–23; his

charges against Kyoto school, 293,
294; his charges against Minobe
Tatsukichi, 262, 386n. 6; his charges
against NK, 293, 294, 306, 325,
392n. 32; his charges against Shöwa
Study Group, 391n. 21; his charges
against Takigawa Yukitoki, 253; his
charges against Tsuda Sökichi, 305,
306

Mitake Kingorö, 55, 59, 61, 62, 63, 66,
69, 71, 84, 85 (plate), 118

Mitsuchi Közö, 166, 177, 370n. 26
Mitsui Hachiröemon (Takaakira), 183
Mitsui Hachiröemon (Takamine), 183

Mitsui Köshi, 384n. 22
Miura Shinshichi, 281, 300, 389n. 18
Miura Tetsutarö, 291, 391n. 12

Miyagi Prefecture Women’s Normal
School (Sendai), 243

Miyake Göichi, 235, 249, 266, 337; and
NK’s letters to, 257–58, 381n. 1,
383n. 1

Miyake Shinken (Shötarö), 22, 34, 77,
345n. 28, 346n. 48; NK’s “Miyake
Shinken sensei,” 343n. 17

Miyake Yüjirö (Setsurei), 32

Miyamoto Hideo, 253 

Miyamoto Shöson, 249

Miyamoto Wakichi, 137, 154, 227,
366n. 43

Mizobuchi Shinma (seventh principal of
Fourth Higher School), 200

Mizuashi Ikujirö, 107

monad, 296–97 

Monoi Hana, 192, 197

Montaigne, M. E. de, 245

Mori, 5–6, 7, 201

Mori Arinori, 17, 18, 24, 30, 167, 344n.
5

Möri Chiyoko. See Konoe Chiyoko 

Mori Jüjirö, 324, 399n. 47

Mori Ögai, Yasui fujin, 11

Möri Yasuko. See Konoe Yasuko 

Moriguchi Shigeharu, 253

Morimoto Köji (Seinen), 143, 236

Moriuchi Masaaki, 64, 90 

Moriya Hideaki, 62

Motora Yüjirö, 31, 32, 33 (plate), 40,
42, 87, 88, 101, 104, 108, 112,
137–38, 348n. 15

Mount Atago, 190

Mozume Takami, 32, 33 (plate)

muga. See selflessness

muji. See under köan
Mujintö, 55, 173, 371n. 7 

Mukö Kikutarö, 16, 76

Mu̇̇ller, Max, 23, 62, 345n. 38

Mumonkan (Wumenguan), 69

Mu̇̇nsterberg, Hugo, 362n. 56

Murakami Senshö, 32, 33 (plate), 71

Murata Shirö, 249
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Murdoch, James, 123, 124, 365nn.
17–18

Musashi Higher School, 180, 393nn.
12–13

Mushanoköji Saneatsu, 104, 360n. 13,
362n. 45

Mussolini, Benito, 330
Mutai Risaku, xviii, xxii, 134, 147, 149,

158, 166, 182, 183, 191, 197, 201,
212, 213, 215, 249, 278, 325, 337,
368n. 27; and NK’s letters to,
204 –05, 211, 287–88, 294, 300,
341n. 5, 378n. 30, 380n. 28, 384n.
38, 390n. 44, 392nn. 31, 33, 36,
394n. 85, 395n. 17, 398nn. 27, 39,
399n. 62

Mutöryü, 354n. 10
Myöshinji, 53, 55, 58, 69, 143
myth, 274

Nagadohei (Kanazawa), 8
Nagai Hiroshi, xxii 
Nagai Ryütarö, 321
Nagai Shizuo, 84, 85 (plate)
Nagano Philosophical Group (Shinano

or Shinshü Tetsugakukai), 188, 194,
201, 250, 258, 262, 286

Nagano Prefecture (or Shinshü), 158,
325, 338

Nagao Gan, 9
Nagasaki, 338
Nagashima Shigeo, 84
Nagayo Yoshirö, 105, 300, 321, 361n.

23; and NK’s letters to, 393n. 74,
400n. 85

nai-daijin. See lord keeper of the privy
seal

Naitö Konan, 119, 215, 364n. 3
Nakae Chömin, 23, 345n. 42
Nakagawarachö (Kyoto), 133
Nakahashi Tokugorö, 167–68, 371n. 36
Nakai Masakazu, 232–33, 381n. 38
Nakajima Rikizö, 31, 32, 33 (plate), 37,

40, 42, 108, 112, 348n. 17
Nakajima Tokuzö, 112 
Nakame Satoru, 59, 121
Nakano Seigö, 308 
Nakatani Aya. See Fujioka Aya

Napoleon, 330
Naruse Kiyoshi (Mukyoku), 177, 181,

194, 372n. 20 
Nasu Shiroshi, 291, 391n. 15
National Union of the Social Sciences

Students (Zennihon gakusei shakai
kagaku rengötai, or “Gakuren”), 211

nation-state (kokka), 30
Natorp, Paul, 132, 146, 152, 153 
Natsume Söseki (Kinnosuke), 34, 43,

89, 123–24, 358n. 52, 364n. 2,
365nn. 15–16

Nazis, 254, 255, 281, 308
neo-Kantians, Baden school, 146, 153,

301; -ism, xx, 125, 132, 147, 149,
154, 206; Marburg school, 146, 152

neo-Platonism, 39
new Shinto movement, 355n. 39
Newton, Isaac, 98, 153, 315
Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm, 57, 62,

85, 115
Nightingale, Florence, 245
Nihon gakujutsu shinkökai. See Japanese

Association for the Promotion of
Scholarship

Nihon Hyöron, 281
Nihon shogaku shinkö iinkai. See Com-

mission for the Promotion of Japa-
nese Learning

Nihon University, 108, 362n. 46
Nihongaishi, 109, 242 
Niijima Jö (also known as Joseph

Neeshima), xxi, 26, 46, 346n. 67 
Nishi Shin’ichirö, 122, 200, 270, 388n.

63
Nishida Aiko (fifth daughter), 88
Nishida Aranori (grandfather), 5–6
Nishida Asako (daughter-in-law), 179,

192, 197, 240, 337; and NK’s letters
to, 379n. 53, 381nn. 13, 15

Nishida Hatsue (Hyöjirö’s wife), 76, 77
Nishida Hyöjirö (younger brother), 7,

8, 38, 65, 76, 92, 337
Nishida Ken (oldest son), 56, 58, 137

(plate), 164, 171, 174–76
Nishida Kikuhiko (grandson), 221, 228
Nishida Kitarö 

appearance, 120, 142–43 
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death: dies of uremia, 1, 331; premo-
nition of, 324, 327; Suzuki Dai-
setz’s reaction to, 2, 336–37

early years, as student: discovery of
logic, 14; dislike of military-style
gymnastics, 23; and German lan-
guage, 19, 42; idealistic humanist,
xvii; schools attended, 7– 44

family life: births of children, 48, 65,
70, 80, 88, 100; illnesses and deaths
of family members, 12, 78–80,
86–87, 174–76, 179–80, 188, 189,
199, 201, 214, 220; marital separa-
tion and reconciliation, 52, 56;
marriage to Kotomi and family
life, 47, 48, 65; relationship with
Kotomi, 175, 234, 194; remar-
riage, relationship with Koto,
235–36, 237, 240, 245–46; strict
father to sons, 175

health: acute tinnitus, 378n. 18;
attempt to quit smoking, 191; con-
valescence, 319; eye injury, 27–28,
225; health delicate, 98; insomnia,
21, 159; lack of stamina, 141;
pleurisy, 88, 96, 111, 161; in poor
condition, 147–48; rheumatism,
314; starvation, 326–27; typhoid,
11–12; unexpected longevity, 221

honors: awarded Cultural Medal,
309, 310 (plate); awarded doctor-
ate, 141; became member of Japa-
nese Imperial Academy, 215;
conferred emeritus status, 227;
declined offer of Festschrift, 213

interviews given: “Beruguson, Shesu-
tofu, sono ta—ujitsu zatsudan”
[Bergson, Shestov, and so forth—
conversations on a rainy day] for
Kaizö, 262; “Bunka yögo no
nimondai—bunka böatsu no hadö
[Two questions concerning the
protection of culture—repercus-
sions of violent suppression of
culture] for Yomiuri Shinbun, 255;
“Hyümanizumu no gendaiteki igi”
[The contemporary significance 
of humanism] for Yomiuri Shinbun,

281; “Jinsei oyobi jinsei tetsugaku”
[Life and a philosophy of life] for
Nihon Hyöron, 281; “Yukeru Beru-
guson” [Bergson dead] for Asahi
Shinbun, 97, 310, 396n. 35; “Zui-
kan” [Random recollections] for
Kyoto Imperial University Faculty
of Letters, 364n. 4

letters: See under individual names
Nishidan philosophy: attacked as

pro-Western, anti-Japanese spirit,
xv, 293–94, 322, 325, 392n. 32;
irreducible to philosophy of satori,
xix–xx, 129; its mission, 329; its
paradox left for posterity, 307; its
perspective, humanistic and global,
2, 3, 83, 257, 258, 265, 271, 272,
292, 317; its perspective, radically
historical, 304; postmodernist view
as fascist or ultranationalist, xvi,
306–07; standpoint of prajñä (wis-
dom), 330; starting point, “sorrows
of life,” 172; subject-object dichot-
omy as unexamined dogma, xix,
207, 301; viewed by Marxists, xvi;
Zen and philosophy, xvii–xix, xx,
61, 66, 70, 72, 189–90

NK and others (see also individual
names): and Aristotle, xx, 83, 172,
202, 205, 216, 303, 309, 395n. 28;
and Bergson, xx, 96–97, 115,
124–25, 144, 146, 149, 152, 154,
229, 255, 359n. 3, 365n. 31, 396n.
35; and Bolzano, xxi, 146, 147,
154, 156; and Brentano, 146, 147,
154, 156; and Cantor, 132, 155,
160, 173; and Cohen, 132, 146,
152, 368n. 12; and Dedekind, 132,
155; and Einstein, 183, 185–87;
and Eliot, 261, 363n. 76; and
Emerson, 26, 61, 155, 346n. 64;
and Fichte, xxi, 146, 149, 152,
153, 154, 176, 194, 301; and Fuji-
oka Sakutarö, 19–20, 20 (plate),
24 (plate), 25, 27, 28 (plate), 29,
31, 32, 35–36, 37, 45, 47, 51, 53,
62, 76, 80, 87, 88–89, 90–95, 106,
109–111, 222, 357n. 41; and
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Goethe, 34, 43, 61, 68, 93, 179,
220, 239, 240, 246, 289, 331, 332
(plate), 364n. 11, 379n. 49, 382n.
32, 400n. 94; and Hegel, 23, 28,
39, 73, 132, 146, 148, 152, 153,
154, 156, 177, 216, 313, 330,
345n. 37; and Heidegger, 133,
178, 181, 198, 212, 215, 257; and
Hisamatsu Shin’ichi, 51, 127,
142– 43, 173, 175, 183, 197, 199,
213, 235, 237, 338; and Höjö
Tokiyuki, 13–14, 16, 21–24, 25–26,
31, 33, 45, 47, 48, 49, 52–55, 58,
62, 68–69, 74, 81, 88, 101, 111,
122, 215, 227–228; and Hume,
40–41; and Husserl, xv, xx, 132,
133, 146, 147, 152, 156–157, 160,
178, 181, 182, 192, 193, 200, 201,
202, 210, 229, 255, 256, 369n. 40,
374nn. 17–20; and Inoue Tetsu-
jirö, 350n. 66; and Iwanami Shi-
geo, 138, 149, 158, 193, 198, 199
(plate), 221, 227, 235, 238, 239,
300, 310, 314, 321, 323, 324
(plate), 336, 337, 396n. 36; and
James, 72, 73, 73n. 1, 89, 96,
108–09, 125, 162, 217, 358nn.
54 –55; and Kant, xxi, 34, 37, 137,
146, 152, 154, 163, 206–07, 303,
349n. 39; and Kierkegaard, 307;
and Kihira Tadayoshi, 87–88, 128;
and Kimura Hisashi, 391nn. 7, 9;
and Kiyozawa Manshi, 45, 68, 107,
127, 158, 214; and Koeber, 38–40,
43, 193, 349n. 47, 350nn. 52, 54,
56, 64; and Konoe Ayamaro, 131,
295, 308, 321, 329, 314; and
Köyama Iwao, 262, 328, 386nn. 3;
and Kurata Hyakuzö, 130, 277,
366n. 47; and Kuwaki Gen’yoku,
112, 122, 138; and Leibniz, 296,
323, 393n. 59; and Lipps, 146,
159, 274; and Lotze, 34, 35, 156,
348n. 26; and Marx, 229–30, 255;
and Meiji Emperor, 106, 130–31,
309; and Minobe Tatsukichi, 263,
281; and Murdoch, 365n. 18; and
Natorp, 132, 146, 152, 153; and

neo-Kantians, xx, 125, 301; and
Önishi Hajime, 62, 72; and Planck,
146, 319, 397n. 2; and Plato, xx,
40, 83, 203–04, 254, 303; and
Plotinus, 205, 231; and Rickert,
xv, 132–33, 136, 146, 153, 156,
179, 197–98, 206; and Riegl,
274–75, 309; and Royce, 132–33,
149, 153, 154, 366n. 53; and
Schelling, 146, 148, 301; and
Schopenhauer, 39, 43, 74, 85; and
Setsumon, 48, 49–50, 61, 63, 65,
71, 72, 74, 77; and Söda Kiichirö,
198, 205–08; and Suzuki Daisetz,
xx, xxi, 1–4, 19, 20, 21, 29, 31, 35,
36, 37, 45, 49, 61, 62, 73, 78–79,
100–01, 106, 121, 122, 129, 137,
158, 174, 177–78, 189–90, 221,
223 (plate), 235, 265, 280–81, 295,
297, 312 (plate), 319, 321, 323,
324 (plate), 327, 336, 337, 339,
355n. 31; and Takahashi Fumi,
243–44, 382n. 52; and Takahashi
Satomi, 128–29, 137, 154, 182,
266, 278; and Tanabe Hajime, 27,
151–60, 167, 231–32, 287, 320,
331, 369nn. 13, 390nn. 54, 56;
and Tanabe Ryüji, 111, 113–16;
and Tosaka Jun, 232, 233, 249,
250, 259, 338, 380nn. 31, 33; and
Tsunashima Ryösen, 158; and
Watsuji Tetsurö, xxii, 40, 195, 198,
200, 213, 216, 233, 236, 254, 260,
268, 270, 293, 321, 323, 337, 350n.
59, 378nn. 35–36; and Windel-
band, 132, 134, 146, 152, 153,
176; and Yamamoto Ryökichi, 20
(plate), 24 (plate), 28 (plate), 46,
305, 320, 344nn. 2, 8, 16; and
Suzuki Daisetz, 20, 311; and Yama-
nouchi Tokuryü, xxii, 133, 134,
144, 145, 146, 147, 155, 160, 178,
176, 177, 178, 181, 198, 201, 216,
221, 233, 235, 237

personality and hobbies: apprehen-
sion of things to come, 295, 299;
autobiographies and biographies,
xx–xxi, 67, 156; fundraiser, 90,
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110–11; man of civility, 173–74;
philosophical attitude, 307; read-
ing, 7; the sea, 7, 176, 222; vigor-
ous walks, 27, 122, 221

philosophical concepts/ideas: abso-
lute being, 260; absolute nothing-
ness (or emptiness, zettaimu), 229,
260, 303; absolute will, 149; abso-
lutely contradictory self-identity
(zettaimujunteki jikodöitsu), 276,
303; action-intuition (or active-
intuitive, köiteki chokkan), 251, 265,
303, 309; body, historical body
(rekishiteki shintai), 248, 265, 280;
chöra (as basho), 204, 303; con-
sciousness, productive and cre-
ative, 204; continuation of the dis-
continuous (hirenzoku no renzoku),
238, 261; creativity of individual,
265, 274, 277, 297, 303; dialectical
philosophy (benshöhö), 209, 230,
241, 250, 251, 252–53, 257; dialec-
tical universal (benshöhöteki ippan-
sha), 303; dialectical world, 260,
261, 265; dialectics of One and
many, 257, 261; eternal now (eien
no ima), 236, 237, 240, 261, 299;
expression (hyögen), 229, 251, 287,
296; expressive universal (hyögentei
ippansha), 302; “from that which 
is created to that which creates”
(tsukurareta mono kara tsukuru
mono e), 283; grammatical sub-
ject/grammatical predicate, logic
of, 204, 208, 252, 256, 302–03;
historical world (rekishiteki sekai),
209, 251, 261, 284; “I think by
becoming a thing, I act by becom-
ing a thing” (mono to natte kangae
mono to natte okonau), 125, 309;
individual (kobutsu), 252–53, 259,
307; judging universal (handanteki
ippansha), 302; logic, as self-
expression of historical life, 297;
logic of topos (basho no ronri), 177,
186, 190, 195, 197, 202, 203; logos,
265, 309; love (ai), 89–90, 236,
238, 241, 249; noema-noesis, inter-

pretation of, 256; nothing, noth-
ingness (mu), 202, 204, 205, 206,
220, 236, 246, 303; objective logic
(taishö ronri), 303; one/many (or
oneness/multiplicity), 257, 261;
person, personhood ( jinkaku), 83,
238, 241, 248–49, 250; poiesis (cre-
ation), 287, 309; praxis (action),
250, 256, 309; pure experience
( junsui keiken), xix, 27, 78, 82, 83,
96–97, 108–09, 209; self-con-
scious individual topos, 236; self-
consciousness, 209; skill, technol-
ogy, 309 (see also logos); substance
(hypokeimenon), Aristotelian defini-
tion of, 195, 202, 205, 302; sub-
sumptive judgment (hösetsu han-
dan), 203, 207; “that which sees
itself ”, 208; thing (mono), 265;
topological, 261, 302; topos (basho,
field, chöra), xix, 202–09, 229,
376n. 1; topos of nothingness, 208;
volition, 85, 86

philosophical method: basic philo-
sophical terms, 153; other terms,
250

philosophical path: attempt to unite
neo-Kantians and Bergson, 149;
contemplation on logic and life,
173; shift and cosmocentrism, 209,
259; dialectical logic, 252; doubt’s,
77; early period, 22–23, 225; and
epistemology and metaphysics,
101; the essence of his thought,
297; existential depth, 307; gains
humanistic depth, 89; and history
of philosophy and epistemology,
78; “Jikaku ni okeru chokkan to
hansei,” 133, 135, 138, 147, 149,
150, 151, 153, 157, 158, 159, 161;
the logic of topos, 202–09; and
mathematics and physics, 151, 155,
183; “My Philosophical Path,”
301–04; and natural sciences, 315,
323; personalism, 209, 236, 249;
philosophical apprenticeship, xx,
126, 131–32; philosophical con-
templation, 191; and pure experi-
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ence, 82; and religion, 191; self-
criticism of pure experience, 126;
Zen no kenkyü, 80, 96, 97, 98–100,
112, 127, 128, 138; 

philosophy of religion, 56, 82, 95,
99–100, 142, 222, 324 –25,
327–28, 329, 330 

as public figure: on advisory board 
of academic department, 286; on
board of directors of Füjukai, 310;
on board of directors of Shöwa-
juku, 296; consultant to Ministry
of Education, 310–11; member,
Committee for the Renewal of
Education and Scholarship,
268–69; post-retirement public
life, 215–16

recordings made: with Yamamoto
Ryökichi, “Sözö” [Creativity], 305;
with Yamamoto Ryökichi and
Suzuki Daisetz, “Daisetsu to
Yamamoto Ryökichi, Nishida
Kitarö (2),” 396n. 46

spiritual life: and life experience,
54–58, 60, 64, 65, 66, 74, 87, 90,
109, 189–190, 213, 215; and Zen
practice, 36, 49, 50, 53, 54, 58, 60,
63, 65–66, 68, 69, 70, 71–72, 79,
214, 359n. 12 

talks and lectures given: “Coincidentia
oppositorum to ai” [Coincidentia
oppositorum and love], 173; “Fihite
no tetsugaku” [Fichte’s philoso-
phy], 194; “Gakumonteki höhö”
[On the scholarly method: a pub-
lic talk at Hibiya Park], 170,
171–77, 286; “Genjitsu no sekai
no ronriteki közö” [The logical
structure of the actual world], 262,
256, 258; “Ippansha no jikakuteki
taikei” [The self-conscious struc-
ture of the universal], 230, 380n.
22; “Jitsuzai no kontei to shite no
jinkaku gainen” [The concept of
person as the foundation of real-
ity], 250; “Junsui keiken sögo no
kankei oyobi renraku ni tsuite”
[The mutual relationships and

connections of pure experiences],
108; “Kanto no rinrigaku” [Kant’s
Ethics], 188; “Kanto to Fussëru”
[Kant and Husserl] (later retitled
and published as “Watakushi no
handanteki ippansha to iu mono”
[What I call the judging univer-
sal]), 227; “Köi no sekai” [The
world of action], 256, 258; “Nihon
bunka no mondai” [The problem
of Japanese culture], 292–93, 295;
“Rekishi to shizenkagaku” [His-
tory and Natural Sciences] (retitled
and published as “Shizen kagaku
to rekighigaku” [Natural sciences
and the study of history]), 136,
367n. 5; “Rekishiteki shintai” [The
historical body], 286; “Rekishi-
tetsugaku ni tsuite” [On the phi-
losophy of history], 300, 309, 311,
314–18; “Sei to jitsuzon to ronri”
[Life, existence, and logic], 241;
“Shükyö no tachiba” [The stand-
point of religion], 173; “Shushu
no sekai” [Various worlds], 161;
“T. S. Eliot to dentöshugi” [T. S.
Eliot and traditionalism], 261;
“Tetsugaku to gojin nichijö no
seikatsu to no kankei” [The rela-
tionship between philosophy and
our everyday life], 61

teacher/professor: assistant professor
at Kyoto Imperial University,
111–12, 117–219; first teaching
job, 45–48; as German instructor
and professor at Yamaguchi Higher
School, 53–58; as German instruc-
tor at Fourth Higher School, 48,
52–53; as German instructor at
Gakushüin, 103–06; introduced
phenomenology to Japanese stu-
dents, 147, 368n. 31; part-time
teaching at Nihon University and
Buzan University, 108; as professor
of ethics, logic, psychology, Ger-
man, at Fourth Higher School, 59,
63, 67, 68, 88, 101; relationships
with junior colleagues, 213, 237,
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267–68, 280, 325; relationships
with students, 138, 194, 195–96,
201, 280; and study abroad, 70,
72, 81, 135

university lectures, 119–120, 138,
140, 144, 154 –55, 195, 200, 212,
216, 217, 218–19

views on: art, 275; Buddhism, 67, 71,
82, 90, 315, 330; Chinese culture,
273; Christian West-Buddhist
East, 260; Christianity, Christian
thinkers, xviii; constitutional state,
25, 267; contemporary Buddhist
and Christian practices in Japan,
67; cultural achievements having
eternal life, 255–56; despotism,
285; dialectical materialism, 213;
doctorate, 159; Eastern culture,
273, 275; Eastern heritage, 271;
education, 3, 47–48, 273, 292,
298–99, 326; environment (kan-
kyö), 248; freedom of academic
research, scholarship, 3, 264, 270;
freedom of individual, 230, 256,
277, 285, 297; German culture
and Nazi’s cultural policies, 255;
Greek philosophers, 303, 315;
history, function of, 304; human
existence as historical existence, 3;
human existence as self-contra-
dicting existence, 260; imperial
family (köshitsu), 106, 168, 251,
272, 276, 283, 300, 301, 318, 331;
imperialist philosophy (ködö), 272,
283; independence of academic
scientific study, 263; individualism,
83, 277, 318; Japanese culture, 276;
Japanese diplomacy, weakness of,
26, 298; Japanese essence, 265;
Japanese politics, 258, 286, 287;
Japanese spirit, 270, 272, 308;
Japanese spiritual-cultural heritage,
3; jurisprudence, 273–74; kokutai
( Japanese emperor political sys-
tem), 168, 267, 271–77, 283, 313,
324, 329, 399n. 49; Kokutai no
hongi, 271–77; Konoe Ayamaro,
295, 308, 314; kosei, 207; Mahä-

yäna Buddhism, 249, 260, 275;
Marxism, xvi, 230, 250; Meiji
Restoration, 168, 293, 360n. 5;
military, 249, 254, 263, 267,
279–80, 313, 321; ministry of edu-
cation, 268–70, 286, 294; nation-
alism, 258, 266, 317; Nazi anti-
Semitism, 255; Nogi Maresuke and
Shizuko’s suicide, 130–31; phe-
nomenology, 152, 202; philosophy
and politics, 277; prostitution, 26;
true self, 82, 97, 189; religion,
early positivistic view, 23, 329, 220,
222; restoration (ishin), 283, 311,
318; revival of the old/ancient ways
( fukko), 311, 318; Rickertian neo-
Kantianism, 205; scholarship, 272;
Seiyü Party, 264; sexuality and
celibacy, 70, 246; species, 282, 283;
thought inquest, 325; time, 261,
271–72, 276; totalitarianism, 2,
305, 311, 318, 331; wars, 317;
world, 256; World War II, 1, 326,
328, 329, 331; World War II (con-
cern for postwar reconstruction of
Japan), 1, 3, 263, 267, 279, 280,
308, 321, 323, 326, 329, 330 

Writings (articles and essays): “Aru
kyöju no taishoku no ji” [A retire-
ment speech of a professor], 223,
224–26; “Augusuchinusu no
jikaku” [Self-consciousness accord-
ing to Augustine], 217; “Basho no
jikogentei to shite no ishikisayö”
[The operation of consciousness
as the self-determination of the
topos], 232, 236; “Basho” [Topos],
203–204, 205, 301; “Bashoteki
ronri to shükyöteki sekaikan” [The
logic of topos and the religious
worldview], 142, 327–28, 330,
400n. 77; “Benedictus Spinoza”
[Benedict Spinoza], 62; “Benshö-
höteki ippansha to shite no sekai”
[The world as the dialectical uni-
versal], 259; “Beruguson no junsui
jizoku” [Bergson’s concept of pure
duration], 125; “Beruguson no
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tetsugakuteki höhöron” [On Berg-
son’s philosophical method], 124;
“Bi no setsumei” [An explanation
of the beautiful], 62, 354n. 17;
“Butsuri no sekai” [The world of
physics], 323; “Chi to ai” [Knowl-
edge and love], 89–90; “Chishiki
no kyakkansei ni tsuite, aratanaru
chishikiron no jiban” [On the
objectivity of knowledge—the
ground of new epistemology], 319,
397n. 3; “Chokkakuteki chishiki”
[Intuitive knowledge], 220;
“Danro no soba kara” [From
beside the fireplace], 246–47;
“Dekaruto tetsugaku ni tsuite”
[On Descartes’ philosophy], 325;
“Dentö” [The tradition], 322;
“Eichiteki sekai” [The intelligible
world], 220, 289; “Eien no ima no
jikogentei” [The self-determina-
tion of the eternal now], 237;
“Eikoku rinrigakushi” [A history
of moral philosophy in Britain],
47, 351n. 20; “Even the Cat is
Dead” [new English translation
from “Danro no soba kara”],
246–47; “Gakumonteki höhö”
[On the scholarly method], 270,
271–77; “Gendai no tetsugaku”
[Contemporary philosophy], 146,
369n. 20; “Genjitsu no sekai no
ronriteki közö” [The logical struc-
ture of the actual world], 256;
“Genkon no shükyö ni tsuite” [On
today’s religions], 67; “Gëte no
haikei” [The background of
Goethe’s poetry], 239, 289, 382n.
32; “Girisha tetsugaku ni oite no
aru mono” [“Being” according to
Greek philosophy], 217; “Gurïn-
shi rinri tetsugaku no taii” [The
gist of Mr. Green’s moral philoso-
phy], 46; “Gutoku Shinran” [Shin-
ran the fool], 127, 366n. 41; “Hata-
raku mono” [That which acts],
200, 203; “Hojö sensei ni hajimete
oshie o uketa koro” [Around the

time I first received instruction
from Professor Hojö], 227; “Hyö-
gen sayö” [The expressive opera-
tion], 197, 202; “Hyögenteki jiko
no jikogentei” [The self-determi-
nation of the expressive self ], 236;
“Hyümu izen no tetsugaku no
hattatsu” [The development of
philosophy before Hume], 40;
“Hyümu no ingahö” [On Hume’s
theory of causation], 40–41;
“Hyümu no ingahö hihan” [Cri-
tique of Hume’s theory of causa-
tion], 41; “In Memory of My
Deceased Child” [new English
translation of Kokubungakushi köwa
no jo], 90–95; “In Memory of My
Eldest Daughter, Ueda Yayoi”
[new English translation of “Ueda
Yayoi no omoide no ki”], 332–35;
“Ippansha no jikogentei to jikaku”
[The self-determination of the
universal and self-consciousness],
228, 379n. 9; “Ishi” [The will],
167; “Ishi jitsugen no basho”
[The place where the will is actu-
alized], 170; “Ishi no naiyö” [The
volitional contents], 170; “Ishiki
no meian ni tsuite” [On the light
and dark side of consciousness],
170; “Ishiki to wa nani o imisuru
ka” [What is “consciousness”?],
165; “Iwayuru ninshiki taishökai
no ronriteki közö” [The logical
structure of the so-called world of
cognitive objects], 217; “Jiai to taai
oyobi benshöhö” [Self-love, other-
love, and dialectics], 238; “Jikaku
ni okeru chokkan to hansei”
[Intuition and reflection in self-
consciousness], 133, 135, 138, 147,
149, 150, 151, 153, 157, 158, 159,
161; “Jikaku ni tsuite” [On self-
consciousness], 320; “Jikaku no
taikei” [The structure of self-con-
sciousness], 200, 203; “Jikaku-
shugi” [Philosophy of self-awaken-
ing], 84–85; “Jikakuteki gentei kara
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mita ippansha no gentei” [The
determination of the universal
viewed from the perspective of the
determination of self-conscious-
ness], 228, 380n. 10; “Jikakuteki
ippansha ni oite aru mono oyobi
sore to sono haigo ni aru mono to
no kankei” [That which exists in
the self-conscious universal, and its
relationship to what is behind it],
227; “Jikanteki naru mono oyobi
hi-jikanteki naru mono” [That
which is temporal and that which
is atemporal], 237; “Jikojishin o
miru mono no oite aru basho to
ishiki no basho” [The topos where
that which sees itself exists and the
topos of consciousness], 217; “Jin-
shin no giwaku” [On the doubt in
our heart], 71, 355n. 61; “Jissen to
taishö ninshiki—rekishiteki sekai
ni oite no ninshiki no tachiba”
[Praxis and the recognition of the
object—the epistemological stand-
point in the historical world], 284;
“Jissentetsugaku joron” [Prole-
gomena to practical philosophy],
307; “Jitsuzai ni tsuite” [On real-
ity], 81–82, 87; “Jiyüishi” [The
free will], 241; “Junsui keiken sögo
no kankei oyobi renraku ni tsuite”
[The mutual relationships and
connections of pure experiences],
108; “Junsui keiken to shii, ishi,
oyobi chiteki chokkan” [Pure
experience, cognition, will, and
intellectual intuition], 96–98;
“Jutsugoteki ronrishugi” [The
logic of the predicate], 217; “Kami
to sekai” [God and the world],
99–100; “Kanjö” [Emotions], 167;
“Kankaku” [Sensation], 167;
“Kankei ni tsuite” [On relation-
ships], 170; “Kanto rinrigaku”
[Kant’s ethics], 37, 349n. 39;
“Keijijögaku joron” [Prolegomena
to metaphysics], 252; “Keijijö-
gakuteki tachiba kara mita tözai

no bunka keitai” [The forms of
ancient cultures, East and West,
seen from a metaphysical perspec-
tive], 243–44, 259, 260, 288; “Kei-
ken kagaku” [Experiential science],
297; “Keiken naiyö no shushunaru
renzoku” [Various connections of
experiential contents], 167; “Köi-
teki chokkan no tachiba” [The
standpoint of action-intuition],
265; “Köiteki chokkan” [Action-
intuition], 283, 284; “Koizumi
Yakumo-den, jo” [Preface to A biog-
raphy of Koizumi Yakumo], 113;
“Kokka riyü no mondai” [The
problem of raison d’état], 264, 312;
“Kokubungakushi köwa no jo”
[Preface to A narrative history of
Japanese literature], 90–95; “Koku-
tai” [ Japanese political system],
324, 325; “Kükan” [Space], 325,
326; “Limited Status Program at
the College of Humanities at the
Imperial University around
1891–1892, The” [new English
translation of “Meijinijüshigonen
goro no Tökyö Bunka Daigaku
senka”], 41–44; “My Philosophi-
cal Path” [new English translation
of Tetsugaku ronbunshü daisan, jo],
301–04; “Naibu chikaku ni tsuite”
[On inner perception], 197, 202;
“New Year’s Lecture to the
Emperor: On the Philosophy of
History” [English translation of
“Goshinkö söan, Rekishi-tetsugaku
ni tsuite”], 314–18; “Ningenteki
sonzai” [Human existence], 289;
“Ninshikiron ni okeru junronriha
no shuchö ni tsuite” [On the
claims of a purely logical theory of
cognition], 131–32; “Ninshikiron-
sha to shite no Anri Poankare”
[Henri Poincaré as an epistemolo-
gist], 133; “On Lafcadio Hearn”
[English translation of “Koizumi
Yakumo-den, jo”], 113–16; “On the
Scholarly Method” [new English
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translation of “Gakumonteki
höhö”], 271–77; “Poiesis to praksis”
[Making and doing, or Production
and action], 308–09, 395n. 28;
“Raipunittsu no hontaironteki shö-
mei” [Leibniz’s “Quod ens perfec-
tissimum existit”], 165; “Rekishi
tetsugaku ni tsuite” [On the phi-
losophy of history], 309, 314–18;
“Rekishiteki keiseisayö to shite no
geijutsuteki sösaku” [Artistic cre-
ation as the history-forming oper-
ation], 309, 310; “Rekishiteki sekai
ni oite no kobutsu no tachiba”
[The position of the individual in
the historical world], 293; “Retire-
ment speech of a professor” [Eng-
lish translation of “Aru kyöju no
taishoku no ji”], 224–26; “Rinri-
gaku söan (1)” [On Ethics, draft
1], 80, 357n. 18; “Rinrigaku söan
(2)” [On Ethics, draft 2], 80,
83–84, 357n. 19; “Ronri no rikai
to süri no rikai” [Logical under-
standing and mathematical under-
standing], 132, 155; “Ronri to
seimei” [Logic and life], 173, 280,
284, 297, 304; “Ronri to süri”
[Logic and mathematical logic],
323, 398n. 43; “Sei no tetsugaku
ni tsuite” [On the philosophy of
life], 250; “Seimei” [Life], 326;
“Sekai no jikodöitsu to renzoku”
[The self-identity of the world
and its continuity], 261; “Sekai
shinchitsujo no genri” [The prin-
ciples for a new world order],
321–22, 397–98nn. 22–23; “Sen-
tenchishiki no umu o ronzu” [On
the existence or nonexistence of a
prior knowledge], 51, 352n. 44;
“Shinrigaku kögi” [Lectures on
psychology], 80, 356n. 13, 358n. 2;
“Shirumono” [That which knows],
215; “Shizen kagaku to rekishi-
gaku” [Natural sciences and the
study of history], 136, 367n. 5;
“Shöchö no shin’igi” [The real

significance of symbols], 166; “Shu
no seisei hatten no mondai” [The
problem of generation and devel-
opment of species], 282, 284;
“Shükyöron” [On religion] (earlier
draft), 81, 357n. 27; “Shükyöron
ni tsuite” [On religion], 98–99,
100, 107; “Söda hakushi ni kotau”
[My response to Dr. Söda],
206–208, 302; “Sösetsu” [General
discussion], 256; “Spinoza’s Con-
ception of God,” 38, 349n. 45;
“Sügaku no tetsugakuteki kiso-
zuke” [Giving a philosophical
foundation for mathematics], 327,
400n. 76; “Takahashi (Satomi)
Bungakushi no seccho Zen no ken-
kyü ni taisuru hihyö ni kotau” [My
response to Mr. Takahashi Satomi’s
criticism of my book, An inquiry
into the good ], 129; “Tetsugaku
ronbunshü daiyon hoi” [A supple-
ment to the Fourth philosophical
essays], 325; “Wakakarishi hi no
Töho” [Töho of the younger
days], 111; “Watakushi no handan-
teki ippansha to iu mono” [What I
call the judging universal], 227;
“Watakushi no ronri ni tsuite”
[Concerning my logic], 331, 400n.
93; “Watakushi no zettaimu no
jikakuteki gentei to iu mono”
[What I call “the self-conscious
determination of absolute nothing-
ness”], 236; “Watakushi to nanji”
[I and thou], 248, 250, 383n. 2;
“Watakushi to sekai” [I and the
world], 256; “Yamamoto Anno-
suke-kun no ‘Shükyö to risei’ to iu
ronbun o yomite shokan o nobu”
[My reaction to Mr. Yamamoto
Annosuke’s “Religion and Rea-
son”], 55; “Yamamoto Ryökichi-shi
chöshi” [Message of condolence on
the death of Mr. Yamamoto Ryö-
kichi], 320; “Yo no otöto Nishida
Hyöjirö o omou” [In memory of
my younger brother, Nishida
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Hyöjirö], 77, 349n. 43; “Yotei-
chöwa o tebiki to shite shükyö-
tetsugaku e” [Toward a philosophy
of religion with the Leibnizian
notion of preestablished harmony
as a guide], 324–25, 399n. 51;
“Zakkan” [Miscellaneous
thoughts], 115n. 3; “Zetsudai” 
[A congratulatory message], 320;
“Zettaimujunteki jikodöitsu”
[Absolutely contradictory self-
identity], 296, 289 

Writings (Books): Geijutsu to dötoku
[Art and morality], 191, 374n. 11;
Gendai ni okeru risöshugi no tetsu-
gaku [Contemporary idealistic
philosophy], 146; Hataraku mono
kara miru mono e [From that which
acts to that which sees], 215, 252;
Ippansha no jikakuteki taikei [The
self-conscious structure of the uni-
versal], 228, 230, 231, 245, 252,
380n. 22; Ishiki no mondai [The
problem of consciousness], 170,
371n. 49; Jikaku ni okeru chokkan
to hansei [Intuition and reflection
in self-consciousness], 160, 162,
197, 301, 367n. 1; Mu no jikakuteki
gentei [The self-conscious deter-
mination of nothingness], 252;
Nihon bunka no mondai [The prob-
lem of Japanese culture], 299, 300,
301, 306, 307; Nishidashi jitsuzairon
oyobi rinrigaku [A discourse on
reality and ethics according to 
Mr. Nishida], 84; Shisaku to taiken
[Philosophical contemplation and
life experience], 138, 177; Tetsu-
gaku no konpon mondai [The fun-
damental problems of philosophy],
256, 303, 395n. 44; Tetsugaku no
konpon mondai, zokuhen [The fun-
damental problems of philosophy,
part 2], 260–61, 276; Tetsugaku
ronbunshü daigo [Philosophical
essays 5], 322; Tetsugaku ronbunshü
daigo, jo [Preface to Philosophical
essays 5], 393n. 69; Tetsugaku ron-

bunshü daiich” [Philosophical essays
1], 268; Tetsugaku ronbunshü daini
[Philosophical essays 2], 284, 287,
304; Tetsugaku ronbunshü dairoku
[Philosophical essays 6], 326;
Tetsugaku ronbunshü daisan [Philo-
sophical essays 3], 297, 299, 304;
Tetsugaku ronbunshü daisan, jo
[Preface to Philosophical essays 3],
301–04, 393n. 70; Tetsugaku ron-
bunshü daiyon [Philosophical essays
4], 313; Tetsugaku ronbunshü daiyon,
jo [Preface to Philosophical Essays
4], 297, 307, 393n. 60; Zen no ken-
kyü [An inquiry into the good], 163,
227; Zoku shisaku to taiken” [Philo-
sophical contemplation and actual
experience, part 2], 282, 389n. 24

Nishida Kitaro Zenshü [Collected works
of Nishida Kitarö], xxii, 240, 339

Nishida Koto (second wife), 238–40,
241 (also plate), 248, 251, 256, 295,
300, 301, 310, 314, 320, 325, 328,
330, 332–33, 336, 337, 381n. 23,
385n. 46

Nishida Kotomi (first wife), 126–27, 128,
177, 183, 351n. 19; death of, 198–99;
engagement and marriage to NK, 47;
falls victim of stroke, 170, 171; giving
birth, 48, 56, 65, 70, 80, 88, 100;
initial family trouble, 51–52, 53, 58;
Ken’s illness and death, 174–75; mis-
carriage, 122; pregnancy, 47, 53, 117

Nishida Masa (oldest sister), 7, 79, 118,
357n. 16

Nishida Nao (older sister), 7, 8, 11–12,
91–92

Nishida Naojirö, 144
Nishida Shizuko (third daughter), 80,

137 (plate), 171, 172, 176, 178, 194,
200, 228, 234, 235, 236, 244, 324,
325, 337; and NK’s letter(s) to,
382n. 37

Nishida Sotohiko (second son), 65, 137
(plate), 170, 172, 182–83, 192, 197,
221, 228, 240, 243, 285, 320, 322,
337; and NK’s letters to, 182, 324,
328, 387n. 37
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Nishida Sumi (younger sister), 7, 243
Nishida Tenkö (founder of the Ittöen),

180

“Nishida tetsugaku,” 205. See also Nishi-
dan philosophy

Nishida Toki. See Shimizu Toki 

Nishida Tomoko (fourth daughter), 88,
137 (plate), 171, 176, 179, 183, 184,
188–90, 234, 235, 236, 246, 312

Nishida Tosa (mother), 5–7, 87, 167,
244; faith in education, 37–38, 56;
respect for scholars, 118, 128 

Nishida Toshiko (adopted daughter),
76, 77, 118, 173, 201, 337

Nishida Umeko (sixth daughter), 100,
137 (plate), 171, 176, 179, 183, 217,
219, 234, 235, 251, 327, 333, 336,
337, 381n. 4

Nishida Yae (paternal grandmother),
333

Nishida Yasunori (father), 5–9, 14;
keeps mistress, 25; loses family for-
tune, 37–38; relationship with NK,
51–52, 53, 56; village mayor, 11, 210

Nishida Yayoi (oldest daughter), 48, 58,
102, 118, 126, 136, 137 (plate), 162,
163, 170, 173, 175, 234, 241–42,
244, 325, 328; NK’s “In Memory of
My Eldest Daughter, Ueda Yayoi,”
332–35

Nishida Yüko (second daughter), 70,
86–87; NK’s “In Memory of My
Deceased Child,” 90–95

Nishidan philosophy (Nishida tetsugaku),
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Yokoi Tokio, 362n. 48
Yokoyama Shösei, 25, 27
Yomiuri Newspaper, 249–50, 255, 281
Yonai Mitsumasa, 295, 305, 308, 326 
Yoneda Shötarö, 119, 131, 176, 200

Yoneyama Hosaburö, 43
Yoshida Seichi, 159
Yoshida Shöin, 46, 351n. 15
Yoshida Tatsumi. See Fujioka Tatsumi
Yoshikawa Hideo, 110
Yoshimura Toratarö (sixth principal of

Fourth Higher School), 69, 80, 88 
Yukawa Hideki, 322, 398n. 29

Zaimokuchö (Kamakura), 221, 227
zazen (sitting meditation, Zen practice),

xviii, xix 
zen (good), 127–128
Zen Buddhism, xvii, 229
Zen sayings/expressions, “Letting of

one’s hands,” 158; shinshin ichinyo,
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Zenkan sakushin, 54, 353n. 63
zentaishugi. See totalitarianism 
Zermelo, Ernst, 160
zettaimujun. See absolute contradiction
Ziehen, Theodor, 362n. 56 
Zsolt de Harsanyi, xxi
Zuiun Gikan, 79, 357n. 15
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